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Foreword

I first heard about a phenomenon called ”public journalism” in 1997 at a lec-
ture that was part of the introductory course to studying journalism at Uni-
versity of Tampere. I remember that the lecturer was enthusiastic about the 
idea and that the central point of public journalism was to consider citizens 
as important sources in news journalism. But I also remember realizing that 
public journalism seemed like a reaction to some of the certainties of ”regular 
journalism”. Therefore the idea was difficult for a first year student to grasp 
because those certainties were still as new to me as the claims of public jour-
nalism.

The next time I came across with the idea of public journalism in 2002 
when I was starting to plan my master’s thesis. I spotted an announcement 
on a mailing list about a research assistant position in a public journalism 
project to be carried out together with an NGO and a local newspaper. The 
announcement was posted by the same enthusiastic researcher from the in-
troductory lecture, who was by now a professor.

I got the job as a research assistant and was pleased with the opportunity 
to write a thesis connected to something practical. Furthermore, by that time 
I had been studying journalism for several years and had some work expe-
rience as a journalist from newspapers, so the concept of public journalism 
made more sense to me. During the years between the introductory lecture 
and the MA thesis project I had – at least to some degree – internalized the 
idea of professional journalism, and therefore ideas of public journalism reso-
nated more clearly. For me, the central point of public journalism at that stage 
was the idea of producing more dialogical journalism. I also became aware of 
the wide theoretical foundation that encompassed public journalism. 

I could have become a public journalism oriented journalism practitio-
ner, but instead I ended up becoming a practice oriented public journalism 
researcher. After finalizing my master’s thesis I started to explore the possi-
bility of doing further research on the topic and applied to study for a PhD. 
I started my research in 2004 by doing interviews and collecting material at 
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Helsingin Sanomat, then at Aamulehti and last at Itä-Häme. I was interested 
in the ways these newsrooms had applied the ideas of public journalism in 
an environment where participation had become an increasingly important 
tenet in many segments of society.

Citizen participation has been a central theme in various areas of research 
for the past few decades. Two lines of research are important to identify if we 
want to understand how citizen participation in public affairs is currently 
looked at in journalism research. One of the lines is public journalism that 
dates back to the early 1990s and stems from the will to renew or refresh tra-
ditional journalism practices with citizen participation. The context of this 
line of research is professional journalism and the way in which it could pos-
itively contribute to the functioning of democracy. In this sense, public jour-
nalism is also rooted in the theories of the public sphere. The second line of 
research considers citizen participation from the perspective of new techno-
logy and it dates back to the late 1980s and the evolution of the internet. In 
this line of research, the focus is on the possibilities of technologically-aided 
citizen engagement and the ways in which these activities may democratize 
information delivery and prevailing hierarchical communication structures. 
Both of these lines have specific features and both have tension between the 
ideal and the practical, but for different reasons – because they draw from 
different traditions.

Currently, there is a lot of discussion about citizen participation in journal-
ism. For example, the terms participatory journalism and UGC (user-gener-
ated content) surfaced in the early 2000s and they refer to user participation 
in professional media with the help of online communication. The research 
field in this area is active but somewhat incoherent. The two lines of research 
mentioned above – public journalism and technologically-aided participa-
tion – have historically been apart but have now converged in the idea of par-
ticipatory journalism. However, these research traditions are not always in 
dialogue with each other. I have been surprised how few references there are 
in participatory journalism literature to public journalism. In other words, 
even if many of public journalism’s ideas would now be more attainable with 
the help of online technology, audience participation is not often studied in 
the way that would use the legacy of public journalism as a reference or a 
point of comparison.

This is linked to the contextual differences. Public journalism was born in 
a cultural context in which professional understanding was largely ignorant 
of the massive impact that the development of new communication technol-
ogy would have on journalism. The true potential of the internet in terms 
of public discussion and civic communication was never one of the build-
ing blocks of public journalism. Therefore, there is a contextual gap between 
public journalism and participatory journalism that was produced by the 
enormous changes in the technologic-cultural context.
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These changes largely took place during the first decade of 2000s – whilst I 
have been undertaking my research on newspapers’ public journalism. In one 
sense, the quick development of the technological and cultural context at first 
annoyed me. It made me feel that my research would lose relevance. How-
ever, during the process of writing this dissertation I have become more con-
vinced of the fact that journalism as social practice changes slowly and that 
collaboration between professionals and amateurs is always challenging – no 
matter what the technological platform is. Therefore, I think this research can 
offer insights into the current status of citizen participation in journalism, 
which is a lot easier than before but still requires effort. Moreover, I think that 
truly collaborative journalism – making news with citizens – becomes more 
attainable if research can offer theoretically sound concepts for making sense 
of what is done and why. With this research I wish to offer analytical tools 
for studying various participatory news practices and uses of UGC that take 
place today in print, web or broadcasting, even if my starting point is public 
journalism in newspapers.
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1.  
Introduction

The object of this study is public journalism and its applications in the Finn-
ish press. Public journalism, sometimes referred to as civic journalism, is an 
American-based journalistic reform movement and an idea which aims at 
connecting the media more closely with its readers, and readers with public 
life: administration, democratic governance and politics (Haas 2007). Thus, it 
is a normative yet experimental set of journalistic ideals and practices, which 
emphasise the importance of citizen involvement in the journalistic process 
and public discussion. Public journalism can be best understood as an ini-
tiative that has both a theoretical and a practical dimension. It is important 
to see public journalism as a combination of these two dimensions: norma-
tive–experimental and conceptual–practical. This dual setting means that the 
discussion on public journalism is theoretically inspired, and the normative 
elements of the theory are clearly apparent. At the same time, public jour-
nalism is studied as a form of practical news work, as an attempt to develop 
citizen-oriented news coverage.

I will examine the ways in which public journalism ideas and practices 
are manifested in three different Finnish newspapers – Itä-Häme (local), Aa-
mulehti (regional) and Helsingin Sanomat (national) – during the period of 
2002–2006. The aim of this research is to provide a description and a typolo-
gy of their public journalism approaches and an analysis of journalists’ inter-
pretations of the practices and their effects on journalists’ professional role. 
I will base my analysis and arguments on data gathered in 2003–2006. The 
main body of the data consists of interviews with journalists and a collection 
of public journalism style news stories.

In this introduction, I will first situate my study in the field of communi-
cation research and discuss its relevance. Then I will position the object of 
my study in relation to its context; i.e. I will describe the Finnish newspaper 
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field and its changes. Thereafter, I will present the research questions and in-
troduce the methods. 

1.1. Situating this research

Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch (2009, 3–4) characterize journalism studies as 
one of the fastest growing areas within the discipline of communication re-
search and media studies: it has matured to become an academic field in its 
own right. Studying journalism has become recognized as an important area 
of research because news journalism maintains and constructs our shared 
realities and our subject positions in the local, national and global contexts. 
Journalism is also fundamentally tied to democracy. Wahl-Jorgensen & Ha-
nitzsch argue that at the moment, however, the significance and role of jour-
nalism is challenged and shaped by the introduction of interactive commu-
nication technologies and various other trends. Due to the rapid growth of 
the vast terrain of media studies altogether, and the recognition of the sig-
nificance of journalism and the challenges that institutional and professional 
forms of journalism are facing, journalism studies has developed into an in-
teresting yet complex research area. 

More specifically, this study can be seen as part of a sociologically and cul-
turally oriented journalism research tradition that aspires to study the pro-
fessional self-understanding of journalists (Aldridge & Evetts 2003; Soloski 
1997; Zelizer 2009). This research focuses on professionalism of journalism: 
the negotiations that are going on about the role of journalists and journalism 
in society and the requirements that these roles pose for the whole profes-
sion. In the sociologically oriented track of professionalism research, jour-
nalists are seen as actors with norms, practices and routines, whereas in a 
cultural analysis of the journalism profession, more emphasis is placed on 
examining what is important to journalists themselves and exploring the cul-
tural symbol systems by which reporters make sense of their profession (Zel-
izer 2009, 35–37).

I situate my research at the meeting point of these two traditions. I will 
consider professionalism as a sociological phenomenon, but I wish to give 
room for the journalists themselves to make sense of their profession. The 
aspects of self-understanding and negotiation – even professional imagina-
tion (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008) – are reflected in my work as an attempt 
to value the experiential knowledge that journalism professionals have about 
their own work. According to my view, a researcher in the field of journal-
ism should appreciate the knowledge of the profession, but at the same time 
challenge it. Therefore, this research will concentrate on the reflections of 
journalists, but will also include an analysis that breaks away from their im-
mediate experiences.

The point of view from which I look at professionalism is public journal-
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ism. Naturally, this angle is only one possible among many. However, I con-
sider this perspective as an important one because of the dual nature of pub-
lic journalism (normative–experiential/conceptual–practical). This setting 
forms the basis for discussing the practices themselves and the implications 
of public journalism on the self-understanding of journalists. For me, this 
twofold characteristic offers a possibility to bring together professional and 
the academic knowledge in the field of journalism. Thus, this work is a mod-
est attempt in the long tradition of trying to bridge the dissonance between 
journalism scholars and journalism practitioners (see Zelizer 2009).

One of the current trends in newspaper journalism can be named reader 
or audience orientation (e.g. Hujanen 2008; 2009), i.e. the requirements for 
newspapers to better recognize, address and serve their readers as customers. 
The viewpoint of public journalism in this context offers an interesting way 
to scrutinize this trend because as practice, public journalism surely is part 
of this reader orientation. Thus, it is not fruitful to try to disconnect public 
journalism from the commercial links that it has and see it only as a norma-
tive and democratic reform project. In practice the motivations of the news-
rooms to adopt public journalism practices are often commercially driven. 
Understanding today’s newspaper journalism requires the need to recognize 
the commercial aspect of the industry that frames news work, an aspect that 
is also internalized by the journalists. The commercial characteristics of jour-
nalistic work, however, are manifested differently in different newsrooms. 
Therefore, studying professionalism in journalism should always be contex-
tual and acknowledge its diversity and the impact of specific newsroom cul-
tures on professional understanding.

So, on the one hand, this research can be situated in the broader tradition 
of studying journalistic professionalization and professionalism (Carey 1969; 
Soloski 1997; Deuze 2005; Hanitzsch 2007). While on the other hand, this 
study can be seen as part of the long research tradition that discusses the pub-
lic sphere and its relationship to the media and journalism (Habermas 1998; 
2006; Dahlgren 1991; 2009). In this sense, my research is also in dialogue 
with the political science orientation of studying journalism that has for a 
long time held a normative interest, discussing the ways in which journalism 
could better serve its public (Zelizer 2009, 37). Public journalism sprang from 
the need to reform political journalism, so there is an intrinsic normative el-
ement in the initiative. Public journalism as a normative set of ideas pushes 
the journalists and journalism researchers to take into consideration what the 
”public” in public journalism means. Why should journalism become more 
public and in what sense?

Overall, I see public journalism as an initiative that binds together the tra-
dition of studying professionalism and the tradition of studying the public 
sphere. This position is illustrated in Figure 1, which aims to clarify the rela-
tionship between public journalism, professionalism and public sphere theo-
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ries. The domain of journalism is regarded to be divided into journalism prac-
tice and journalism theory, and public journalism is placed in this domain. 
However, the relationship between practice and theory is charged: journalism 
practitioners do not necessarily see links between their work and theoretical-
ly informed research. Despite this dissonance, I regard that theory may pro-
vide the profession with competences, such as means for self reflection and 
evaluation, that would not otherwise stem from the practice of journalism.

The theory of journalism is not, however, a coherent body, rather it draws 
form various theoretical fields that extent outside of journalism research. In 
this study, the most important of such theoretical fields are centred on pro-
fessionalism and the public sphere theories. In this research, I wish to make 
this connection explicit and redevelop the idea theoretically. With the help 
of public sphere theories, I suggest that public journalism theory would ben-
efit from re-conceptualizing – or clarifying – its understanding of the public 
sphere. In the empirical part of my research, I will then analyze what hap-
pens when journalism in practice tries to connect more with its public and 
how professionals interpret this.

On the significance of the study
Why is it worth studying public journalism practices and journalists’ con-
ceptions in the Finnish context and at this time? Firstly, there is a rather ex-
tensive and fairly well-defined body of research on public journalism and its 
criticism that acts as inspiring terrain (Rosen 1993; 1997; Merrit 1995; Char-

JOURNALISM PRACTICE

Public
Journalism

Professionalism Public Sphere

JOURNALISM THEORY

Figure 1: Relationships between public journalism, professionalism and the public 
sphere theories.
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ity 1995; Glasser 1999; Lambeth et al 1998). Even if the majority of this dis-
cussion took place in the late 1990s, the theoretical debate and analysis on 
public journalism is still continuing and relevant, especially in a broad in-
ternational context (Haas 2007; Romano 2010; Nichols et al 2006; Nip 2006). 
Moreover, just because the peak of the broad experiment phase has passed, I 
find it now relevant to study the everyday practice of public journalism and 
scrutinize the forms that it has acquired. Naturally, it is important to consider 
the early stages of the movement, but it is just as important to consider the 
current practice and significance of public journalism in the 2000s. In this 
situation, public journalism ideals have become filtered and adjusted to be 
part of the dominant news practices and cultures as the time of explicit ex-
perimentation is over.

My second argument is based on technological development. Even if the 
peak of the public journalism movement has passed, the ideas and practices 
remain ever more valid in the current context in which interactivity, citizen 
participation and public discussion have become more accessible to many 
due to the rapid growth and development of web-based communication. New 
approaches such as participatory journalism (e.g. Paulussen et al 2007) and 
citizen journalism (e.g. Reich 2008) are rapidly developing. In these web-
based approaches, the role of professional journalists as the producers of 
journalism is changing. This transformation bears resemblance to and articu-
lates some of the same discussions that public journalism introduced earlier, 
for example the interaction between readers and journalists. 

Therefore, it is important to study the practices and journalists’ interpre-
tations of public journalism experiences that preceded the introduction of 
web-based participatory journalism, even those ”offline” practices that have 
not utilized new technological possibilities to their full degree. Public jour-
nalism practices challenged the role of journalists in a way that now seems 
to be intensifying online. The rapid progress of online journalism has not yet 
provided many possibilities for – theoretically oriented – professional reflec-
tions. Therefore, I argue that there is a lot to learn from ”offline” public jour-
nalism experiences, and it is relevant to consider the lessons that my research 
data could offer to the web era.

A third way to justify this research is to take into consideration the Finn-
ish context. It is important to offer a non-American based account of the pub-
lic journalism tradition. There is a need to widen the scope of discussion to 
include international experiences. Haas (2007, 126) argues that the practice 
of public journalism worldwide has differed from American projects surpris-
ingly little. Therefore, it is important to look at the practices a little deep-
er, especially the journalists’ interpretations, in order to analyze the cultural 
nuances on the one hand, and the common professional understanding on 
the other. Interestingly, the tradition and impact of public journalism has 
been significant in the Nordic context (Denmark, Sweden and Finland) (Haas 
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2007, 127–135; Bro 2003; Beckman 2003; Heikkilä 2001). The Nordic con-
text allows us to scrutinize public journalism in a media system that is in-
fluenced by public service broadcasting and high newspaper readership. The 
public journalism approach in Finland has evolved during a period in which 
the old order of democratic–corporatist system (Hallin & Mancini 2004) has 
commenced a long-term process of evolution towards more individually and 
commercially oriented structures due to factors such as globalization and in-
creased deregulation. So, even if the focus is on Finnish public journalism, 
the study provides insight into the Finnish journalistic culture and its con-
text more broadly, as the studied culture surely reveals other important as-
pects about itself. 

From the 1990s onwards the tradition of public journalism has been ap-
parent in Finnish journalism research (e.g. Heikkilä 2001; Kunelius 2001), 
journalism schools and in actual news work. However, we need to be care-
ful not to overestimate the status of public journalism in the Finnish media. 
The news media that have been inspired by the ideas of public journalism 
have not necessarily named their approaches as public journalism, and their 
participatory practices have been mixed with the broad trend of reader ori-
entation.

This is to say that the actual journalistic projects I have chosen as objects 
of my study could be viewed from various other angles as well. I have cho-
sen public journalism as my reference point because despite the ”adapted” 
nature of public journalism in these approaches, the impact of the idea is rec-
ognizable and in some cases significant. Moreover, I think these newspapers 
and their approaches depict well the state and status of public journalism in 
Finnish newspaper journalism in the 2000s where public journalism ideals 
are a distinct but not the single most important trend that shapes practical 
newsroom work.

The three Finnish newspapers that I examine in this research – the na-
tional Helsingin Sanomat (HS), the regional Aamulehti (AL) and the local 
Itä-Häme (IH) – are examples of newsrooms that have absorbed influences 
from public journalism but have customized those ideas in a way that suits 
their newsroom cultures and profiles. The public journalism approach of HS 
concentrates on elections, AL’s on discussion-based stories and IH has cre-
ated a position for a ”civic reporter” who is in charge of the paper’s citizen-
based journalism. These approaches thus also represent the different ways 
in which public journalism has been organized in the newsroom. HS in this 
study represents a paper that has applied public journalism ideas in the form 
of distinct projects; AL has assumed the approach to develop repeatable story 
formats; and IH has approached public journalism via an individual, by as-
signing the responsibility to a specific journalist. 
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1.2. Context of the research:  
Legacy and challenges of Finnish newspapers
The combination of an historical legacy and the effects of recent macro trends 
amount to the context in which Finnish newspapers and journalists oper-
ate. I will now outline the legacy of the Finnish newspaper field and discuss 
some of the current trends and challenges of Finnish newspaper journalism. 
Today’s contextual setting in Finland constitutes an inspiring situation in 
which many old professional practices and values are being renegotiated and 
challenged. I will discuss the legacy and the trends from four perspectives: 
economic, cultural, technological and political.1

Economic challenges 
From the early years of the 20th century until the Second World War, the Finn-
ish newspaper market was organized around party or family ownership and 
the local community played a role in the ownership structures: the market 
was locally dispersed. After the war, the newspaper market went through a 
transition in which one of the viable regional papers took over as the leading 
paper in its region and political affiliations started to loosen (Tommila 2001). 
The provincial newspapers were a commercial success: many of them en-
joyed a practical monopoly in the regional markets of advertising and reader-
ship. Prosperous papers were locally owned and newspaper publishing was 
viewed as a particular kind of trade. Newspapers started to market them-
selves as ”omnibus” newspapers with broad appeal (Hallin & Mancini 2004). 
The growth of a mass-circulation commercial press actually occurred rather 
late in Finland, but the dominant form of newspaper ownership thereafter 
came to be private corporate ownership.

In terms of media competition, there was rather little competition for read-
ers due to the system of press subsidies and the regional ”niche” system of 
the newspapers. Steady income was furthered by the tradition of the home 
delivery system, the subscription-based newspaper market and the overall 
growth of the Finnish economy. The general trend was a steady increase in 
circulation figures until 1990 when a collapse in the Finnish economy led 
to a period of economic depression and mass unemployment that affected 
the newspapers’ subscription levels. (See Tommila 2001, 61; Wiio & Norden-
streng 2000, 17; Heiskala & Hämäläinen 2007, 81.)2 Since the economic de-
pression of the 1990s, Finnish newspapers have yet to reach similar pros-
perity, even if they are doing relatively well. The recent global economic 

1 For an earlier and brief version of this section, see Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008, 663–665.

2 Subscription, however, remains the most important form of newspaper purchase to date: 
89% of all the sold copies were subscribed and delivered home in 2006. Source: Finnish 
Communications Regulatory Authority, Statistics Finland, http://www.stat.fi/til/jvie/tau.
html.
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recession has, nevertheless, resulted in redundancies and budget cutbacks in 
Finnish newspapers.

At present, globally recognized macro trends such as intensified media 
competition and concentration of ownership affect Finnish newspapers. Per-
haps the most influencing trend is the increasing tendency to frame journal-
ism as a business. Journalism has of course always been commercial in na-
ture, but within recent decades, journalistic publishing has increasingly been 
seen as another branch of a diversified and consumer-driven media industry 
(Cottle 2003; Olkinuora 2006). Journalists work in large media corporations 
whose management strategies are informed by blunt economic calculus. Ac-
cording to some evaluations (e.g. Nieminen 2005; Wiio 2006, 30), in Finland, 
this is partly a result of the shift from the social responsibility framework to 
the competitive libertarian media system.

Internationally, there is a measurable trend of declining newspaper cir-
culation. Also in Finland, the circulation of newspapers has been declining 
since the 1990s: circulation figures have decreased 6.1 percentage units from 
1996 to 2006.3 Long-term, loyal subscribers have become rarer as the popula-
tion is aging, and thus, one of the most oppressive economic challenges for 
newspapers is to appeal to younger generations. Another clearly measurable 
trend in the Finnish context is the slow but steady decline in the market share 
of graphic mass media (e.g. from 36% in 1960 to 25% in 2003). Within the 
graphic mass media segment, daily and other newspapers are most clearly 
losing their share when measured according to net sales. Free sheets (Met-
ro etc.), magazines, books and commercial print products have been able to 
increase their revenue. The current situation has created pressures for news-
papers to seek profit from the digital environment. This has proven problem-
atic, even if a majority of the newspapers have been heavily investing in their 
internet services.

It is worth noting that newspaper journalism as a business in Finland is 
still equally dependent on subscription sales and advertisers. Half of the dai-
ly newspapers’ income originates from the advertisement market (53%) and 
the other half from subscriptions or sales (47%). In the Nordic countries, a 
relatively large proportion of total media advertisement is still situated in 
newspapers (Sauri & Picard 2000, 29), even as other media platforms are 
competing ever more forcefully for advertisers. 

Declining trends and business logic with increasing interest on stock mar-
ket investments in journalism have resulted in economic effectiveness re-
quirements. Since the editorial content and human resources constitute a 
major part of spending in a journalistic business, this touches upon a par-
ticularly central part of the profession. Moreover, effectiveness combined 

3 Statistics Finland, http://www.stat.fi/til/jvie/tau.html.
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with the growing size of media companies has changed the logic of content 
distribution. The same content is delivered via several outlets controlled by 
the same media company. The call for effectiveness is likely to affect the 
professional culture of journalists; i.e. there is a need for multi-skilled jour-
nalists able to produce a story for the web, for print and even for local radio 
(Jyrkiäinen 2008, 55). Moreover, the ideas of user integration and open inno-
vation (e.g. Lietsala & Sirkkunen 2008, Chapter 8) in which users are taken 
along in product development constitute another broad trend connected to 
cost reduction and competition. These trends are reflected in journalism as 
increased publication of user-generated content (UGC) and user-driven inno-
vation (see e.g. Vujnovic 2011, forthcoming).

Another economically driven trend is the fragmentation of the media au-
dience. The economically successful innovations and products in journalism 
seem to incorporate a clear target group mentality. For the profession, this 
implies a change also in the journalist–audience relationship, often referred 
to as audience orientation. The strategies for connecting to the needs, wants, 
interests and vocabularies of the target audiences challenge the fundamental 
definitions of the newspapers’ (public service) professionalism, which has 
been oriented towards to a large, undivided audience. Target group analysis 
in newspapers is done both in quantitative and qualitative terms, and in Fin-
land, the use of ”attitude mapping techniques” such as RISC monitoring have 
become common (Hujanen 2008; Olkinuora 2006, 20).

One of the trends arising from the unique structure of the Finnish national 
press market is modest competition among the national quality dailies. Hel-
singin Sanomat is the largest national newspaper, and it has an overwhelm-
ing position with a circulation of over 430 000. The second largest newspaper 
is a tabloid, Ilta-Sanomat, but in terms of circulation (196 000), it is well be-
hind the HS. National competition is partially impeded by the small market 
area defined by the language borders. Furthermore, the largest provincial pa-
pers have maintained their regional influence, but concentration of owner-
ship has taken place. In Finland, ownership of newspapers has concentrated 
into the hands of a few owners (Herkman 2005). Two of the largest media 
companies (Sanoma Corporation and Alma Media) control more than 40% of 
the total circulation of newspapers. Corporate ownership and competition in 
turn have resulted in increasing co-operation between regional papers.

Most concrete forms of co-operation are the systems of page swap, story 
circulation and the formation of joint Helsinki newsrooms for effective cover-
age of national politics in the capital city (Jokinen & Koljonen 2007). 

A few political trends have also affected newspapers’ economic standing. 
Although the deregulation trend has been more clearly manifested in the elec-
tronic media, it is evident that this trend has increased general media compe-
tition, which newspapers are a part of. In Finland, the loosening of state con-
trol has also meant a reduction of ”positive” regulation, the press subsidies 
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(Nieminen 2005, 17). The state grants press subsidies for small political and 
cultural newspapers, but the amount of public support has declined from 80 
million (1980s) to the current 14 million euros (Joukkoviestimet 2006, 282).

Cultural trends 
Culturally, there has been a strong connection between national or local iden-
tities and newspapers in Finland. In the early days of the newspaper indus-
try, many newspapers were foremost created as tools for building a national 
culture. Many early newspapers were established in order to strengthen the 
Finnish language press in comparison to the then dominant Swedish lan-
guage press, and later the press was seen as a means to cultivate Finnish 
identity against the influences imposed by Russian rule (Tommila 2001, 46). 
Finland’s position between the west and the east has brought a particular 
angle to the Finnish culture; there is a need to express ”Finnishness” that is 
something other than being Swedish or Russian.

An enduring national legacy in the Finnish newspaper field has been part-
ly sustained by the fact that until fairly recently Finland has been under-
stood as monocultural society in terms of ethnicity. In the 1990s, the Finnish 
immigration policy placed emphasis mainly on humanitarian immigration 
(refugees), but by the end of the decade, immigration based on employment 
became increasingly important.4 All in all, immigration policy in Finland has 
been cautious, and immigrants still account for only 2–3% of the Finnish 
population (Wallenius 2001). Ethnicity and multiculturalism as issues were 
considered rather remote in the Finnish journalistic field up until the 1990s.

Changes such as the global movement of the work force and women’s role 
in the labour market have accentuated the transformation of western societ-
ies. This means that multiple identities – across cultural background, gen-
erations, gender or income – need to be recognized in the production and 
reception of journalism. Given the importance of journalism as a mediator 
of public discourse, questions of gender and multiculturalism pose new de-
mands for journalists in Finland. The reminiscent of the ”national mission” 
of the Finnish newspapers has been readjusted in relation to the – admittedly 
slow – internationalization of the Finnish culture. The newspapers have re-
acted to this change with varying degree, but there are few examples of more 
methodical ways of developing multicultural newspaper journalism in Fin-
land (e.g. Horsti 2005).

When we consider broad cultural trends in Finland, we should also dis-
cuss the belief in education and welfare state ideology that became increas-
ingly important after the Second World War. These trends contributed to the 
common understanding of the public service ideal of the media and to the 

4 Kunnat.net/Localfinland.fi, http://www.kunnat.net/k_perussivu.asp?pa
th=1;161;279;280;60954;96683
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central role of the Finnish public service broadcasting company, YLE (estab-
lished already in 1926). Even though newspapers strictly speaking have not 
been performing public service because of the commercial interests involved, 
the cultural ethos of public service tradition has affected the professional 
self-understanding of the Finnish journalists (Nieminen 2005; Wiio 2006). 
Another particularly Finnish feature has been the strong tradition of news-
paper readership, the idea that reading the newspaper is somehow a part of 
one’s civic duty. This is a trend that is similar to other Nordic countries (Hal-
lin & Mancini 2004).

National and political identities have been contested in late modernity by 
increasing individualism. Individualism as a value has become more central 
among Finns too, and the turning point for value change is situated around 
the 1980–90s (Helkama & Seppälä 2004, 10–11, 29). This value change is re-
flected in the ways that newspapers addressed their readers before the 1990s: 
first as politically identified beings (the era of political press), then as resi-
dents of certain regions (provincial press) and as undifferentiated mass audi-
ence (omnibus papers). Even if these addresses seem different, they all relied 
on the idea that people identified themselves according to larger structures, 
usually those of the class society. Political papers made this more explicitly, 
but also the professional ideal of the objective reporting paradigm, which was 
dominant in Finland during 1970–90, was based on the idea that the class 
structure still existed. Pietilä (2008, 158–163) argues that the audience need-
ed to be addressed as widely and neutrally as possible because the aim was 
to address the mass audience at large and provide the information that would 
help them formulate their own opinions. Because of this ideal, the papers 
could not turn to narrowly defined population groups and had to therefore 
aim at achieving the most objective and realistic coverage as possible. Thus, 
these addresses were based on collective structures, but the rise of the post-
political paradigm (Mouffe 2005) and overall trend of individualization gave 
way to the dissolution of the politically coloured frames of reference and ob-
jectivity as an attainable norm.

In the broad process of the overall ”mediatization” of our society, the me-
dia have also become an increasingly important frame of reference for people 
to define themselves and their place in society. The mediated public sphere 
has become an essential site for identity formation and mirroring of individ-
ual problems (Bauman 2002). In the middle of all this, the newspaper as an 
institution appears merely as a single player among many other media plat-
forms that offer tools for orientation and identity formation. The professional 
ethos of Finnish journalists has long been captured by considering (newspa-
per) journalism as the central provider of ”full service”: information and as-
sistance for the readers to orient themselves in society. At the moment, how-
ever, the terrain seems more complicated, as people are increasingly using 
for example fiction and social media for orientation, identity formation and 
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reference. Of course, newspapers are adapting to the changing situation in 
which the mass-audience has been replaced by fragmented subgroups. Many 
Finnish newspapers have adopted tools for audience analysis from the mar-
keting world (e.g. RISC) in their need to address various subgroups more ef-
fectively. The audience segment with the label ”adventurous” is currently 
the most sought after target group by newspapers, whereas groups with la-
bels like ”security” and ”stability” have usually been their most loyal readers 
(Olkinuora 2006, 21; Hujanen 2008).

The development of consumer culture has many impacts on newspaper 
journalism. One of them is the general trend to increase the entertainment 
function of newspapers. Finnish statistics verify that there has been about a 
10% increase in the entertainment content of daily newspapers during the 
past ten years (Joukkoviestimet 2006, 292). Among cultural theorists, this 
phenomenon is reflected in the discussion on ”tabloidization”. Tabloidiza-
tion includes trends such the increased emphasis on visual representation 
of the stories, the shortening of story forms, the polarization of content and 
the personalization of news stories (Sparks 2000; Herkman 2005). However, 
the trend is not static: in the current context of intensified media competi-
tion, the quality dailies are searching for patterns of economic survival from 
tabloids, but at the same time, tabloids are lifting their profiles as political ac-
tors, watchdogs of power and discussion leaders (Olkinuroa 2006; Virkkunen 
2004). In all, the division between the evening press and the quality press has 
never been that drastic in the Finnish context.

The strong tradition of newspaper readership in Finland has also altered. 
Cultural implications include the changing nature of media usage. It can be 
argued that enthusiasm to read daily (subscribed) newspaper has transformed 
into enthusiasm for reading in general. For example, by international com-
parison, Finnish youth still read relatively often, even if the overall trend is 
downward. Thus, the culture of reading still exists in Finland, but the growth 
areas are now free sheets, magazines and tabloids. The younger generations 
are also more likely to seek news from the internet. Therefore, the papers are 
trying to keep alive the tradition of newspaper reading by campaigns and 
joint projects with schools, for example. Nevertheless, people are now more 
likely to give up their newspaper subscription than before. Subscribing to a 
newspaper is no longer considered a civic duty, and there clearly is erosion 
occurring in the cultural significance of newspaper readership. Surveys indi-
cate that if a person had to quit one of the following news media, they would 
first give up the newspaper, then radio, television and last, the internet. (For 
this discussion, see Hujanen 2007; Nieminen 2005; Wiio 2006; Olkinuora 
2006.) 
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Technological transition 

The above cultural trends affect the Finnish newspaper field in a broad man-
ner, but perhaps a more direct effect is evidenced in the terrain of techno-
logical development (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008). In terms of technology, 
there has always been a positive attitude towards progress in the Finnish 
newspaper industry. In the early days, newspapers were eager to develop 
their printing technology, and under the protection of the stable economic 
environment (home delivery tradition and high household penetration), they 
invested heavily in printing plants and in the quality of the product.

However, development in communication technology has always affected 
the structure and content of the news media: new technology has always 
given rise to new forms of media and affected the production and efficiency 
within the already existing forms (Luostarinen & Uskali 2004). Digitalization 
and the introduction of the internet started to affect newspapers and journal-
istic work in the 1990s. However, it was not until the beginning of the new 
millennium that the actual digital turning point in the Finnish newsrooms 
took place (Heinonen 1998).

Technical production is still the largest area of expenditure for daily news-
papers. Technical costs have nevertheless been decreasing during the past 15 
years in contrast to the relative costs of editorial work, administration and 
marketing, which are on the rise (Joukkoviestimet 2006, 281). This develop-
ment partially refers to digitalization, which has affected the whole produc-
tion chain of the newspaper industry: from writing, photography, editing and 
layout to printing. Effects of digitalization are thus seen at both the levels of 
distribution and newsroom work. On the one hand, the journalists execute 
more phases in the journalistic process; on the other hand, their stories are 
published in more outlets than ever before (Luostarinen & Uskali 2004).

In the newspaper context, the web is often referred to as another pub-
lishing platform. The first online versions of print newspapers in Finland 
appeared in 1995, (Luostarinen & Uskali 2004) and in 2005, all of the daily 
newspapers had an internet version of their paper (Joukkoviestimet 2006, 
272). According to the Finnish Newspaper Association, the number of online 
newspapers (web versions of printed newspapers) had increased from 33 to 
141 during 1997–2006. But as we now know – in the age of web 2.0 – on top 
of being another publication platform, the internet is also an environment of 
social and networked interaction, an environment that brings in more varied 
pressures and possibilities for newspapers than first acknowledged.

Even if the development of information and communication technologies 
is strongly motivated by economic profits, it is not the only driving force. 
New technologies have also paved way for new communicative practices for 
virtual and real-life communities. New media technologies potentially cre-
ate opportunities for people to form ”horizontal” connections: citizens with 
common interest can communicate with each other. Interests, cultural per-
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spectives and identities, which the mass media previously ignored as margin-
al, can gain new power within these communities. Moreover, the increasing-
ly networked nature of the public sphere enables citizens to see themselves 
as potential participants in public discussion (Friedland et al 2006, 20–21). 
A particularly interesting development combining expertise, personal view-
points, argumentative writing and new interaction patterns is blogging (e.g. 
Gillmor 2004).

In relation to newspaper journalism, blogging as a phenomenon can be di-
vided into two threads of argumentation: ”blogging as journalism” and ”blog-
ging as a social method of content management and interaction”. Following 
the first thread leads to the debate on whether blogging in itself is journalism 
(i.e. a form of citizen journalism), thus threatening the position of profes-
sional journalism. Sirkkunen (2006, 55) argues that blogging can occasionally 
develop into journalism, but more often blogs are something else: personal 
diaries, fiction, photos etc. The other thread of argumentation emphasizes 
that blogging is a combination of new technology and a social form of media 
that is built on the premises of networking, linking and interaction. This view 
emphasises that blogs as social media can go a long way in helping main-
stream journalism overcome some of its weaknesses such as detachment, lack 
of trust and transparency and a low degree of reader involvement, but it also 
emphasises that social media have developed forms and gained ground in-
dependently from journalism (e.g. Lintulahti 2006; Gillmor 2004). Moreover, 
social media challenges traditional forms of journalism because it is indepen-
dent of the established production and distribution channels and because it 
is based on the collective processing of information (Erkkola 2008, 81–83) 
and may alter the professional roles of journalists from newsmakers and edi-
tors into ”professional mentors” of participants in media publishing (Lietsala 
& Sirkkunen 2008, 153–55).

In Finnish newspapers, the reaction to the growth of the blogosphere was 
rather reactive at first. Blogs authored by leading politicians were first fol-
lowed by journalists, and thus, blogs acted as a new type of information 
source; some of the Finnish newspapers started to run sections in their print 
versions in which quotations from blogs were presented. Then newspapers 
started their own blogs in which journalists, editors or visiting writers pub-
lished column-like pieces. According to a recent study (Heinonen 2008, 121–
122) the so-called horizontal opportunities that come with blogging have be-
come more widely identified by newspapers. On their web sites, newspapers 
are providing space for readers’ own blogs and independent communication 
as peers. These sites, however, are quite often separated from the professional 
journalistic content.

According to Heinonen (2008, 115–126) Finnish newspapers have recog-
nized the emergence of the social media and other web-based communication 
possibilities, but they seem to have reacted to the change rather traditionally. 
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Even if they have used the web-based opportunities to include the audience 
more in the making of journalism, and even if the internet is at the core of the 
Finnish newspapers’ future plans, the actual production of journalistic con-
tent is still considered best to remain in the hands of professional journalists. 
Web-based participatory opportunities are seen to complement the develop-
ment of face-to-face interaction practices. 

Evolution of the political culture
In addition to technological development, there is a slower change in the po-
litical culture of Finland that is reflected in newspapers. The political legacy 
of Finnish newspapers is connected to the party press system, which then 
transformed into a commercial mass-circulation press. The commercial all-
round newspapers evolved in unison with the political idea of welfare state 
democracy. In welfare systems, the state is the provider of welfare services, 
and politics of consensus is the central form of decision making (Tiihonen 
2004). Consensus, as a practical political idea, includes the idea of power 
sharing; separation between legislative and executive powers; multiparty sys-
tem; proportional presentation; and compromise and co-operation between 
opposing forces (Hallin & Mancini 2004, 51). In Finland, newspapers were 
thus seen as the sites for consensual opinion formation of national policies, 
mostly at the level of institutions.

Related to the ideas of consensus and welfare is the idea of corporatism. 
Hallin & Mancini (2004, 54) describe Finland as a democratic-corporatist 
country, in which corporatism refers to formal integration of social groups 
(e.g. trade unions and other key interest groups) into the political process 
by extensive consultation. Economic and social policy issues, particularly 
wage agreements, are handled in a corporatist fashion. By now, the most rig-
id structures associated with corporatism have weakened and given way to 
more individualized patterns of belonging, but for a long time they played 
an important role in the development of the political and media systems in 
many Northern European countries, including Finland.

Within this political tradition, the administrative apparatus holds an im-
portant role, serving the society as a semi-autonomous public actor. Admin-
istrative orientation is thus another key characteristic of the Finnish political 
and media systems. Administration as the ”official” producer of public infor-
mation has shaped the role of the press as a transmitter of this information. In 
this environment, newspaper journalists became neutral professionals with 
relatively co-operative relations to official sources. Hallin and Mancini (2004, 
57) point out that organized professionalism (in the forms of unions and self-
regulation) in journalism is more common in media systems where adminis-
trative authority is strong.

In the political system, democratic-corporatism was in its purest form be-
fore the start of the 1990s, after which the gradual movement towards a more 
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(neo)liberal system became evident. Thus, by the 1990s, the political climate 
and public discussion were still strongly influenced by the discourse of plan-
ning, expertise and state-centred progress, but there were already signs of 
the coming discourse that was based on competition and individualism. A 
growing discourse of market-orientation and ”mangerialism” evolved. (For 
this discussion, see Alasuutari 1996, 104–121; Kantola & Kautto 2002, 14–
19; Kantola 2002, 252–265.) Moreover, Raunio (2004, 140) argues that from 
1990s onwards, the party-politically oriented administration and the prepa-
ration system of corporatist committees (featuring politicians and civil ser-
vants) has been gradually replaced by non-partisan policy advisors or civil 
servant working groups appointed by the ministries. This has led to a decline 
in the connection between parties and policy formulation and strengthened 
the technocratic and legal nature of the administration. This can be seen as a 
broader trend of the New Public Management doctrine that promotes a more 
managerial and cost-effective organization of central bureaucracy.

There is also a wider trend of the blurring of ideological and political dif-
ferences among the ruling parties in Finland. This has been seen as a result 
of the long tradition of consensus seeking and coalition formation, but also 
due to the fact that the society structures in terms of traditional cleavages has 
been changing: the left–right cleavage has been made more ambiguous by ru-
ral–urban and integration–independence cleavages (Tiihonen 2004, 65–66; 
Raunio 2004, 142). The structures of the class society seem to provide fewer 
points of political identification for citizens, and perhaps this has contributed 
to the slow decline in voter turnout in Finland. The average voting turnout 
during the 1960s was 85.0% while in 1990−2001 it dropped to 70.8% (Grön-
lund et al 2005, 120).

Three quarters of Finns consider political parties to have drifted further 
from the problems of ordinary people (EVA 2007). There is thus a trend to-
wards depoliticization (e.g. Mouffe 2005) and general passivity of civil soci-
ety. However, there are also some signs of emerging new forms of civic activ-
ism that take place outside the traditional political organs and associations. 
According to polls, a majority of Finns think that the new social movements 
represent citizens’ opinions better than traditional parties do (EVA 2005). 
This activism (NGO’s and more unorganized initiatives) is focusing on local 
or global issues and identities, thus circumventing the traditional represen-
tative route of formal politics at the national level. Harju (2007, 93) argues 
that it is important to consider the informal ways in which people participate 
in the public sphere as agents whose private selves, emotions and interests 
stimulate and contribute to their political activities. This informal but politi-
cally oriented activism poses a challenge for journalistic coverage because 
the strong role of bureaucratic power has shaped journalism into an institu-
tion that traditionally is at its best in covering institutional sources and po-
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litical processes, and because such activism is problematic in terms of rep-
resentation.

At the moment, global economic trends are increasingly affecting the 
state and its political system. The ties between the individual and the na-
tion state as the central public agent and provider of services are eroding 
(Haapala 2008). The crisis of the welfare state system is an example of this 
trend. In Finland, the idea of the state as the main organizer and provider of 
social services to citizens has been questioned at least from the perspective 
of economy (too expensive), legitimacy (not enough public support), ideol-
ogy (against individual will) and functionality (the welfare structures do not 
serve their purpose) (Kantola & Kautto 2002, 15). Thus, there are pressures 
from many angles – global, national and individual – to the Finnish model of 
the state-oriented political welfare system. These competing viewpoints form 
a dilemma for political newspaper journalism. News journalism has always 
been strongly connected to national institutions but there is now an increased 
need to cover political issues also from either transnational or individual per-
spectives. Globalization pushes issues further from the reach of national de-
cision making, and in terms of institutions, the European Union has become 
an ever more important factor in national politics. The EU is an important 
political actor that affects the newsroom routines and professional identities 
of journalists, since so much of the decision making now takes place in Brus-
sels (Heikkilä & Kunelius 2006).

Summary
One can see that the trends that shape newspaper journalism in Finland are 
for the most part globally recognized but locally coloured. Combining to-
gether the historical legacy with the economic, cultural, technological and 
political trends, we can map out the setting in which Finnish newspapers 
operate today.

Financially, the current context is heavily shaped by a competitive-effi-
ciency framework. Newspapers are facing globally recognized economic 
challenges, but the combination of the Finnish legacy of public service ethos 
and the overarching business framework provides an interesting context for 
these pressures. The technological trends that affect newspapers in Finland 
are strongly connected to digitalization and to the threats and possibilities of 
the internet. The Finnish newspapers were for a long time rather reactive in 
their online approaches, but it seems that the interactive possibilities are be-
ing increasingly recognized and adopted. The cultural trends affecting news-
papers in Finland can be grouped around the notion of individualized con-
sumer culture: newspapers are trying to adjust themselves to the fragmented 
environment. In addition, issues like gender equality and multiculturalism 
should be recognized. The political context, in turn, has undergone quite a 
few changes during the past 20 years. Depoliticization and electoral passivity 
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have alarmed the state (see Niemelä 2007) as well as the press and encour-
aged them to revitalize and develop more interactive and participatory ap-
proaches, even if the legacy of the consensus culture and the framework of 
representative democracy remain strong. 

Of course, the trends described here are intertwined with each other, and 
journalism as a social institution has feedback effects on these terrains and 
their respective institutions. Bearing in mind this context, we can move on 
to discuss public journalism in Finland. Public journalism arrived in Finland 
in the 1990s, a period in time that is widely referred to as a decisive turn-
ing point in the national context; i.e. an emergence of a new mental para-
digm that was more market and technologically oriented than the mentality 
of post-war Finland (Heiskala & Hämäläinen 2007, 84–88). Since the 1990s, 
public journalism has remained in the vocabulary of Finnish journalists, but 
it has been applied in various ways: there is no explicit or unified model of 
Finnish public journalism. It has evolved in the middle of the trends and 
changing context that were discussed above. Indeed, the whole idea of pub-
lic journalism has not remained intact in the middle of these pressures and 
trends. Rather these forces have acted as inputs that have pushed the news-
papers to become more aware of the changes in their surroundings and the 
need to experiment with new approaches. It is interesting to study the ways 
in which journalism in this context tries to remain relevant and act as a legiti-
mate institution of the public sphere.

1.3. Research questions, methods and structure of the book 

The public journalism inspired approaches in Itä-Häme, Aamulehti and Hel-
singin Sanomat are mostly project-like initiatives, in a sense ”special cases” 
in Finnish newsroom practice. This speciality, however, provides an oppor-
tunity to catch a moment in which journalists in the newsrooms have gone 
beyond routine behaviour and reflected upon some of the basic questions of 
news journalism and the public.

Research questions
Public journalism approaches in the Finnish newspapers have indeed chal-
lenged journalists to rethink the role of the public as well as their own roles 
as professional journalists. In a sense, public journalism can be seen as an 
ideological or professional struggle about the role of journalism in democ-
racy and in the public sphere rather than a set of ideas and practices that 
bring along solutions. Certainly, the elements of doubt and redefinition are 
apparent in the journalists’ evaluations. Journalists are struggling to adapt 
to the tightening demands brought on by the changes in the context while at 
the same time they are willing to preserve something that can be considered 
the core of journalism, something that makes the profession worth defend-
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ing and developing (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008, 676). In empirical terms, 
the task of this research is to scrutinize the practice of public journalism in 
Finland and the kinds of professional interpretations that have been initiated 
by the practice. In theoretical terms, the task is to examine public journalism 
in a way that opens up the two key concepts of the term: ”journalism” and 
”public”.

The overall research task becomes more concrete in the main research 
question: What is public journalism, how and why has it been applied and 
interpreted in three Finnish newspapers, and what kind of professional ref-
lections by journalists have these approaches elicited?

This main research question frames the discussion in this study, and it can 
be divided into four sub-questions that I address in separate chapters. 

• How do journalists interpret the arrival of public journalism, and 
how do they evaluate participatory news practices? (Chapter 5)

• What is a typology of the textual presentations in public journal-
ism stories? (Chapter 6)

• How do journalists consider the role of citizens in public journal-
ism? (Chapter 7)

• How do journalists view their professional self-image with regard 
to public journalism projects? (Chapter 8)

With the help of these questions, I will discuss the significance of public jour-
nalism for professional journalism in Finland. The sub-questions thus guide 
the handling of the empirical data, but I will also incorporate the theoretical 
discussion on public journalism, professionalism and the public sphere into 
the analytical discussion in the empirical chapters.

Notes on methodology
I will address the above questions by analyzing journalists’ interviews and 
journalistic texts. The interview material (40 interviewed journalists) is my 
primary research data. Public journalism inspired news stories from the three 
papers (174 stories) constitute the textual data. I have also conducted sporad-
ic observation and/or participation in the newsrooms, and the materials col-
lected thereby function as a body of supportive data (see Table 1).

Methodological placement. My methodological position stems from the 
interactive understanding of theory and data: deduction and induction. I do 
not want to tie myself to either of these aspects alone; i.e. neither only to an 
aspect that considers knowledge production to be grounded in theory, nor to 
a view that underlines the data as the starting point. I consider that research 
is best carried out and the best results are reached if there is an understand-
ing of methodology that underlines the dialogic nature of theory and empiric 
data. This dialogue, in turn, can be reached with various analytical methods.
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In this research, the communicative relationship between theory and data 
means that the theoretical framework that comes with public journalism has 
defined this research from the start. The framework of public journalism is 
normative; i.e. the conception has an in-built understanding of what jour-
nalism should aim at. The theoretical basis of this research – public journal-
ism theory widened with professionalism and public sphere theories – has 
shaped the selection of the cases, the formulation of the interview questions 
and the construction of the analytical framework for the textual research. 
However, the normative framework here is not the only point of reference; 
the research data – in this case mostly the journalists’ interpretations – can 
point out moments of contestation. The moments of contest and even frustra-
tion are important in showing the areas where there might be contradiction 
between theory and practice. Hence, the empirical material can also talk back 
to theory. The idea of contestation thus works on the level of data on the one 
hand, and theory, on the other.

Moreover, I consider methodology as an interpretive cycle in which data, 
theory and the researcher’s interpretations complement and inform one an-
other. This cyclical understanding of research makes the position and inter-
pretations of the researcher apparent (Helle 2009, 100). Because I consider it 
impossible for research to reflect reality as such, I think it is also suitable for 
the researcher to take an active part in the research process and production 
of the research data. This understanding fits well with the public journal-
ism framework, as the initial idea in the movement was to narrow the gap 
between academic research and journalism practice: to make research more 
transparent, relevant and ”public” for the profession (Rosen 1999, 33; 36). 
Thus, it is possible to see the public journalism movement as an intervention-
ist and experimental research approach in itself (Ahva 2003, 14–16).

The interventionist approach is part of the tradition of action research that 
underlines the active and interpretative nature of the researcher. In an inter-
ventionist approach, the role of the researcher is made explicit and utilized 
in data collection and interpretation; the researcher is a participant in the 
process that aims for change and at the same time, the researcher studies the 
change process (Heikkinen & Jyrkämä 1999, 32; Kuula 1999, 198; Helle 2009, 
100). In my study, the idea of seeing methodology as interventionist two-way 
process becomes apparent in the collaborative role that I had with the civic 
reporter from IH and in my position as a journalist-researcher at HS during 
the EU project in 2004.

Another grounding methodological paradigm that informs this research is 
that of qualitative research. Within the qualitative framework, I situate this 
research in the broad methodological tradition of ethnography. Ethnography, 
when understood culturally, underlines the importance of studying groups 
of people and the meaning systems that these groups have and share (van 
Maanen 1995, 4; Finch 2004). When ethnography is understood theoretically, 
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the emphasis is placed on either creating a systematic explanation of a par-
ticular event or case, or joining a theoretical conversation that goes beyond 
the case. Regarding the latter, the point is not merely about understanding 
what people do, but also with what people do it, i.e. according to what kinds 
of patterns of behaviour or speech, clusters of values and norms people use 
to act and make sense of the world (Finch 2004). In my research, I study a 
particular group, professional news journalists in Finland, with the intention 
of studying their conceptions and patterns of making sense of public journal-
ism, citizens and themselves as professional journalists. However, I do not 
intend to create detailed ethnographic descriptions of each of the newsrooms 
and their cultures, since I consider my observation material to be too limited 
for that purpose. Rather, I want to find common themes – and interesting de-
viations – from the three newspapers and their journalists’ ways of making 
sense of the idea and practice of public journalism.

Thus, this work does not aim to be a comparative research of three case 
studies. Rather, my research is a multi-sited study that utilizes varying data 
and methods in order to be able to study a given phenomenon that takes 
shape and transforms across multiple sites (Saukko 2003, 195). The aim of 
multi-sited research is, firstly, to illustrate that social phenomena are not sta-
bile but change when looked at in different contexts, and secondly, to locate 
the phenomena within wider social and even global contexts (Saukko 2003, 
177). This research thus studies public journalism via three different sites, 
the three newsrooms at HS, AL and IH, and aims to shed light on the differ-
ent forms and range of interpretations of the approach. But it also aims to 
point out connections that exist between the newsrooms’ public journalism 
approaches and make references to the international forms of public journal-
ism. This starting point is also reflected in the analysis and structure of this 
research: in some chapters I look at the newsrooms separately, but in others I 
concentrate on commonalities and shared interpretations.

Methods of collecting data. As Table 1 indicates, the methods with which 
I have collected the data are (1) interviews, (2) gathering of news stories and 
(3) participation/observation. Thus, ethnography as a broad tradition shapes 
my research at the level of data collection: semi-structured interviews, ob-
servation and document searches are considered as ethnographic methods 
of exploration and data collection (Cottle 2003, 4–5; Hansen et al 1998, 36).

(1) The interview material acts as a way to study professional interpreta-
tions of journalists, but I have also benefited from the interviews in a purely 
factual manner, i.e. in getting information on how the projects, which were 
not familiar to me beforehand, were carried out in practice. I am aware, how-
ever, that the factual information provided by journalists about the projects 
is also interpretive in nature, as it was produced in a particular context of the 
interview situation.

A semi-structured interview plan guided the interview situations, but 
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room was left for flexibility as there was variation between the cases. The in-
terview plan was modified for each newsroom, but general themes that struc-
tured the interviews were: journalists’ own work experience, newsroom cul-
ture, position and context of the newspaper, concept of public journalism and 
the newspaper’s own public journalism approach: its arrival, related practic-
es, journalists’ role, stories and the future of the practices.

Interviewing as my main data collection method can be divided into group 
interviews and individual interviews, both of which were semi-structured. 
The agreements that I had with the newsrooms along with practical time limi-
tations shaped the nature of the interviews. The interviews with journalists 
from HS were mainly conducted as group interviews of 2–3 participants. Due 
to practical reasons, some of the HS interviews were done individually. All 
of the interviews with AL and IH journalists were conducted one-on-one. Re-
garding AL, some of the reporters were not located in the main newsroom in 
Tampere, which resulted in the decision to conduct all of the interviews indi-
vidually. For IH, the small size of the journalistic staff affected my decision to 
carry out individual interviews. I also conducted two e-mail interviews with 
the management in IH.

Helsingin Sanomat Aamulehti Itä-Häme

Form of public 
journalism Projects Repeatable formats 

Individual assign-
ment of a reporter

Interviews

17 journalists and 
editors, group and 
individual inter-
views

14 journalists and 
editors, individual 
interviews

9 journalists and 
editors, individual 
interviews

Texts

Parliament electi-
on stories and EU 
election stories (23 
stories)

Election tour stores, 
two ”value series”  
(51)

Civic reporter’s sto-
ries (90)

Participation and 
observation
in the newsrooms 

I worked as a jour-
nalist and layout 
designer in HS 
during EU project 
(four months in 
2004)

Internal memos, 
two recorded mee-
tings, observations 
and notes

I followed and ob-
served three discus-
sion events of the 
election series (over 
a period of three 
weeks in 2004) 

Observations, no-
tes, internal memos

I engaged in active 
interaction with the 
civic reporter: dis-
cussions, meetings 
and two-day long 
observation of her 
work on site (in the 
course of two years, 
2004−2006)

Observations, 
notes, internal 
memos, e-mail dis-
cussions

Table 1. Summary of the research data.
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A group interview allows the researcher to get information about the joint 
interpretations of the newsroom and it also provides a better opportunity 
to spot the points of organizational disagreement and conflict than one-on-
one interview situations (Moilanen 1995, 29−30). This double aspect makes 
group interviewing rather demanding for the researcher, as she needs to main-
tain the flow of the interview while observing the group dynamics simulta-
neously. However, the group interview is also considered data rich, flexible, 
cumulative and stimulating to respondents (Fontana & Frey 1994, 365).5 My 
group interviews lasted from 1.5 to over 2 hours. The HS group interviews 
featured journalists from different departments of the organization. Because 
the departments or teams usually function quite independently from one an-
other in HS, the group interviews thus allowed me to observe the formation 
of joint understandings, as well as disagreements, between journalists from 
different teams. In a large newsroom, the common understanding is perhaps 
less articulated than in smaller ones because of the (physically divided and) 
differentiated nature of news work. This assumption was supported with an 
observation that the material from the small newsroom of IH was internally 
more homogenous than the materials from HS and AL. So, as a self-critical 
methodological afterthought, I can say that it could have been beneficial to 
also conduct group interviews (where possible) with AL journalists in order 
to better discover the joint interpretation of that relatively large newsroom.

However, my experiences from the individual interviews with AL and IH 
journalists were positive. It was more a rule than an exception that the inter-
viewees were eager to talk about their work and that the interview situations 
lasted longer than was anticipated. The individual interview sessions were 
1–2 hours long. Due to the collaborative connection that I had with IH, my 
role as an interviewer could perhaps be described as being more informal in 
IH than in AL, a fact that should be taken into account when reporting the 
results especially from a comparative viewpoint. However, given that this re-
search does not fully adopt a comparative case study design, I do not consid-
er this – and the fact that I have both group and individual interviews – as a 
major limitation. In multi-sited newsroom studies that require negotiating ac-
cess to the site, the conditions may vary and the researcher needs to be open 
about these differences at the stage of analysis.

On every interview occasion, the researcher should be aware of her steer-

5 As a researcher, I noticed the strengths and weaknesses of the group situation. One of the 
positive elements was the fact that the group environment stimulated the group and made 
it possible for participants to compare their interpretations and memories of events that had 
taken place a little while earlier. The interviewees thus encouraged and completed one an-
other. My negative experiences are related to meandering discussion or situations in which 
one of the participants was able to dominate the situation. These situations were mostly 
connected to gender and age. On those occasions, it is the task of the interviewer to balance 
the situation by encouraging the marginalized to express their views and/or make a note of 
these occasions in case there is a pattern. 
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ing effect and the element of power that is inbuilt in interviews situations. I 
need to point out that after some interviews, I was critical towards my own 
conduct, as I experienced that I did not make enough follow-up questions 
or that I was directing the course of the interview too forcefully. However, I 
think these are typical reflections for every researcher, and in semi-structured 
interviews, it is difficult to balance between the themes of the interview and 
the interviewee’s experience, especially if they do not always intersect in an 
evident manner. It is important, however, to understand interviews as a joint-
ly produced discourse, and not to see variation across interviews as errors but 
as significant data for analysis – presuming that the researcher is clear about 
the context of the interview in the write-up stage (Mishler 1986, 153; 157).

I have transcribed all of the interviews (including my own questions) in 
order to acquire a detailed description of the interviews situations, and to bet-
ter see the interviews as shared communicative situations. In the context of 
my research, it is evident that the framework that I as an interviewer brought 
to the situation was that of public journalism. Not all of the respondents had 
previously framed their initiatives explicitly as public journalism. However, 
none of them totally denied that the particular frame of public journalism or 
citizen-oriented journalism (phrases that I used in the interviews) were ap-
plicable to their newsrooms. Therefore, the interpretations that journalists 
expressed in the interviews ought to be seen as results of a jointly produced 
discourse. I have granted anonymity for the interviewees, but for the sake of 
clarity I have numbered them and will refer to this numbering when using 
direct quotations in the text (see the list of interviewees at the end of refer-
ences).

(2) The journalistic stories that constitute the textual material of this re-
search were collected either in retrospect (HS’s parliamentary project 2003 
and AL’s first value series 2002) or in the course of the publication of the sto-
ries (HS’s EU election series 2004; AL’s election tour and the second value 
series 2004; and all of the IH’s civic stories). Again, the material is not quanti-
tatively comparable as such, as the number of the stories is modest and there 
is numerical variation between the papers (see Table 1). This variation is due 
to my decision to choose stories that are anchored in particular projects or 
initiatives. Nikunen (2005, 30) notes that in multi-sited studies, it is typical 
that the data from different sites is diverse: it points out to the internal vari-
ance of the studied phenomenon. Therefore variation of data can be regarded 
as a research result in itself.

Moreover, as my main interest in the textual analysis lies in the story ele-
ments and story types, the quantitative compatibility of the stories is not a 
decisive issue. The quantitative content analysis acts as a means to get a con-
densed depiction of the news stories. My main aim in the textual analysis is 
to create a typology of the story elements from the complete textual material 
in order to scrutinize the ”grammar” of public journalism stories. On the level 
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of story elements, there are interesting connections as well as deviations be-
tween the three newspapers and their public journalism stories.

(3) Observation and/or participation contain a bundle of data collection 
methods (Hansen et al 1998, 36). In my case, the practical data retrieval meth-
ods included tape recordings of planning and feedback meetings (HS); mak-
ing notes of newsroom work and other work situations (HS, IH); discussing 
and interacting with reporters face-to-face (all), over the phone or via e-mail 
(IH); and asking for internal newsroom documents for background informa-
tion and analysis (all). As pointed out, the material that I have collected by 
observing the news work or by personally taking part in the process, acts as 
a supportive data in this research. This is firstly because my main interest 
lays in the journalists’ perceptions and interpretations, and secondly because 
I was not able to gain similar access to all of the sites. Additionally, the pos-
sibilities for participant observation were limited in terms of time; therefore, 
there is variance in the duration of the observing periods. Moreover, I want-
ed to study some projects that had already passed. Due to these reasons, the 
depth of the observations and participation is not enough to qualify as pri-
mary research data.

However, even if this group of data is only supportive material on which I 
can mirror the journalists’ evaluations and discussions, it is nevertheless ap-
propriate to provide briefly an account of my participatory role in the papers, 
especially because my role as a researcher has been slightly different in each 
of the cases. The challenge in multi-sited research is to make the position of 
the researcher apparent by self-reflection (Nikunen 2005, 31). The strongest 
interventionist role I had was at IH where I acted in co-operation with the 
civic reporter at the early stages of her work. In the beginning, I had an ac-
tive participatory role as a feedback provider and after the most intensive re-
search period, I remained in touch with the civic reporter (for a more detailed 
discussion, see Chapter 5.3.). At HS, I worked as a journalist in the politics 
department during the EU election project. Hansen et al (1998, 51) refer to 
this kind of researcher role as ”participant-observer”, with emphasis on par-
ticipation, and note that this position as an in-situ reporter may constrain the 
observation work. At that stage at HS, I had already interviewed HS journal-
ists regarding the parliament election project during which I was not part of 
the staff. The newsroom was thus aware that on top of working as a journal-
ist I was also collecting further data for my research. Regarding AL, I did not 
have a participatory role. This was because two of the projects that I wanted 
to study at AL had already passed before starting this research. Consequently, 
I was not able to participate in the projects other than as an interviewer after-
wards. During the election tour, however, I was able to observe a few discus-
sion events in order to gain a more nuanced picture of the approach and its 
practices, but in these situations, I remained in the role of a silent observer or 
as ”observer-participant” (cf. Hansen et al 1998, 51).
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Methods of analysis. I will describe my methods of data analysis in more 
detail at the beginning of each of the empirical chapters (5–8). Here it is 
enough to point out that the main method in this research is a qualitative 
content analysis. The interview material was analyzed with the help of At-
las.ti software. I first organized and coded the material according to newspa-
pers and then into four main clusters: (1) definitions and evaluation of public 
journalism as an idea, (2) talk about the newsroom practices related to public 
journalism, (3) talk about readers and their participation in public journal-
ism, and (4) talk about the role of the journalist in public journalism. These 
clusters were then further organized and analyzed in more detail in order to 
answer the research questions.

In terms of analyzing the stories, I first conducted a quantitative analysis. 
This analysis was of small size and aimed to create a condensed picture of the 
stories and to identify any patterns in terms of agent positions in the stories. 
Thus, the quantitative analysis was also qualitatively oriented; i.e. there was 
no attempt in the analysis to make statistical generalizations, rather it acted 
as a guide for the qualitative analysis on story elements. In the qualitative 
analysis, I closely read a sample of the texts and identified typical story ele-
ments in the public journalism stories.

The observation material was not systematically analyzed due to the limi-
tations I described earlier. I have utilized, however, the material mostly in 
Chapter 5 where I describe the practices and projects in the three newspa-
pers. Notes and documents thus acted as background material that I used as 
a point of comparison with the interviews. The participatory material from 
IH – i.e. the notes from meetings and discussions with the civic reporter and 
our e-mail correspondence – has also been mostly used in Chapter 5 with the 
attempt to provide a deeper understanding of the work practices and devel-
opment of the civic reporters’ professional profile. In this part of the study, 
I have tried to reflect openly on my personal responses in the process, as it 
may provide important insight into the norms and often unspoken rules and 
values informing the professional practices of those observed (Hansen et al 
1998, 36–37).

Structure of the book
The book can be divided into three sections. In the first section (Chapters 
2–4), I discuss a conceptual and theoretical aspect of public journalism. In 
Chapter 2, I start from public journalism. By opening with this discussion, I 
wish to underline that this research is first and foremost about journalism and 
its change. I will therefore discuss first the nature of public journalism and 
then broaden the discussion in two more conceptual directions, in the direc-
tion of professionalism (Chapter 3) and public sphere theories (Chapter 4). I 
wish to indicate how considering these two research traditions widens our 
understanding of public journalism. 
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The second section of my research consist of Chapters 5 and 6. In this sec-
tion, I will discuss the Finnish public journalism practices in a descriptive 
manner. By analyzing the public journalism practices (Chapter 5) and stories 
(Chapter 6), I am able to offer an account of how public journalism appears 
in the context of Finnish newspaper journalism. My aim in this part of my re-
search is to offer the readers an understanding of the ”grammar” of the Finn-
ish public journalism approach.

In the third and last part of the research (Chapters 7–8), I will address 
the implications of public journalism in relation to the journalists’ professio-
nal understanding of their work as journalists. I will discuss the journalists’ 
conceptions of their readers (Chapter 7), and then I will analyze the ways 
in which journalists reflect their self-images as professional journalists, es-
pecially the relationship of professionalism and public journalism (Chapter 
8). In Chapter 9, I will present the conclusions and recommendations of this 
study. 
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2.  
Public journalism

Public journalism is a multifaceted concept. As a scholarly notion, public 
journalism is connected to the wider academic debates on civil society, dem-
ocratic participation, the public sphere and the media. These issues have 
been central in the debates among communication scholars for decades. Pub-
lic journalism addresses these questions from the angle of journalism in the 
context of increasingly complex world. As a journalistic notion, public jour-
nalism refers to a concrete set of practices in journalism, such as sourcing, 
agenda setting and community contacts. On a practical level, the idea is also 
linked to the need to react to the changes in political PR, such as forceful 
political campaigning during elections. At the managerial level, public jour-
nalism is seen as one possible way to deal with declining circulation and 
increased competition in the newspaper market. Public journalism is also 
increasingly relevant in relation to developing interactive online practices, 
such as blogging, UGC and participatory journalism.

Public journalism is thus a combination of both theoretical and practical 
initiatives. In this chapter, I will open up the concept and discuss the idea 
of public journalism more closely. First, I will consider where it comes from 
and on which theoretical premises it is built. I will then offer a definition of 
public journalism. Second, I will discuss the spreading of public journal-
ism outside the U.S. and its arrival in Finland. Last, I will assess the state of 
public journalism today, and consider its current significance as a practical 
as well as a theoretical notion. In this chapter, I thus offer an introduction to 
and a discussion of public journalism that will be developed further in the 
following two chapters. 
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2.1. Public Journalism: Background and concepts
Public journalism started as a journalistic reform movement in the U.S. in 
the late 1980s. It emerged in a situation where journalistic practices faced 
much criticism from within the profession itself and where different institu-
tional actors – foundations, universities, trusts and the news organizations 
themselves – were willing to aid the profession to re-educate itself (Rosen 
1999b). These factors formed the soil in which the movement then took root. 
The movement evolved through three different phases: the first phase of pub-
lic journalism was early experimentation (1988–1993), the second was the 
coherent movement era (1993–1997) after which a phase of routinization 
of some of its practices took place (1998–2003) (Friedland 2003, 129–130). 
In the following, I will discuss first the evolution of public journalism as a 
movement, and then examine its theoretical origins in order to formulate a 
grounded definition.

The history of public journalism movement
The initial take off of public journalism was a result of the critique of the 1988 
U.S. presidential election coverage featuring George H. Bush and Michael Du-
kakis. Observers noted that election reporting concentrated largely on cam-
paigning, political tactics and poll results rather than on politically relevant 
issues: this ”horse race” style of reporting left themes that would have been 
relevant to the majority of the electorate largely uncovered (Haas 2007, 10). 
After the election, some journalists started to ask if they had remembered 
the public often enough in their election coverage, and concluding that the 
answer was ”no”, they set out to find the public again by changing journal-
ism (Rosen 2000, 680). Hallin (1992) argues that the identities of the political 
parties in the U.S. had become muddled, which in turn opened up the way 
for the domination of campaigning by professional consultants and the ”sub-
stanceless” politics of 1988. The lack of substance provoked considerable 
discussion among journalists about how to cover elections (Hallin 1992, 19). 
In many aspects, the self-realized failure in election reporting was important 
for the public journalism movement in terms of encouraging journalists to get 
involved in the change process.

Jay Rosen, a NYU professor, was one of the leading academics in the move-
ment. He has written widely on the subject (e.g. Rosen 1991; 1993; 1997; 
1999; 1999b; 2000). In 1990, he started a project called ”Project of Public Life 
and the Press”, which aimed at evaluating new kinds of journalistic prac-
tices and by 1993, the project had taken on the names ”public” or ”civic 
journalism” and gained publicity as various foundations and media houses 
launched their own initiatives (Lambeth 1998, 2; Rosen 2000, 680).

From the beginning, many of the media houses that started to develop 
the idea of public journalism were doing it for economic reasons. For them 
public journalism appeared as a way to engage readers as citizens as well 
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as consumers; in other words, if readers were connected to public life, they 
would also be more willing to buy or subscribe to a paper (Sirianni & Fried-
land 2001, 191). The underlying business motivation and the fact that many 
newspapers received funding from external foundations, such as Pew Center 
for Civic Journalism, made public journalism experiments and their motives 
vulnerable to criticism (Heikkilä 2001, 167–168; Merrit 1995).

Rosen (2000, 680–683), however, has mentioned that the movement had 
never intended to see itself as being something external to or above the fact 
that newspapers work in a commercial environment, even if public journal-
ism for him has been a democratic project. Public journalism is a mainstream 
movement because it operates within the structures of media companies 
and with the support of publishers and editors. Therefore, it does not sus-
tain a radical challenge to the commercial regime in which the press oper-
ates. Rosen argues that there has to be ways to foster a genuine public and a 
healthy democracy, even in the highly restricted environment in which most 
journalists find themselves. Moreover, Carey (1999, 51) has written that pub-
lic journalism has potential as a movement because it has a particular under-
standing of the existing conditions with which journalism must deal. So, the 
movement acted in an environment that was business-oriented, but its demo-
cratic commitment was decisive for professional journalists to get involved 
in the reforms.

Public journalism coverage was invented and developed through a series 
of practical experiments. It has been estimated that from the late 80s until 
2002 at least 600 public journalism experiments and projects in 320 newspa-
pers took place in the U.S. (Friedland & Nichols 2002; Friedland 2003, 119). 
These experiments can be grouped into four main areas: (1) election coverage 
experimentation, (2) theme specific reporting projects, (3) efforts to devel-
op daily routines and an organizational setting for public journalism and (4) 
drawing on the potential of the internet in terms of public journalism ideals 
(cf. Heikkilä & Kunelius 1997; Haas 2007).6

The first and most well known public journalism projects revolved around 
renewing election coverage. These projects took place for example in Colum-
bus’ Ledger-Enquirer (1988), in the Wichita Eagle (1990) and in the Charlotte 
Observer (1992). The basic idea behind the projects was to find out what the 
”voters’ agenda” was and organize reportage as such instead of following the 
campaign offices’ agendas. The issues that were relevant to voters were dis-

6 The description of the projects here is merely an outline. The early initiatives have been 
documented in detail elsewhere (see e.g. Rosen 1999, Merritt 1995, Charity 1995). For the 
purposes of this research, it is sufficient to note that public journalism in the U.S. devel-
oped particularly in the frame of printed newspapers; therefore, much of the literature 
deals with the press and its practices. This does not, of course, mean that the approach 
would be irrelevant for other platforms, such as radio, television or the web (Sirianni & 
Friedland 2001, 188). In fact, some of the early experiments brought together broadcast and 
print media, and the later experiments included the use of the web.
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covered using various methods: telephone surveys and polling, focus groups 
and town hall meetings. The newspapers’ idea was to pose readers’ questions 
to candidates in order to place the voters’ everyday life concerns in interac-
tion with candidates’ views on those issues. (See e.g. Haas 2007, Chapter 1.)

After the first wave of election projects, some newspapers started to de-
velop methods of public journalism in terms of specific community issues. 
Among such pioneers were for instance the Wisconsin State Journal (1990), 
the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot (1993), and Charlotte Observer (1994). Some of 
the most acknowledged projects concentrated on issues like ethnic relations, 
schooling, city budget and transportation. Journalistic practices differed in 
each project, but one of the main focuses was to strengthen the role of the 
newspaper as a site for public discussion and also as a provider of concrete 
possibilities for public discussion and public problem-solving (Haas 2007 
10−17; Sirianni & Friedland 2001, 193–217).

From the mid-90s onwards public journalism was extended through at-
tempts to generate journalistic work methods and develop daily and weekly 
routines in newsrooms. Newsrooms were for instance reorganized around 
theme-specific or area-specific reporting teams instead of traditional ”beats”, 
or specialized public pages were created (Friedland 2003, 46; 87–94). Papers 
also developed more permanent ways to keep in touch with citizens, for in-
stance by hosting citizen advisory panels and training journalists on how to 
”tap civic life” and spot the important networks of the community (Harwood 
Group 1996, Friedland 2003, 28–29). At the Colorado Springs Gazette, the 
newsroom developed a method of ”civic framing”, in which a news story on 
a decided issue was covered from multiple angles in separate stories instead 
of producing a traditional balanced account in a single story (Haas 2007, 17).

With the advent of the internet, new interactive approaches to civic cov-
erage emerged. For instance, J-lab: The Institute for Interactive Journalism7 
was created as a spin-off from the Pew Center of Civic Journalism, which was 
one of the main organizations to encourage and fund early public journalism 
projects. J-lab is still running, and its mission is to develop ”innovative news 
experiments that use new technologies to help people actively engage in criti-
cal public issues”. However, the internet and its interactive tools also blurred 
the initial idea of public journalism, and there has been a shift away from the 
community towards cyberspace (Sirianni & Firedland 2001, 232).

As a movement, public journalism has passed its peak in the USA. The 
coherence of the movement has dissolved and the central figures as well as 
large institutional support have withdrawn (Friedland 2003). Even if new 
practices were innovative, the movement era in its experimental and project-
bound form left news organizations fundamentally unchanged, and thus, as 

7  http://www.j-lab.org/index.shtml
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the peak of the project is now passed, so are the wider organizational effects 
(Haas 2007; Firedland 2003). 

Even if some institutional support still remains – J-Lab: The Institute for 
Interactive Journalism; the Public Journalism Network8; or the Knight-Batten 
Awards9 that are given to technological innovations in journalism that in-
volve citizens in public issues – it is fragmented in nature and limited in 
scope. Thus, it cannot sustain public journalism as a coherent movement any-
more. Furthermore, there seems to be a lack of sites for professional reflection 
and learning, since the courses and seminars related to the early stages of the 
movement are not held anymore. At the moment, the profession seems more 
diffused than it was in the late 1980s when the public journalism movement 
gained momentum. The profession has been shaken by economic troubles, 
increased competition, credibility crises and the popularity of social media. 
Therefore, current journalistic innovations in the web 2.0 environment seem 
quite unlikely to create comparable coherent professional reform movement 
around them. However, the theoretical debate has remained alive for over 20 
years, and next I will describe the theoretical sources of public journalism 
and the academic setting in which it evolved.

Theoretical roots of public journalism
In addition to practical experimentation, the public journalism movement 
was framed and influenced by accumulated theoretical thinking. Three areas 
of research and debate in the U.S. during the 1980–90s were the main influ-
ences for the scholarly side of public journalism: (1) the research about the 
state of American political culture; (2) the discussion around the notion of 
deliberative democracy and the public sphere; and (3) the revisiting of the 
Lippmann –Dewey debate (e.g. Carey 1989). All of these lines of thought con-
tributed to the theoretical framework behind public journalism, which was 
in part formulated after the highest peak of practical experimentation (Voakes 
2004; Haas 2007; Glasser & Craft 1997, 25). 

(1) Around the same time as some of the leading American journalists 
were expressing their worry about the state of political coverage and as news-
papers struggled with decreasing circulation figures, political scientists were 
describing a decline in civic engagement and studying the relationship be-
tween citizens and public life. For example, Robert Putnam (1995) analyzed 
civic withdrawal from public life and linked it to the loss of social capital. He 
referred to social capital as features of social organization such as networks, 
norms, and social trust that facilitate co-ordination and co-operation for mu-
tual benefit. According to Putnam, an individualistically determined cultural 
and political atmosphere in the U.S. discouraged the development of social 

8  http://pjnet.org/

9  http://www.j-lab.org/ba07winners.shtml
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capital (see also Rosen 1999b, 266–269).  Richard Harwood and the Harwood 
Group, in turn, carried out focus group discussions with Americans in ten 
U.S. cities. Their study published in 1991, Citizens and Politics, suggested 
that the prevailing assumption of citizens not being interested in politics was 
not a grounded one, instead they expressed being excluded from many areas 
of public life and viewed politics as a closed network (Haas 2007, 9−10; Si-
rianni & Friedland 2001, 194). These studies on public life and social capital 
contributed to the framing of public journalism. 

Rosen (1999b, 24; 266–270) suggests that the research on American politi-
cal culture also inspired other civic movements and institutions, for instance 
the National Civic League, Alliance for Civic Renewal or the Kettering Foun-
dation. There was no single name or single agency for this civic innovation, 
but the goals were similar: to engage Americans in public life, to have ”poli-
tics for people” and to find a way for more participatory and deliberative 
politics. For example, these associations developed the idea of collaborative 
problem-solving on a practical level. Indeed, the public journalism move-
ment can be seen as part of this wider trend of innovation and renewal, since 
it also aimed at increasing social and civic capital (Sirianni & Friedland 2001; 
Meyer 1998, 255−256).

(2) Interlinked with the above described research on American political 
culture was the discussion about deliberative democracy. For example, Ben-
jamin Barber (1984) examined the possibility of a deliberative democratic 
model in which decision making is based on the consensus that arises from 
public deliberation, joint decision making and working through problems 
(Barber 1984, 224). Daniel Yankelovitch is another much cited source in pub-
lic journalism literature as one of the early inspirers. He developed the idea of 
”public judgement”, a deliberative process where citizens would be allowed 
to form their opinion and arrive at public judgement jointly (Yankelovitch 
1991, cited in Charity 1995, 4−9; Haas 2007, 8−9).

One of the reasons why the idea of deliberative democracy was a much de-
bated issue at that time was the fact that Jürgen Habermas’s early work on the 
public sphere was translated into English in 1989 (Habermas 1989). This pub-
lication marked a new wave of discussion on the themes of the public sphere 
regarding its structures, possibilities and limitations – both historically and 
applied to modern society. According to Habermas’s idea, the public sphere 
is a space in between the private sphere and the state where citizens are able 
to discuss in public and form a public opinion. The public sphere comes 
into being in conversations of private individuals assembled to form a public 
body. To some, Habermas’s notion of the public sphere was a myth to begin 
with, but for others, it was a powerful idea and concept with which to study 
social life. Anyhow, for most scholars who joined the debate, the ”public” 
was not the same as a ”mass audience”, and this conception triggered debate 
about the public sphere and the role of media in it (Rosen 1999b, 62–63; Liv-
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ingstone 2005, 19, 23). Later on, Habermas inspired – and agitated – numer-
ous theorists. Therefore, Habermas’s work can be seen as another theoretical 
building block for public journalism even if the purely Habermasian notion 
of the public sphere was not the initial spark that ignited the public journal-
ism idea. Habermas’s early public sphere theory has thus influenced public 
journalism indirectly through the deliberative democratic framework. But as 
I will argue shortly, Habermas’s later work regarding the public sphere is also 
fruitful for public journalism (see Chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion 
about Habermas and his legacy).

(3) In early writings, public journalism is more explicitly built on the Dew-
eyan idea of the public than on the Habermasian concept (Rosen 1999b, 19–
20). Dewey’s (1954 [1927]) view was that the public creates itself whenever 
there is an issue or problem to be solved and discussed. Authors like Rosen 
used the debate between John Dewey and Walter Lippmann, which originally 
took place in the 1920s, to clarify the role of the press in public journalism 
as the provider of ”civic climate”, i.e. as a significant player in the process of 
strengthening the functioning of the whole public sphere (Rosen 1999b, 67; 
Rosen 1999). In this debate, a prominent journalist of the 1920s, Lippmann, 
debated the idea of public opinion and the relationship between journalism 
and democracy with a pragmatist philosopher, Dewey. The essence of this 
debate was the differences that the authors had about the possibilities of citi-
zens as public agents in democracy. According to Lippmann (1965 [1922], 
162, 228–229), forming a grounded public opinion would require time, mon-
ey, patience and calmness: requirements that one cannot expect every citizen 
to have. Thus, the most important citizen role in a democratic setting was to 
act as a voter; not to participate in the formulation of policies in public dis-
cussion. Journalism would provide digested expert information to the pub-
lic. (See also Rosen 1999, 37−38; Rosen 1999b, 64–65; Pietilä 1997, 141−142.)
Dewey’s view on the abilities of citizens to process information was much 
more positive than that of Lippmann’s. Dewey (1954, 203−204, 207−208) ar-
gued that public opinion was not simply formed through the information of-
fered by journalists, but also in civic discussions. According to him, expert-
driven democracy could not work because experts were alienated from the 
everyday lives of people. Dewey saw citizens themselves as the best experts 
on many issues. The role of journalism in democracy for Dewey, then, was to 
improve the possibilities for public debate and discussion. This argumenta-
tion has been used as a basis for public journalism theory (Rosen 1999b). (See 
more on the Lippmann–Dewey debate in Chapter 4.)

I have offered here three lines of theoretical debate that have shaped the 
formation of public journalism. These lines are interlinked and they have af-
fected public journalism in a joint manner. Even with this short description, 
we can see that public journalism is part of the century old debate on the 
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functioning of the public sphere and democracy, and the roles that citizens 
and journalists have in that process. 

The definition of public journalism
Due to its broad theoretical background and its experimental nature, there 
are plenty of conceptual definitions of public journalism that are often rather 
vague and somewhat differing. One of the better ones is that of Glasser and 
Lee (2002) who begin their chapter on public journalism by defining it as a 
loosely organized reform movement aimed at getting the press to rethink its 
commitment to the ideals of democratic participation. Rosen, in turn, has de-
fined public journalism as a combination of an argument, an experiment, a 
movement, a debate and an adventure (Rosen 1999b, 262–263). 

When I have talked about public journalism to students or journalists, I 
have tried to formulate a workable and understandable definition. However, 
it has been difficult to articulate a satisfactory definition. This vagueness is 
precisely the reason why the movement and its scholars have been intensely 
criticized (for this discussion see e.g. Meyer 1998, 251–258; Glasser 2000, 
683).

Deriving from various theoretical sources and my own experiences from 
the field, I have come up with the following definition. This research is in-
formed by an understanding that public journalism is a form of professional 
journalism that:

1) intentionally aims to foster participation, public deliberation, 
diversity and connectedness;

2) considers readers as citizens and takes them as its focal point 
throughout the journalistic process; 

3) conceives citizens as actors in the public sphere, before and after 
the story has been published;

4) and justifies these arguments and defends the practices related to 
them from the perspective of democracy.

(1) Public journalism intentionally aims at fostering public deliberation, par-
ticipation and connectedness. This implies that public journalism is an ap-
proach that has conscious goals and motives behind it. Therefore, I would 
not name any kind of journalistic practice that involves reader interactivity 
or is written from the viewpoint of ”regular people”, public journalism. This 
is significant because at times when I have been talking about public journal-
ism with journalists (not only my interviewees), they have responded to the 
idea by claiming that ”isn’t that something most papers are already doing 
and what good journalism ought to be anyway”. My answer is yes, I think it 
is what some papers are already doing and what good journalism would be 
like, but in most current reader-oriented practices the underlying values and 
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motives are not thought through or transparent the way that they are in public 
journalism. The practices might for instance foster reader activity, but often 
they do not aim to increase civic participation outside the realm of the news-
paper. Therefore, not all participatory journalistic practices would be defined 
as public journalism. Indeed, I argue that public journalism requires both: 
transparency of justifications and public reflexivity (see Örnebring 2008) of 
practices from newsrooms and journalists.

Participation is one of the aims of public journalism. Naturally, this is 
connected to participatory news making methods. Public journalism utiliz-
es many kinds of participatory elements, which can connect journalists and 
readers: readers can be asked to comment on stories, write e-mail, contact the 
newsroom by telephone or visit the reporters when they are touring neigh-
bourhoods. People become more aware of the journalistic process and poten-
tially more interested in public discussion through personal involvement. In 
this regard, public journalism has sometimes been connected to approaches 
in media literacy and pedagogy, since John Dewey is also considered as one 
of the founders of experience based learning (Kolb 1984; Rauste-von Wright 
& von Wright 1994, 137–144). This aspect of public journalism underlines the 
importance of the participatory news making process as a learning process for 
citizens as well as journalists (Lehtonen & Ruusunoksa 2006).

However, participation in public journalism also refers to such citizen in-
volvement that does not happen on the citizen−journalism axis but on the 
citizen–public life axis. Activating this kind of civic participation makes citi-
zens more aware of the political process; makes them realize their own poten-
tial to act upon issues and extends their views above personal goals: fostering 
civic participation is also a way to aid in the building of social and/or civic 
capital (Sirianni & Friedland 2001, 23). Therefore, newspapers can encour-
age civic participation by publishing stories that invite citizens to take part 
in public life rather than present the political process as something that has 
already taken place or something that is happening behind closed council 
doors or administrative offices. Public journalism is thus a practice that can 
help in framing citizens’ everyday concerns as politically relevant and lifting 
them to public discussion or to the agenda of the decision-making apparatus. 

By referring to public deliberation as an aim of public journalism, I want to 
emphasize that public journalism is connected to the idea of improving pos-
sibilities for discussion that is public in the sense that it is accessible, open 
and equal. The notion of deliberation is used in this definition, because on 
top of seeing deliberation as a broader democratic goal (see the fourth part of 
the definition), public journalism also makes use of the deliberative process 
as a journalistic method. This means bringing people together to discuss is-
sues and find solutions. The deliberative process allows participants to de-
fine the concepts that are used in the discussion and redefine their views 
in a reciprocal manner (Barber 1984). So, in a deliberative process people 
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together might be able to produce something that they would not be able to 
work out on their own (Heikkilä & Kunelius 1999). By gathering people to-
gether to deliberate, public journalism practitioners are able to find out how 
people make sense of the world, how they define it and what kind of sug-
gestions they come up with in relation to common concerns. This delibera-
tive knowledge is then used as direct and indirect material for news stories. 
These stories should then ideally include a diversity of voices and be dialogic 
in nature. In this sense, public journalism also aims at giving a voice to the 
voiceless, i.e. to bring forward the views of groups, such as women, minori-
ties, youth or immigrants, who do not typically act as sources of information 
in traditional news agendas.

Connectedness as the third aim of public journalism refers to a textual di-
mension that should be identifiable in news stories. It is not enough, then, 
to present many different views without also trying to find a way to connect 
them, bring them to a dialogic relationship with one another. This means, 
for example, abandoning the tradition of portraying issues as disputes or po-
larities with two opposing camps. Drawing from civic deliberation experi-
ments, Rosen (1999, 11) points out that ordinary people often search for mid-
dle ground, possible solutions and communication across boundaries. People 
tend to make connections between ideas and topics that society and journal-
ism tend to fragment (Charity 1995, 84). Moreover, connectedness refers to 
the journalists’ position. One of the early ideas in public journalism was to 
”get the connections right” (Rosen 1996, also 1993) meaning that journalists 
cannot remain as outsiders from the community on which they report, but 
instead they have to reconnect themselves with the everyday life of citizens. 
Journalists should thus position themselves as co-citizens, to combine their 
”civic identity with their professional persona” (Rosen 1999, 7).

(2) Public journalism is a kind of journalism that conceives readers as ci-
tizens. This idea stems from the theoretical basis of public journalism. By 
using the term citizens instead of readers, viewers or users, public journal-
ism advocates wish to link ”ordinary people” with a broader concept of pub-
lic life. According to public journalism ideals, the ”receivers” of journalism 
should not be seen as spectators or as an undifferentiated mass, but rather as 
citizens, who compose an active public (Rosen 2000, 680).

However, citizenship as a grounding concept is sometimes considered 
problematic by journalists. For journalism practitioners the use of the term 
”citizen” may be alienating (e.g. Greenwald 2002). In my discussions with 
journalists, many have expressed that the use of the word citizen has a sol-
emn connotation: citizenship is seen as a formal status or as a kind of mem-
bership of the nation state. For some, the term even includes an element of 
arrogance. For journalists, ”citizenship” seems to refer to the collective iden-
tities (e.g. based on political parties, trade unions etc.) of the public, which 
are currently being contested by the trends of individualization, commercial-
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ization and secularization (Hallin & Mancini 2004, 263). However, against 
these trends, public journalism challenges journalists to think about their 
audience as potentially active citizens with experience and knowledge to be 
shared in public. In a sense then, the citizenship frame of public journal-
ism reminds journalists to take their readers seriously as participants and as 
members of the public. 

Citizenship is a complex term also among academics, since it maintains 
many connotations in different contexts. In scholarly discussions, citizen-
ship is usually referred to as a notion built on the interlocking rights and 
responsibilities of individuals as members of social entities, and citizenship 
status is based on the idea that all members of a society function in two ca-
pacities: as private actors and as public actors (Eriksen & Weigård 2000, 32). 
Furthermore, the term citizenship has at least legal, political, social and cul-
tural layers. It is also noted that the prevailing economic logic and the context 
of the welfare state often situate citizens as clients or customers of services 
(Heikkilä 2001, 24–32; Eriksen & Weigård 2000, 14–15; 26–28).

In the context of public journalism, citizenship is referred to as a political, 
social and cultural position that has an inbuilt potential of activity; citizens 
as private and public actors have the right to form a collective will and act 
upon it. According to Rosen (1993, 5), the public ceases to exist if people lose 
their identity as citizens. Therefore, the role of the media is to assist people 
to see themselves as citizens. It is important to produce the kind of journal-
ism that does not hinder the readers from seeing themselves as citizens with 
rights to take part in public life in all its forms. 

In public journalism, citizens are held in focus throughout the whole jour-
nalistic process, from the early stages of topic selection to sourcing, defin-
ing story angles and choosing textual practices. At some stages of the news-
making process, this focus is more of an attitude, whereas at others it may be 
very practical. For example, during agenda setting, the focus can be applied 
concretely. There are various ways to find out the citizens’ agenda: surveys, 
(web-based) reader networks, reader panels, group discussions, ”public lis-
tening” etc. Sourcing is another step in which citizens play a key role. Public 
journalism appreciates experiential civic knowledge: citizens are often the 
best experts in many policy issues, since they have the contextual under-
standing of applied decisions. Public journalism does not, however, dismiss 
the importance of expert information, but views it as ”experts on tap, not on 
top” (Rosen 1999b, 204).

In current journalistic practice, there is a trend of having many ordinary 
people on the pages of the newspaper. They are often presented in the sub-
stories that provide a ”human touch”: emotions or examples from everyday 
life. In public journalism, however, citizens are not positioned as examples or 
subjects, but as actors, interpreters or problem-solvers. Beckman (2003, 192) 
exemplifies this by pointing out that traditional journalism often asks citi-
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zens the question ”How do you feel?” whereas public journalism asks ”Why 
do you feel the way you do?” Emotions are thus part of the civic frame, but 
usually connected to contexts, positions, definitions and issues. Citizen focus 
should also be considered in terms of story angles because public journalism 
includes the idea of covering issues from angles that are relevant for citizens, 
in contrast to administrative or ”politics as a battle field” angles. Framing 
could also be used as a tool to indicate different viewpoints on a single issue, 
i.e. to cover the same story from various angles to demonstrate diversity. Citi-
zen focus also means thinking of ways to report complex issues in an under-
standable yet not over-simplifying manner, providing readers with adequate 
contextual information.

So, public journalism’s principal starting point is the potential partner-
ship of journalists and citizens. Journalists should not, then, give up their 
own judgement to be replaced by that of the public (Glasser 2000). In other 
words, public journalism does not mean giving up standard journalistic prac-
tices, such as source criticism, even if (and precisely because) it uses citizens 
as sources. Not everything can be published ”in the name of the public”, and 
journalists have the right to demand rational justifications from their citizen 
sources similarly as from political and expert sources (Heikkilä 2001, 174).

(3) In public journalism citizens are taken as actors in the public sphere. 
With this I imply that in public journalism it is important to offer members 
of the public the possibility of stepping out from the traditional role of the re-
ceiver in order to be an actor in relation to the media as well as the surround-
ing society. As mentioned, in the context of public journalism, citizenship 
is not referred to as a legislative or state related term, but can be considered 
in regard to social agency, practice and communication (e.g. Dahlgren 2006). 
Public journalism reminds us of the potentially active but in most cases rath-
er dormant subject position that people as citizens have in the public sphere.

Public journalism stresses that it is also important to represent citizens 
as actors in journalistic texts. This is important, as recent studies (Lewis et 
al 2005) indicate that the way in which citizens are routinely represented in 
U.S. and U.K. journalism, for example, is distanced. Journalists have very 
little direct interaction with the citizens they report on; instead they rely on 
vague inferences about public opinion, general assumptions or impressions. 
When there is systematic evidence about the public’s opinion, newsrooms 
most often rely on covering opinion polls. Lewis et al note that vox pops 
are another routine way to represent a variety of citizens’ voices, but they 
have a tendency to position citizens as apolitical and disengaged; express-
ing approval or disapproval of a decision or making judgements as consum-
ers. Hence, citizens are largely excluded from active participation in public 
deliberation.

Moreover, it is not enough in public journalism to position citizens as ac-
tive participants during the process of producing a story or on the level of tex-
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tual representation. Public journalism is about providing readers with some-
thing Haas (2007) calls ”mobilizing information”. This means seeing news 
stories as entry points for civic action, not as the end products of the journal-
istic process. After reading a public journalism story, citizens should be able 
to understand what happens next and, and more importantly, see how they 
could engage themselves in that process (Charity 1995, 82–87). Active civic 
participation is therefore a key dimension in public journalism: both during 
the journalistic process and after that, in actual public life.

Public journalism thus aspires to address people so that they can discuss 
matters relevant to them without automatically positioning their experience 
(only) as ”private”. Seeing citizens as actors in the public sphere challenges 
journalists to think of the ”publicness” in which they act, and to consider the 
limitations and possibilities that the media have as an institutional organizer 
of public discussion. This is a central issue in public journalism, and I will 
return to it later in the context of public sphere theories (Chapter 4).

(4) The last – but perhaps the most exhaustive – part of the definition deals 
with democracy. In public journalism all of the above mentioned aims and 
practices (participation, deliberation, connectedness, citizen focus and activ-
ity) are justified from the perspective of democracy and the role that journal-
ism plays or should play in it. Democracy is therefore the most important 
underlying concept in public journalism: democracy is not conceived merely 
as a way of governing, but rather as a way of acting: ”democracy as some-
thing we do, not something that is done to us” (Rosen 1999b, 299). Therefore, 
even if public journalism does not tightly adhere to any particular theoreti-
cal model of democracy, it evidently has links to and is inspired by theories 
of deliberative and participatory democracy, both in which communication 
and activity of the citizens play central roles (Elster 1998; Strömbäck 2005).10

The ideas of participatory democracy are evident in public journalism: 
citizens’ participation in public life is encouraged, civic engagement is fos-
tered and politics is framed as issues that can be discussed and acted upon. 
Sirianni and Friedland (2001, 23) argue that participatory democracy empha-
sizes social learning: participating in community and political affairs create 
citizens who are capable of sustaining democracy. Through active partici-
pation citizens become more knowledgeable about the political system, de-
velop a greater sense of their own efficacy and widen their horizons beyond 
their own self-interest. Journalists should play convening and catalytic roles, 
bring citizens together and encourage them to participate (Sirianni & Fried-
land 2001, 187). They should also give people a role in setting the public 

10 The relationship of public journalism to the distinct model of deliberative democracy is 
ambiguous (see e.g. Glasser & Craft 1997, 30–31). Rosen (1999b) and more recent literature 
connect public journalism with the ideals of deliberative democracy (Haas 2007), but some 
of the earlier critical-commentary literature links public journalism with a communitarian 
democratic model (see Black 1997).
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agenda, to let them speak for themselves in matters that concern them (Ström-
bäck 2005, 340).

From the deliberative democratic model, public journalism has adopted 
a view that citizens can and should participate in public deliberation and 
thereby have an active role in defining policies instead of merely casting a 
vote between already defined options. In the mediated society, the media 
have a central role in making public deliberation possible (Thompson 1995, 
256 –258). Thus, public journalism should provide citizens a site for public 
deliberation and also material for deliberation in relation to policy changes, 
elections and everyday life. Deliberative democratic theory suggests that the 
process of deliberation and its public nature increase the legitimacy of public 
decisions. In sum, it underlines the importance of dialogue, mutual respect 
and the civility of public deliberation as a means of reaching a consensus-
based closure (Marx Ferree et al 2002, 316). Deliberative democratic theory 
is thus an ideal way of organizing democratic decision making by discussion 
among free and equal citizens. It is a form of collective decision making by 
either those affected by the decision or their representatives. Decisions are 
achieved by means of argumentation, and participants are committed to the 
values of rationality and impartiality. (See Elster 1998, 1–12.)

The above four-parted definition of public journalism is partly an ideal-
ized image of the movement. In practice, not all of the public journalism 
experiments have embraced all aspects of this definition. Even so, I find it 
important to try to provide a theoretically based but practically meaningful 
definition of public journalism. In the coming chapters, I will broaden this 
discussion by moving towards professionalism and public sphere theories, 
and relating this discussion to the interpretations of practicing journalists.

2.2. The spreading of public journalism

Considering public journalism in an international context is challenging, 
since there is not much literature available for a comparative or global ap-
proach. Public journalism never appeared as a coherent movement outside 
the USA. However, three aspects of the movement acted as links in the glob-
al transition: public journalism as a theoretical entity dealt with democratic 
theory and appealed to academics; as a set of concrete and experimental prac-
tices, it addressed acting journalists; and as an attempt to tackle the declining 
momentum of the newspaper business, it also enticed newspaper managers. 
Public journalism differed from other alternative movements in journalism 
because it addressed different agents in the field of journalism within the 
same framework. For example, in Finland, public journalism gained ground 
due to its wide appeal: it was introduced first to the academic community 
and then slowly integrated in to the existing media structures. I will next dis-
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cuss the spreading of public journalism internationally, and then discuss the 
case of Finland more closely.

Public journalism outside the U.S.
Public journalism percolated down from the U.S. in the 1990s. The lack of 
an international, institutionally supported public journalism movement re-
sulted in an open situation where the public journalism approach was ex-
perimented with in different countries somewhat differently. It was experi-
mented with either as the result of the work of individual journalists and 
editors eager to try new methods, for example, in Sweden (Beckman 2003), 
or educators in charge of democracy supporting development and journalism 
education projects, as in Namibia (Shilongo 2005), or experimentally minded 
scholars wishing to see how the idea might work in their culture, as in Fin-
land (Heikkilä 2001, Heikkilä & Kunelius 2003).

Altogether, public journalism has inspired experimentation in Asia and 
Oceania (Japan, Australia, New Zealand), Europe (Finland, Sweden, Den-
mark, Belgium), South America (Argentina, Colombia, Mexico) and Africa 
(Malawi, Senegal, Swaziland, Namibia, South Africa). In these approaches, 
newsrooms have used various information gathering tools to identify prob-
lems that are of concern to citizens. The approaches have included election 
projects, coverage of minority or social inequality issues, public deliberation 
initiatives, investigative or ethnographic reporting, community forums and 
the development of editorial councils with citizens. (For discussion on these 
international forms, see e.g. Haas 2007, Chapter 7; Romano 2010.)

Haas (2003, 98) notes that international public journalism approaches have 
been surprisingly similar to their American predecessor, even if there are oc-
casions in which culturally specific versions of public journalism have been 
developed. He suggests that the biggest substantive difference is that news 
organizations in some cases have been more activist in their approach to fos-
ter interaction between government officials and citizens than in most of the 
American cases. Haas (2007, 126–127) continues to suggest that the plausible 
explanations as to why the two have been so similar are, firstly, that the non-
U.S. experiments were often carried out as co-operations of newsrooms and 
scholars who had spent time in the U.S. on various research fellowships and/
or learned about public journalism through scholarly journals (e.g. Australia, 
Columbia and Finland). Secondly, several of the non-U.S. projects have been 
financially supported by American governmental and non-governmental in-
stitutions (e.g. Argentina and Swaziland).

It is difficult, however, to classify which international democracy support-
ing journalistic practices could be regarded as ”public journalism”. Those 
approaches that have been more directly inspired by public journalism lit-
erature and U.S. based consultation naturally bear more resemblance to the 
American models than the more ”home-grown” approaches. Indeed, journal-
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ists around the globe regularly initiate community supporting activities, on 
major and modest scales, to vivify civic involvement in the public and politi-
cal spheres. In some cases, the U.S. concept of public journalism has merely 
crystallized under a new label of the community-oriented reporting functions 
that have been evident for decades, for example, in the Third World (see e.g. 
Romano 2010).

Perhaps then, it is not as important whether international approaches 
count as public journalism. Instead it is more interesting to study the cultur-
ally specific forms of public journalism shaped by varying professional cul-
tures. In addition, combining the traditions of other democracy supporting 
journalism practices – such as development and peace journalism or pub-
lic radio initiatives (see Carpentier 2004; Romano 2010b) – with the public 
journalism frame might also add to our understanding of the significance of 
public journalism as a globally relevant practice. Thus, in terms of develop-
ing public journalism further as a globally relevant theory, more international 
research would be welcomed.

Public journalism in Finland
My research will for its part answer the need for non-U.S. interpretations 
of public journalism by discussing the Finnish case. Heikkilä and Kunelius 
(2003, 181–184) report that when public journalism was first discussed by 
Finnish media scholars in the mid 1990s, the idea was considered as a de-
cisively American phenomenon with strong links to American culture, and 
therefore, its significance to Finnish journalism was first regarded as minor. 
Similarly, some international authors have expressed that public journalism 
is a product of the American social and political context and therefore ill-
adaptable to other cultures (Richards 2000, cited in Haas 2003, 98).

The first question in the Finnish context thus was: how valid is it to ”bor-
row” American ideas and plant them into another societal context? However, 
Heikkilä and Kunelius (2003, 199) pose a counter-argument that in the social 
sciences, we need to feed ourselves with others’ ideas in order to avoid cling-
ing onto our own immediate contextual restrictions. With the translation of 
public journalism from the American context to the Nordic one, the question 
cannot be posed as ”does the idea of public journalism work elsewhere?” 
Rather, we can ask, ”what aspects of the Nordic culture do the idea and its 
application reveal?” For example Haas (2003, 97–98) points out that in Den-
mark the application of public journalism could be best interpreted as part of 
the broader trend of populism in the Danish news media.

The idea of public journalism arrived in Finland during an economic de-
pression that aroused concerns about the erosion of the traditionally strong 
readership and subscriber base of newspapers. People were giving up their 
long term subscriptions in order cut household costs (Hujanen 2007). So, in 
Finland, as well as in the U.S., public journalism had its links to the struggle 
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for economic survival of the news industry even if the situation in Finland 
was not as critical due to the more rigid financing structure of the industry 
based on subscriptions and not on single copy sales. Still, the early public 
journalism approach in Finland was characterized by normative–economic 
justification (Wahl-Jorgensen 2002) due to its promise to both enhance citi-
zenship and boost readership.

The context of declining voting turnouts and political passiveness created 
an environment that called out for democracy supporting approaches. More-
over, the paradigmatic and discursive change of the Finnish national culture 
from strong state-oriented ”planned economy” to a more liberal ”competitive 
economy” was taking place at the same time (Alasuutari 1996, 104–121). The 
role of journalism in such changing conditions of democracy and economy 
was a motivating question for academics, and the first doubtful remarks about 
public journalism were set aside. Media researchers set up the first joint proj-
ects with newsrooms in the 1990s.

The initial reactions of journalists towards public journalism were more 
reserved than those of the researchers. Public journalism was first regarded 
as ”do-it-yourself journalism” that undermined the authority of traditional 
quality journalism. However, at that stage, the professional culture had al-
ready become more interested in critically evaluating its own practices, such 
as detachment from everyday life and dependency on institutional sources 
(see e.g. Heikkilä 2001), so in the particular professional and economic con-
text, the university led projects started to appear as reasonable for the prac-
titioners.

The first Finnish public journalism initiatives were practical experimen-
tation, in which the whole process itself was seen as a research result. The 
projects mainly utilized the idea of forming discussions groups and using 
these citizen groups as a journalistic resource (Kunelius & Heikkilä 2003). 
The experiences from the early experiments showed that the citizens proved 
to be both productive and competent participants, thus pointing out that they 
had been an underused source for journalism. The projects also indicated the 
need to develop new genres of writing: story formats and generic innovations 
to grant more participatory roles for ordinary people in journalistic products 
(Heikkilä & Kunelius 1999; Heikkilä 2001). Thereafter, some of the methods 
of public journalism gained ground and news organizations started to devel-
op their own citizen-oriented approaches (Kunelius & Heikkilä 2003).

To date, the active participation of the researcher community and the gen-
eral reader-oriented trend have kept the term ”public journalism” in the vo-
cabulary of practicing journalists. The ideas of public journalism continue 
to reach the journalistic field also via the programs of journalism schools. 
Newsrooms have kept developing their own reader-based practices that have 
drifted further from the democratic core of public journalism. Current Finn-
ish public journalism therefore can be described as a mainstream activity that 
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does not aim to drastically challenge existing structures. Instead, it has been 
assumed as part of the current journalistic culture.

Due to this situation and the lack of a ”radical” movement phase in Fin-
land, this study concentrates on the diffusion of ideas and integration of pub-
lic journalism practices with existing practices and newsroom cultures. The 
study of concrete practices and journalists’ interpretations of them illustrate 
how Finnish journalists have made sense of the core ideas of public journal-
ism and domesticated the practice. Thus, even if the approaches in all of the 
studied newsrooms (HS, AL and IH) are not always labelled as ”public jour-
nalism”, I consider it grounded to adhere to the public journalism framework, 
which in all of the cases has acted as an initial starting point.

Furthermore, maintaining the connection to the theoretical dimension of 
public journalism is important because in the Finnish context, the actual con-
cept of ”public journalism” (in Finnish ”kansalaisjournalismi”) has suffered 
from inflation due to the trend of grouping new forms of web-based, partici-
patory publishing under the same concept (see e.g. Bavard & Ruusunoksa 
2007). This research may aid in clarifying the conceptual fuzziness and in 
theorizing the web 2.0 practises and their relation to public journalism.

2.3. The current state and future of public journalism

At present, public journalism as a movement has dispersed. However, I argue 
that its practices and its theory remain relevant. In the following, I will first 
discuss the status and future of public journalism practice, then situate pub-
lic journalism in relation to its new relatives on the web, and lastly, address 
the recent theoretical discussion on public journalism.

Public journalism practices still viable
As a journalistic practice, the current state of public journalism is not as stag-
nant as it is in terms of movement. According to a recent survey of U.S. jour-
nalists, Weaver et al (2007) concluded that public journalism has ”survived 
its infancy”. The survey results indicate that there has been a significant 
change in the appeal of what they have labelled as the ”populist mobilizer” 
function of journalism. This function first emerged in a 1992 survey, and in 
a 2002 survey, the concept seems to have established a foothold with a larg-
er group than before. Weaver et al link the ”populist mobilizer” function to 
public journalism because of the items that, as a cluster, create the function: 
letting people express their views, developing cultural interests, motivating 
people to get involved, pointing to possible solutions and setting the political 
agenda (Weaver et al 2007, 143–145).

However, among scholars there is a slight disagreement about the extent to 
which public journalism practices are still being applied in American news-
rooms. Disagreement is created due to the fact that there have been no studies 
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or surveys especially on public journalism practices during recent years. In a 
moment of frustration, Leonard Witt, the head of Public Journalism Network, 
has expressed his view on the reasons for the shortcomings in the diffusion 
of public journalism practices:

Civic journalists have been addressing this issue [of excluding cer-
tain parts of the public from newspaper coverage] for 15 years – 
and looking for ways to solve this and other newsroom shortcom-
ings. Did we succeed? Not yet, in large part because the journalists 
are so damn stubborn, change resistant and arrogant.11

Even in a state of frustration, Witt seems to think (”not yet”) that the prac-
tices can still be developed and ideas delivered further. For Friedland (2003), 
public journalism practices are still somewhat applied in the press, and the 
national news media, such as The New York Times, have been influenced 
by public journalism (see also Rosen 2007). However, at the moment, public 
journalism practices are subordinate to dominant news routines and are thus 
not a defining organizational principle in newsrooms. Some routines have 
persisted, but at the same time, they have become mingled with another set 
of practices which arise from different terrains, for instance audience strate-
gies or more general and technologically oriented interactivity approaches.

The practice of public journalism has faced the inertia of the newspaper 
industry; the rise of a more competitive corporate culture and the pressures 
for effectiveness. This is significant for public journalism, which has been 
dependent on corporate co-operation from the start, since its practices have 
also required new ways of allocating resources and assessing priorities. The 
future of public journalism practice is thus dependent on the delicate rela-
tion between corporate strategies and leadership that would be favourable 
to public journalism ideas. Noting that both of these elements are becoming 
rarer, Friedland (2003) places the future of public journalism on the shoul-
ders of citizens. He sees the potential of public journalism in its connections 
to independent civic initiatives, which would in turn keep news organiza-
tions encouraged to involve citizens in the journalistic process and in public 
problem-solving. This way public journalism would evolve into citizen-driv-
en journalism. Web as a site for independent civic network building is one 
possible base for this kind of innovation but it is fragmented in nature (Fried-
land 2003, 119–135; Sirianni & Friedland 2001). So, all of these conditions 
led Friedland to predict in 2003 that public journalism practices at their best 
would ”hold steady”: he saw that further development and innovation of new 
practices faced plenty of challenges.

11 PressThink, http://journalism.nyu.edu/pubzone/weblogs/pressthink/2005/05/08/rutt_evo.
html
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On a slightly more positive note, Haas (2007) argues that the practices of 
public journalism are still part of newspapers’ journalistic repertoire more 
widely. He too recognizes the ”half-step approach” of the current practices 
meaning that public journalism has transformed to mean ”thinner” things to 
people practicing it: it is now possible to apply some of the elements of pub-
lic journalism without applying the whole philosophy or the original motiva-
tion behind it. Yet he seems to be positive about developing the practices and 
emphasizes the fact that many journalism schools have taken public journal-
ism into their curricula (referring to a study that found that public journalism 
is a topic of discussion or taught as a journalistic practice in 84% of the study 
programs in the USA) (Haas 2007, 139–141). Friedland (2003) agrees with 
this, but considers that after graduation it is hard for students to find work 
places where they could learn the routines and practices of public journalism 
in the everyday working context.

However, Haas notes that the Public Journalism Network is alive and well 
and continues to report on more ”classic” public journalism practices. Haas 
identifies three sets of practices, which have been developed further since the 
turn of the millennium: identification of relevant civic topics, reporting on 
those topics from a civic angle and soliciting citizen feedback through regu-
lar activities. He maintains that important steps have been taken in creating a 
public sphere about journalism; i.e. journalistic practices, choices and deci-
sions are discussed more openly and critically than before (Haas 2007, 139–
140). Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the ideas of transparency and professional 
public reflexivity are important for public journalism so that the underlying 
principles and related practices are assessed in public. Another reason why 
Haas’ view is more positive than Friedland’s might be due to the fact that he 
has taken into account the international dimension of public journalism, as 
current non-U.S. public journalism practices seem to be more dynamic than 
those in the USA. For example Hamada (2010, 100) points out that public 
journalism inspired practices and tools are being used by Japanese journalists 
despite the fading of strongest enthusiasm.

Beckman (2003, 175–186) suggests that the requirements for the future of 
public journalism are: commitment and resources from management (see also 
Friedland 2003, who underlines the importance of organizational structure), 
commitment of the reporters and the willingness of the public to engage in 
the process and/or read public journalism style coverage. The practical prob-
lems are often, however, related to lack of resources. Beckman offers three 
scenarios in which public journalism would be achievable in the future: (1) 
prioritisation of civic coverage in relation to conventional coverage, (2) ap-
plication for existing external funds or creation of an independent fund to 
support public journalism or (3) practicing public journalism as part of pub-
lic service broadcasting. From the offered scenarios, prioritization and public 
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service seem more plausible, since the movement-ethos and the foundation 
funding connected to it have lost momentum.

Wahl-Jorgensen (2007, 164) combines public journalism with a traditional 
category of journalism: letters to the editor. She maintains that the letters 
tradition could be seen as a public journalism practice insofar as journalists 
would proactively encourage letter writing and seek out voices of the com-
munity. Letters-to-the-editor section could function as a natural ground to 
further public journalism aims, such as diversity and connectedness. Wahl-
Jorgensen is, however, somewhat sceptical of this kind of development due 
to the financial troubles and the efficiency maximizing premise of the whole 
industry.

Carpentier (2004) introduces numerous current Belgian participatory and 
democracy supporting forms of journalism. These practices include co-oper-
ational writing processes with open school students; local television station’s 
”participatory editorial team” composed of journalists and unemployed peo-
ple; in-depth reportage of schools with intensive collaboration with pupils; 
and a way to incorporate local civic organizations in the production process 
of local television and a system of co-presentation of a professional anchor 
and a citizen participant. Carpentier does not identify these practices with 
any particular normative theory or journalistic movement, but wishes to re-
spect their variation and potential in terms of practice. Thus, he does not 
frame the Belgian experiments as public journalism, even if there are evident 
connections. With this approach, he is able to illustrate the variety and broad-
ness of the arsenal available for participatory and collaborative practices that 
are being developed.

The point of agreement among recent scholars (Haas 2007; Friedland 2003; 
Nip 2006; Paulussen et al 2007; Beckman 2003) is that new technologies, 
and especially the internet, hold an interesting but complicated potential for 
the future of public journalism practice. Rosen – as the most eminent public 
journalism scholar – has continued to develop and experiment on the web 
with his blog PressThink and especially with collaborative newsgathering or 
networked reporting methods.12 Even if the practices of collaborative news-
gathering and public journalism have plenty of connections with each other, 
Rosen has not explicitly addressed the question as to what is the relationship 
between web-based collaborative practices and public journalism.

12 For example, ”Assignment Zero” was an experiment in 2007 in which professional journal-
ists from Wired magazine collaborated with readers in publishing a story about the spread 
of peer production (Rosen 2007). The starting point for Rosen and the Wired staff was that 
readers knew more about peer production than they and therefore they used reader collabo-
ration for investigating the issue. Press Think: http://journalism.nyu.edu/pubzone/weblogs/
pressthink/.
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Situating public journalism practice with new web-based practices

The internet era requires us to situate public journalism practice in relation to 
its relatives on the web. Web-based journalistic activities have been referred 
to as participatory, citizen, alternative, amateur, grass roots, personal, folk 
and networked journalism (Haas 2007, 146; Rosen 2007). The conceptual ter-
rain is messy and the concepts mean something slightly different for differ-
ent authors. In this context, I wish to clarify the picture from my perspective 
and refer to two concepts: participatory and citizen journalism, and briefly 
situate these in relation to traditional journalism and public journalism (cf. 
Nip 2006). In Figure 2, I have situated the four ”journalisms” into a field that 
features dimensions of citizen participation and journalistic processing. Into 
this field, I have also placed three media models, which represent the domi-
nant paradigms of understanding how the news media connect with people. 
The models are: broadcast, interactive and social models of media (see Fig-
ure 2).13

13 These models are adapted and refined for this purpose according to Bowman and Willis 
(2005, 10). 

Public journalism 
Citizens’ role: partnership and par-
ticipation in the professional news-
making process, e.g. via deliberation

Citizen journalism 
Citizens’ role: independent conduct 
of the whole news making process 
from news gathering to publishing 

Participatory journalism  
Citizens’ role: collaboration and 
augmenting professional content 
via news gathering, providing raw 
materials and commentary

Traditional journalism 
Citizens’ role: expressing 
views, e.g. via letters to the 
editor

+ Journalistic 
processing

Social model

- Journalistic 
processing

- Citizen 
participation

+ Citizen 
participation

Figure 2: Traditional, public, participatory and citizen journalism.

Broadcast model Interactive model
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The broadcast model is described as an authoritative realm, in which me-
dia content is delivered to a large audience. The so-called traditional news 
journalism can be thus situated in the broadcast model, in which there is typ-
ically little citizen participation, but the degree of journalistic processing and 
professional control of the raw materials is high. In other words, tradition-
al news journalism addresses the public in a one-directional (one-to-many) 
manner (Bowman & Willis 2005, Rosen 2006). In traditional newspaper jour-
nalism, the role of the citizen is not usually very active, but for example, the 
letters-to-the-editor sections or call-in shows provide the possibility for citi-
zens to express their views in a controlled manner.

I have placed public journalism in the upper right corner of the field with-
in the framework of the interactive media model. In this model, the citizens 
play a slightly more active role than in the broadcast model. The keyword 
of this model is ”interaction”, which implies that the flow of information 
is multi-directional (one-to-may and many-to-many); citizens’ participation 
and their communication with journalists increase and citizens become rec-
ognized as active commentators, even co-creators. However, in this model, 
there still is a high degree of journalistic processing involved, and in public 
journalism especially, there remains a clear element of professional control. 
In public journalism, citizen contributions – ideally – mean partnerships: 
citizens together with journalists formulate the agenda; and citizens’ discus-
sions and ideas are used as journalistic resources. This citizen input is, there-
after, handled and refined into journalistic texts by professional journalists.

Participatory journalism can be defined as the involvement of amateurs 
in the production of news in the framework of professional online media 
(see e.g. Domingo et al 2008). It is a form of online journalism that aims to 
turn readers into participants in the production of journalism.14 Its ideal basis 
does not stem from deliberative democracy as clearly as in the case of pub-
lic journalism. Participatory journalism draws from various sources, such as 
community media theory (Carpentier 2003, 426) and its central ideal is that 
in the online world, it is possible to democratize the media field and have 
new ”balance of power” (Rosen 2006; Carpentier 2003, 427) between profes-
sionals and citizens by active user involvement. Jarvis (2006) – despite sug-
gesting the term ”networked journalism” – underlines that participatory jour-
nalism should be understood as a ”collaborative venture”. 

Like public journalism, participatory journalism fits with the framework 
of the interactive media model, but it is situated a bit lower in the figure. In 
participatory journalism, citizen participation is even more crucial than in 
public journalism in which citizens’ input can sometimes merely act as the 
starting point of coverage. Even if there is professional processing and control 

14 I depart here from Bowman & Willis (2003), whose definition of participatory journalism 
includes independent civic activity and no journalistic intervention. 
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involved in participatory journalism, it is milder than in public journalism 
because in some cases citizens may be able to publish their online comments 
without prior filtering. Yet editing and traditional gate keeping are still fea-
tures in participatory journalism (Hermida & Thurman 2008; Domingo et al 
2008, 333).

The activity of citizens in participatory journalism is typically something 
like sending in audience comments or audience content (e.g. digital photos or 
videos, small pieces of news and personal stories) (Wardle & Williams 2010, 
788). Many mainstream news organizations apply the methods of participa-
tory journalism in particular sections of their news products, for instance 
”Have your say” sections, readers’ photos or citizen correspondent sections. 
In this context, the term ”user-generated content” (UGC) is often applied (Nip 
2006, 217–218; Heinonen 2008, 123; for a critical view, see Wardle & Wil-
liams 2010). ”Crowd sourcing” or ”collaborative news gathering” are further 
manifestations of participatory journalism in a more collective and collab-
orative manner (Rosen 2007, Ryfe & Mesning 2007); in these approaches, the 
public as a collective is used as the provider of accumulating information. 
Typical conditions for advanced participatory journalism are local commu-
nities in which citizens contribute to the specific information needs of the 
community in the framework of a larger media site (Nip 2006; Haas 2007; 
Bowman & Willis 2005; Schaffer 2007).15 In sum, citizens’ contributions in 
participatory journalism can best be characterized as collaboration with jour-
nalists by providing ideas or raw materials for publication, which typically 
augment professional journalists’ reporting (Heinonen 2008, 122).

Citizen journalism is sometimes used synonymously with participatory 
journalism, but it is useful to make a distinction between the two (Nip 2006; 
cf. Bowman & Willis 2003). In this work, I refer to citizen journalism as a form 
of online activity in which gathering content, visioning and publishing the 
news product is done by citizens, i.e. individuals, collectives or non-profit or-
ganizations usually without paid staff or journalism professionals (Nip 2006, 
218). Citizen journalism takes place in the frame of the social media model, 
which encourages many-to-many thinking; citizens communicate with each 
other as peers. The model implies that the media are becoming more social; 
they have various (professional and amateur) participants who serve differ-
ent roles in the creation, consumption, sharing and transformation of media 
content (cf. Bowman & Willis 2005, 10). There is no traditional publisher 
control or professional editing involved in citizen journalism. Citizen jour-
nalism sites depend for their vitality on citizens sharing their thoughts, obser-
vations and experiences, and they are typical in ”hyper local” settings (Schaf-

15 An example of participatory journalism is the Colombia Missourian’s MyMissourian site, 
http://mymissourian.com/.
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fer 2007). Ideals of citizen journalism include independence, creation, open 
conversation and media democracy.16

An interesting question related to citizen journalism is whether it should 
be called ”journalism” at all. To qualify as journalism, the produced content 
needs to include some original interviewing, footage, reporting or analysis of 
events or issues (Nip 2006, 218). However, sometimes personal blogs or so-
cial networking sites, like Facebook and MySpace, are also named as citizen 
journalism, which makes the terrain more complex. The web enables numer-
ous ways to create social networks and web-based communities but they may 
have no connection to news production or journalism. Therefore, Schaffer 
(2007) uses the term ”citizen media” rather than ”citizen journalism”, as citi-
zens rarely contribute reported articles that could be seen as journalism. All 
in all, citizen media is developing quickly, and its forms are fluid.

Only rarely do the above depicted forms of journalism exist in their ”pure” 
forms.17 The practices of participatory and citizen journalism are intermin-
gled with traditional and public journalism styles, and the borders of the 
media models are flexible. So, what is the relationship between the new web-
based forms of journalism and public journalism – do they address the same 
aims? Previously, I defined public journalism as a form of professional jour-
nalism that intentionally aims to foster participation, public deliberation, di-
versity and connectedness; it considers readers as citizens and actors in the 
public sphere, and justifies itself from the perspective of democracy.

If we compare participatory and citizen journalism to this definition, we 
can indentify some underlying differences. Firstly, according to my defini-
tion, citizen journalism is situated outside professional journalism, an impor-
tant difference, which sets different standards for evaluation. Participatory 
journalism in turn, is a form of professional journalism and therefore bears 
more resemblance to public journalism, for example, in its way to challenge 
professionals to consider citizen input as a natural part of journalistic prac-
tice and redefine the role of the journalist as a collaborator rather than as in-
formation provider.

However, the new web-based practices do not possess or require a simi-
lar explicit democratic attitude as public journalism. Even if participatory 
and citizen journalism aim to increase citizen activity and participation in 
the public sphere, they do not have the normative-theoretical underpinning 
which public journalism has, for example, underlining the importance of de-
liberation. Participatory and citizen journalism provide sites for on-line dis-

16 See for example Center for Citizen Media, a non-profit initiative established by Dan Gill-
mor, http://citmedia.org/blog/about/.

17 Also note that the lower left quadrant is left empty in this figure only due to clarity and our 
focus on journalism. In reality this terrain is occupied by non-journalistic one-way commu-
nication, like publication of official notices, commercial PR, advertisement etc.
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cussion and dialogue, but the main goal of participatory journalism, for ex-
ample, is to engage the readers in the process of news making and therefore 
explicit encouragement to deliberation is rare. Citizen journalism allows peo-
ple the time and space to formulate their views and publish them freely, but 
deliberation as an explicit ideal does not lie at the heart of citizen journalism, 
either. Instead, free and accessible publication appears as an important ideal 
in citizen journalism. All in all, the ethos of citizen activation is absent from 
citizen journalism.

New technology has made it easier for citizens to publish their views and 
have their voice heard.18 Therefore, these new forms have the potential to 
increase diversity of sources and angles from which issues are discussed. 
Citizen journalism, especially in the form of citizens’ blogs, has created high 
hopes in relation to widening public access and affecting the agenda of the 
mainstream media. However, Haas (2007, 146) points out that there is very 
little evidence that blogs have been the original initiators of the news which 
they have often been credited for, and there is only little evidence of original 
and independent news reporting in citizens’ blogs. Therefore, even if citizen 
journalism is not professional journalism, it seems to remain in tight connec-
tion with it.

Connectedness as an aim deals with linking the journalist with citizens 
as well as citizens with public life. Participatory journalism is indeed a way 
of connecting the news media with the public via the means of new media. 
Moreover, building up citizen−public life connections and networks may be 
furthered by various web services. When it comes to citizen journalism, the 
issue of connectedness on the journalist–citizen axis is irrelevant to begin 
with because such journalism is done independently of professional journal-
ists. However, citizen journalism has the potential to connect citizens more 
closely with each other, i.e. to build up horizontal connections, web commu-
nities and instant feedback loops (Gillmor 2004, 237).

Participatory and citizen journalism do not link themselves as tightly with 
democratic ideals or public sphere theories as public journalism. Therefore, 
the term ”citizen” is also often replaced by the term ”user” or ”producer” in 
the context of participatory and citizen journalism. These terms naturally im-
ply activity beyond the mere receiving of information, but they seem to refer 
to activity in the field of the media, not necessarily in the broader social con-
text. The way in which for example Gillmor (2004, 38) refers to democracy, is 
more about democratizing the media system than about the functioning of the 
democratic system. It is also typical to refer to media democracy (e.g. Wardle 

18 This is true of course only to the extent that is allowed by the ”digital divide”: even if blog 
publishing, taking digital photos and using the email has become increasingly affordable, 
accessible and user-friendly, not everyone has equal access to or skills with the same tech-
nology (Williams & Wahl-Jorgensen 2009). Thus, questions of capability, resources and mo-
tivations remain.
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& Williams 2010, 790) in the context of participatory journalism. Neither of 
the new forms thus has as rigid underlying normative philosophy to connect 
citizens to public life and democracy as public journalism has – they deal 
more with citizen involvement in the publishing process than civic involve-
ment in the democratic process.

However, participatory and citizen journalism have created high hopes for 
democratizing news journalism (cf. Bowman & Willis 2005; Gillmor 2004), 
and I certainly think they will provide fruitful opportunities for develop-
ing journalistic coverage by widening the scope of public discussion, making 
reader participation more accessible and providing more feedback for jour-
nalists. But new technology has also shifted the focus away from the demo-
cratic basis of citizen participation. Newspapers’ willingness to use UGC is 
also linked with pragmatic and cost-conscious news gathering decisions, or 
a part of the larger convergence-driven trend of seeing members of the audi-
ence as co-creators of media content, be it in the context of advertisement, 
computer games or journalism (St. John III 2007; Deuze 2007, 76).

Altogether, the new ”journalisms” seem to contribute to the same partici-
patory aims as public journalism – especially the aims of reader activity and 
citizen−journalist connections – with the help of online techniques. How-
ever, they do still have some of the same problems as public journalism. For 
example: how to maintain the diversity of voices and sources if it is usually 
just the most active ones that take part (Williams & Wahl-Jorgensen 2009)? 
Moreover, the aim of finding connections rather than divisions between peo-
ple, ideas and values remains a challenge in all of the three journalisms. This 
is especially the case in citizen journalism, in which sites tend to be built 
around lifestyles or like-mindedness. But could connectedness be built bet-
ween citizen journalism sites, sub-groups and alternative publics?

Due to the similarities as well as the differences between the three ”jour-
nalisms”, I argue that there is still room for a public journalism approach. 
In addition, acknowledging the fact that journalistic methods are in essence 
forms of social practice, public journalism with its roots in the ”old media” 
and participatory and citizen journalism practices in the ”new media” can 
and should be studied in a parallel manner. Certain studies on participatory 
journalism emphasize that participatory relationships with the audience that 
are now highlighted by the new technology have always existed (Wardle & 
Williams 2010, 792) and that the new online practices can be seen as continu-
ation of the earlier participatory practices (e.g. Carpentier 2003). In the cur-
rent situation, it is important to take into account newspaper and broadcast 
practices in order to avoid over-emphasizing the democratic potential of the 
new media and in order to show that many journalistic practices are appli-
cable regardless of technological standards (Carpentier 2004).

The future of public journalism practice should not be considered as 
something separate from recent developments. On the contrary, the web with 
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its interactive, networked and community-building potential is indeed an in-
teresting partner and platform for the continuing development of public jour-
nalism. There is also an emerging wave of research on participatory journal-
ism and UGC and the forms it takes in the mainstream media. This line of 
research would benefit from taking into consideration the experience that has 
accumulated in the process of practicing and discussing public journalism 
for the past 20 years, as well as having a closer look at public journalism as a 
theoretical construction.

Because of the obvious links, the theorization of participatory and citizen 
journalism could benefit from public journalism theory: there could be fruit-
ful ways to combine the ideals of democratization and deliberation. So, on 
top of discussing the current state of public journalism practice, we need to 
also approach the state of public journalism as a media theory. This is done 
next by discussing the latest theoretical perspectives on public journalism. 

The need for a philosophy of public journalism
As a philosophy or a theoretical framework, public journalism is currently 
facing a very interesting phase. As discussed, this is connected to recent prac-
tical developments in ICT and academic studies on citizen and participatory 
journalism (e.g. Gillmor 2004, Paulussen et al 2007, Hermida & Thurman 
2007). The rise of experimental as well as theoretical work on web-based 
journalistic forms has also re-ignited and contributed to the discussion on 
public journalism.

In addition, the inadequate philosophical construction of public journal-
ism still has continued to concern researchers (e.g. Glasser & Lee 2002). The 
incoherence of public journalism theory and the lack of research-based and 
valid evaluations of its effects (Meyer 1995; Glasser 2000; Massey & Haas 
2002) have been a central element in the criticism of public journalism.19 The 
critics claim that public journalism scholars were never able to build a real 
theory or philosophy for the movement; therefore, without a guiding phi-
losophy, public journalism advocates cannot soundly criticize the existing 
practices or develop new ones (Haas & Steiner 2003, 34; Haas & Steiner 2006, 
239–24). The claims of public journalism are criticized for not being part of a 
”logically developed, historically formed, and internally coherent theory or 
philosophy of journalism”, and thus, its propositions are merely organized 
around general themes (Glasser & Lee 2002, 206). The advocates of the idea 
have been further criticized for formulating the ideas of public journalism 
in a narrative and story-like fashion or building the foundation on examples 
rather than on solid concepts and principles (Woodstock 2002, 45; Glasser 
2000, 683).

19 Public journalism has faced a lot of criticism, and the philosophic-theoretical theme is only 
one among many (e.g. Ahva 2003). I will address the criticism in Chapter 3.2., where I dis-
cuss the relationship of public journalism and classical professionalism.
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The latest attempt to construct a guiding ”public philosophy” for public 
journalism is by Tanni Haas (2007, Chapter 2). Haas starts with the notion 
that public journalism still lacks a distinctive set of foundational and theo-
retically based principles that clearly explicate what the ”publicness” of pub-
lic journalism is (Haas 2007, 25). Without a public philosophy it is difficult 
to defend and improve the idea and avoid the co-option of public journalism 
with purely commercial interests. The latter notion implies that with clear 
and publicly formulated guiding principles it becomes easier to clarify the 
goals of public journalism as opposed to market research based goals or pop-
ulism. I would add that ”public philosophy” is also needed in order to fur-
ther clarify the relationship between public journalism and the newer forms 
of journalism discussed earlier, as well as to guide the assessment and plan-
ning of possible future projects. Haas’ guiding principles include the formu-
lated understanding of (1) the public, (2) public discourse and (3) the public 
sphere.20 

(1) Haas argues that the concept of the public in public journalism should 
be embedded in a deliberative democratic framework instead of either a lib-
eral or communitarian one as was argued by early critiques (see e.g. Black 
1997). With this formulation Haas wishes to avoid the narrow understanding 
of the communitarian view, as in seeing the community and its common good 
as the starting point for public journalism. On the other hand, he wants to 
avoid the emphasis on individualism that the liberal framework brings to the 
forefront. Haas’ understanding of the public relies on Habermas’s notion of 
the ”deliberating public”, which does not assume that citizens share an over-
arching vision of the common good, nor do they merely share common mem-
bership as individuals, but rather that citizens share a commitment to engage 
in common deliberation. In my view, this notion comes close to what Dewey 
(1954) meant by the public.21 For him, publics are formed when people real-
ize that there is an issue which affects them and requires attention. All of the 
people affected by the issue thus form the public because they are included in 
the sphere of its influence. This does not mean that the public would neces-
sarily agree upon the common good, even if reaching a solution is the aim. It 
is thus the realization of the common issue and its (varying) effects that create 
the public. Therefore, the public is (and should be) committed to common de-
liberation in order to evaluate the situation and reach solutions. The solution 
does not necessarily have to be ”the common good”; it can be a compromise, 
a decision that does less harm to the members of the public. 

20 Haas has two additional dimensions in the public philosophy: agenda setting power and 
the goals of deliberation, but I see the three principles named here as the core philosophi-
cal points he makes about publicness. Moreover, I will come back to the question of goals 
of deliberation in Chapter 4, where I will discuss public sphere theories in more detail.

21 Haas does not, however, make references to Dewey in the context of his first philosophical 
principle of public journalism.
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I see Haas’ formulation of the ”deliberating public” as an attempt to keep 
public journalism outside the disputes of communitarian and liberal demo-
cratic theories and as an indication to connect the philosophical basis more 
closely to deliberative democratic theory. I appreciate the fact that Haas links 
public journalism’s idea of the public to a broader philosophical basis and 
Habermas’s theory on the public sphere. Haas’ interpretation is welcome in 
its clear cut way of avoiding the (sometimes narrowly used) idea of commu-
nity as a basis of public journalism, because it may restrict our understanding 
of public journalism and reduce the ”publicness” of the idea. 

(2) Secondly, Haas formulates the philosophical dimension of public dis-
course. He discusses the forms of public discourse that journalists should en-
dorse in public journalism. Haas (2007, 34) argues that by relying on existing 
public journalism literature, it is unclear whether journalists should conceive 
public discourse in dialogical or in deliberative terms, and what the proper 
relationship between the two is (see also Glasser & Craft 1997, 30–31; Glasser 
& Lee 2002). Haas states that public journalism ought to commit to the idea of 
public discourse as being a combination of dialogue and deliberation; i.e. the 
desired public discourse in public journalism would entail a dialectic rela-
tionship between the two forms (Haas 2007, 35). However, he points out that 
deliberation should not rule out the possibility of conflicting interests and 
standpoints. On the contrary, conflicting standpoints and social inequalities 
should be made explicit in the reasoning process (Haas 2007, 37).

What is problematic with Haas’ interpretation, though, is that he seems to 
refer to dialogue as a form of face-to-face discourse and deliberation mainly 
as something that is presented in and fostered by news stories, i.e. as mass 
mediated deliberation (Haas 2007, 35; 47; see also Thompson 1995 256–258). 
I would rather see that both forms are possible in real-life as well as in me-
diated contexts. Furthermore, I would place dialogue and deliberation on a 
continuum, which has summary of different views on the one end and dia-
logue and deliberation on the other, the more demanding end of the contin-
uum.

On these premises, I agree with the view that public journalism theory ide-
ally considers public discourse both as dialogic and deliberative and that real 
life interaction as well as news texts may feature dialogic as well as delibera-
tive elements. However, public journalism emphasizes the deliberative end 
of the continuum, in order to recognize the importance of accumulation of 
information and assimilation of differing views, not merely the exchange of 
viewpoints. But as public journalism is also a practical and not merely a the-
oretical idea, it should take into account that commitment to deliberation is 
demanding. For example, representing deliberation in a news article requires 
representing a complex reasoning process that often includes value judge-
ments. Moreover, it requires more than a summary or a list of different opin-
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ions; it entails representing opposing views and acknowledging responses to 
these (Rosen 1997, cited in Nip 2006, 215).

(3) Haas’ third philosophical principle deals with the understanding of the 
public sphere. This issue is closely related to the first principle, the concep-
tion of the public. Haas turns to Nancy Fraser’s critique on Habermas. Fraser 
(1992) views the public sphere as composed of multiple and alternative dis-
cursive spaces (counter-publics) instead of an overarching and unified public 
sphere. Such a public sphere would make it possible for alternative publics to 
emerge and give them opportunities to invent and circulate counter-discourse 
and formulate oppositional interpretations to be expressed and brought in a 
dialectic relationship with the dominant public discourse. This requires jour-
nalism to bridge together the various discursive spaces with each other by 
promoting public problem-solving that would effectively include different 
civic groups, experts, and the institutions of civil society (Haas 2007, 41–46; 
see also Haas & Steiner 2001). Haas argues that by understanding the public 
sphere as a combination of multiple publics, it would better bring forth the 
role of journalism as a connecting agent (Haas 2007, 40). More importantly, I 
think Haas shows here that public journalism theory would benefit from join-
ing up with the broader theoretical discussion on public sphere theory. 

The work on public journalism’s philosophical core is a welcomed ap-
proach to clarify the underlying principles. To oversimplify somewhat, there 
seems to be two camps in relation to public journalism as a philosophy. One, 
represented here by Haas (2007) but accompanied by various other schol-
ars, ties public journalism more closely to its normative tradition and aims 
to clarify its underlying and guiding principles with the help of the public 
sphere theories. This view wishes to deepen the ties to deliberative democra-
cy and see what could be learnt from going back to the underlying principles 
already apparent in the early literature.

The other, thereafter, (e.g. Carpentier 2004; 2007; Romano 2010b) seems 
to take a broader theoretical standing point and position public journalism 
and its philosophy in a large framework of democracy-supporting participa-
tion that would not adhere too rigidly to the original U.S.-based ideal of pub-
lic journalism. Romano (2010c) wishes to continue to underline the broad 
idea of deliberation as an overarching and connecting aim behind various 
democracy supporting journalism ventures, whereas Carpentier (2004; 2007) 
takes a step away from the notion of deliberative democracy and the legacy 
of Habermas’s public sphere theory. The aim for both authors, however, is to 
find out the connective points between public journalism and other reform 
movements, for example peace, development, human interest, participatory 
and citizen journalism. However, this aspect of framing public journalism 
theory is not as developed as the discussion that arises from the American 
public journalism tradition.

So, as a philosophy, public journalism is currently being considered at 
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least from two slightly different angles. I appreciate the attempts to clarify 
the core of public journalism philosophy from the public sphere perspective. 
That kind of conceptual work is needed in order to develop public journal-
ism as a theoretical entity; and for providing a conceptual means with which 
public journalism practice is assessed (Haas 2007, 26). Then again, a more 
flexible theoretical approach could also fruitfully bring together the fields of 
public, participatory and citizen journalism that often seem to evade each 
other in theoretical terms. Moreover, I regard attempts to move public jour-
nalism beyond the concepts of community and locality as especially fruitful.

The central question seems to be, then: how can we combine these stand-
points in order to avoid forgetting the philosophical roots of public journal-
ism on the one hand, and isolating it in its own realm, on the other? If we 
are to tackle the developing journalistic culture and its various participa-
tory practices in an inclusive manner, we need a theoretical approach that 
combines conceptual clarity and flexibility. By being conceptually sound, but 
open for new inputs, public journalism theory could also offer resources to 
studies outside the immediacy of public journalism itself.
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3.  
Professionalism

The idea of this chapter is to move from the theoretical notions of public jour-
nalism to the more general principles of journalism. I aim to open up what 
”journalism” in the context of public journalism means. Because public jour-
nalism is activity that takes place in the context of professional journalism, 
the point of departure in this chapter is professionalism. I will discuss what 
professionalism means in journalism, and what kind of relationship there is 
between public journalism and traditional professionalism. This overview 
is needed in order to underline the idea that public journalism is something 
that poses a challenge to the traditional professional self-understanding of 
journalists. Public journalism can be seen as a way to re-understand some 
of the assumptions or convictions that journalism refers to in its search for 
news; assumptions about politics, power, people, public opinion and democ-
racy (Rosen 1999b, 27). For example, traditional ethical codes of the profes-
sion are almost exclusively about separation, and not about connection, a 
key dimension in public journalism (Rosen 1997, 80–81). Therefore, in order 
to understand the double challenge – for journalism theory and practice – of 
public journalism, we need to take a closer look at the literature on profes-
sionalism and the professionalization of journalism.

I will first discuss the notion of professionalism on its own and then link 
it to journalism and discuss the way in which journalism as an occupation 
became professionalized. Then, in the second section, I will examine the core 
dimensions of professional journalism, which constitute the ”ideological” 
core of the profession and discuss the relationship between professionalism 
and public journalism in this light. I will then widen the scope and address 
the questions of professionalism in terms of professional culture and news-
room culture. Finally, I will offer a short description of the current tendencies 
in the professional culture of Finnish journalists.
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3.1. Professionalism and journalism
In an everyday context, professionalism as a notion raises connotations to 
ideas such as skills, norms, belonging and formality. But in an academic con-
text, professionalism is understood more widely. In the following, I will map 
the way in which professionalism is understood. This discussion will then 
lead us to consider how professionalism has been historically been formed 
in journalism. 

Layers of understanding professionalism
There are at least four layers of understanding professionalism. The first layer 
relates to the terms ”profession” and ”professional” as a reference to someone 
who is earning a living from practicing certain skills. This practice is con-
nected to the idea of belonging to a professional group, and in this sense, pro-
fessional is understood as an expert, the opposite of amateur or amateurish. 
It is seen as a skill-based social status, and individuals are regarded as repre-
sentatives of their profession (cf. Splichal & Sparks 1994, 34–36; see also Tay-
lor & Willis 1999, 123). Evetts (2003, 398−399) accounts for the growing trend 
in several occupational fields to frame their occupation as professional:  the 
armed forces, accountants, teachers, social workers and so on. In this trend, 
professionalism is foremost being defined in relation to correct conduct and 
practice; i.e. work is considered professional, if the work is carried out tech-
nically correct.

The second layer of conceiving professionalism can be referred to as a set 
of ideological values and norms related to a particular occupation. The early 
use of the term profession was applied especially to the professions of law, 
the church and medicine, which all entailed specific value systems to en-
dorse their practices. In this meaning, professionalism is thus often discussed 
in relation to practices and values within the profession; i.e. professionalism 
is seen as a common reference to an occupational group held together by a 
common value system (cf. Splichal & Sparks 1994, 35; Taylor & Willis 1999, 
123−124). Therefore, this layer of understanding sees professionalism as an 
ideology which holds the profession coherent (Deuze 2005; cf. Evetts 2003).

The third view can be named as a classical sociological understanding of 
professionalism, which is based on sociological research about the differen-
tiation of occupations. During the 1950s–60s, there was a debate on the re-
lationship between occupations and professions: what is it that makes some 
occupations professions and others not (Evetts 2006, 134). At that point a 
”professional orientation index” was developed in order to specify a pattern 
according to which professionalism was defined. The index included crite-
ria, such as service, intellect, autonomy, responsibility, altruism and a sense 
of ethics (Splichal & Sparks 1994, 38). Classical sociological understand-
ing, then, saw professionalism as a set of standards that translated into fixed 
boundaries.
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The fourth angle from which professionalism can be considered is dis-
cursive. It refers to the way in which professionalism is constructed in the 
shared discourse of the members of the occupation. For example, Soloski 
(1997, 139) maintains that it is unproductive to debate over the distinctions 
between professions and non-professions, but considers it more fruitful to 
examine what it means for certain groups to define themselves as profes-
sions. Aldridge & Evetts (2003, 548–9) note that discursive understanding of 
professionalism is a mechanism, which helps the members of a profession to 
relate to and understand the changes that are taking place in the professions. 
In other words, discursive understanding of professionalism entails more re-
flexivity than the other three layers.

Professionalism meets journalism
If we consider professionalism in terms of journalism, we do not merely ask 
what kind of competences journalists are hired for, or what kind of social co-
hesion and status do they have in relation to the rest of society, or whether 
they master their tasks according to the norms of the occupation (Splichal & 
Sparks 1994, 34–36). We need to consider all of the layers in a flexible man-
ner and remember to think about why it is significant for journalists to see 
themselves as professionals and refer to professional ideology, and through 
what kind of discourse this boundary work is done.

In the scholarly literature on journalism and professionalism, one usually 
finds a discussion on the last three layers: ideological, sociological and dis-
cursive. Firstly, for example, Deuze (2005) uses the notion of a ”shared oc-
cupational ideology of news workers” when he refers to professionalism in 
journalism. Deuze wishes to use the term ideology instead of professionalism 
because he sees that it is an appropriate denominator for a collection of val-
ues, strategies and formal guidelines that affect journalistic work. On the one 
hand, ideology – in its meaning as a system of ideas – is recognized by and 
shared with the majority of journalists, and thus acts as the ”cultural cement” 
of professional journalism. On the other hand, ideology – in its critical mean-
ing as a struggle over dominance – is also an appropriate term to denote the 
value basis of journalistic professionalism because it underlines the issues 
of power in professionalism (Solsoki 1997; Hanitzsch 2007). Professionalism 
acts as a means of control: it is easier to guide and control a journalist who 
acts according to the common professional norms than a journalist who does 
not. Thus, professionalism also acts as a personalized self-regulation system 
(Soloski 1997). Critics claim that it is the very existence of such an ideologi-
cally seen value basis that may allow the profession to think on behalf of the 
journalists (Rosen 1999b, 173).

Secondly, journalism is quite often considered in sociological terms. It is 
often noted that journalism cannot be considered a profession in the ”classi-
cal” sense, like doctors of medicine or practitioners of law, because there is 
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no objective set of criteria against which journalists’ professionalism could 
be measured against, neither is there a ”monopoly” of certain competenc-
es (Evetts 2003, 402). True professions are said to require a certain level of 
specific skill, autonomy, service orientation, licensing, testing, professional 
organization, rules for practice or a distinct curriculum. Journalists do not 
meet these requirements: there is no permit or license required for practicing 
journalism, nor is there a set of universal regulatory codes. Thus, according 
to this strict classification, journalism is not a profession (Zelizer 2004, 33). 
However, the boundary work raised by this discussion can be considered im-
portant for journalism studies. For example, Örnebring (2008) calls for updat-
ed sociological research on professionalism that would bring recent findings 
from the sociology of work and occupations back into the study of journal-
ism. He considers this to be essential in understanding the changes that are 
taking place within journalism at the start of the 21st century.

Lastly, there is a discursive professional ethos in the self-understanding 
and practice of journalists. There is a tendency for journalists (likewise many 
other knowledge based occupations, see Evetts 2003) to see themselves as 
professional actors, to make sense of their work in terms of their shared val-
ues. According to this view, journalistic professionalism is constructed in 
discursive practices, and this discourse is embedded in the ideological ba-
sis. As a result, a body of journalists have a common understanding of how a 
professional journalist ought to act (Shoemaker & Reese 1996, 93). Örnebring 
(2008, applying the ideas of Evetts 2003) suggests that two professional dis-
courses are of special relevance in studying journalism in its current con-
text: occupational professionalism and organizational professionalism. Oc-
cupational professionalism refers to the discourse that arises from within the 
group itself, for example, to retain autonomy and the right to define profes-
sional standards; and organizational professionalism refers to the ways in 
which the news organizations define professionalism as compliance with em-
ployers’ goals and methods. He argues that is important to study the negotia-
tion of these two competing discourses in the context of news work.

In my research, all four layers of understanding professionalism become 
relevant in an interesting way. Firstly, public journalism and other partici-
patory methods are essentially about the relationship between professionals 
and amateurs, and it touches upon the questions of the status of the journal-
ism profession and its relation to the rest of society. Secondly, public journal-
ism deals with the values and norms related to the journalistic profession. 
What are the central values that should define journalism practice: is it ob-
jective reporting or active participation – and do journalists share a common 
view on these? And thirdly, even if the institutional limits of professions and 
non-professions are not the core questions in public journalism, my approach 
deals with some of the core dimensions that were already considered mean-
ingful for the early sociological studies on professionalism at large (e.g. pub-
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lic service and autonomy). Lastly, the introduction of public journalism can 
be seen as a discursive struggle over the definition of professional journalism.

Even if all of the layers are interesting and relevant in the context of pub-
lic journalism, I will mainly focus on the ideological and discursive because 
I consider journalistic professionalism from the viewpoint of self-understan-
ding. I will look at the ways in which Finnish newspaper reporters and edi-
tors view professionalism and its values from the angle of public journalism; 
how do they narrate public journalism as part (or not as part) of their pro-
fessionalism? But before moving to the professional norms and journalists’ 
interpretations of them, we need to understand how professionalism has be-
come an important frame of reference to journalists, to see how journalism 
has professionalized.

Professionalization process of journalism 
In the modernization process, work life developed into a system in which 
particular crafts and occupations were controlled by distinct experts. Pro-
fessionalization of communication took place as the societal division of la-
bour increased and the structures of society became complex, resulting in a 
situation where face-to-face communication between differentiated groups of 
people was difficult. (See Carey 1969; 23–29; Kunelius 1998, 210; Hallin & 
Mancini 2004.) In journalism, the process of professionalization took differ-
ent patterns and occurred at different time frames in western societies, but a 
general line of development can be distinguished. It has been suggested that 
journalism professionalized through revolutionary, public, partial, commer-
cial, autonomous and corporate phases (Carey 2007; see also Nerone & Barn-
hurst 2003).22

The revolutionary stage refers to the radical nature that early journalism 
held in its ability to publicize and circulate material that became connected 
to de-legitimation of the ruling authority (Carey 2007). Nerone & Barnhurst 
(2003, 437) point out that in the revolutionary context the newspaper’s con-
tent was expected to advocate. The public stage, thereafter, refers to the phase 
in which journalism was to act as an arena of public opinion: journalism 
reflected and animated public discussion and kept a public record (Carey 
2007). During these initial stages, it was largely the printer-publisher of the 
paper who was responsible for gathering the information and editing the tex-
tual materials to be published, and therefore there were no specialized edi-
tors or reporters yet (Nerone & Barnhurst 2003, 436).

22 Carey (2007) also suggests that universal congruity is represented by the consecutive ap-
pearance of these phases in varying cultures, but his order of the stages (revolutionary, 
public, commercial, partial and autonomous) is a bit different than what I have presented 
above. Due to the lack of further development of thought from Carey, I have developed his 
ideas in the light of Nerone & Barnhurst (2003) even if they deal particularly with the press 
in the USA. Nerone’s and Barnhurst’s stages include revolutionary, public, partial, commer-
cial/industrial, professional and corporate. 
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In Finland, the era from the 1770s until the 1860s can be characterized as 
the revolutionary-public phase: the early newspapers kept a public record 
and aimed at educating the citizenry. The ideals of the first publishers were 
characterized by the enlightenment, promoting freedom of expression and 
nationalism in the form of advancing the role of the Finnish language in pub-
lic debate (during an era of domination by the Swedish language on the one 
hand, and Russian rule, on the other). The societal context did not yet favour 
deeper professionalization due to the existence of censorship and a small 
reading public (Pietilä 2008, 120−131).

According to Nerone and Barnhurst (2003, 437–438) the partial stage in 
professionalization of journalism can be interpreted against the growth of 
mass politics and the tendency to see journalism as a political organ with 
abilities to affect public opinion. Party enthusiasts, often without training in 
printing, took over as editors of party papers, composing editorials and se-
lecting material from other newspapers to promote a party line.

In Finland, the newspaper field started to truly develop after the 1860s. At 
that stage, political orientation was more important than occupational orien-
tation, and this period can be characterized as the Finnish partial phase. The 
newspapers were almost exclusively party newspapers, and in the smaller 
political newspapers at least, the roles of editors and reporters remained less 
differentiated. However, also during this period, the formalized training of 
journalists was established in 1925. The training was based on the social sci-
ences, and the education was slowly developed to include more academi-
cally oriented studies. (See Pietilä 2008, 139−145.) 

The commercial stage, in turn, refers to the formation of the early commer-
cial press that served the needs of the growing economy. Newspapers started 
to figure themselves as general merchandisers of news. At this stage, the work 
of the reporters started to became differentiated from that of the editors and 
business managers (Nerone & Barnhurst 2003). The newspapers had to rely 
on professionals trained in the gathering and assembly of the raw materials, 
as this raw material was now fact instead of opinion (Örnebring 2007).

In Finland the partial phase gradually transformed into the commercial 
phase after the Second World War. The transition period was characterized 
by the growing prosperity and importance of local and regional newspapers 
(Salonkangas 1999, 85−87; Tommila 2001). The idea of journalism as a me-
diator or transmitter of information started to emerge as a central professional 
element (Pietilä 2008, 148−153). Moreover, Pietilä (2008, 160) connects the 
emergence of objectivity to the fall of the party press system. When newspa-
pers gave up their political affiliations they ceased to address any specific 
segments of society. Instead they adhered to the notion of objective report-
ing in their attempt to address the audience in a broad and inclusive manner. 
The commercial phase in Finland was also characterized and/or balanced by 
the ethos of public service. It was exemplified by the strong role of the public 
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broadcasting company YLE that aimed at offering accurate, balanced and fac-
tual information to citizens. Journalism was thus seen as the main organ for 
transmitting the information produced by the administrative and legislative 
authorities (see also Hallin & Mancini 2004).

The autonomous stage refers to the development in which journalism 
came to be seen as a central actor in democracy and a distinct profession in 
its own right (Carey 2007). Professional norms and codes, especially the ideal 
of objective reporting were consolidated during the autonomous phase. The 
formal organization of the profession, together with the will to differentiate 
the occupation from publicists and PR personnel, assisted in the spreading of 
codes of conduct that underlined objectivity (Schudson 2001, 162−164). Uni-
versity based training and the emergence of professional associations charac-
terize the autonomous stage: journalists’ attempts to monopolize the knowl-
edge related to journalism practice and to gain control over their work were 
strong (Nygren 2008, 154).

In Finland, the idea of the press as the ”fourth estate” started to gain 
ground in the 1980s marking the start of the autonomous phase. The adop-
tion of routines of journalism, which emphasized a more analytical−critical 
stance towards the state, politics and administrative expertise, became stron-
ger in the Finnish media. This was exemplified by the increasing sense of 
distance from the state and politicians among Finnish journalists (e.g. Aula 
1991, 90–111) even if the welfare state ideology and its connection to the idea 
of consensus in decision making remained to affect and to ”neutralize” the 
nature of political public discussion.

The corporate phase of professionalism has followed the autonomous. 
With this notion, the increased importance of media corporations as frames 
of journalistic conduct is emphasized. Nerone and Barnhurst (2003, 439) sug-
gest that the ideals of the modern newspaper and the ideologies of the profes-
sional reporter required a consensus and a level of monopoly that no longer 
exist today, and that, on the political economic level, the autonomy of news-
papers from other forms of media and businesses has eroded. Nygren (2008, 
157–160) even proposes that the journalism profession has started to de-pro-
fessionalize: there is less clarity about what is journalistic work and who is 
entitled to practice it; the formal organizations and journalists’ unions have 
become weaker and the altruistic public service ethos is constantly contested 
by the market logic. The corporate phase is thus characterized by the weaken-
ing of the professional logic altogether.

In Finland, the corporate stage is marked, for example, by the emergence 
of a strengthened professional discourse at the end of the 1990s that openly 
recognized the nature of the newspaper as a commodity (Heikkilä 2001, 132). 
Currently, the features of corporate professionalism – such as increased dis-
cussion about commercial goals, entertainment and target group mentality 
(Jyrkiäinen 2008, 56−58) − are strengthening, even if the older, public service 
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professional ethos is still part of the conceptual repertoire with which jour-
nalists and editors make sense of their profession in Finland (Ylönen 2008).

All in all, professionalization of journalism can be understood via this 
broadly sketched process. By regarding the evolution of the profession, we 
can better understand that the central values and norms of today’s journalism 
are based on this historical legacy.

3.2. Core dimensions of professional journalism 

When the essence of professionalism in journalism is being defined in the 
research literature, a set of values and norms emerge. On the one hand, pro-
fessional values are handled normatively, as in values and norms that profes-
sional journalists ought to embrace. On the other hand, professional values 
are handled as conceptions and attitudes that journalists themselves have 
about their profession, i.e. as a self-understanding of the professionals (see 
McQuail 2006, 47). I will try to separate these two views – the normative and 
the practical – as I will next go through the central dimensions of profession-
alism in journalism. It is important to make this explicit, since the function 
of professionalism, in one sense, is to create a workable balance between the 
normative and the practical sides of journalism and because normative val-
ues become meaningful in the practical contexts. In the following, I will con-
ceptualize six key dimensions of professionalism, which I will present as re-
lations between journalism and (1) power, (2) public, (3) knowledge, (4) time, 
(5) journalism itself and (6) democracy. Finally, I will consider how these di-
mensions are related to public journalism.

Relation to power: Autonomy
The first dimension of journalistic professionalism deals with power rela-
tions. In the literature, this dimension is often conceptualized as journalis-
tic autonomy. Autonomy refers to freedom of action or to the latitude that is 
available for professionals in their decision-making. Autonomy thus embrac-
es the idea of self-direction (McDevitt 2003, 156). In journalism, autonomy 
refers to the status that journalism has in its relation to other institutions and 
actors in society, and these relationships are always about defining the bal-
ance of power.

From a normative perspective, the idea of autonomy is based on the prem-
ise that journalism should remain as an independent public actor so that 
it can deliver balanced and uncorrupted information to citizens (Kovach & 
Rosenstiel 2001). In this sense, autonomy is relevant in two ways: as the 
structural autonomy of the newsroom and as the individual autonomy of the 
journalist. In journalism research, the terrain has thus been divided into stud-
ies about the power relations of journalism and other institutional actors and 
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studies about power relations within the newsroom (Löfgren-Nilsson 1999, 
12).

Structural autonomy refers to the latitude that journalism has in relation 
to the state, the market or certain elite sources; i.e. the actors who are in-
volved in and have an interest in journalistic content. News organizations 
want to maintain their self-determination as extensively as possible, and this 
is grounded in the democratic-informative role of journalism and the under-
lying idea of press freedom. The terrain of autonomy is thus large and quite 
vaguely defined (e.g. McDevitt 2003). The assumption of autonomy is strong, 
but exactly how autonomous journalism should be and from what exactly 
should autonomy be achieved are more seldom discussed as normative ques-
tions (Schudson 2005, 214–215). This leads to the situation where autonomy 
can also be seen in terms of economic motives: news organizations are not 
willing to define journalism or journalistic autonomy very specifically be-
cause it might prevent the actual practice of journalism, for instance, in the 
fear of facing law appeals and hence economic losses (Kovach & Rosenstiel 
2001, 18–19). Thus, the vague definition of autonomy in itself can be seen as 
a means of achieving autonomy.

Individual autonomy deals with issues within the newsroom. These in-
clude the degree of independence and the power that individual reporters 
have in their jobs. Individual autonomy can be related to intra-organizational 
power relations or to relationships between an individual journalist and her 
sources (Löfgren-Nilsson 1999; McDevitt 2003, 158–159). 

Autonomy on the practical-experiential level is a complicated matter. It 
is difficult to grasp the relationship between structural and individual au-
tonomy. In other words, does autonomy at the institutional level translate 
into autonomy at the individual level, and vice versa? Weaver et al (2007) 
report that American reporters’ perceived that individual autonomy in the 
newsroom has been in decline from the 1980s onwards. They suggest that 
the lessening of individual autonomy can have implications for the freedom 
and diversity of news coverage: ”If reporters are not able to cover stories they 
think are important, this can negatively impact the ability of journalists to 
provide a full and fair account of the day’s events – something that is neces-
sary for an informed citizenry in a democracy” (Weaver et al 2007, 243). How-
ever, McQuail (2006, 52) summarizes the relationship between structural and 
individual autonomy by stating that professional journalism traditionally en-
joys autonomy (i.e. press freedom) on a larger scale, but journalists do (and 
can) not necessarily practice personal freedom of expression in their work. 
Following this, structural autonomy is not the sum of individual autonomy 
within the newsroom, given the routinized and ever more centralized nature 
of news work.

The strong position of autonomy as a journalistic value can result from the 
conflict that is created by the normative and the practical. That is, in prac-
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tice, journalistic work is restricted by various limitations, such as resources 
and compulsory and routine-like work practices. Therefore, the need to pro-
mote autonomy as a core value becomes very central as a normative journal-
istic value (McDevitt 2003). Bourdieu (2005, 45) notes that even if autonomy 
within a field can lead to an ”egoistic” closing-in of specific interests of the 
people engaged in the field, this closure can also be the condition of freedom 
with respect to immediate demands. So, by appealing to the value of autono-
my, the journalistic profession tries to maintain its legitimacy and relevance 
in the mediatized and commercialized social environment.

Another practical implication of autonomy is what Hanitzsch (2007) calls 
power distance. According to him, different newsrooms and even individual 
journalists can be placed on a continuum, in which one end represents news-
rooms that relate to power systems in a watchdog-like and adversarial man-
ner, and the other end represents cultures that relate to power structures con-
formingly or even loyally. Thus, the classical role of the watchdog is a central 
notion within the autonomy frame: journalism cannot practice its watchdog 
role if it cannot retain its independence in relation to other institutional ac-
tors. The mainstream of western professional culture can be placed on the 
adversarial end of the continuum, but in practice, there are also newsrooms 
and cultures which do not hold the adversarial power relation in such a fun-
damental way. Hanitzsch (2007, 374) notes that the ”loyal” end of the power 
distance continuum may work explicitly or implicitly. In the latter case, jour-
nalism does not challenge the legitimacy of the existing power structures and 
hence tends to lend support to established authority and norms, although not 
in a straightforward manner. 

Relation to public: Public service 
The second dimension of journalistic professionalism is the one of journal-
ism and its public. If there is no public, there is no journalism, and that is 
why this dimension is central as a professional element. As Carey (2007, 12) 
puts it:

The value of journalism was [historically] predicated on the exis-
tence of the public and not the reverse. For that reason, the ‘pub-
lic’ is the god term of journalism, the final term, the term without 
which nothing counts, and journalists justify their actions, defend 
the craft, plead their case in terms of public’s right to know, their 
role as the representative of the public, and their capacity to speak 
both to and for the public.

For Rosen (1999b, 1) journalism expects the individual practitioner and the 
practice as a whole to serve the general welfare of the public through acts that 
amount to public service. In journalism – as a contrast to other professions – 
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the ethos of public service receives even more significance because journal-
ism is not based on expert skills or abilities that would be possible for trained 
journalists exclusively (Hallin & Mancini 2004, 36–37). 

The public service ideal of journalism also refers to themes of responsibil-
ity and rights: journalism is seen to be responsible for its doings for the pub-
lic (Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001; Kunelius 1998, 214). The journalism–public 
relationship is also sometimes discussed in reference to the idea of ”people’s 
right to know” or the necessity of journalism to build a relationship of trust 
with its public. Therefore, trustworthiness and credibility of journalism are 
professional values embedded in the larger dimension of public service. In 
other words, trust has to be established between journalism and its public for 
the public service to function.

In the more practical setting, references to public service orientation can 
be seen in the ways that journalists talk about their audience, or the ways 
in which they think their work affects the public (Deuze 2005, 447). Even if 
the public service orientation is often hidden under the discourse of press 
freedom (i.e. autonomy), the dimensions are intrinsically two sides of the 
same coin (Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001, 19–20; 36–37). However, public ser-
vice is currently facing challenges as the public is increasingly being regard-
ed as consumers. For instance, the emergence of ”service journalism”, which 
provides help and guidance or focuses on everyday life issues and needs, 
tends to position the public as individual consumers rather than citizens (Ha-
nitzsch 2007, 374–375). So, the overarching trend of consumerism poses a 
challenge to the public service orientation and thus requires ever more reflec-
tion by professionals. 

At the moment, public service orientation and especially its subcategories 
of trust and credibility are being contested also by the emergence of citizen 
journalism and other web-based alternative media, which in the eyes of the 
public seem to be appearing as more trustworthy and credible than main-
stream professional journalism. According to a survey of British adults, only 
29 percent agreed with a statement that professional journalism is more trust-
worthy than material sent in by the public, while the rest did not have an 
opinion or they disagreed (Williams & Wahl-Jorgensen 2009).

All in all, journalists’ self-understanding is closely tied to their relation-
ship with the public: the public is their reason for being, their audience, their 
sources and their allies (Heinonen 2008, 20). However, the public can also 
be seen as the adversary. This is indicated for example by the way in which 
editors talk about their public in relation to the letters-to-the-editors sections 
(Wahl-Jorgensen 2007). Even if journalists believe in the normative ideals of 
public discussion carried out in the pages, there are discourses of ”insanity” 
or ”craziness” in relation to people who write letters. So, contacts from regu-
lar people are often considered a waste of time, since their views appear as 
crazy or irrelevant. In this sense, the public also becomes an adversary for 
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journalists, who try to maintain or protect the professionally defined idea of 
offering a space for rational public discussion (Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 2–4).

Relation to knowledge: Objectivity
The next value of professional journalism deals with knowledge and truth, 
and therefore, it opens up an epistemological dimension. Even with the com-
plex nature of epistemology, it is common to say that journalism’s ”obligation 
is to the truth” (Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001, 37; Hanitzsch 2007, 375). There-
fore, the ideas of knowledge and the ways of knowing in professional jour-
nalism centre on the value of objectivity. As noted, the notion of objectivity 
as a central professional value has its roots in the historical development of 
professions. Separation of fact and value in professions was initiated by the 
rise of modern science and realism in the late 19th century: the realist idea 
implied that there is a world of facts that journalists can select from without 
drawing on their own values and biases and that these facts are then pre-
sented neutrally in order to present a reality ”out there” (Friedland 2003, 14).

Professional behaviour in many occupational fields was derived from this 
ideal, and in journalism, this resulted in the situation which was formulated 
by Walter Lippmann in the 1920s: in the world of clashing values, ideas and 
facts, there cannot be genuine objectivity, so the way in which journalists 
work should be objective in nature. Ironically, then, the modern ideal of ob-
jectivity rests on the notion that we can never truly know the facts and real-
ity as such (Friedland 2003, 14–15; Schudson 2001). Objectivity, especially 
in North American journalism, became technically defined as a method de-
signed for a world in which even facts could not be trusted (Schudson 1978, 
122). Thus, objectivity did not rely on the idea that journalists themselves 
could be objective, or make objective observations, but they should strive for 
objectivity in the process of news making, in checking the facts and in their 
style of writing (Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001, 13; 72). In other words, the pro-
fessional reporter would record facts with care and fidelity and arrange them 
so that they would comment themselves (Nerone & Barnhurst 2003, 439).

As a normative value, objectivity affects the professional culture even if 
the problematic nature of the possibility of objective reporting has been ac-
knowledged. Again, this value acts as a means to legitimize the work of jour-
nalists and underline the credibility or meaningfulness of the whole profes-
sion (Deuze 2005, 448; Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001). The notion of objectivity 
is linked to the idea of journalism as being an autonomous and adversarial 
watchdog of power in the name of the public, who has the right to know, to 
receive unbiased and truthful information.

In practice, the value of objectivity translates into goals labelled as unbi-
ased reporting, neutrality, fairness and balance. Through these labels the un-
derlying – and problematic – idea of objectivity frames journalistic practice 
and self-understanding (McQuail 2006, 52). This is the case in most west-
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ern cultures, especially in the USA. According to Tuchman’s (1972) classi-
cal study, journalists make use of various strategic procedures in order to be 
able to claim objectivity. These routines include balancing a story with two 
or more views, or the use of direct quotes to indicate that the reporter is not 
the one making truth claims. For Tuchman, objectivity appears as a collection 
of work routines that journalists have become used to and are willing to ap-
ply, for example, in order to avoid criticism that would be targeted directly at 
them. In this sense, objective reporting amounts to a practice where person-
al values are bracketed from the reporting. If journalists would refrain from 
acting according to the routines of objective reporting, they would be more 
vulnerable to criticism, which in turn would limit the latitude of journalists 
(Shoemaker & Reese 1996, 112).

Objectivity is not, however, the only manifestation of the epistemological 
dimension in practice. Some newsrooms, such as politically committed ones, 
reject the idea of objective reporting and take a more assertive and active role 
(Hanitzsch 2007). For example, Schudson (2001) points out that objectivity 
as a norm never has been as central in Europe than in the USA. There is also 
variation between different media systems: in some systems news media tend 
to be more bound to political or ideological groups, for example, the media 
systems that Hallin & Mancini (2004) label polarized-pluralist systems (e.g. 
Italy or Spain). 

Relation to time: Immediacy
In scholarly research, time as a professional dimension is not often articu-
lated. Deuze (2005), however, treats immediacy as a normative professional 
dimension. As journalism is essentially about producing the news in a timely 
fashion – i.e. news values are intimately related to newness and freshness – 
immediacy has become a normative dimension of professionalism (Deuze 
2005).

Immediacy as a value thus arises from the practical realm of professional-
ism rather than from the normative. For researches, journalists’ remarks on 
”lack of time” or ”hurry” might appear as weak explanations or even excuses, 
but journalists seem to look at hurry and the quick pace of the work from the 
angle of professionalism. Timeliness and immediacy are closely connected to 
the temporality of news work and its deadlines (Schultz 2007, 197). There-
fore, if we wish to appreciate the experiences of journalists and their shared 
discourse, we need to take time into account as a professional dimension.

According to a recent survey of American journalists, two dominant roles 
have remained central in the minds of journalists over the years: investigating 
government claims and getting information to the public quickly (Weaver et 
al 2007, 244). The idea of ”hard news” demands speed, especially in the stage 
of gathering facts. Tuchman (1973, 118) notes that if a journalist does not 
work quickly, the news story will be obsolete before it can be distributed in 
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the day’s newscast or in the newspaper tomorrow. In that sense, old news is 
”mere information” and therefore professionals are worried about timeliness.

Therefore, hurry is a professionally sound argument for practicing journal-
ists (Juntunen 2009). For example, losing a scoop to competing news media 
or having to cite other media as sources appear as failures in the journalistic 
practice, and thus, getting the story first becomes a journalistic virtue. More-
over, the current environment of media competition on the web has increased 
the ”need for speed” and constant updates, but as Juntunen notes, Finnish 
journalists seem willing to accept this pressure because it is not in contradic-
tion with the already existing value basis. 

Relation to self: Ethicality 
The fifth dimension of professionalism is journalism’s relation to itself. By 
this notion, I refer to the ways in which the journalistic profession takes a 
look inside and defines its own ethical values and boundaries. Even if profes-
sional ethics are based on more general moral values, they have ceased to be 
about values understood as common ideas about the good – instead, profes-
sional ethics are codes of behaviour or moral rules developed by the profes-
sion for itself for proper conduct of work (Friedland 2003, 10).

Normatively, the very existence of professional codes of ethics is seen as a 
sign of professionalism. Journalists and their professional organizations have 
formulated codes of ethics in many countries worldwide. The most common 
features of the codes are fairness, truthfulness, precision/accuracy, protec-
tion of sources and honouring privacy as well as the profession itself and 
its autonomy (Nordenstreng 1998). The dimension of ethics includes many 
of the other dimensions described here, and therefore, it acts as an umbrella 
concept in the normative and institutional sense. Nordenstreng (1998, 131) 
underlines the value of professional ethics as a means for self-reflection and 
sensitization. Indeed, the existence of ethical codes points out that reflexiv-
ity is an important element in professionalism altogether. In other words, it 
is not enough to have ethical codes that bind together the core dimensions of 
the profession, but it is also important that the profession has a reflexive rela-
tion to the dimensions.

On the practical level, the ethical codes often act as a means of striving for 
structural autonomy; to show the rest of society that the journalistic profes-
sion is capable of dealing with its own ethical problems. It is a way to avoid 
external regulation like laws, which might undermine the degree of autono-
my. The development of professional self-regulatory systems is a structural 
way to legitimize the profession: a professional code of ethics acts as a tool for 
the journalists themselves but also as a sign of professionalism for the outside 
world (Heinonen 1995, 6–7). The ethical dimension is therefore also perhaps 
the most institutionalized of the dimensions.

Professional organizations of journalists are the main actors in the formu-
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lation of ethical codes. Shared ethical norms are a crucial part of professional 
organization because they are defined and reflected horizontally, against the 
self-understanding of professional peers (Hallin & Mancini 2004, 35–36). In 
general terms, journalists seem to relate to ethical codes either as fixed prin-
ciples or as a set of guidelines. In the latter case, the guidelines may be fol-
lowed, but the contingency of journalistic dilemmas should always be con-
sidered in situational terms (Hanitzsch 2007; Juntunen 2009).

In newsrooms, journalism’s ethical relation to itself is manifested as 
norms, which are operationalizations of the ethical values and fixed codes. 
Norms take the form of unwritten rules and habits, and they become apparent 
in practice and routine, and eventually they become tacit knowledge, which 
is mostly learnt through the process of professional socialization (Löfgren-
Nilsson 1999, 20).

Relation to democracy: Information delivery and platform for debate
The last and the most fundamental dimension of professional journalism is 
the one of democracy and journalism. That is to say, that all of the above men-
tioned dimensions – autonomy, public service, objectivity, immediacy and 
ethicality – are justified in terms of democracy. Democracy is thus the most 
important dimension that legitimizes the role of journalism, and therefore, it 
is clearly a normative dimension to begin with. Carey (2007, 13) states that 
without the institutions or spirit of democracy, journalists are reduced to pro-
pagandists or entertainers. He sees that the historical origins of journalism are 
the same as the origins of democratic forms of governance.

As a normative professional notion, the relationship between journalism 
and democracy implies that the role of journalism is something special due 
to the public nature of the profession: the task of the journalist is to inform 
the public and maintain public discussion in order for democracy to work. 
Therefore, the democratic dimension often comes up when there is a need to 
do boundary work with other forms of communication (Kovach & Rosenstiel 
2001). However, as a normative notion – as central as it is – journalism’s re-
lationship to democracy is controversial since it seems to commit journalists 
to the defence of something, to compromise the valued non-partisanship. Ac-
cording to a strict definition then, journalists can be objective about every-
thing but democracy (Carey 2007, 13).

The democratic dimension of professional journalism leads to two norma-
tive orientations; on the one hand, the democratic role of journalism is linked 
to information delivery, and on the other hand, journalism is seen as a par-
ticipant in the democratic process by fostering public discussion and through 
that ultimately democracy (e.g. Kunelius 1998). The first orientation implies 
that journalists provide the public with information they need in order to be 
members of the democratic society they live in. The second, in turn, implies 
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that the press has also an obligation to provide a platform for diverse pub-
lic debate and encourage citizen participation in politics (McNair 1999, 99).

On a practical level, the informative orientation has been dominant over 
the participatory since journalistic practice is closely linked to the practice of 
representative democracy and administration. The practical implications of 
this normative professional value thus become mainly apparent in political 
and societal journalism. Political reporting and coverage of national politics 
are highly regarded tasks among journalists themselves. Journalists need to 
inform citizens, explain the decisions made by the representative political 
system in an understandable manner, interpret the potential impacts of the 
decisions and inform the voters before elections (Strömbäck 2005). Howev-
er, the broad societal de-politicization trend and the blurring of boundaries 
between news journalism and other media forms are affecting the practical 
implications of the informative democratic dimension. It has become increas-
ingly difficult to define and ground the democratic dimension of journalism 
among these trends.

In turn, the public discussion orientation is manifested for example in the 
newspapers’ letter pages or other media forums that elicit audience input and 
commentary. However, Wahl-Jorgensen (2007, 85) points out that newspaper 
editors refer to the letters sections in various, even conflicting, ways. The U.S. 
editors see the democratic potential of the letters section as inseparable from 
economic justifications: providing conditions for public discourse is intrinsi-
cally also customer service.

On the practical level, the democratic dimension can also be considered 
as a continuum of interventionism, which recognizes the varying interpre-
tations that journalists and newsrooms have about democratic involvement 
of journalism. Some newsrooms support the idea of detached information 
delivery and reporting (i.e. gate keeping), and others may be located at the 
other end of the continuum, which includes journalists who wish to advance 
or advocate certain values. Interventionism thus refers to the way in which 
journalists relate themselves to the issues they are reporting; how far are they 
willing to participate or intervene with their actions in the issues. The foun-
dation of active interventionism is the idea that journalists cannot remain as 
outsiders, but they should take part in and advocate change. In practice, ac-
tive interventionism is usually apparent in the politically committed news 
organizations, where the relationship between journalism and democracy is 
more instrumental. (See Hanitzsch 2007; Hallin & Mancini 2004; Donsbach 
2008.)

But as discussed earlier, in practice, the mainstream understanding of the 
journalism professionalism is situated in the non-interventionist framework. 
For example, American journalists see themselves as interpreters, informa-
tion providers or watchdogs of the ones in power (Shoemaker & Reese 1996, 
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94). All of these roles fit well with the non-interventionist and informative 
understanding of the relationship between journalism and democracy.

The above summarized discussion indicates that journalism as a profes-
sion is based on a collection of shared values that arise from the central di-
mensions. It is important to note that these values gain meaning in the con-
text of practical news work and that in different cultural contexts and points 
in time the significance of certain values may increase and others’ decrease. 
The values are also closely interlinked with each other. Thus, the interpreta-
tions of the values are not fixed. The discussion also shows that public jour-
nalism, on the one hand, fits well with the professional framework, for exam-
ple, with its ideal of public service and its general commitment to democracy. 
But on the other hand, public journalism challenges many of the core dimen-
sions, or at least interprets the values in a broadened manner. In the follow-
ing, I will move on to discuss the relationship between professionalism and 
public journalism in more detail. 

Public journalism challenges classical professionalism
The link between professionalism and public journalism is twofold. Firstly, 
according to Zelizer (1999, 55), public journalism is linked to the old debate 
of whether journalism is a ”proper” profession. Journalists lack an institu-
tionalized route of professionalization with its required degrees and permis-
sions. So, some view this lack of institutional professionalism as a partial 
reason for welcoming public journalism, which provides the idea of social 
responsibility as a central part of journalism’s legitimacy to exist as a profes-
sion. Secondly  – and this is a larger issue than the first – public journalism 
is situated in the position of a challenger in relation to traditional journalistic 
professionalism in its attempt to re-imagine the boundaries of objectivity and 
autonomy, for example.

The charged relationship between public journalism and traditional pro-
fessionalism is best exemplified by the wave of criticism that public journal-
ism has created among journalists and scholars. Indeed, criticism by journal-
ists themselves deals with the challenge that public journalism poses for the 
traditional dimensions of professionalism. Academically oriented criticism 
deals with the same issues but adds a layer of theory to the debate. In fact, the 
lack of a coherent public journalism theory has been a central theme of aca-
demic criticism (Glasser 1999).

Most of the criticism towards public journalism is targeted at the role of 
the journalist and more specifically at questions of journalistic autonomy 
(e.g. McDevitt 2003). Carey (1999, 56–57) points out that the long tradition of 
journalism as the watchdog of power has assured journalism certain liberties 
and an independent position, and this freedom is now seen to be threatened 
by public journalism. For instance, Merrill et al (2001; also Merrill 1997) see 
the rise of public journalism as a threat to press freedom. They connect pub-
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lic journalism to a broad paradigm shift starting in the mid 20th century, in 
which ideas such as community, balance and security are central. The au-
thors maintain that this communitarian paradigm is competing with the lib-
eral and individualistic paradigm, which forms the basis of press freedom. 
Merrill et al thus call public journalism ”people’s authoritarianism, where 
the people can determine good journalism better than journalists” (Merrill et 
al 2001, xii–xiv, 120).

Critics resent the idea of the reporter becoming too involved in community 
life thus not being able to retain her individual autonomy (e.g. Barney 1997). 
They view public journalism as giving up journalistic autonomy in the name 
of the public; to let the public, which might have inadequate knowledge on 
the matters, have a say on how the news agenda is formed and the news 
handled (Buckner & Gartner 1998, 229). The individual autonomy of journal-
ists has also been considered to be under threat, as some journalists have felt 
they were forced by the organization to transform their routines. This point 
of criticism has arisen from practicing reporters and editors (Rosen 1999b).

Questions of structural autonomy have surfaced, too. Some critics view 
public journalism merely as a result of attempts to gain a profit by pander-
ing to audiences or teaming up with external financers, such as foundations. 
Therefore, the role of journalism as the advocate of the public good is ques-
tionable, and the autonomy of the profession is under threat. (See Buckner 
& Gartner 1998; Hardt 2000; Greenwald 2002.) Indeed, a broad question has 
been raised: where in the private–public continuum does public journalism 
actually fall? Is it a public endeavour for a private press (Glasser & Craft 1997, 
32–34)? In other words, it has been questioned as to whether it is a healthy 
trend to attract customers by appealing to foster public life (Chaffee & McDe-
vitt 1999, 179; Davis 2000, 686).

St. John (2007) argues that critics from the craft have viewed public jour-
nalism as propagandist. This has been due to the deeply rooted view on the 
harmfulness of persuasion and the inability to differentiate between ”social 
action communication” and ”propaganda”. Public journalism in its quest to 
get citizens to act upon issues has thus appeared as a parallel phenomenon for 
other public communication campaigns, which have aimed at making people 
act upon certain guidelines. Therefore, public journalism has appeared as an 
anathema to many professional journalists who wanted to protect their work 
from any external influences (St. John 2007; see also Massey & Haas 2002).

Another distinctive area of criticism deals with democracy. The frame-
work of representative and election-based democracy endures as a frame-
work for practicing journalists, and therefore, the participatory and delibera-
tive ideals of public journalism have caused criticism among journalists. On 
a theoretical level, criticism here is centred on the incoherence of democratic 
theory of public journalism. For instance, Glasser & Lee (2002, 217) criticize 
public journalism for not offering a particular theory of democracy. Follow-
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ing this incoherency, some consider communitarian democracy as the main 
framework of public journalism (e.g. Barney 1997; Merrill 1997) and consider 
notions such as community, common good and consensus as a overly ideal-
ized basis for a journalistic movement (Merrill et al 2001). Critics claim that 
these ideal values tend to create inequality in practice, for instance, in terms 
of who gets to be included in and excluded from the community (see Haas 
2007, 38).

Critics who place public journalism in the frameworks of deliberative de-
mocracy, believe that public journalism turns public discussion into profes-
sionally organized committee work or is too centred on actual face-to-face 
discussion, and thus leaves the benefits of deliberative experiments at the 
level of the small discussion groups or local communities, even if some of 
the most pressing current issues are global (Peters 1999; Pauly 1999; Schud-
son 1999). Some see that information transmission and dissemination have 
proven to be a more effective means of public communication than dialogue-
based methods, especially when it comes to nation-wide political communi-
cation (Peters 1999, 113). Therefore, public journalists’ willingness to take 
deliberation as a starting point and committing to the idea of participation 
that follows has been taken as a fundamentally questionable value from the 
viewpoint of professionalism.

It has also been questioned whether the ideal of deliberation has material-
ized at all in the discussions or on the pages. Haas (2007, Chapter 5) indicates 
that deliberation between citizens, officials and experts has been lacking even 
in some of the most prominent public journalism initiatives. According to 
him, there might have been dialogue within each group separately, but the 
views of citizens and experts have not been in a deliberative relation with 
each other. Critics have also pointed out that the way in which public jour-
nalism elevates citizens’ voices and different views may give the impression 
of participation, but in reality, it merely offers dispersed information, which 
does not further activity (Merrill et al 2001, 118). Another central and very 
important area of criticism dealing with deliberation is the fact that even the 
deliberative measures cannot eliminate the inequalities that are deeply root-
ed in our society (Haas & Steiner 2001). In fact, sometimes they might even 
foster them. In other words, participating in deliberative meetings always re-
quires a certain degree of cultural and social competence that is not evenly 
dispersed among citizens. Therefore, public journalism has been criticized 
for becoming a mouthpiece of the middle class, the educated or the affluent, 
because their competences might overshadow the marginal voices. (See Heik-
kilä & Kunelius 1997, 17.)

In addition to autonomy and democracy related criticism, critics believe 
that the notion of objectivity as a professional core value has been stretched 
by public journalism. Even if critics understand the problematic nature of 
objectivity as a journalistic value, the ethos of objective reporting remains 
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strong – and the practices and routines created by that ethos are considered to 
be undermined by public journalism. So, objectivity as a term is not so much 
discussed, but its relatives, truth or impartiality in particular, have been cen-
tral elements in public journalism criticisms. According to critics, a journal-
ist cannot be impartial and active at the same time (Merrill et al 2001, 122), 
and the communitarian or collective values underlying public journalism are 
in contradiction with the basic commitment to truth (Barney 1997, 79–80). 
Therefore, public journalism places journalists in a difficult position; on the 
one hand, journalists are asked to be active in producing public discussion, 
but on the other hand, they are asked to refrain from taking any sides in the 
discussion. Thus, staying impartial and applying the citizen’s agenda is a 
problematic combination to begin with (Glasser 1999b, 9). 

Public service, immediacy and ethics as professional dimensions have 
been mentioned less by critics of public journalism. For instance, of the six 
professional values introduced, public journalism seems to be less in con-
tradiction with the idea of public service. However, public journalism defi-
nitely widens the understanding of how the public ought to be served. There-
fore, criticism around this dimension is mostly about the problems related to 
widening the scope of public service to include participatory and activating 
measures. Immediacy as a professional value has also been handled in pub-
lic journalism critiques. Critical remarks have been made about the idealized 
nature of public journalism, which does not take into account the time pres-
sures or the immediate nature of news as topical pieces of information (Ahva 
2003, 67). According to some, public journalism and the idea of the citizens’ 
agenda cannot produce the kind of immediate, topical and newsworthy mate-
rial that is the essence of journalism (Woodstock 2002). The professional val-
ue of ethicality is materialized as collections of norms of proper journalistic 
conduct. Public journalism has not been directly deemed as unethical jour-
nalistic conduct. Indeed, Steele (1997, 174) argues that public journalism op-
erates at the same ethical and responsible standards as traditional journalism 
”if it is practiced with great skill and deep commitment, and if it is guided 
by leaders with high ethical standards”.  However, a few, and more focussed, 
ethically oriented questions have been raised. For instance, Glasser poses a 
question of what public journalists should do in a situation where citizens 
would start to demand public book burnings on the basis of deliberations that 
the news media itself organized (Glasser 1999b, 9). 

Lastly – and departing from the set of core values – a very practically ori-
ented and wide theme of criticism arising from the professional community 
deals with the practices of public journalism and the content of the stories 
produced according to public journalism ideals. At the initial stage, there 
was plenty of criticism among journalists towards the process in which pub-
lic journalism was introduced to the newsroom. Some of the early projects 
were criticized for being too focused around a single leading figure (usually 
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the editor) in the newsroom, or the shift from traditional reporting to pub-
lic journalism was considered too quick, leaving journalists puzzled (Zelizer 
1999; Davis 2000; also Rosen 1999). Critics also claim that the stories have 
not offered anything new to readers, that they are too rational or conventional 
for the taste of today’s readers, or that the journalistic innovation in terms of 
tools, story formats and styles of reporting has been weak (Davis 2000; Wood-
stock 2002).

Indeed, a very common theme in the early public journalism criticism by 
the profession was the rather incoherent claim that there was nothing new to 
the approach, and that public journalism was just good journalism and there-
fore something journalists had been doing all along (Woodstock 2002, 46–47; 
Ahva 2003, 66). In a sense then, this criticism accepted the premises of pub-
lic journalism, but it regarded the movement as incompetent to differentiate 
itself from earlier journalistic reform practices by not offering new and con-
crete tools for truly democratizing the press, e.g. media accountability sys-
tems, publicly elected publishers or editors or the establishment of national 
news councils (Schudson 1999, 122). According to critics, public journalism 
was not able to offer anything ”democratizing” at the level of political econo-
my or the press system (Glasser & Lee 2002, 220).

The above summarized debate indicates two things. Firstly, it is a sign of 
the considerable impact that the public journalism movement and its ideals 
has had on the professional as well as academic discussion. Rosen (1999b) 
maintains that the movement peaked during a time of crisis of the American 
newspaper industry, and therefore, the soil was fertile for the professional de-
bate. The academics, in turn, had been discussing the problem of the public 
and the relationship between journalism and democracy for a long time be-
fore public journalism was around, but the critical debate that the movement 
created among scholars is an indication of the experimental nature of public 
journalism. According to Rosen, there was plenty to debate and discuss, since 
some of the things that had been discussed on a conceptual level, were now 
applied in practice. Secondly, the wave of criticism points to the need for fu-
ture research. Particularly interesting is the rich material that public journal-
ism initiatives can provide for studying professional values in journalism and 
the professionals’ understanding of the public sphere.

It is also appropriate to note that, naturally, not all the responses to pub-
lic journalism from the profession were critical in nature. The first experi-
ments, writings and lectures on public journalism addressed the journalists’ 
from within the framework of professionalism. Had it not been the case, the 
movement – as it became to be – would not have been possible. Thus, public 
journalism touched upon the core dimensions of professionalism in a way 
that made it impossible to dismiss all of its claims as either too mundane or 
too extravagant.

Accordingly, public journalism invited professional reflexivity (see Ettema 
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& Glasser 1998 for the use of the term in the context of investigative journal-
ism). Professional reflexivity in this research refers to journalists’ capacity for 
self-awareness; their ability to recognize influences and changes in their en-
vironment, alter the course of their actions and re-negotiate their professional 
self-images as a result.

3.3. Professional culture and newsroom culture

The core dimensions of professionalism in journalism were introduced above 
as autonomy, public service, objectivity, immediacy, ethicality and informa-
tion delivery/public debate. However, these values are not rigid, and they are 
being interpreted and applied differently in different contexts and newsroom 
cultures. In order to fully understand this contextual nature of professional-
ism, we need to consider two more notions: professional culture and news-
room culture. 

Professional culture as a concept for journalism
Even if the notion of ”culture” has been defined in various ways, Hollifield 
et al (2001, 94) note that the definitions share common elements: cultures are 
historically and socially formed, they have common practices, values and 
knowledge, which can also be shared with newcomers. Hanitzsch (2007) con-
denses the notion further: a culture always has shared ideas, practices and 
artefacts. Bearing this in mind, I will now consider the notion of professional 
culture of journalism.

The professional culture of journalism is situated within a larger cultural 
terrain, which I refer to as journalistic culture (see Figure 3). Journalistic cul-
ture is built around the notion, practices and products of journalism. The 
common denominator in this vast arena is the struggle over the definition of 
journalism; what is it and who can practice it. Currently there are more and 
more actors within the journalistic culture who are claiming to do journal-
istic work and produce journalistic stories: employed journalists, photogra-
phers, free-lancers and other media workers, as well as bloggers and amateur 
web users. Thus, the current status of journalistic culture is contested and 
blurred, and at the moment, journalistic culture does not have a shared un-
derstanding of what can be counted as proper journalistic practice. All the 
agents within the journalistic culture (amateurs as well as professionals) are 
trying to accumulate experience and authority – to build up their cultural 
capital – in order to strengthen their position inside the journalistic culture 
altogether or to cross the fluid barrier between journalistic culture and profes-
sional culture (cf. Bourdieu 2005).

This journalistic culture is thus the large context of which a distinct pro-
fessional culture of journalism is a part of (see Figure 3). Professional culture 
is an inner level of journalistic culture with its shared beliefs and daily hab-
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its based on the professional values (Rosen 1999b, 274). Professionalism as 
a system of core values can be seen as the basis (as well as a product) of the 
shared way of knowing and doing that is common to journalists working in 
democratic surroundings. In this field, the borders are more distinct and the 
shared ideas, practices, and artefacts are clearer. Professional culture is thus 
a set of ideas, practices and artefacts by which journalists – consciously and 
unconsciously – legitimize their role in society and render their work mean-
ingful for themselves and others (cf. Hanitzsch 2007, 369). Professional cul-
ture provides journalists with support in their professional decisions if they 
need or wish to lean on something larger than their own or their organiza-
tion’s principals (Zelizer 2004).

There is a debate among scholars about the universal nature of profes-
sionalism. Surveys about global professional unity point to differing direc-
tions. Early cross-national surveys supported the view that, despite different 
national cultures and patterns of professional education and organization-
al forms, the stated professional values of journalists did not differ greatly 
from nation to nation (Schudson 1991, 150). Also a survey conducted in 1994 
among first year journalism students pointed out that their attitudes were 
not connected to their national background, social status or economic struc-
ture (socialist, non-socialist) of their home country (Splichal & Sparks 1994, 
179–181).The more recent surveys point out, however, that even if some gen-
eral patterns and trends among journalists around the globe can be found 
there are still many differences. In fact, in a survey of 21 countries, there was 
more disagreement than agreement over the relative importance of journalis-
tic roles – such as quick and accurate reporting, providing access for the pub-
lic to express views and acting as a watchdog of the government – and hardly 
any evidence to support the idea of universal occupational standards (Weaver 
1998, 456, 468, 480).23

Some approaches thus adopt a stance according to which it is relevant and 
fruitful to study professional culture as a universal phenomenon; i.e. it is at 
least conceptually possible to construct a notion of universal professional 
culture based on the shared ideology. The variations of this culture can then 
be studied and analyzed at the levels of nationality, organizations or indi-
viduals; or at the levels of cognition, evaluation and performance (Hanitzsch 
2007, Deuze 2005). Other approaches, however, underline the importance of 
seeing the fluidity and contextualized nature of professional culture to begin 
with. In this view, professional culture is seen as a form of an interpretative 
community (Zelizer 1997), and it does not necessarily emphasize the formali-

23 Hanitzsch (2007, 368) notes that these differing results are partly due to conceptual confu-
sion. The neighbouring concepts like ”journalism culture”, ”journalistic culture”, ”news 
culture” or ”culture of news production” are used to serve multiple purposes: sometimes 
they are used to suggest an all-encompassing consensus among journalists, and sometimes 
they are used to capture the cultural diversity of journalistic values and practices.
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ties and ideology of professionalism but underlines the importance of shared 
discourse. An interpretative community is a loosely formed community of 
people who share a similar view on interpretations of reality. Zelizer notes 
that journalists’ common discourse is manifested in informal conversations, 
professional meetings and other occasions where journalists deal with the 
central questions on their work. Through this discourse journalistic work be-
comes understandable and relevant to all the members of the interpretative 
community. For instance, past events and journalistic practices are used as 
resources in practical decision in everyday work. This view on professional 
culture thus emphasizes the more experiential way in which journalists see 
themselves as journalists (Zelizer 1997, 27–28). 

Figure 3: Relationship between journalistic, professional, corporate, organizational and 
newsroom cultures.

Even if the notion of an interpretative community as the basis of professional 
culture might be too loose a definition for some, there are numerous views 
that underline the role of context and experience in the formation of profes-
sional culture. For example, Ettema et al (1997, 33) argue that studying pro-
fessional values cannot be separated from the routines that are produced by 
the organizational setting. Also Glasser (1992) criticizes the idea that profes-
sional journalism, especially its work practices, would be universal or con-
gruent in nature. He evinces a view that professionalism and professional 
education particularly carry with them a trend towards unifying knowledge 
through bypassing differences in experience. Glasser thus criticises the idea 
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that professional techniques of journalists are considered as transnational or 
homogenous (Glasser 1992, 134–135).

In other words, professionalism may be produced in an ever more glo-
balized setting, but the meanings of professionalism are produced in daily 
practice and at the local level. Moreover, the rapid change, fluidity and the 
widening of journalistic culture adds up to a situation where professional 
culture and its sites of interpretation become increasingly virtual or ”liquid” 
as more journalistic work is done outside the newsrooms: in the virtual envi-
ronment, private settings or through free-lance based work (Wahl-Jorgensen 
2009, Deuze 2007). Wahl-Jorgensen (2009) points out that ethnographic jour-
nalism research with its method of field observation – and especially news-
rooms as the quintessential site of observation – has added to the homoge-
nous understanding of professional culture. This is the case since a majority 
of ethnographic news production studies have centred on elite, national or 
metropolitan news organizations. The results drawn from this terrain have 
had a major influence on the way in which the professional culture of jour-
nalism has been understood.

In this research, I wish to adopt a combination of the above described ap-
proaches: the universalistic and the interpretative. I see the importance of 
recognizing common, underlying ideological underpinnings of profession-
al journalism – if only on a conceptual level. This professional foundation 
could then be studied in ways that recognize the importance of shared (al-
though contested) discourse, which does not merely build on ideology but 
also on lived experiences and practices. So, journalists as professionals are 
not merely or simply an interpretative community: as a group they are held 
together with shared rhetoric and discourse, but their work is also built on 
historically evolved and contextually operationalized professional norms. 

Getting closer to practice: Newsroom culture
To be able to grasp the differing interpretations of professional culture in dif-
ferent work contexts, it is fruitful to consider a concept of newsroom culture. 
Professional values are being negotiated everyday in the editorial process of 
news production and in the decision-making it requires. In a sense then, pro-
fessionalism is being renegotiated everyday from the viewpoint offered by the 
particular culture of the newsroom itself.

For example, Bantz (1997, 124–126) views newsrooms as cultures. For 
him, cultures are symbolic constructions, which are produced by their mem-
bers. Cultures function reflexively: the members produce and rework the cul-
ture from within and at the same time the culture in itself affects the way in 
which its members view the culture. Newsroom cultures are distinct forms 
of organizational cultures (see Figure 3), which in turn are patterns of mean-
ing produced and shared by past and present members of the organization. 
Organizational cultures define the limits of appropriate behaviour and activ-
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ity that are related to the particular organization (Bantz 1997). The organiza-
tional culture of a newsroom is furthermore surrounded by a larger context 
of the whole media corporation, which is usually more decisively economic 
in nature (e.g. Ettema et al 1997, 33; Nerone & Barnhurst 2003). I refer to this 
terrain as the corporate culture. Newspapers today often make up merely a 
segment of larger corporations, which may be involved in many other areas 
of media industry (and sometimes also outside the media) besides newspa-
per publishing. This corporate culture affects newsrooms, for instance, in the 
form of a brand consciousness.

Hollifield et al (2001) suggest that in many occupational fields, there is 
a tension between the organizational culture and the professional culture, 
and therefore, they make a clear distinction between the two. The authors 
have noticed a trend, especially in highly competitive market environments, 
in which the tension becomes manifested as a struggle to keep up with the 
competitors on the one hand, and maintain the professional standards, on 
the other. Competition requires product development and efficiency, whereas 
professionalism requires maintaining professional practices and standards at 
the level to which the public has become used to and can trust. There is thus 
a constant struggle between these requirements, and either one can dominate 
the newsroom culture at different points of time (cf. Hollifield et al 2001, 92–
93; also Örnebring 2008).

So, newsrooms are sites of conflict and constant negotiation. According to 
Bantz (1997), it is noteworthy that in newsrooms, the conflict between busi-
ness and professional norms has become accepted. The juxtaposition has be-
come normalized, and it might even become necessary for the functioning of 
news organizations. This implies that by combining professional norms with 
business norms there emerges a set of inconsistencies, which are not often 
properly processed, and therefore, this conflict of norms in itself becomes 
the new norm (Bantz 1997, 127). This conflict arises from the basic nature of 
journalism, i.e. being a form of business and a form of public service at the 
same time. 

If we are to understand any newsroom culture we need to try to identify 
the vast cultural terrain of journalism (journalistic culture), the shared norms 
and values of the practicing journalists (professional culture) as well as the 
patterns of meaning in the media corporation in question (corporation cul-
ture) and the features that are typical for the news organization (organiza-
tional culture). It is in here, in the relationship between these four domains, 
that we can find the newsroom culture (see Figure 3). Due to the public na-
ture of journalism, professional and organizational cultures are not the only 
influences that affect the formation of newsroom cultures. In addition, the 
historical legacy and the broad societal context have to be considered. This 
means that the economic, technological, socio-cultural and political setting 
in which the newsrooms exists shapes and affects the newsroom cultures. 
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Challenges to the Finnish professional culture

My study is situated in the framework of the Finnish professional culture of 
journalists. The professional culture is shaped by the historical process of 
professionalization that I described earlier. Currently, the professional cul-
ture in Finland is also being shaped by various commercial, technological, 
cultural and socio-political trends in society. Discussing the impact of these 
trends may help us to understand the context in which public journalism 
is interpreted by Finnish journalists. The challenges that the Finnish pro-
fessional culture faces is here exemplified by a case study based on inter-
views with Finnish mid-level newspaper editors (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 
2008; Ylönen 2008) as well as a recent survey of over 600 Finnish journalists 
(Jyrkiäinen 2008). 

According to the editor interviews, the economic and the technological 
trends are the dominant driving forces of change at the moment: they set 
the agenda for re-negotiating journalism, its ideals and practices. In terms of 
economy, the tightening nature of media competition is recognized by edi-
tors, and they also see the need to adapt to the profit logic of the market. How-
ever, some of the demands created by increased economic competition are 
seen to be addressed with the help of technology: the mid-level editors have a 
positive attitude towards technological development, but the new web-based 
technology is also a source of worry in terms of news work becoming increas-
ingly difficult in an over abundance of web-based information (Kunelius & 
Ruusunoksa 2008, 668−669). Moreover, the survey indicates that journalists 
consider the efficiency requirements brought forward by the increased profit 
orientation of news organizations as the biggest change in their work. The 
adoption of new technologies, in turn, seems to be well internalized by jour-
nalists as part of the profession: surveyed journalists do not consider tech-
nical demands as particularly stressful, even if they clearly recognize an in-
crease in the need to manage new technical applications (Jyrkiäinen 2008, 
54−55).

The wide cultural changes affecting newsrooms according to mid-level ed-
itors are tabloidization, consumerism, entertainment and the need to provide 
the audience with experiences. Cultural terrain is thus discussed widely and 
with variance, but the lessons drawn from the terrain often coincide with the 
competition-adaptation logic provided by the techno-economic discourse. In 
other words, wide cultural changes are often viewed from the perspective of 
consumer culture (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008, 8). In addition, the survey 
indicates that journalists consider the increased trend towards entertainment 
and ”shallow” forms of journalism as the most evident challenges affecting 
the professional culture in the future (Jyrkiäinen 2008, 50, 57).

Interestingly, current changes in the socio-political landscape of journal-
ism’s environment are not often mentioned in the dominant interpretation 
schemes of mid-level newspaper editors. Editors seem to ignore many inter-
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esting issues, but they do focus on two broad political themes: a belief in the 
trend of depoliticization – both regarding journalists and the audience – and 
a need to detach journalism from bureaucratic power. News editors take great 
pride in their attempt to tackle the news from an everyday life perspective 
instead of seeing the world through the eyes of system experts (Kunelius & 
Ruusunoksa 2008, 9).  

All in all, these studies indicate that the dominant discourse in the Finn-
ish professional culture is aware of the ”extra-journalistic” challenges. The 
interviewed managers react to the challenges by turning them into profes-
sional demands, such as effectiveness of the work process and the ability to 
regard business logic as a professional virtue or a source of competence. How-
ever, surveyed journalists express a worry according to which they estimate 
that the economic pressures in particular will affect the profession so that 
the autonomy and independence as well as analytical-critical dimension of 
journalism will decrease in the future (Jyrkiäinen 2008, 50). The journalists 
thus express a higher degree of powerlessness in front of the challenges than 
editors and managers.

These are the ways in which the Finnish professional culture of journal-
ists is reacting to the influences and trends of the current societal context. I 
need to emphasize, though, that the trends arising from the current context 
should not be merely considered as pressures or external forces to which the 
professional culture is reacting to. The values of professionalism in the heart 
of the professional culture also act as a proactive force, and indeed, the ar-
rows in Figure 3 between the context and the newsroom culture are point-
ing in both directions. The newspapers and their cultural values also affect 
the surrounding context, and the relationship is reflexive. For instance, the 
conceptions of the public and public service seem to remain near to the very 
core of newspaper professionalism and act as a proactive force. Because jour-
nalism is a public profession which produces something that always reaches 
out of the professional culture and into the public sphere, a dimension of 
”publicness” has to be taken into account when professionalism is discussed 
(Zelizer 2004, 32). This is, then, also an interesting starting point for research-
ing professionals’ interpretations of the public in terms of public journalism 
in Finland. Therefore, we need to widen the theoretical frame of professional-
ism research to include public sphere theories and their relevance for study-
ing public journalism.
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4.  
Public sphere  
and public journalism

In this chapter, I will tie the discussion on public journalism and profession-
alism to a broader debate on the role of journalism in the public sphere. The 
public sphere is seen as the ultimate context in which journalism operates; 
i.e. the public sphere is a phenomenon that is considerably broader than ”the 
media sphere”. Journalism, then, is one of the many agents and institutions 
that function in the public sphere: it creates, maintains and shapes it, but it is 
not the public sphere in itself. 

As we have seen, public journalism has posed a range of challenges to pro-
fessional journalism: it has created a wave of criticism from the profession-
als dealing with the practices and values of public journalism. The academic 
critics, in turn, have centred on the more theoretical aspects of the move-
ment pointing out that public journalism literature has left various theoreti-
cal issues open. Much of this criticism can be grouped under a combining 
theme: the way of conceiving the public sphere (see Glasser 2000; Glasser & 
Lee 2002; Peters 1999; Haas 2003; 2007). This criticism suggests that we need 
to address the theoretical understanding of the public sphere in public jour-
nalism more closely. What does the public sphere stand for or could stand for 
in public journalism? What is the ”public” in public journalism?

I will thus continue Haas’s (2007) work by addressing the theoretical ques-
tion of what the public in public journalism means. As discussed in Chapter 
2, Haas has taken Habermas’s notion of ”the deliberating public” as a start-
ing point of his theoretical discussion. Habermas is one of the central public 
sphere theorists and much of the current debate is centred around his work. 
Therefore, Habermas’s conception of the deliberating public will act as the 
point of departure in discussing public journalism’s relationship to the pub-
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lic sphere. However, in this research, I wish to try to broaden Haas’s theoreti-
cal scope and discuss the ways in which the public sphere has been theorized 
by Habermas, particularly in his later writings in which he explicitly ad-
dresses the role of media and journalism in the public sphere. Additionally, 
I will discuss the work of other relevant public sphere scholars in order to be 
able to address the open questions of public journalism theory more broadly. 
This discussion opens up new horizons in terms of challenging or widening 
the professional-based conception of journalism (Chapter 2) and deepens the 
way in which public journalism (Chapter 1) is understood. Public sphere the-
ory is thus the philosophical context in which public journalism makes sense 
and is connected to the theories of democracy.

I will start by introducing five open theoretical questions of public jour-
nalism in relation to the notion of the public sphere. I will then move on to 
consider Habermas’s contribution to public sphere theory, after which, I will 
enlarge upon the five introduced counter points with reference to Habermas 
as well as some other public sphere theorists. I will discuss: (1) the structure 
of the public sphere; (2) the role of citizens in the public sphere; (3) the idea 
and aim of deliberation; (4) the function of the public sphere as a site for pub-
lic opinion formation; and (5) the relationship between the public sphere and 
democratic frameworks.

4.1. Introducing the questions around ”public”

The central theoretical questions that have emerged from the public journal-
ism discussion deal with the idea of ”publicness”. In the following, I will 
introduce these questions in the form of counterpoints to which public jour-
nalism needs to relate itself more clearly. I will also briefly consider how pro-
fessional ideology described in the previous chapter relates to these notions. 
This will clarify why these counterpoints are problematic to both public jour-
nalism and professionalism, and why I consider it meaningful to turn to pub-
lic sphere theories in order to discuss the ”public” in public journalism.

Five counterpoints of the public sphere theory
(1) Single public sphere vs. multiple public spheres. The first open question 
deals with the notion of the public sphere vs. multiple public spheres. Should 
the practice of public journalism be understood as being situated within the 
notion of a single public sphere; or would the framework of multiple smaller 
publics or public spheres function as a better point of departure? 

In my definition of public journalism (Chapter 2), I refer to the public 
sphere in the singular, but previous public journalism literature is rather am-
bivalent on this. In fact, no public journalism theorist has explicitly argued 
for the existence of a single public sphere as the key frame for understanding 
public journalism. Rather, the notion has remained unresolved, or the exis-
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tence of the single public sphere has been taken for granted. However, some 
authors (e.g. Haas & Steiner 2001; Haas 2007) explicitly argue for understand-
ing the public sphere in terms of multiple spheres or counter-publics. Ac-
cording to them, it is the task of public journalism to nurture the diversity of 
public discussion and enable the activities of marginalized publics.

This first counterpoint reveals a fundamental dilemma in the way public 
journalism understands the public: how to combine the idea of the public 
sphere as a site of diversity and as a site of connectedness. On the one hand, 
the public sphere is seen as a sphere of agency that implies diversity and 
plurality (multiple publics). On the other hand, the public sphere is seen as 
wide-open arena in which activities take place and are recognized by oth-
ers (the singularity of the public sphere). This is a constitutive question and 
leads us to varying and demanding interpretations of the role of (public) jour-
nalism operating in the public sphere.

This dilemma also points to the question of whether we should talk about 
”publicness” or ”publics” rather than ”the public sphere” because the last 
term seems to lead us to the problem of single sphere/multiple publics and 
other restrictions implied by the spatial metaphor (e.g. Livingstone 2005, 20; 
Splichal 2006, 705). Heikkilä and Kunelius (2006) note that the tendency to 
over-emphasize either the spatial and structural aspect or the pragmatic and 
activity-oriented aspect of the public sphere is damaging our understanding 
of the role that journalists play in the public sphere. These dilemmas, I argue, 
have not been fully discussed in public journalism literature.

Does professionalism help us formulate this question further? Due to the 
abstract nature of publicness and to the concrete nature of journalism, profes-
sionalism-based understanding of the public sphere is rather difficult to infer 
from professional values. From the six identified values, journalism–public 
and journalism–democracy relationships make up the core of the profession-
ally-based understanding of the public sphere. The function of journalism in 
the public sphere is to serve the public by delivering information and feeding 
public discussion. For this function, journalism needs a certain degree of au-
tonomy, ethicality and immediacy in order to be able to inform the public 
effectively. 

Even if the question is not directly addressed, professionalism seems to 
build on the public sphere as a singular notion: it is the public that needs to 
be kept informed. The centrality and historical importance of the norm of 
objectivity seems to support this view. Adhering to the notion of objectivity 
refers to the idea that journalism should provide unbiased raw material for 
opinion formation in the public sphere. Even if professional journalism has 
not historically been able to bypass the divisions of society (e.g. class struc-
ture and the corresponding sub-publics), it has been willing to address its 
public within the framework of the public sphere by adhering to the idea of 
objective reporting. However, it is not always clear whether professionalism 
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situates journalism in the public sphere, or whether it sees the public sphere 
as being created by journalism.

Moreover, the idea of the singular public sphere is challenged by current 
trends: there seems to be an increasing – economically, technologically and 
culturally driven – trend to regard the public as differentiated sub-publics 
or consumer segments that need to be addressed differently. In other words, 
journalism is facing the erosion of the traditional model of mass communica-
tion and its corresponding imaginary of the public sphere. Due to this situa-
tion, the concepts of classical professionalism do not offer adequate help for 
public journalism theory in its need to clarify its relationship to the question 
of a single public sphere or multiple publics.

(2) Citizens as active agents vs. citizens as representatives of the citizenry. 
The second and third parts of my definition of public journalism deal with 
understanding citizens as the focus of journalism and as actors in the pub-
lic sphere. If we consider citizens as active agents, we will need to recognize 
their capacity to open up new horizons with their actions, to reshape the 
very public sphere in which they act through engagement in organizations 
and in public debate (Strömbäck 2005, 337). In this regard, it is public par-
ticipation that transforms individuals into public citizens (Marx Ferree et al 
2002, 296). In turn, if we consider citizens predominantly as representatives 
of larger entities (most commonly the citizenry of the nation state), we need 
to recognize the possibility that citizens may become tied to the already exist-
ing structures and horizons that do not require activity. However, the existing 
structures, like the representative political system, provide citizens with le-
gitimacy as the electorate. Therefore this position justifies citizens’ role in the 
public discussion but it emphasizes their ability to express a representative 
public opinion rather than acting out their citizenship in other ways.

For the early public journalism thinkers such as Jay Rosen (1991) the pos-
sibility for citizens to open up new horizons with their public action was a 
source of inspiration and a key argument. Rosen (1991, 274−245) draws from 
Hannah Arendt’s thinking and argues that public journalism can be ”more 
public” by involving the community in public debate and action: the public 
sphere is a place for citizens to act, create something new. Citizens become 
empowered by the fact that their activities and opinions become publicly 
recognized.

In the subsequent public journalism literature the aspects of citizens’ em-
powerment and agency have not been emphasized as much. Haas (2007, 50–
56) summarizes that the evaluative studies have focussed on the attitudes of 
journalists; the public journalism coverage; and the impact on public jour-
nalism coverage on citizens. Haas (2007, 61–62) suggests that future research 
ought to address questions that relate the empirical evaluations to the theo-
ry of public journalism. Many studies dealing with public journalism tend 
to emphasize journalism at the expense of the public: citizens’ experiences 
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are rarely studied compared to those of journalists’.24 Moreover, the fact that 
many public journalism initiatives have been connected to election coverage 
can be seen as one of the reason why representation and voting have become 
more explicit in the literature than citizenship as agency. Therefore, I argue 
that this double role of citizens in the public sphere should be more deeply 
discussed in public journalism theory.

As noted above, traditional professionalism positions citizens in the 
framework of the public sphere as representatives of the citizenry rather than 
as active participants. The idea of ”informed citizenship” (Schudson 1998) 
has dominated the professional understanding for a long time. According to 
this idea, it is the task of journalists to keep the citizens informed but not to 
worry about what they do with the information they receive (Merrit & Mc-
Combs 2004, 30–31). This becomes evident from the professional values that 
are linked to ideas of information delivery and public service: these activities 
are traditionally conceived in a unidirectional manner. Moreover, the prac-
tice of professional journalism has strong links to national cultures and to na-
tion states. Thus, one of the key references in journalism is the national polit-
ical system in which citizens become positioned as members of the national 
electorate (Heikkilä & Kunelius 2008). The representative frame of citizen-
ship also remains strong in the professional practices. This is exemplified by 
the study on the role of citizens on TV news in the U.K. and U.S. (Lewis et al 
2004; 2005). The study shows that citizens do get to represent public opinion, 
but the form that it takes favours apolitical and vague second-hand accounts 
rather than more explicit expression (Lewis et al 2004, 162).

However, there exists an element of active citizenship in the way that pro-
fessionalism considers journalism as an open arena for public discussion. 
This idea is exemplified for instance by letters-to-the-editor sections in news-
papers. The professional culture of journalism thus maintains a moderately 
active ideal of citizenship. Recently, it has perhaps even widened its will-
ingness to invite active participation due to new technological possibilities 
of the internet and financially based pressures to include the public more 
actively in coverage: readers’ comments are asked for and ordinary citizens 
have a strong visual presence in the media. However, these activities do not 
seem to link civic agency to the functioning of the public sphere, but rather 
to the functioning of the media product and production. To put it crudely, 
citizen participation is encouraged in order to get traffic to the web sites (to 

24 In terms of empirical data, this research can be seen to be part of this journalism-oriented 
research tradition since the core of my material consists of journalistic texts and journal-
ist interviews. However, theoretically, I would like to join the discussion about the public 
sphere and – and related to the second counterpoint in particular – to analyze the concep-
tions of citizenship that are constructed in the journalistic practices and fostered by the 
professional culture.
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attract advertisers) rather than by the ideal of fostering civic agency in the 
public sphere.

Therefore, there is room for a public journalism theory that discusses the 
role of civic activity in relation to the functioning of the public sphere, and 
not merely to the functioning of the media sphere. However, it is also difficult 
for public journalism to bypass the overarching frameworks of commercial-
ity as well as the nation state and its electorate – even if it underlines civic 
agency as a notion that reaches beyond the acts of consuming and voting. I 
argue that current public journalism theory should address the role of citi-
zens in the public sphere more clearly in order to recognize which frame of 
citizenship can help us understand and develop public journalism further, 
and if and how public journalism actually challenges professionalism in this 
question.

(3) Solution orientation vs. issue recognition. The third counterpoint deals 
with the aim of public discussion: should public deliberation be solution-
oriented and strive for concrete answers, or should it be seen as a process 
during which certain issues are recognized as relevant. Conceiving the aim 
of deliberation with regard to either of these two respects affects the way in 
which the role of journalism in the public sphere is seen. So, the question is: 
should public discussion (fostered by journalism) strive for closure in terms 
of solutions, or should the formation of public opinion be understood as a 
process which does not necessarily provide us with solutions but ends up in 
the formation of a public and perhaps expansion of the political public (e.g. 
Marx Ferree et al 2002). In the latter sense, the process of forming public is 
more important than finding solutions because the process itself brings forth 
issues and reveals viewpoints of the public.

Public journalism theory is clearly inspired by the Deweyan idea that the 
public needs to realize itself through discussion and sharing of experiences 
and consequently finding out the important issues that require public atten-
tion (see e.g. Rosen 1991, 269−270). However, the aspect of problem-solving 
has also been underlined in public journalism literature (e.g. Haas 2007). 
These two ideas seem to be overlapping. On the one hand, deliberation is 
needed in order to draw together people so that publics are formed and atten-
tion drawn to certain issues, and on the other hand, deliberation is needed so 
that the public may reach a solution to the experienced problems. This over-
lap deserves a closer look in public journalism theory.

In classical professionalism, the value of objectivity clearly points out that 
even if the public sphere could be seen as a site for finding solutions, journal-
ism should not be an active part of that process: it should not promote certain 
values or solutions. Therefore, professionalism is likely to consider the pub-
lic sphere as a realm where information from the political system, adminis-
tration and experts can meet the ideas of citizens, but due to the information 
delivery ideal, the flow of this information is mostly top down. This value ba-
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sis explains why the whole idea of public deliberation as an activity is prob-
lematic in the context of classical professionalism. The public sphere is seen 
as a site in which problem formulation is possible, but the agenda usually 
arises from the political and elite fields and is not formulated deliberatively. 
Therefore, the role of citizens is to get informed about problems and react to 
them, not necessarily to deliberate or find solutions for them.

In sum, journalistic professionalism considers the public sphere as a site 
of public problem formulation, but perhaps even more as a site of public reac-
tions. In this regard, public journalism theory needs to make it clear whether 
it follows the path that is paved by the classical professional understanding 
of the public sphere, which does not emphasize deliberation and is sceptical 
of promoting solutions. Or alternatively, should it underline active citizen 
deliberation and the solution-finding aspect of the concept, to what extent 
and in what kind of issues?

(4) Creating consensus vs. highlighting conflicts. In discussing the defini-
tion of public journalism and its theoretical links to deliberative democratic 
theory, I touched upon the question of consensus. The question is, wheth-
er public journalism should seek consensus through public deliberation, 
or should deliberation be practised without placing the focus on achieving 
agreement – temporary or final. If consensus is seen as a central aim in pub-
lic journalism, it poses a strong demand for the functioning of the public 
sphere. Theoretical perspectives – for example those that Marx Ferree et al 
(2002, 306−315) label as constructionist theories of the public sphere – criti-
cize consensus-seeking and underline the importance of the public sphere 
as a site where actors and identities can appear and problems are recognized 
but not necessarily solved in a consensual manner. These perspectives thus 
accept the conflicting nature or the public sphere as a site for varied opinions 
and identities.

This theme is clearly related to the above mentioned solutions vs. issues 
counterpoint. The difference is, however, that in this question, consensus 
(or agreement) is seen as the most important basis for a potential solution, 
whereas in the former question, the solution does not have to be a result of a 
consensus, it is enough if it is being produced in the process of deliberation. 
So, this juxtaposition of consensus vs. conflict poses a question: should pub-
lic journalism strive for a process of public opinion formation which ought 
to end in some kind of agreement or consensus, or should it rather take care 
of the fact that all the possible solutions and viewpoints are deliberated in 
the public sphere, even if (or because) they are conflicting in nature. Empha-
sizing either of these aspects can lead to different practical consequences 
in journalism. Public journalism literature is explicit about the need to find 
common ground between opposing parties and values in news stories (e.g. 
Charity 1995; Merrit 1995; Beckman 2003), but it is more vague about the re-
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lationship between the methods of finding common denominators and espe-
cially about the theory of consensus.

Like the previous counterpoint, this one is also strongly framed by the 
ideal of deliberation, which has not traditionally held a strong role in profes-
sional journalism. Moreover, professionalism is framed by the ideas of de-
tachment and distance, which arise from objectivity and autonomy. All these 
values together shape the way in which professionalism views the public 
sphere: it is an arena in which different actors of society can present their 
views and carry out public discussion if they wish, but the ultimate objective 
of public discussion is not to achieve consensus; at least it is not the task of 
journalists to promote any outcomes. The public sphere is rather seen as an 
arena that is plural and consequently conflicting in nature.

Indeed, conflict remains a central news value in professional news jour-
nalism (e.g. Schultz 2007). By highlighting conflicts, journalists wish to cre-
ate attention among the public. Additionally, in an inverted manner, the pro-
fessional notion of balance (a sub-category of objectivity) links to this issue. 
If reporters follow the ideal of balanced reporting, in which both viewpoints 
are covered, the news issues become easily framed as conflicts. Hence, the 
professional view on the public sphere is understood rather in terms of ap-
pearance of sources and their conflicting views than dialogical or deliberative 
discussion of these views.

In this question, public journalism departs clearly from professionalism 
as it adheres to the notion of deliberation. Therefore, in this case, it needs 
to draw from the theories of public deliberation rather than from profession-
al journalism. However, public journalism theory should state more clearly, 
whether deliberation is seen as a method to achieve consensus or would de-
liberation in itself be considered as an adequate aim. Moreover, could con-
flicting elements sometimes enhance and motivate deliberation, not merely 
distort it.

(5) Ideal vs. practical model of democracy. The final question deals with 
the concept of democracy. In my definition of public journalism, I lastly state 
that the claims of the idea are always justified from the perspective of democ-
racy. So, should the public sphere as a site for public discussion and opinion 
formation be seen in reference to deliberative and participatory models of 
democracy? The theory of public journalism certainly fits in to these norma-
tive models, but should this link be made more explicit? Or would public 
journalism benefit from remaining outside of any ideal democratic model and 
just accept the fact that journalism functions in a democratic system that is 
institutional, representational and based on competitive elections? Because 
democracy is such a fundamental aspect in public journalism and because 
democratic theories and public sphere theories are so closely linked with 
each other (Marx Ferree et al 2002), I argue that public journalism’s concep-
tion of the public sphere would become clearer if it stated its relationship to 
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the counterpoint of the ideal vs. the practical model of democracy and explic-
itly acknowledged this gap.

Classical professionalism is embedded in the notion of representative de-
mocracy, which is supported by trained experts in the administration. Profes-
sionalism has a twofold relationship to expert democracy. On the one hand, 
the watchdog role of journalism is based on the idea of surveillance of author-
ities and institutions. On the other hand, professional journalism is highly 
dependent on these institutions as providers of reliable facts and accounts. 
In this double sense, professional journalism needs the institutional struc-
tures and experts in order to justify its existence. The idea of ”journalism of 
information” is based on these premises (Carey 1978; Wahl-Jorgensen 2007).

So, even if public journalism theory is embedded in the ideal of the partic-
ipatory-deliberative framework, in practice, it needs to function in the same 
representative and election-oriented system that frames professionalism. 
Therefore, some of the earlier accounts of public journalism theory (shaped 
by practical experiences) have been ambiguous in their notions of democracy, 
and this aspect of public sphere theory has been problematic to public jour-
nalism (e.g. Glasser & Craft 1997).

All in all, the media and journalism are nowadays among the principal 
institutions of the public sphere, and professionalism understandably un-
derlines this role. Indeed, it is through media rather than face-to-face settings 
that individuals as a public come to discuss matters of common concern; 
therefore the conception of the public sphere in terms of professional values 
is journalism centred. In other words, journalism has a key role in connect-
ing and mediating between different areas of society – civil society, political 
life, the state and the economy – but this role is not innate; the central role 
of journalism in the public sphere is therefore furthered and legitimatized by 
professionalism (Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 18).

However, I argue that a professional understanding of the public sphere 
would benefit from an increased level of abstraction and by taking a step 
away from journalism-centrism. Public journalism’s understanding of the 
public sphere, in turn, would benefit from similar abstraction and more un-
ambiguous arguments in relation to the counterpoints I introduced. There-
fore, I consider that in the current context and as a theory, public journalism 
can gain more from the concept of ”public” than from the concept of ”jour-
nalism” and thus search for answers from theories of the public sphere and 
combine them meaningfully with the discussion on professionalism. More-
over, many aspects of professional journalism have already been widely dis-
cussed during the movement phase of public journalism. For public journal-
ism to be relevant in the evolving context of multiple ”journalisms”, it can 
benefit from enhancing its theoretical understanding of its public nature.
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4.2. Habermas and the public sphere
Jürgen Habermas’s theory on the public sphere is one of the most influen-
tial conceptualisations of ”publicness”. His first book on the topic, Struktur-
wandel der Öffentlichkeit, was originally published in 1962, and it created 
considerable discussion especially among German speaking academics and 
the interest towards studying the public sphere gained momentum in Europe 
(Koivisto & Väliverronen 1987, 4−7). Another wave of interest emerged after 
the book was translated into English in 1989 as Structural Transformation 
of the Public Sphere. With this work, Habermas provided a language for a 
phenomenon that had been implicit in much political and social theory, but 
had not up until then been thoroughly theorized (Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 12). 
Therefore, he became a central theorist in many fields of social research. Out-
hwaite (1994, 6) suggests that one of the most important themes throughout 
Habermas’s work has been his analysis on the conditions of rational politi-
cal discussion in the modern technocratic democracy. Habermas’s ideas have 
been widely applied in media and journalism studies, especially because his 
early theory on the fall of the public sphere gives a central role to the media 
in relation to the democratic process (Dahlgren 1991, 7–8) and because later 
the mass media act as a key example of an institution that can either enable 
public discussion or thwart it (Hove 2007, 4). 

There is a massive amount of literature handling Habermas and the me-
dia criticism that was initiated by his early work. However, there is less lit-
erature that combines his later writings on communicative action and social 
systems with the original concept of the public sphere (Friedland et al 2006; 
Hove 2007). Consequently, in the following, I will outline a picture of Haber-
mas’s contribution to understanding the concept of the public sphere based 
on Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (Habermas 1989 [1962]), 
Between Facts and Norms (Habermas 1998 [1992]) and his recent article Po-
litical Communication in Media Society (Habermas 2006). My aim is not to 
provide a new interpretation of his conception of the public sphere but to 
condense the development of his understanding of the public sphere and 
journalism’s role in it. I have chosen the above mentioned texts as my point 
of departure because they explicitly deal with the function of journalism in 
the public sphere.

Early theory in Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere
In Structural Transformation, Habermas analyzes the way in which a con-
struct called the public sphere first evolved in Europe. His preliminary work 
has thus a strong historical background. He outlines how the term ”public” 
has its roots in the Greek language in which the term was related to the pub-
licness of ideas and had a strong connection to the idea of democracy (Haber-
mas 1989, 3–5). He then analyzes how the idea of publicness in the Greek 
sense, for the public, was transformed in the Middle Ages to a more ceremo-
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nial idea of representing the power in front of the public. Then slowly, in the 
18th century, a more functional idea of the public sphere emerged with eco-
nomic and social developments in society. This is what he calls ”the bour-
geois public sphere” and within it he distinguishes between the literary/cul-
tural and the political public spheres. The literary public sphere was formed 
when individuals gathered together to discuss reflect their personal experi-
ences novels and other forms of literature. The political public sphere, in 
turn, focused on issues related to power and law. (See Habermas 1989, Chap-
ter 7; also e.g. McGuigan 2005.)

The preconditions of the formation of the bourgeois public sphere were 
the realization of the idea that social power can be controlled, the overall 
economic liberalization in the form of early capitalism, the birth of individ-
ualism and a development of the press (Habermas 1989, Chapter 9). Thus, 
during the rise of the bourgeois class, the public sphere started to become 
understood as an abstract forum in which individual people would gather 
as a public in order to force the ruling power to justify itself in public. The 
bourgeois public sphere thus evolved during the pre-modern era of the press 
(public and partial stages, see Chapter 3.1.; Barnhurst & Nerone 2001; Nerone 
& Barnhurst 2003) in which publishing and politics were not differentiated 
from one another. Thus, the public agents in the press were also political 
agents, a feature that made the public sphere dynamic.

The latter part of Structural Transformation analyzes the way in which the 
public sphere has been transformed or ”refeudalized” in the modern era. Af-
ter modernization and industrialization more areas of society became public 
and accessible, but at the same time, the idea of the public sphere as a site for 
public opinion formation and scrutiny lost its significance. In this process, 
the rational-critical nature of the public sphere was lost. The public was, on 
the one hand, divided into minorities of specialists who continued to put 
their reason to use publicly, and on the other hand, into a mass of consumers, 
whose receptiveness was public but uncritical (Habermas 1989, 175). Dur-
ing the modern era, the tasks of publishing, reporting and political activism 
became largely differentiated in the press, making the professional aspect of 
journalism more active but the rational-critical nature of the public sphere 
more static.

On top of the historical analysis, Structural Transformation can be – and 
it certainly has been – taken as a conceptualization of how an ideal public 
sphere would be structured and would work: as a normative theory that can 
be applied (see Koivisto & Väliverronen 1996 for critical perspective). Ac-
cording to the normative view, the public sphere acts as a buffer zone be-
tween private forms of life and the state. This sphere should be open and ac-
cessible to citizens to take part in rational-critical public discussion in which 
their views should be measured against the value of the argument and not 
according to their social status (Habermas 1989; Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 12).
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So, what does this historically rooted, but normative model mean in terms 
of journalism? In Structural Transformation, Habermas sees journalism as an 
institution of the political public sphere. Journalism should provide an arena 
in which different opinions could be expressed. These issues can then be de-
liberated, perhaps handled again in journalistic texts and after that delivered 
to the political decision making structures as an expression of public opin-
ion. However, the role provided for journalism in Structural Transformation 
is rather static: journalism merely acts as a platform through which citizens 
can deliberate in order to form public opinion. Even if there is emphasis on 
civic deliberation, there is very little discussion on how journalism should 
act in order to aid the deliberative process and formation of public opin-
ion, as journalism was embedded in the political deliberation process alto-
gether. Habermas merely notes that professionalization has made journalism 
more patterned; therefore, journalism has lost a sense of discussion (Haber-
mas 1989, 169). The refeudalization argument of the book states that the mass 
media has ”hollowed out” true discussion into mere publicity where it is dif-
ficult to evaluate the authenticity and motivations of the discussion (Haber-
mas 1989, 162; Linvingstone 2005, 27). This argument is very similar to the 
one that C. Wright Mills proposed in his 1958 essay The Structure of Power 
in American Society. Mills argues that publics should influence the political 
life and the mass media ought to enlarge and animate the public discussion 
as well as link publics together, but instead the publics have become weaker 
in the mass society, they have become markets for the mass media (Mills 1963 
[1958], 35).

For Habermas, the ”world fashioned by the mass media is a public sphere 
in appearance only” (Habermas 1989, 171). Thus, journalism’s critical role 
has become muted in the wake of advertising, entertainment and public re-
lations (Dahlgren 1991, 4). Therefore journalism should separate itself more 
clearly from public PR and entertainment. It should not, however, place itself 
above the public sphere and separate itself from the public whose instrument 
it is. Journalism should see itself as extension of the public’s debate (Haber-
mas 1989, 176; 183). In other words, journalism alone does not constitute the 
public sphere with its actions and texts: it transfers and amplifies the ratio-
nal-critical debate of private people (Habermas 1989, 188).

Later public sphere theory in Between Facts and Norms
Between Facts and Norms is Habermas’s latest major work in which he devel-
ops further some of the central themes of Structural Transformation (Malm-
berg 2004, 63). The basic argument in terms of the public sphere remains 
rather similar: the public sphere still plays a key role in signalling important 
issues from citizens to the political sphere. The political system should then 
solve the issues with its parliamentary institutions (Habermas 1998, 359). 
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This type of deliberation is referred to as ”strong” as it is closely tied to the 
existing decision making structures.

There are a few modifications and additions, though. First, Habermas’s 
theory is shaped by his enlarged conceptual work on structures of society and 
the function of discourse in these structures. Thus, his later public sphere 
theory can be described as being more sociologically informed and the sys-
tem theoretical approach in his work is more visible (Friedland et al 2006, 
8).25 On a macro-level, he now divides society into the ”lifeworld” and ”the 
system”. The lifeworld includes civil society and the private sphere; and the 
system includes the state, political system and economy. He underlines the 
fact that the political and the economic systems have become complex and 
more autonomous in relation to the lifeworld (Friedland et al 2006, 6). How-
ever, the public sphere as a ”network of communicating information and 
points of views” (Habermas 1998, 360) remains the social realm between 
these two sides of society. He stresses that the public sphere is formed and 
reproduced through communication; it is a communication structure and not 
an institution (Habermas 1998, 360; Malmberg 2004, 67). The public sphere 
is thus formed by actors who communicate.

The second new layer in Between Facts and Norms deals with the tasks 
of the public sphere. Habermas is now more precise about these tasks. This 
is due to the fact that in this work, Habermas addresses the questions of the 
political public sphere in particular and is thus able to define the tasks more 
specifically. The tasks include thematization, problematization and even dra-
matization of social issues (Habermas 1998, 359). In other words, in modern 
and complex societies, the public sphere cannot merely transfer or amplify 
the issues that rise from civil society. It also needs to problematize the issues 
even if the actual problem-solving remains the task for parliamentary organs. 

In Structural Transformation Habermas underlined the critical nature of 
the public sphere as a power balance to authoritative power, but in Between 
Facts and Norms, he focuses more on the pragmatic functions of the public 
sphere as a site of opinion formation and social alarming system (Hove 2007, 
120–121). These modifications are partly explained by the fact that Structu-
ral Transformation had a historical focus that dealt with the role of the pub-
lic sphere in pre-modern and non-democratic societies. Between Facts and 
Norms, in turn, discusses the public sphere in a largely democratized con-
text. Moreover, whereas Structural Transformation was embedded in the crit-

25 One needs to note that Habermas’s work is extensive: in between the 30 years of publish-
ing Structural Transformation and Between Facts and Norms he has written regularly and 
concentrated for example on the systemic nature of society as well as universal-pragmatist 
claims about  communication in his two volumes of Theory of Communicative Action (orig-
inally published in 1981). One must note that this work opened up a broad and complex 
perspective on the social, cultural, and institutional conditions that both constrain and en-
able communicative ideals like rationality, agreement, trust and consensus (Hove 2007, 3).
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ical tradition of the Frankfurt School, in Between Facts and Norms this ethos 
has been largely replaced by the functionalist and system theoretical frames.

Therefore, thirdly, in Between Facts and Norms, Habermas deals more 
with the limitations of the modern public sphere than in the historically ori-
ented Structural Transformation. He thus acknowledges much of the critique 
that his early conceptions faced; for example, the idea of counter-publics is 
taken into consideration (Habermas 1998, 370). In a nutshell, Habermas is 
now more explicit with the idea that there are ultimately more than one pub-
lic. The public sphere is not unified, it is manifold, and it alters in terms of 
space (e.g. international and national public spheres) or themes (scientific 
and religious public spheres) (Malmberg 2004, 69).

This refined idea of the public sphere positions the media somewhat dif-
ferently than the early theory (Hove 2007, Chapter 6). It is obvious that the 
role of the media is increasingly important as the link between differentiated 
publics (Habermas 1998, 361). However, he still maintains that it is not the 
media or journalism – or even the political actors – that thematize issues in 
the public sphere, but rather, it should be the public itself. The issues that 
are brought to the agenda should have the public’s consent (Habermas 1998, 
379). Journalism should thus understand itself as an important agent to the 
public whose willingness to learn and capacity for criticism it should ”pre-
suppose, demand and reinforce” (Habermas 1998, 378). Journalism should 
also preserve its independence from political and social pressures, and it 
should be receptive to public’s proposals and confront the political process.

Hove (Hove 2007, 128) argues that in Between Facts and Norms Habermas 
is more willing than before to consider the positive effects that the media can 
have on the functioning of the public sphere and democracy. In other words, 
the mass media’s abstracting and condensing ability should not be left out of 
the normative theory of democracy. The complexity of society requires other 
platforms for deliberation than the face-to-face setting, and as this platform, 
journalism plays a key role. The mass media can express certain issues in a 
condensed and generalized manner. Moreover, they can expand the scope of 
the public sphere and link together the private and the public (Hove 2007, 
132). Already in Theory of Communicative Action Habermas noted that the 
mass media can act as a ”relief mechanism” and promote efficient commu-
nication: media’s ability to generalize and disseminate information can be 
leaned on in cases where truly deliberative communication is not possible 
(Hove 2007, 63–66). This modification is connected to the problem of scale 
that is inherent in most participatory and deliberative democratic theories 
when discussed in the context of mass society. In this context, journalism 
thus acts as a relief mechanism: it acts as a communication form that relieves 
rather than distorts and dominates efforts of reaching understanding (Hove 
2007, 53). However, the public needs to stay aware of journalisms’ ability to 
affect public discussion also in a negative manner.
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Even if it is clear that Habermas has become less pessimistic about the 
relationship between journalism and the public sphere, he remains critical 
towards the domination of the modern public sphere by institutional actors. 
Journalists’ professional ethics and self-understanding are not ”in agreement 
with deliberative politics”, and therefore, norms such as the idea of balance 
do not always promote the idea that civic actors outside the political system 
could have opportunities to influence the content of the media (Habermas 
1998, 377). Moreover, even if he is more moderate than in his early media 
criticisms, he still sees a kernel of truth in critical theory of the culture in-
dustry. In other words, information processing strategies of the media are still 
embedded in market strategies, which work to depoliticize or over-intellec-
tualize, and thus, distance public communication from civil society and the 
experiences that are rooted in the lifeworld (Hove 2007, 130–133).

Latest views in Political Communication in Media Society
In 2006, Habermas gave a speech at the annual International Communication 
Association conference in Dresden titled Political Communication in Media 
Society. The speech was later published as an article in Communication The-
ory (Habermas 2006). It summarizes Habermas’s latest views on the public 
sphere and media. He continues to define the public sphere as a system of 
communication between the state and civil society. The main functions of 
the public sphere are to mobilize relevant issues, process these issues and 
generate rationally motivated attitudes: in sum, to produce considered pub-
lic opinions and prepare agendas for political institutions (Habermas 2006, 
411–412; 415–416).

In terms of the structure of the public sphere, there are no clear indica-
tions in the essay to any significant refinements. There are, however, a few 
factors that Habermas emphasizes more clearly than previously. First is the 
reflexive nature of the public sphere, which means that issues can be played 
back and forth in the public sphere: ”all participants can revisit perceived 
public opinions and respond to them after consideration” (Habermas 2006, 
418). This reflexivity acts as a test to see how well the public sphere really 
represents considered public opinions. The second new emphasis is on the 
filtering function of the public sphere. This metaphor is already apparent in 
Between Facts and Norms, and Habermas now continues to stress that the 
public sphere filters public opinions to the political system. The political 
system thus receives a ”range of what the public of citizens would accept as 
legitimate decisions in a given case” (Habermas 2006, 418). Thus, his later 
works seem to underline even more the process-like nature of deliberation 
that takes place in the public sphere, whereas his early texts underscored the 
critical counter-force that was manifested in the idea of the rational-critical 
public sphere.

Political Communication in Media Society deals with the role of the media 
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in the public sphere quite specifically. Perhaps due to his focus on the politi-
cal public sphere, Habermas gives the media even more of a central role than 
before. For instance, he states that without journalists (and naturally also 
politicians) no political public sphere could be put to work: political journal-
ism is a centrepiece of deliberative politics (Habermas 2006, 416; 423). He 
still maintains that the public constitutes and shapes the public sphere with 
their actions, but in order for political deliberation to take root in journal-
ism, media is needed as the supplier of published and polled opinions. Thus, 
the public sphere is still the primary site of deliberation because not all me-
diated political communication (e.g. journalism) can be deliberative in na-
ture (Habermas 2006, 414). In order for this process to work, Habermas intro-
duces two conditions: the media should be self-regulating and autonomous 
and there should be a proper feedback loop between the media and citizens 
(Habermas 2006, 420–423). Thus, Habermas values journalistic professional-
ism in its ability to provide journalism with the professional code to which 
self-regulation and autonomy are based on, but he also points to the same di-
rection as public journalists by indicating that there is a need to have more 
interaction or feedback between the media and civil society.

Habermas on the public sphere and journalism
How do we summarize Habermas’s conception on the public sphere and the 
role that journalism plays in it? Mamlberg (2004, 39) notes that even if Haber-
mas has written abundantly about communication and its role in society, he 
has been less precise concerning specific questions of mass communication. 
One needs to acknowledge that Habermas has developed his theory for over 
30 years and has not always been consistent. It is demanding to recognize 
Habermas’s dual approach that combines normative and historical-empirical 
aspects (see e.g. Hove 2007, 2; Benson 2007; Koivisto & Väliverronen 1987).

As a normative theorist, Habermas holds on to the idea of deliberation. 
Throughout his work, Habermas uses vocabulary such deliberating public 
(1989), the proceduralist concept of deliberative politics (1994; 1998) and the 
deliberative model of democracy (2006). Habermas’s basic normative argu-
ment remains the same: the public sphere should stay independent from the 
state, the economy and other functional systems because it has developed 
its own normative code of deliberative, rational-critical debate that results 
in the formation of considered public opinions and communicative power 
(Friedland et at 2006, 12; Habermas 1994). However, there is a shift in the 
functions of the public sphere as his work evolves: the public sphere starts as 
being a rational-critical political counter-force but later its filtering function 
is emphasized.

The historical-empirical foundation in Habermas’s work brings along the 
liberal-representative framework in addition to the deliberative. He acknowl-
edges that the practical ”institutional design of modern democracies […] em-
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bodies ideas from different political philosophies”: the liberal, republican 
and deliberative (Habermas 2006, 412; see also Habermas 1994). But it is 
also obvious that the liberal framework is the one that dominates the actual 
democratic practices in Western societies, and as such brings forth values of 
individuality of private citizens, freedom and restricted state control (Wahl-
Jorgensen 2007, 15; Habermas 2006, 412–413). Habermas is thus aware of the 
limitations that his normative model faces in practice (Habermas 1994, 10).

This contradiction between the ideal and the practical is indeed the main 
source of Habermas’s media criticism, which remains relatively similar 
throughout his work. He criticises the media-dominated nature of the pub-
lic sphere, i.e. the excessive power that media holds as an institution of the 
public sphere. He is also critical towards market-orientation that affects pub-
lication strategies, media contents and forms as well as the autonomy of the 
press. Moreover, he continues to criticize the unequal possibilities for agenda 
setting that social actors have according to their status and power. Thus, his 
ideas consistently challenge journalism to be more accessible, transparent 
and connective in relation to the public. These are arguments that fit together 
with the ideals of public journalism.

4.3. The implications of public sphere theory  
for public journalism theory

Next, I will return to the five counterpoints of public sphere theory that I in-
troduced as important but thinly discussed dimensions in theoretical con-
ceptions of public journalism. I will begin by considering what Habermas’s 
conceptualizations can offer us in terms of these questions, and then make 
comparisons to other theorists and views where appropriate.

Structure of the public sphere: Single sphere or multiple publics?
The first question deals with how to consider the structure of the pub-
lic sphere. Should it be conceived as a single sphere or as multiple public 
spheres? Public journalism does not usually clearly advocate for either of the 
conceptions even if there are some authors (e.g. Haas & Steiner 2001, Haas 
2007) who explicitly argue for understanding the public sphere in terms of 
counter-publics.

In Structural Transformation Habermas seems to suggest that the public 
sphere as a concept can be regard in singular, since smaller publics are al-
ways aware of being part of the larger public sphere (Habermas 1989, 37). In 
addition, he points to the idea that the public sphere is not unitary by identi-
fying the literary public sphere as well as the political public sphere (Haber-
mas 1989, Chapter 7). He also briefly acknowledges the limitations of his con-
cept in terms of exclusion: as an institution of the 18th century, the bourgeois 
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public sphere was in practice exclusive, and it typically did not have women 
or non-property-owning citizens as its members (Habermas 1989, 86–87).

Despite these notions, the question of the public sphere vs. multiple public 
spheres remains in the background in Habermas’s early theory. Hence he has 
been largely interpreted as theorist who argues for a single and unitary public 
sphere – and a significant debate has resulted. Habermas has been criticized 
for seeing the public sphere as something unified, singular and therefore ex-
clusive (e.g. Fraser 1992, also Mouffe in Carpentier & Cammaerts 2006). Even 
if this debate would partly be based on a misreading of early Habermas, this 
discussion is important to take into account, since it may help us to under-
stand the various aspects from which the public sphere is viewed at.

The debate is further affected by translation: the original German concept 
of Öffentlichkeit does not suggest as strong a spatial and singular connota-
tion as the English translation of the ”public sphere”. Splichal (2006, 507) 
notes that translating Öffentlichkeit as ”the public sphere” surpassed the tra-
ditional conceptualizations of ”the public” (or the French ”le public”) and 
thus also the work of theorists such as Jeremy Bentham, Gabriel Tarde, Wal-
ter Lippmann and John Dewey who had conceptualized ”the public” before 
Habermas. To make things more complicated, Habermas (and his critics) are 
not consistent in their use of the terms ”the public sphere” and ”the public”. 
Sometimes the public sphere and the public are interchangeable, and some-
times not.

However, in his later work, Habermas is more explicit. In Between Facts 
and Norms, he writes that the public sphere has become differentiated into 
several publics, either according to issues or themes, or according to the way 
in which the publics are organized. Here he refers to the fact that publics can 
come into being as episodic publics (e.g. coffee houses or pubs), as occasional 
or arranged publics (e.g. presentations or other public events) or as abstract 
publics (e.g. mass mediated) (Habermas 1998, 373–374). In his 2006 article, 
he again explicitly points out that the public sphere is composed of different 
layers and issue-based publics (Habermas 2006, 25). Thus, in his later pub-
lic sphere theory Habermas continues to consider that the idea of the public 
sphere is conceptually fruitful but he express more explicitly that in practice 
the public sphere is differentiated into several publics. The communication 
in the sub-publics is framed by the idea of the public sphere at large.

C. Wright Mills (1963, 35–38) is one of the early theorists who has concep-
tualized that public opinion emerges from multiplicity of publics that ought 
to be linked with each other. He argues that according to a classical theo-
retical understanding, the publics discuss problems, formulate and organize 
viewpoints. Various viewpoints – or reasoned opinions, as he calls them – 
then compete and usually one of them ”wins out”. Thereafter people or their 
representatives act upon this view. But the emergence of the mass society and 
mass media has weakened the discussions in the publics that do not posses 
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instruments for decisions. So, Mills’ earlier conceptualization is very close to 
that of Habermas. Both theorists see that publics act in between the state and 
civil society and that publics are the genuine bases for opinion formation.

Fraser (1992), one of the most prominent of Habermas’s critics, has further 
underlined the need to recognize the existence of several publics. Fraser ac-
knowledges that Habermas’s early work depicts a certain historical public, 
but she argues that Habermas’s whole narrative is informed by an underlying 
assumption that confinement to a single public sphere is a positive and de-
sirable state of affairs (Fraser 1992, 116; 122). For Fraser this is a constricted 
narrative. If the public sphere is framed as a desirable state of affairs, sub-
ordinate groups may become absorbed into a false ”we” that merely reflects 
the more powerful and excludes the plurality provided by minorities (Fraser 
1992, 123). Marx Ferree et al (2002, 309) point out that according to construc-
tivist critics such as Fraser, the dialogue in the unitary public sphere is not 
as desirable as the dialogue in autonomous and separate cultural domains or 
”free spaces” in which individuals may speak together supportively and de-
velop their identities free from the conformity pressures of the mainstream. 
However, the authors also note that even those sympathetic to this approach 
have expressed concerns about the extent to which the public may become 
fragmented into mutually uncomprehending factions. 

Dahlgren (2006) is another theorist in favour of seeing the public sphere 
as being comprised of several smaller publics. He believes that ”while it can 
be useful to think in terms of a ‘standing’ or always potentially ready general 
public, a more dynamic understanding emerges by conceptualizing comple-
mentary specific issue-publics that emerge, exist for varying durations and 
then eventually dissolve” (Dahlgren 2006, 274). On the one hand, this view 
resembles Habermas’s arguments, but on the other hand, it expresses a more 
dynamic understanding of the way in which publics emerge.

Friedland et al (2006, 6; 23–24) discuss the structure of the public sphere 
from a slightly different perspective. They introduce an idea that the pub-
lic sphere is assuming an increasingly networked structure. They build their 
idea of the networked public sphere from Habermas’s later theory, and re-
work it towards an understanding that acknowledges more clearly the net-
worked nature of civil society and the ways in which individuals communi-
cate within these structures. Thus, the authors underline the coexistence of 
(at least) two public spheres. There is the strong, political public sphere and 
the weaker, informal public sphere. The former has more effect on the politi-
cal system, and the latter, with its informal discourses, has less power. The 
informal public sphere is nevertheless an important sphere for communica-
tive action because it draws from the everyday life and can be related to the 
larger structures of public discourse through the network structures.

The question of a single vs. multiple public spheres is made even more 
complicated due to globalization. According to McNair, the limitations of 
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the global public sphere include unequal access, quality of information and 
the capacity of the public to absorb ever-increasing amounts of information. 
Thus, the 21st century public sphere is much more complex, interconnected 
and competitive than before. Despite these limitations, McNair is one of the 
theorists who believe that a globalized public sphere is emerging (McNair 
2006, 143; 153). He notes that the media may help bring about a globalized 
public sphere for example through its forms of transnational satellite news 
and the internet (McNair 2006, 154). Clearly, his view is more media-centred 
than those theorists who claim that the public sphere ought to be seen in 
terms of multiple spheres. Another theorist who argues for a singular pub-
lic sphere (or in his words the public space, ”mediapolis”) is Silverstone. 
His view on the public sphere is also media-centred, and he argues that the 
media increasingly constitute the world’s publicness (Silverstone 2007, 29). 
Silverstone considers it fruitful to visualize the wholeness of media culture 
and to interrogate its weaknesses and possibilities. However, globalization 
has encouraged theorists also to consider the concept of public ”sphericules” 
instead of the public sphere. For example Cunningham (2001, 132−143), who 
develops Gitlin’s (1998) original idea of public sphericules, suggest that they 
are vibrant and globalized spaces of community-making and identity forma-
tion that are typical for contemporary, culturally plural societies. Cunning-
ham suggests that the emergence and popularity of diasporic popular media 
is an example of the fact that in the globalized context, there are overlapping 
and ethno-specific sphericules which allow articulations of ”multi-national” 
citizenship identities (Cunningham 2001, 134−135).

Indeed, the whole dilemma points to the question of whether we should 
talk about ”publicness” instead of ”the public sphere”, since the latter term 
seems to lead us to disputes that might even hinder further theorizing. For 
example, Splichal (2006, 696; 710) maintains that we need to see the idea 
of ”public/ness” as the basis and the principle on which the concept of the 
public sphere is founded. This principle of publicness is built on the Kantian 
understanding that people have a natural right to communicate. Therefore, 
we need to conceptualize a ”site” for this communication that takes places 
according to the principle of publicness. This conceptualisation then usually 
is referred to as the public sphere. In addition, Heikkilä and Kunelius (2006, 
65) point out that the ”language of space” that the term public sphere con-
notes often directs our imagination by suggesting that questions regarding 
the public sphere are connected to the question of where. They suggest that 
one way out of this dilemma is to see the public sphere as action, much like 
pragmatist philosophers such as Dewey. Dewey sees that the public (sphere) 
is always a social formation defined by interaction between people (Kunelius 
2004, 99). It is also useful to remember Habermas’s notion that the public 
sphere is formed and reproduced through communication; it is a communi-
cation structure and not an institution (Habermas 1998, 360). Understand-
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ing the public sphere as communication allows us to see that the diversity of 
communication in society may lead to diversity of publics.

The underlying idea in this discussion seems to be the usability of the no-
tion of the public sphere itself: can it help us understand modern society and 
(public) journalism’s role in it? Taylor (2004, 83) argues that the public sphere 
should be seen as one of the ”social imaginaries” of modern society. With 
this, he means that the public sphere is a collective construct, an imagination 
that has become so evident for us that it is hard to conceive a society without 
it (Taylor 2004, 99). So, despite the spatial metaphor of the public sphere, it 
remains a fruitful concept if we consider it as a representation of our joint 
social imaginary; a mode of collective understanding about our social exis-
tence; an imaginary that is carried in images, stories and everyday practices, 
not merely in social theory (Taylor 2004, 23−24; Heikkilä & Kunelius 2006, 
66−67). If we conceptualize the public sphere as a social imaginary, it also en-
ables us to realize that we cannot escape the concept of the public sphere, in 
singular. The concept allows us firstly to conceive publicness and secondly to 
consider it as being constituted of smaller ”actualized” publics.

Therefore, I suggest that for public journalism the best way to understand 
the structure of the public sphere is to consider publicness as the defining 
principle and consider the public sphere as being comprised of multiple pub-
lics that may emerge, dissolve or linger. Thus, in public journalism theory, 
we need a conception of an overarching and joint public sphere in order to 
have a relevant discussion about the possibilities and limitations of public 
journalism to bring forth diversity of citizen opinions in the public sphere, 
and ultimately have an impact on the policy making processes. However, we 
also need to recognise the plurality of publics within the public sphere in 
order to be able to evaluate how well public journalism succeeds in connect-
ing the sub-publics with each other. In line with Dewey’s view (see Kunelius 
2004, 104), we may conclude that public journalism should aim at connect-
ing various publics in order to recognize issues that require joint processing: 
democracy always presupposes that citizens can discuss with people who 
do not necessarily share the same experiences. Public journalism can moni-
tor and articulate the discussions of the sub-publics; but it should also have 
the responsibility to maintain the connection (Haas 2007, 40) between those 
articulations and the political public sphere in which the articulations may 
evolve into considered opinions that can have an impact on decision making.

Citizens’ role in the public sphere: Agents or representatives?
Seeing citizens either as active agents or seeing them as representatives of the 
citizenry lead to differing ways of viewing the public sphere of which citizens 
are a part of. The agency framework suggests that citizens are the most impor-
tant actors in the public sphere, which is by definition an inclusive sphere of 
communication and interaction. The representative framework implies that 
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the ultimate authority in society rests with the citizenry, but that their public 
activity is not central for the function of the public sphere (Marx Ferree et al 
2002, 290−291) and therefore they are seen in a more abstract frame.

Habermas considers citizens as active deliberators in the public sphere. 
Habermas’s view on citizens as active agents is linked to his idea that it is the 
citizens who produce the public sphere with their communication. The role 
of citizens as active agents is thus fundamental for Habermas (1998, 364) be-
cause without citizens there would be no public sphere to begin with, he val-
ues communicative freedom that allows citizens to take part in deliberation. 
Hove (2007, 23) notes that for Habermas communicative freedom is a positive 
liberty, but paradoxically it entails obeying the socially interactive obliga-
tions of discourse. Thus, Habermas follows the liberal-individualist tradition 
in arguing that democracies should allow citizens a degree of individual au-
tonomy, but the obeying aspect of discourse ethics follows the civic-republi-
can tradition of democratic theory. Following the liberal heritage in his think-
ing, Habermas consistently views that civic activity takes place in the public 
sphere but the decision making ultimately takes place in the parliamentary 
organs (see Habermas 1994, for further comparison between liberal, republi-
can and deliberative models).

One can say that Habermas’s view of civic agency has a dual orientation 
due to the fact that his deliberative model takes elements from liberal as well 
as republican views (Habermas 1994, 6–7). On the one hand, civic activity 
is required in order to construct the public sphere to begin with, and on the 
other hand, civic activity in the form of deliberation is needed in order to pro-
duce public opinion and thus affect the political system with that opinion. In 
his 2006 article, he briefly touches a third point, namely that of civic agency 
as a process of learning or empowerment: civic agency can also strengthen 
citizens’ identities and their capabilities to act (Habermas 2006, 414). Thus, 
he moves closer to Fraser (199, 125) who points out that public spheres are 
not just arenas for the formation of public opinion; they are also arenas for the 
formation and enactment of social identities.

However, for Habermas, civic activity without democratic representation 
is not effective. For him the public is recruited from the entire citizenry. It is 
the idea of belonging to a larger representative group, which acts as a guar-
antee of the public sphere’s ability to work properly: to signal the state about 
current problems of civil society at large. As Habermas (2006, 24) puts it: 
”the political public sphere needs input from citizens who give voice to soci-
ety’s problems and respond to the issues articulated in elite discourse.” Here 
Habermas’s view on citizens is framed by ”responding”, but even so, Haber-
mas cannot be situated among advocates of representative liberal democratic 
theory who consider that the public sphere should rather include citizens 
through their representatives than through participation (Marx Ferree et al 
2002, 291−292).
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For instance, Walter Lippmann’s (1965 [1922]; 1925) theory on public 
opinion formation is more clearly based on a liberal-representative frame-
work, which emphasizes the reactive role of the public. According to 
Lippmann, citizens merely represent themselves as individuals in the public 
sphere; they are outsiders in relation to the actual decision making in society. 
Consequently, the task of the public is to observe and oversee, and it should 
not act upon issues or waste its energy in deliberation. The public can af-
fect the issues by lending or withdrawing its support to the administrative 
organs that are in executive positions. Even if Lippmann’s role as an ”anti-
democrat” has been recently questioned (Schudson 2008) and the often cited 
Lippmann−Dewey debate has been re-interpreted in a manner that points out 
that the debaters in many cases were not that far from each other (Malmberg 
2009), Lippmann can still be seen as a public sphere theorist who adheres to 
the ideas of expertise and representation rather than citizen agency. Namely, 
he argued that the government should take distance from public opinion ex-
pressed in the press: he considered public opinion as short-sighted and issue-
oriented, and journalism as too profit-driven an unprofessional (Malmberg 
2009, 61−62).

Blumer (1948, 545) has acknowledged that the element of representation is 
apparent when the public expresses its opinions: ”the individuals almost al-
ways speak either explicitly or implicitly as representatives of groups”. Even 
if Blumer considers that a public is formed through interaction, he sees repre-
sentation as lending ”backing” or prestige to the expressed opinions. Blumer 
argues that public opinion needs this representative backing because it is al-
ways affected by social inequalities between groups and individuals. Opin-
ions gain prestige through representation. However, for Blumer, the idea of 
representation is connected to specific issues rather than to the overall repre-
sentation of the citizenry. His ideas therefore suggest that in journalism, we 
need to identify the groups that are somehow involved and interested in the 
issues that are discussed, and to consider whether their views are truly repre-
sented in expressed public opinion or not.

The agency aspect of public sphere theory is prominently explicated for 
example by John Dewey and Hannah Arendt: they consider the relationship 
of civic agency and the public sphere to be central. For them, communication 
and interaction ultimately define the possibility for social and political life. 
For example, according to Dewey, it is only through interaction with others 
that the individual becomes a conscious agent (Dewey 1920, cited in Kune-
lius 2004, 103). Arendt’s theory of publicness relies on the fact that people 
”can experience meaningfulness only because they can talk with and make 
sense to each other and to themselves” (Arendt 1958, 4). Communication can 
only emerge meaningfully if people acknowledge both what they share and 
what distinguishes them from one another: publicness is meaningful only if 
there is thinking, speaking, listening and acting (Silverstone 2007, 35, 38). 
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Arendt therefore suggests that citizens’ capacity to act is also a capacity to 
initiate, ”set something in motion”, i.e. to reshape the surroundings in which 
people live (Arendt 1958, 177). For Arendt, being truly public means to be 
able to act and start something new, to be able to use one’s public freedom. 
For her, civic action thus has a rather precise and demanding meaning; action 
always causes exceptions to the routine behaviour people so easily conform 
to (Rosen 1991, 274−275).

The idea of active citizen engagement in the public sphere is sometimes 
criticized by empirical findings that indicate citizens’ disinterest and increas-
ing passiveness in political and public life. This trend is good to bear in mind 
in order to avoid over-enthusiasm about active citizenship. However, accord-
ing to Hermes (2006), for example, the cultural studies perspective suggests 
that we should widen the concept of the public sphere in order to recognize 
the importance of popular culture as a platform of the lifeworld – as it is 
the lifeworld to which the public sphere is rooted in. Therefore, we do not 
have to consider citizens’ passiveness in the ”serious” platforms of the pub-
lic sphere so alarming: citizenship is also nurtured in the broader domain of 
media culture, especially now that the media landscape is changing so rap-
idly (Hermes 2006; Livingstone 2005). Thus, the everyday talk (and other 
forms of ”weak” deliberation) that takes place for instance in the context of 
popular culture could indeed be seen as a basis of public discourse that has 
relevance for the political public sphere. To interpret this with the concepts 
of Habermas, the cultural studies approach suggests that the informal cultural 
public sphere and the formal political public sphere ought not to be consid-
ered too separate from one another. Indeed, in the current societal context, 
where publics have become increasingly mediated and audience participa-
tion is a key word in the media industry, research should address whether, 
when and how the activities of particular media audiences – be it journalism 
or popular culture – constitute a form of engagement and activity that matters 
to and is oriented towards the public sphere (see Livingstone 2005, 17; 36; 
also Couldry et al 2007).

An in-between position between the two viewpoints represented here can 
be exemplified by Michael Schudosn’s (1998) term ”monitorial citizenhip”. 
He suggests that the best way to understand citizenship in the late modern 
era is to see that citizens engage in environmental surveillance rather than 
active information gathering and enactment. The current state of citizenship 
is seemingly inactive (people tend to be less active politically and in asso-
ciations), but since citizens constantly monitor and scan their informational 
environment they have the potential to become alerted to action when faced 
with issues that are meaningful for them. Citizens may form floating or tem-
porary coalitions to deal with the issues, and then after a while the coalitions 
may dissolve. (See Shudson 1998, 294–314; Merrit & McCombs 2004, 30–32.)

The above discussion about citizens as agents in the public sphere points 
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out that the role of civic activity in the public sphere has been looked at from 
various perspectives and levels. Citizen activity may mean the fundamental 
interaction that creates the public; action that initiates something new and 
without which the public sphere is not truly free; political activity such as 
activity in civic organizations; a potential to become active when necessary, 
or more informal activity in the context of the everyday life and popular cul-
ture. In addition, especially in the context of public journalism, there is also 
another level of citizen activity: activity in relation to the news media.

How should public journalism theory relate to this variance? Public jour-
nalism cannot bypass the role of citizens as representatives of a larger popu-
lation and the framework of the representative democratic system in which 
it operates. Moreover, representation lends citizens’ views legitimacy and au-
thority in the public sphere, as Blumer notes. However, public journalism 
theory is deeply rooted in the framework of citizen activity here represented 
by theorists such as Dewey and Arendt. Citizens’ interaction and capability 
for creating something new with their action form the basis of public jour-
nalism’s underlying experimental-normative assumptions: public journalism 
ought to take part in maintaining the public sphere by recognizing the poten-
tial activity that citizens have, by addressing the public in a way that initi-
ates and encourages citizen activity and thus also further assists the process 
of creating publics. In terms of political and everyday citizen activity, public 
journalism should take into consideration its aim to connect: to link the for-
mal with the informal, so that the political public sphere would be connected 
with the experiences rooted in the lifeworld. In addition, public journalism 
should encourage citizen activity in relation to the news organization, but 
the motivation of this encouragement should not merely focus on the aim of 
getting citizens to contact the newsroom, but in getting citizens involved in 
public life. 

Goal of deliberation: Problem-solving or issue recognition?
Public journalism theory takes deliberation as a key element of public life. 
However, it is somewhat unclear as to what the aim of deliberation is that 
public journalists advocate. It has not been clearly articulated whether pub-
lic journalism builds itself on an idea of the public sphere where delibera-
tion strives for solutions; or is deliberation rather a process during which 
certain issues are recognized (for similar argument see Haas 2007). The latter 
view means that sometimes the process of public opinion formation through 
deliberation is seen more important than solutions because the deliberative 
process brings forth issues and reveals viewpoints of the public and therefore 
also creates a public that is concerned about this common issue (Dewey 1954; 
Kunelius 2004, 98). 

As noted, Habermas places his theory into the frame of deliberative de-
mocracy. In this framework, however, the public in itself does not have to 
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come up with solutions. Public deliberation is seen as a process that pro-
duces public opinion, but this opinion is not a solution, it merely acts as 
a method of control and guidance. The element of guidance becomes even 
stronger in his later work. Public deliberation does not have to – and in fact, 
the public sphere as a rather weak formation cannot – end up with solutions. 
Instead, it produces considered public opinions (Habermas 2006, 414). More-
over, it is significant that these opinions, concerns or questions are detected, 
thematized and problematized in public deliberation and in the media, and 
that – ideally − everyone who is affected by the issues is included in this 
process (Habermas 1998, 365). In other words, Habermas’s later work places 
more emphasis on the public sphere’s role in broader social problem-solving, 
which includes many components: 1) the public sphere enables people to 
form opinions, 2) it warns the state about situations that require attention 
and 3) it influences the state to respond to demands that arise from civil soci-
ety (Hove 2007, 100). Hence, the public sphere is part of the process of social 
problem-solving, but it cannot be the primary site of finding solutions.

Moreover, Habermas (2006, 423−424) has not promoted an idea that it 
is merely beneficial for the functioning of the public sphere if publics are 
formed around issues. Especially in the context of the web, issue-publics can 
become isolated. However, he notes that a current trend of ”issue voting” re-
veals the growing impact of public discourse on voting patterns and thus also 
on the formation of publics. He therefore softens his views and sees that pub-
lics formed around issues could even form an answer to fragmentation and 
the class-structured nature of the political public sphere.

Even if Habermas has become more prone to view that publics are formed 
around issues, he does not promote the idea that the essence of public delib-
eration and interaction lies in the process that creates the public. For him, the 
essence of deliberation is its ”truth-tracking potential” and ability to ”gener-
ate legitimacy through a procedure of opinion and will formation” (Habermas 
2006, 413). For pragmatist theorists like John Dewey, the essence of delibera-
tion is its result in the formation of the public itself. Dewey (1954) sees that 
a public consists of all those who are directly and indirectly affected by the 
consequences of a given action. The realisation that these consequences need 
to be jointly controlled ends up in the formation of a public. According to 
this understanding, the idea that people recognise certain ”symptoms” and 
detect problems is the key factor that binds people together into a public. In 
a Deweyan sense, issue recognition refers to the process in which publics 
become aware of themselves. The goal of public deliberation is to phrase or 
thematize the issues from the perspective and in the language of civil society 
and everyday life so that the public can recognise itself in public discourse 
(Kunelius 2004, 100−101).

Also Blumer (1999 [1946], 22) suggests that publics are formed when prob-
lems emerge and require public discussion. By underlining the situation-
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based nature of publics, Blumer points out that publics do not have a com-
mon culture. In other words, a public is not the same as a community. Blumer 
(1948, 546) heavily criticizes the study of public opinion through opinion 
polling: this reduces the idea of public opinion to a ”quantitative distribution 
of individual opinions”. Therefore, studying public opinion should rather fo-
cus on the social interaction through which public opinion is actually formed 
(Blumer 1948, 545).

Similarly, Dahlgren (2006) argues that the ”traditional concepts of the pub-
lic sphere do not help us to understand how publics ‘come alive’”. He thus 
emphasizes the idea that it is more important to understand the public sphere 
as being comprised of issue-publics that are formed through civic action and 
discourse. He calls for a more ”concrete, empirical and even ethnographic” 
understanding of the public sphere, which would take into account that the 
public sphere is also something experiential and active (Dahlgren 2006, 274–
275). This view underlines the importance of deliberation as a process that 
in itself creates and forms the public sphere and therefore does not place em-
phasis on finding solutions to problems. Dahlgren underscores the idea that 
civic activity and public discourse bring forth civic competence, and to be 
able to understand the sources of this competence, we need to look at the in-
terplay between the private and the public.

Recent public sphere theorists, more tightly connected to deliberative 
democratic theory, have highlighted problem-solving as the key result of the 
deliberative process. For example, Seyla Benhabib (in an interview with Kar-
in Wahl-Jorgensen) notes that we should not forget that deliberation is a de-
cision-making process; it is not just a conversation. Hence there is always the 
urgency of coming to some kind of conclusion (Wahl-Jorgensen 2008, 966).

In terms of public journalism theory, the dilemma between problem-solv-
ing and issue recognition remains interesting. It is obvious that public jour-
nalism theory owes greatly to the Deweyan tradition by considering that the 
task of public journalism is to aid citizens in recognizing issues and com-
ing together as publics. Based on this background, some public journalism 
scholars have taken a step forward and suggested that public problem-solving 
should be taken as the key aim of the idea (Rosen 1999b, Sirianni & Friedland 
2001, Haas 2007). Haas (2007, 41–46) argues that the problem-solving model 
suggests that the public sphere should be considered in more expansive and 
inclusive terms than before. The journalists should move beyond the distrust 
of expertise or the belief that expert participation would taint the authentic 
expression of public opinion. Instead, it is important to consider the public 
sphere as an inclusive terrain in which some problems may be resolvable by 
citizens but other problems may require collaboration between citizens, ex-
perts and government officials. Therefore, he evinces that public journalism 
ought to facilitate the creation of such a ”macro public” that would bring to-
gether all the relevant participants required for the problem-solving.
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However, I consider problem-solving a demanding task and therefore it 
should not be over-emphasized as the core outcome of deliberation with re-
gard to public journalism. The solution-oriented idea of public deliberation 
suggested by scholars is supportable, but could be toned down by the fact that 
issue recognition is a valuable outcome in itself. For example, feminist schol-
ars point out that the process of public discussion is significant in its empow-
ering ability, and its public nature may bring forth new understandings and 
recognition of distinctive standpoints of participants (Marx Ferree et al 2002, 
307−308). In this question I would thus incline to Habermas’s view that jour-
nalism should foster social problem-solving in a broad sense. It is enough for 
public journalism to encourage deliberation and use deliberative methods 
without the burden of having to come up with solutions. Solutions and sug-
gestions may result from public journalism practices, but a too intense solu-
tion orientation may paralyse the process.

Function of the public sphere:  
Finding consensus or highlighting conflict?

The next juxtaposition deals with consensus-oriented deliberation and open-
ended, even conflicting communication as a function of the public sphere. 
Consensus is seen as a collective and unanimous opinion of a number of peo-
ple, whereas open-ended discussion does not underline single-mindedness. 
This counterpoint is closely related to the above mentioned solutions vs. is-
sues question. In this dimension, however, the focus is on the question of 
whether the basis for a potential solution ought to be consensus or not. 

Public journalism literature has not explicitly addressed the question of 
whether journalism should strive for a process of public opinion formation, 
which ends in a consensus, or rather, should it act as an open arena and take 
care of the fact that all the relevant viewpoints appear in the public sphere. 
According to the first view, consensus is seen as a frame that defines the na-
ture of interaction in the public sphere. According to the latter option, the sig-
nificance of the public sphere is seen in the plurality of views that it brings to 
the public. The latter view appreciates the fact that varying, even conflicting 
and passionate views get to be presented in the public sphere. Therefore, it is 
critical towards the rational nature of Habermasian deliberation.

Habermas’s early view on consensus is summarized in the following quo-
tation: ”Public debate was supposed to transform voluntas into a ratio that 
in the public competition of private arguments came into being as the con-
sensus about what was practically necessary in the interest of all” (Habermas 
1989, 83). Thus, his early views that were based on the historically defined 
idea of the bourgeois public sphere highlighted the importance of reaching 
a consensus in rational-critical debate. The task of the public sphere was to 
settle ”conflicts of interest” (Habermas 1989, 198). However, in his later writ-
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ings, he shifts his focus to modern forms and the political public sphere and 
ceases to emphasize the idea of consensus. Instead, he refers to ”approval” 
or ”agreement” as necessary elements in the process of deliberation, if the 
process is to produce a truly public opinion (Habermas 1998, 362). Habermas 
argues that preferences and attitudes – which are always sources of conflict 
– cannot be separated from opinion formation, but participants can be sepa-
rated from putting these dispositions into action (Habermas 1998, 361–362). 
By this, he refers to the fact that the deliberative process ought to be embed-
ded in a shared understanding of the rules and practices of public commu-
nication, which emphasize rationality.26 In other words, Habermas seems to 
loosen his emphasis on consensus as a product of deliberation, but he does 
not loosen his position on rationality as a shared understanding of the nature 
of public communication. A certain degree of rationality is always apparent 
in language-based human communication that aims at achieving understand-
ing (Habermas 1984 [1981], 75), and understanding is always needed for re-
ciprocal communication in society. However, understanding does not equal 
consensus. Hence, the function of the public sphere is to produce ”plurality 
of considered public opinions” (Habermas 2006, 13), but these opinions are 
indeed plural, and therefore, they need not to be consensual.

However, Habermas does not go so far as to see the public sphere simply 
as an arena that brings forward all the necessary views. Opinion formation is 
still more important for him than the mere appearance of ideas. This is natu-
rally linked to the central element of deliberation in his thinking. Delibera-
tion is always a reasoning process, and therefore, it always produces more 
than a set of ideas. Even though Habermas admits that consensus is rarely 
reached, he continues to insist that we must go on assuming that consensus is 
in principle possible, or otherwise, political disputes would degenerate into 
purely strategic struggles for power (Baumeister 2007, 488; Karppinen et al 
2008, 7). Moreover, while consensus was a significant component of early de-

26 The critics of Habermas’s conception of rationality often interpret this concept rather nar-
rowly. Even if Habermas’s theoretical work presented in Theory of Communicative Action is 
not the focus of this study, one should note that in that context Habermas develops the con-
cepts of rationality and rationalization extensively. He argues that in studying modern society 
it is central to focus on human communication, and such communication is defined by ratio-
nality, the need to understand the other and make sense of the societal context. (See Haber-
mas 1984, 1−7.) For Habermas, rationality does not, then, equal something that is merely 
”free from values”. Rationality is a necessary condition of modern human communication. 
Habermas develops rationality as a multi-layered concept. Rationality in communication is 
produced by various ways that take the form of validity claims. In other words, rationality is 
produced in communication by testing the validity of utterances by considering their truth-
fulness, normative rightness or sincerity (Habermas 1984, 99). This does not mean that Haber-
mas would rule out emotions or experiences from rational communication; they are includ-
ed, but also expressive self-representations need to be justified when criticized so that other 
participants may recognize in these representations their own reactions to similar situations 
(Habermas 1984, 15−17). Thus, expressive views and experiences are also tested with validity 
claims.
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liberative theory, later contributions have modified its role and deliberative 
democratic theory has moved beyond a purely reason-centred and consen-
sus-oriented emphasis (Karppinen et al 2008, 10).

A substantial theory of publicness that emphasizes appearance rather than 
consensus is brought forward by Hannah Arendt (1958). For her, the public 
realm is composed of the ”space of appearance” and the ”common world”. 
The space of appearance is needed so that a reality becomes comprehensible: 
for humans something that is being seen or heard (i.e. appears) constitutes re-
ality. The public realm provides this possibility for appearance, which is nec-
essary also for the establishment of our public identities and for the assess-
ment of the actions of others. This space of appearance comes into existence 
in interaction, in speech and persuasion. The common world is the other 
aspect of the public realm. This is the world of human artefacts and institu-
tions that we have common experience and knowledge of; and this common-
ality also holds people and publicness together. (See Arendt 1958, 50–58; 
d’Entreves 1994, 140–143.) The role of the common world is important since 
mere appearance without context guarantees no understanding and thus no 
meaningful public life (Silverstone 2007, 26). The concepts stress the impor-
tance of appearance over reaching a consensus. However, Arendt argues that 
spaces of appearance are needed in order for citizens to disclose their iden-
tities and establish relations of reciprocity and solidarity (d’Entreves 1994, 
152). So, even if Arendt does not underscore consensus, she suggests that 
political life cannot be solely based on differences and separations. This is 
due to the fact that difference without acknowledging a shareable identity 
leads to isolation, which then might lead to political impotence (Silverstone 
2007, 36).

Some theorists do not follow the route provided by Ardent or Habermas, 
but they maintain that the aim of achieving consensus in the public sphere is 
problematic to begin with because human society is unequal and conflicting. 
For them, the deliberative process masks underlying power relations. Subor-
dinate groups may not be able to take part in public discourse due to the lack 
of cultural competence. For example, Fraser (1992, 119–120; 125) notes that 
if we consider the public sphere to be composed of multiple publics, we are 
bound to see that the interlinking relationships between these sub-publics 
are as likely to become conflicting, as they are likely to be deliberative. In ad-
dition, Blumer argues that a ”collective opinion” does not have to be unani-
mous. In fact, even if he values deliberation and rational argumentation, he 
sees that functioning public interaction is always characterised by opposi-
tions, not by single-mindedness (Blumer 1999, 22−23; Blumer 1948, 545). He 
is accompanied by Gutman and Thompson (1996, 26) who argue that moral 
disagreement is a condition with which we must learn to live, not merely an 
obstacle to be overcome on the way to a just society.

Discordant communication may be seen as a goal in itself. This argument is 
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brought forward by a recent prominent critic of deliberation, Chantal Mouffe 
(1999, 2005). She argues that the idea of deliberation and especially the aim 
of consensus wipe out the dimensions of power and antagonism that are al-
ways present in the social and thus in the public sphere (Mouffe 2005, 24). 
Mouffe thinks that the deliberative framework fails to recognize that power 
and antagonism play key roles in the public sphere. She does not see the ele-
ments of conflict and disagreement as barriers to public discussion, but as el-
ements that indeed make public discussion and exchange of opinions possi-
ble. In other words, unequal power relations and conflicts are inherent in all 
human societies. This antagonism emerges in all forms of social life, especial-
ly in politics and the public sphere. Therefore, Mouffe thinks that it is simply 
impossible to find a rationally based consensus in the public sphere without 
walling out anyone, i.e. without starting to reduce the very degree of public-
ness (Mouffe 1999; 2005). Therefore, the public sphere should be considered 
a site for the expression of dissensus and passions (Mouffe 2005, 24; Carpen-
tier & Cammaerts 2006, 973) and an arena in which the political nature of so-
ciety is made explicit. This process for her is contradictory by nature. 

Is there any way of finding common ground between consensus-oriented 
and conflict-oriented theorists? In a way Mouffe addresses similar issues as 
Habermas, who points out that the validity claims in public discourse ought 
to be tested, questioned and contested. Karppinen et al (2008) suggest that 
it would be fruitful to overcome the polarized readings of both, Habermas 
and Mouffe, and to combine their insights in order to see that settlement 
and unsettlement are co-existing impulses of political life. The authors point 
out that contrary to some readings, neither Habermas nor Mouffe would em-
brace full consensus or unlimited pluralism. Therefore, both theorists could 
be used – even simultaneously – as perspectives that reveal problems and 
shortcomings in political and social reality. These insights may help us to 
study deliberation between people as a form of communication in which peo-
ple accept each other’s colliding positions as legitimate. (See Karppinen et al, 
2008, 6−11.)

Furthermore, the theorists who do not fully embrace either view have sug-
gested the importance of the everyday context; personal forms of knowing 
and experiences need to be included when studying the public sphere. In-
deed, several other critics have pointed out that Habermas’s emphasis on ra-
tionality – as a precondition for possible consensus – is problematic to begin 
with. Therefore, critical remarks on consensus are often coupled with those 
on rationality and the exclusion of the private. For instance Dahlgren (2006, 
275) points out that the idea of the ”public” as a basis for the public sphere 
has become associated with reason, rationality, objectivity, argument, work, 
text, information and knowledge – and also historically with masculinity. In 
contrast, the ”private” resonates with the personal, emotion, intimacy, sub-
jectivity, identity, consumption, aesthetics, style, entertainment, popular cul-
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ture, pleasure and femininity. The problem is that if this whole terrain of the 
”private” and ”non-rational” is analytically separated from our understand-
ing of politics, democracy and the public sphere, it will be hard to understand 
the motivations, identities and passions that ignite people to become active 
(see also Fraser 1992). In addition, scholars such as James Aune and Gerard 
Hauser have recently suggested that rationally based deliberative democracy 
might benefit from paying greater attention to vernacular, personal and cul-
turally informed forms of knowledge and emotion (Huspek 2007, 329–330).

Some critics seem to discard the idea of consensus-oriented deliberation 
altogether, but some consider that even with its limitations, it is a useful 
framework. For example, James Bohman supports the idea that even if find-
ing a consensus might be too difficult of a task, deliberation is needed in or-
der not to reduce the public sphere into a mere arena of rootless opinions. 
Bohman has stressed that when Habermas talks about deliberation, he is not 
referring to merely the diversity of opinions, but rather to diversity of per-
spectives as an experiential source of opinion. Thus, the deliberative process 
can make apparent the fact that the produced opinions are always attached to 
a group’s social position and to the collective memory of its historical experi-
ences. (See Huspek 2007, 330–331.)

For public journalism, then, the question is: with its adherence to the idea 
of deliberation, should it also adhere to the idea of consensus; or is it enough 
that the process of public deliberation is seen as an open and inclusive are-
na that promotes the expression of differing views? As I stated earlier, pub-
lic journalism aims to foster public deliberation, and therefore, it is closely 
connected to the Habermasian framework. Additionally, following Arendt, it 
agrees that the possibility for public appearance in itself can be significant for 
marginalized groups. Therefore, public journalism theory should aim at what 
Habermas calls the ”plurality of considered public opinions”, thus not ad-
hering to the notion of consensus as a collective and unanimous closure, but 
allowing citizens to express their considered opinions. Moreover, as in the 
case of problem-solving, a too tight theoretical adherence to consensus might 
work against the practice of public journalism. What public journalism theo-
ry may learn from critics of Habermas, then, is that that moral disagreements, 
conflicts and unequal power relations are inherent in human life and should 
not be treated as obstacles, but as points of departure for public discussion – 
however, not as the essential focus of journalistic coverage. 

Democratic orientation: Ideal or practical?
Public sphere theories always have some kind of a link to democracy. As 
Marx Ferree et al (2002, 289) state: ”Democratic theory focuses on account-
ability and responsiveness in the decision-making process; [and] theories of 
the public sphere focus on the role of public communication in facilitating or 
hindering this process.” In the context of defining public journalism, I stated 
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that all the claims made in its name are always justified from the perspective 
of democracy, and that public journalism adheres to the ideas of deliberative 
and participatory theories of democracy. Therefore, public journalism sees 
democracy in terms of agency. However, this begs the question: should pub-
lic journalism adhere to this participatory-deliberative framework as an ideal 
basis for its theory, or should it also in its theoretical considerations take into 
account the practical democratic setting in which it operates? 

Habermas’s public sphere theory offers us a mixed view on this matter. 
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to find both civic-republican and liberal-
individualist elements in his theory (Habermas 1994; Hove 2007). Thus, the 
driving force behind democracy is also twofold: on the one hand, Habermas 
emphasizes civic participation and deliberation, and on the other hand, he 
trusts the experts in the parliamentary systems to take care of the ”burden” 
of decision making. In my view, Habermas’s theory gradually drifts closer to 
an ideal deliberative model of democracy, but he holds on to the idea that 
in practice this deliberative model is situated in a representative system of 
democracy, in which public opinion may ”point the use of administrative 
power in specific directions” (Habermas 1994, 9). This twist thus generates 
the normative aspect in his work, in which he is worried about the techno-
cratic nature of modern democracy (Outhwaite 1994, 6). In his ideally func-
tioning democracy, civil society (i.e. participating citizens) should influence 
political institutions through public opinion. If it had no influence, political 
institutions would operate only according to logics of power struggles and 
bureaucratic routine (Hove 2007, 102). In other words, the interplay between 
the public sphere and parliamentary bodies is an important starting point for 
practices of deliberative politics (see Habermas 1998, 371).

Consequently, as a normative ideal, Habermas’s public sphere theory is 
participatory and deliberative. However, as he tries to fit his normative view 
into the practical-empirical setting of the modern political public sphere, he 
also acknowledges the role of the elite actors more extensively in his lat-
er writings. He summarizes that in the political public sphere experts give 
advice, lobbyists and advocates represent interest groups and marginalized 
voices, moral entrepreneurs generate attention to neglected issues, and in-
tellectuals promote general interests (Habermas 2006, 416). Their role, how-
ever, should not overpower that of citizens. His later theory is thus direct-
ed towards agents who are already well situated within the political public 
sphere, but it is less clear how his ideas might serve such agents in the public 
sphere that are excluded from the centres of power but desire a participatory 
entry (Huspek 2007, 332).

The question of ideal vs. practical democratic framework can be further 
discussed by referring to the already mentioned Lippmann vs. Dewey debate 
(cf. Schudson 2008; Malmberg 2009) on the nature of democracy. Lippmann 
advocates administrative democracy by stating that citizens are ”outsiders” 
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of modern governance, and thus ”it is on the men inside, under conditions 
that are sound, that the daily administrations of society must rest” (Lippmann 
1965, 251). This means that there is a clear distinction between the pub-
lic who observes, and experts and politicians who act. Lippmann does not 
view public opinion as a force that could truly control or guide public life 
(Lippmann 1925).

Schudson (2008) suggests that it is fruitful to consider Lippmann in the 
framework of representative democracy. From that perspective, Lippmann 
appears as a theorist who wishes to seek a way to harness experts to a legiti-
mately democratic function as the advisers of politically elected decision-
makers, not to place them in the role of the public. Malmberg (2009, 57−58) 
too refers to Lippmann as a ”realist” in his view of democracy. Therefore, 
Lippmann can be regarded to evince a view that is embedded in representa-
tive democratic practice, and not in ideal theories.

Dewey, however, regarded that public opinion that is formulated in dis-
cussion and embedded in lived experience should have an impact on demo-
cratic decision making. Dewey argued that people’s experiential knowledge 
should be utilized in a democratic way, via public discussion and partici-
pation. His dialogical and experience-centred view was thus fundamental-
ly different from Lippmann’s individualistic and knowledge-centred view of 
democracy. For Dewey, local communities and their forms of face-to-face in-
teraction appeared as the ideal basis on which to build the democratic sys-
tem altogether. (See Dewey 1954, 217–219; Malmberg 2009; Carey 1989, 79.)

According to Mouffe (2005), the driving force behind democracy is con-
flict that is inherent in every part of human societies. She makes a distinc-
tion between ”the political” as the inherent conflict-driven nature of society 
and ”politics” as the institutional handling of current issues by experts and 
politicians. By bearing in mind this distinction – and especially the fact that 
we need to have some kind of interplay between the two terrains (Mouffe 
2005, 970) – we can see more clearly why it may be problematic to consider 
technocracy or experts as the driving forces of a democratically functioning 
public sphere.

If we consider that our society is embedded in ”the political”, as Mouffe 
suggests, we cannot ignore the active role that people inherently have as citi-
zens in their right to ”politicize” issues. This means that citizens can make 
explicit the power relations in seemingly non-political issues and make con-
nections to larger societal problems, and thus bring them up as topics of dis-
cussion in the public sphere. Revealing the political nature of various issues 
often means that the handling of issues as ”politics” becomes more compli-
cated. However, Mouffe seems to believe in an institutional and party-led de-
mocracy. The role of this system is to transform antagonism into ”agonism”, 
i.e. to transform the innate conflicts into politically manageable differences, 
so that the citizens can have clear possibility to choose from different ways 
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(left vs. right) to organize society (Mouffe 2005, 120). For Mouffe, democracy 
is ”agonistic struggle where you are being bombarded by different views” 
(Carpentier & Cammaerts 2006, 968).

The more culturally oriented media scholars have also discussed these is-
sues. One of their central arguments deals with the emphasized way in which 
”traditional” public sphere theories still ultimately underline the elite struc-
tures and understands democracy in line with ”politics” and not ”the politi-
cal”. Cultural studies scholars argue that parts of society that are not tradition-
ally seen as political or public also possess democratic potential (Dahlgren 
2006). For instance, Hermes (2006, 40) argues that varying forms of popular 
culture and the ”hidden debates” that take place in everyday settings should 
be taken seriously by public sphere theorists: ”It is to make clear that poli-
tics is not something belonging to (informed) elite that you need to qualify 
for – but is about who we are and what we, all of us, want to make the world 
we live in.” Additionally, Livingstone (2005, 19) suggests that it is important 
to see beyond the formal political system because citizen participation is in-
creasingly a matter of identity, belonging and lifestyle, not merely a matter of 
formal and politically defined citizen status. Indeed, Marx Ferree et al (2002, 
310) define ”the political” as the societal dimension and power relations that 
are woven into lifestyles, cultural activities and family life, and thus the task 
of the media would be to actively seek out the political in everyday life.

These perspectives suggest that we should not adhere to the existing prac-
tices and ways of seeing democracy merely in line with the representative 
framework and formal politics. However, they do not embrace the idea of 
deliberative democracy, either. More importantly, these perspectives seem to 
transgress the lines between the public and private, so that everyday life is-
sues could be handled in public, in order to reveal the political dimension 
of these issues.

A recent contribution to understanding the current state of democracy − 
between the participatory and representative frames − is introduced by John 
Keane (2009) who suggests that democracy ought to be understood in terms 
of monitory democracy. Keane argues that the basic institutions and legiti-
mating spirit of representative democracy have undergone major permuta-
tions after the Second World War. Democracy today has assumed various 
forms and it needs to be viewed pragmatically. A common denominator in 
these forms is monitoring: i.e. public scrutiny and control of state and non-
state institutions. Assembly-based/direct forms and election-based/represen-
tative forms of democracy that used to be dominant have now been mixed 
and combined with new extra-parliamentary ways of public monitoring: citi-
zens’ juries, advisory boards, public integrity commissions, consumer coun-
cils, social forums, participatory budgeting, blogs etc. In monitory democra-
cy, the centrality of elections, political parties and parliaments is weakening, 
though not lost altogether. But the rules of democratic accountability, repre-
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sentation and public participation are applied to a much wider range of set-
tings and in much more complex manner than before. Monitory democracy 
stretches across borders; public monitoring takes place on local, national and 
supranational levels and its forms are networked, rapidly changing and sup-
ported by the new communication technologies, the internet especially. In 
sum, the new monitory institutions are defined by a commitment to strength-
en the diversity and influence of citizens’ voices and choices in decisions 
that affect their lives and to supplement the outcome of elections. (See Keane 
2009, xxii−xxix; 686−747; Schudson 1998.)  

What does the debate about ideal vs. realist democracy mean for public 
journalism? I consider that public journalism should adhere to the notion 
of deliberation, and thus to the theories of deliberative and participatory de-
mocracies as normative and ideal visions. These visions act as frames within 
which public journalism is able to justify its aim to assist publics to realize 
themselves. However, for public journalism as a movement that is practical 
as well as normative, it should be fruitful to state more concretely how public 
journalism can make a difference in the current societal context that is still 
largely election based, representative and expert-oriented. Here, the notion of 
monitory democracy can be useful: public journalism can itself be seen as a 
form of public monitoring. It could also be incorporated as part of the already 
existing or emerging monitory institutions. Keane (2009, 740) sees journalists 
as unelected representatives of publics and argues that in the era of commu-
nicative abundance, no topic is protected from media coverage and from pos-
sible politicization. Public journalism could act as a force that politicizes top-
ics in a citizen-oriented manner. Public journalism should thus position itself 
more clearly as a connective agent that aims to build a link between citizens’ 
participation and the formal political system in a way that does not neglect 
the experiences of the subaltern publics that are often ruled out of the formal 
political system. Public journalism should thus strive to take an active part in 
the democratic system that aims to combine ”the political” with ”politics” in 
a deliberative and participatory manner.

4.4. The ”public” in public journalism

The five questions considered here can help us produce a theoretical basis 
for public journalism that is more deeply rooted in public sphere theories. 
Habermas’s theory acts as an appropriate point of departure, particularly if 
his later work regarding the public sphere and journalism is considered. This 
allows us to take a step away from his early refeudalization argument and me-
dia pessimism. However, his conceptions can be in many respects widened 
by other theorists’ views. 

Firstly, despite its limitations, the notion of the public sphere as a singu-
lar concept is theoretically powerful. It has become part of our shared social 
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imaginary. In this regard, it is fruitful to maintain the idea of a singular public 
sphere, but to stress that it is a varying, non-spatial and actively formed ter-
rain that features various sub-publics. Thus, the notions about the multiplic-
ity of publics need to be taken into account, too. Publics may emerge and dis-
solve over time; some publics are more permanent than others. In addition, 
the sub-publics have different kinds of interests to become recognized in the 
public sphere, but nevertheless all of them exist in relation to it. This formu-
lation allows us to see that it is possible – at least potentially – to consider, 
compare and connect issues that arise from the numerous counter-publics 
and issue-publics in the general framework of the public sphere.

Moreover, Friedland et al suggest (2006, 9; 24) that in a networked society, 
also the public sphere is networked; therefore, the direction of communica-
tion becomes varied and unpredictable allowing multiple contributions. The 
networked structure of the public sphere points to the way in which differ-
entiated and issue-oriented publics can interact and communicate with each 
other and become recognized as part of the political public sphere. Indeed, 
people can be members of numerous publics, and thus interpersonal link-
ages and communication between publics should be recognized. The forma-
tion of these links is furthered by the internet and other new interactive and 
networked communication technologies. However, I do not consider the im-
pact of these technologies as merely unifying. We need to be also aware of 
the ”centrifugal” effects of new technology in its ability to reinforce scattered 
identities (Gitlin 1998, 173; Silverstone 2007, 52).

So, what does a public sphere consisting of multiple publics mean for 
public journalism? It means that it is journalism’s task to identify the mul-
tiple emerging ”seeds” of publics in civil society. Journalism should take care 
of the fact that plurality provided by the smaller issue-based publics is rec-
ognized; i.e. they need to be encouraged in order to make the public sphere 
more multifaceted. Moreover, it means that journalism could facilitate the 
formation of these publics and take them into journalistic focus when rel-
evant. Through this kind of activity, the recognized publics could become 
more aware of themselves and indeed more active, and the less recognized 
counter-publics could become seen as legitimate parts of the public sphere. 
Sometimes the counter-publics should, however, be allowed the time to 
evolve and not to take them too rapidly into the journalistic focus. The in-
creasingly networked nature of the public sphere means, in turn, that public 
journalism in every platform should recognize the networked (and techno-
logically aided) way in which individuals become publics and how these 
publics – even if they may be virtual – could be taken seriously in the realm 
of the political public sphere.

Secondly, it needs to be stressed that citizens indeed are the agents who 
construct the public sphere. This is a view that Habermas shares with Dewey 
and Arendt, even if the connection is not always explicit. Indeed, it is the ac-
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tivities of citizens that form the public sphere in the first place. The public 
sphere (as a cluster of publics) is always an active notion, which requires in-
teraction to be realized. For me, this is also the essence of the term ”public” 
in public journalism: truly ”public” journalism cannot exist without under-
standing the importance of civic agency. Therefore, in public journalism, citi-
zens cannot be considered as passive receivers.

A central challenge for public journalism is to consider how journalism 
can be part of producing content and news stories that would launch the po-
tential in individuals to become citizens, to become active firstly by recogniz-
ing itself as a public and secondly, engaging itself in public life. This is not 
a new dimension in public journalism, and these themes have been broadly 
discussed by Rosen, Merritt and numerous others. However, what is impor-
tant in the above suggested understanding of civic agency is to consider it in 
broad terms, which do not undermine any forms of thinking, speaking, lis-
tening and acting. This requires sensitivity from journalists in seeing the so-
cial and political (or the lifeworld, if you wish), and not just politics (and the 
system) as legitimate areas of coverage. Understanding the role of citizens in 
these terms means considering civic activity firstly in relation to public life at 
large and only secondly in relation to the news organizations.

Thirdly, it is most fruitful to consider the public sphere as a social entity 
in which issue recognition is as important as solution-orientation. By issue 
recognition, I refer first to the way in which citizens as active agents form the 
public sphere. Recognizing common concerns and acute issues is the starting 
point for a public to realize itself. Second, it refers to the task of the public 
sphere to act as a site where these issues can be combined, tested and debated 
in order to find possible solutions. I do not, however, emphasize that public 
deliberation should always result in a solution. Indeed, problem-solving is a 
demanding goal for deliberation, and public journalism should sense the con-
flicting nature and plurality of society.

As such, it is also important to notice the potential nature of citizens as 
problem-solvers. Citizen-based problem-solving can indeed be maintained as 
a valid journalistic practice where appropriate. It may empower the public 
to see the possibility of proposing solutions, not just reacting to the solutions 
that are offered to them by the elite. But it needs to be considered where and 
how far does the ability of the public extend in terms of executing the solu-
tions that it comes up with. These considerations have to be taken into ac-
count in order to avoid the disillusionment of citizens who take part in public 
journalism projects (Haas 2007). Therefore, in public journalism, problem-
solving does not have to be the ultimate goal; it is more important to engage 
people in public life and aid publics in the realization of themselves.

The fourth question dealt with consensus and conflict. Consensus as a clo-
sure of deliberation is also a demanding idea. It is thus problematic to consid-
er the public sphere in terms of consensual opinion formation. In fact, very 
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few theorists seem to emphasize consensus and even Habermas has moved 
towards an idea where there is no single or agreed public opinion, but rather 
the plurality of considered opinions. In other words, theorists do not believe 
that considered public opinions need to be consensual in nature in order to 
serve as fuel for public life.

Of course, some degree of agreement is always needed in collective opin-
ion formation. A certain degree of mutual understanding is needed in or-
der to be able to even make public discussion possible. Common interests 
can be discovered, but they remain contested as much as shared. Indeed, 
d’Edntreves (1994, 151–152) has beautifully summarized Hannah Arendt’s 
view on the matter: ”When individuals come together to discuss and decide 
matters of public concern, they bring with them their own distinct views and 
opinions which are shaped and transformed, tested and enlarged in the en-
counter, but which are never eliminated nor transfigured into a unanimous 
agreement.” 

Instead of consensus, theorists seem to underline the importance of access 
to and the openness of the deliberative process. Openness and plurality act 
as sources of legitimacy for public opinion (e.g. Huspek 2007). In line with 
Arendt, I believe that we need to notice the importance of appearance in itself 
as a source of public power; for marginalized groups the mere possibility to 
become apparent in the eyes of the larger public can be a step towards public 
agency. However, I also consider that we should not undermine the conflict-
ing, personal and experiential inputs in the public sphere. These interest-
based views may well act as resources for public deliberation. Emotions and 
passions are factors that make people active and therefore public agency is 
connected for example to feelings of enjoyment or apprehension (Pietilä & 
Ridell 2008).

For public journalism, this means that it does not have to identify itself 
with an understanding of deliberation that emphasizes consensus. However, 
it does not have to take conflict as the new buzzword either. Public journal-
ism could aim at politicizing seemingly apolitical issues, and thus make an 
intervention to and provide input for the routinely functioning system of pol-
itics. But concentrating only on conflict and ignoring connectedness might 
lead to a kind of journalism that promotes civic activity only in isolated and 
populist terms, or even take a step back towards classical news values that 
endorse conflict. Moreover, if public journalism wishes to empower citizens, 
it needs to take the question of appearance seriously. It needs to actively pro-
duce the kind of mediated public sphere in which appearance, identity for-
mation and interaction become possible for the public.

The last counterpoint dealt with the ideal and realist democracy frames. 
Habermas’s ideal model of democracy is deliberative, but his views are 
strongly affected by the practical way of organizing current democracies in 
a representative-liberal manner. So, how can public opinion that is formed 
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in the pluralist process of deliberation effectively influence decision making 
in democratic organs? Is communicative power, as Habermas suggests, an ef-
fective enough force to make representative and administrative organs take 
public opinion seriously?

In the context of public journalism, it is fruitful to consider democracy in 
terms of participation and deliberation as Dewey and Habermas have suggest-
ed. This view builds on Rosen’s original idea that democracy is something 
that we do. Civic participation should thus be promoted also in its ”weakest” 
sense, to encourage people to see ”the political” nature of the everyday. How-
ever, it is useful to take into account that public journalism often functions in 
representative and administrative framework, and therefore, it needs to find 
ways in which public deliberation can be connected with the existing demo-
cratic structures, e.g. via the emerging institutions of public monitoring. I do 
not suggest that public journalism would give up its basis as seeing democra-
cy in a participatory manner, but public journalism should openly recognize 
the contradiction between the ideal and the practical, so that it could more 
clearly identify itself as a form of public monitoring and promote civic par-
ticipation in an effective manner. Indeed, this is the way in which journalism 
can remain democratic and ”political” (in the broad sense) without fearing to 
lose its credibility by getting too involved in the ”politics”. Public journalism 
does not have to aim at transforming the formal and institutional structures 
of democracy but it needs to be aware of the differing logics behind the ideal 
and the realistic.

Based on the public sphere theories reviewed above, I conclude that pub-
lic journalism would benefit from developing its practices on a wide theoreti-
cal basis. This basis draws broadly form Dewey and Habermas, but also from 
their critics. I suggest that if public journalism considers itself truly public it 
needs to recognize that the public sphere constitutes multiple publics, which 
are actively formed by citizens, but in which finding solutions is not always 
easy, since the nature of the public sphere is political and conflicting. In addi-
tion, the public sphere is kept alive by providing possibilities for appearance, 
participation and deliberation. In Table 2, I have summarized the suggested 
”deepened” conception of the public sphere in public journalism.

From this summary, we can see that this type of understanding of public 
sphere theory challenges professionalism’s journalism-centred view. In order 
to consider how this challenge takes place and how it is interpreted in prac-
tice, we need to turn to my research data: public journalism news stories and 
interviews of journalists who have been working in newspapers that practice 
public journalism. Moreover, I wish to identify points of intersection between 
professionalism, public journalism and the idea of the public sphere. At these 
meeting points exists a basis for a firm theoretical ground on which it would 
be possible to develop the kind of public journalism that is professionally 
sound and ”publicly” inspiring. 
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The above discussed understanding of the public sphere is a normative-theo-
retical construct. Malmberg (2004, 58) summarizes Habermas by pointing out 
that he sees that mass communication can be both; a means to repress and a 
means to emancipate, and therefore, it is an empirical question to study when 
and where the media is repressive or emancipatory. I am fully aware that 
journalists do not and cannot consider these theoretical issues in the context 
of their everyday work. The constrained nature of news work was previously 
illustrated by the notion of newsroom culture. Therefore, this normative-the-
oretical basis acts as a mirror against which we can study newsroom practices 
and the interpretations that journalists have about them in the context of their 
newsroom cultures. We will be able to consider whether public journalism 
practices in the three Finnish newspapers have made journalists reflect on (or 
question) the way in which professionalism traditionally conceives the pub-
lic, or whether public journalism is interpreted from the classical profession-
al angle. It is interesting to see how the two broad aspects that are combined 
in public journalism – professionalism and the public sphere – appear as 
sense-making frames among journalists’ reflections and in the organizational 
and textual news practices.

Theoretically elaborated public sphere conception  
for public journalism

1. Structure of
the public sphere

Multiple evolving publics that make up the public sphere. Pub-
lic journalism’s task is to promote the diversity of publics and 
connect them with one another and to the joint public sphere.

2. Role of citizens
in the public sphere

Formal and representative citizenship with its voter status pro-
vide legitimacy for civic agents in the public sphere, but more 
important for public journalism it is to encourage citizen activ-
ity and the formation of publics. In public journalism, activity 
is important in relation to news organizations but more impor-
tantly to public life.

3. Goal of  
deliberation

The public sphere is a site for deliberation that enables solu-
tion finding, but problem-solving does not have to be the ulti-
mate goal of public journalism. Fostering deliberation is more 
important in the sense that it reveals issues that require joint 
processing. 

4. Function of
the public sphere

The public sphere is an inclusive site for presenting conflict-
ing views, and the opportunity for public appearance is also 
significant in its ability to empower. Consensus-formation is 
unlikely, but common understanding and considered opinions 
should be sought after.

5. Model of
democracy

An attachment to the ideal of deliberative-participatory democ-
racy that is centred on ”the political.” Links to the formal po-
litical system should be established: e.g. by considering public 
journalism as a form of public monitoring. 

Table 2: Summary of the concept of the public sphere for public journalism theory.
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Thus, the task of the coming empirical chapters is to scrutinize the practi-
ce of public journalism in Finland and the professional interpretations that 
have been initiated by such practice. The theoretical debates addressed in 
the past chapters are examined empirically. Analyzing the news practices 
(Chapter 5) in the three newsrooms allows us to consider the way in which 
newsroom cultures have domesticated the idea of public journalism and how 
the journalists make sense of the arrival of public journalism into their news-
rooms. The textual analysis (Chapter 6), in turn, enables us to see how the 
ideas and news making practices are turned into textual representations. Citi-
zen positions in news stories are studied and attention is given for example to 
the way in which citizen activity is handled in those stories and whether the 
textual representations are able to produce connections between informal ev-
eryday life and the formal political public sphere. This discussion is followed 
by two chapters dedicated to the journalists’ own interpretations. Journalists 
evaluate the role of citizens (Chapter 7) in participatory news approaches of 
their papers. It is discussed, for example, how participation is regarded in 
relation to the newspaper as well as the public sphere. Finally, the impact of 
public journalism on journalists’ own professional self-images (Chapter 8) is 
discussed from the perspective of the elements of professional values and the 
”public” values. The discussion in this chapter thus shapes the handling of 
the empirical material, but more explicitly I will come back to these issues in 
the concluding remarks (Chapter 9).
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5.  
Public journalism practices

I will now move from the theoretical level of public journalism to the practi-
cal. In this chapter, I will discuss public journalism as journalistic work and 
practice in three Finnish newspapers: nationwide Helsingin Sanomat (HS), 
regional Aamulehti (AL) and local Itä-Häme (IH). These newspapers have 
somewhat differing histories with public journalism, and their newsroom 
cultures are different. Hence, public journalism has taken different forms in 
each newspaper. In order to understand the nature and the implications of 
public journalism in news texts (Chapter 6), for journalists’ conceptions of 
”citizens” (Chapter 7) and for their own professional self-image (Chapter 8), 
we need to first form a view of newsroom practices related to public journal-
ism. The underlying research question in this chapter is: How do journalists 
interpret the arrival of public journalism and how do they evaluate the parti-
cipatory news practices?

In terms of methods, this chapter is based on interviews with reporters and 
editors as well as observations I have conducted in each newsroom. In addi-
tion, I have used documents such as planning memos, which I have gathered 
as research material from each paper. This chapter thus represents a study 
that Cottle (2003) calls the ”middle-ground” of newsroom production stud-
ies: the study of organizational structures and workplace practices. He em-
phasizes the importance of studying journalism practices because he finds it 
inadequate to rely solely on the reading of media texts. He argues that it is im-
portant to study practices and texts together and approach them as mutually 
interpenetrating and not as analytically separable moments (Cottle 2003, 4–5; 
16–17). Therefore, I wish to consider here public journalism practices and 
the journalists’ interpretations of them, and then, in the following chapter, 
to look at the texts that have been produced, which will already have been 
discussed by journalists in this chapter. I wish to offer a way of seeing public 
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journalism as interplay between work practices and textual representations. I 
underline the agency of journalists: journalism practice is not merely dictated 
by routines or bureaucratic needs. I see it important to study the interpreta-
tions that journalists have about the practices, as recent media-ethnographies 
find support for professional reflexivity; i.e. for the argument that journalists 
are knowingly, purposefully and consciously involved in the process of pro-
ducing news texts (see Cottle 2003, 17). In addition, the professional culture 
brings in understanding of the shared journalistic values and their evolution.

The introductory parts of every sub-chapter and case are based on the 
analysis of the whole spectrum of data: internal documents and memos as 
well as interviews and observations. The observation material (my notes, re-
corded meetings) was not fully coded, but it was used as supportive data in 
order to form a nuanced picture of the practices at the organizational level. 
When I discuss the interpretations of the arrival of public journalism as well 
as the evaluation of practices, I rely on interviews. The interview analysis 
for this chapter was carried out by first coding the data according to newspa-
pers and then according to moments where journalists discussed the news-
room practices in a reflexive manner. Afterwards, this mass of ”practice-talk” 
was coded into evaluative categories: into positive and negative reflections. 
Then each newsroom was analyzed separately by grouping and re-grouping 
the most prominent discursive clusters of evaluative talk. As a result of this 
analysis, the most discussed practices were identified.

I will start this chapter by first providing a short description of the news-
papers and their newsroom cultures. I will then discuss each newspaper sep-
arately. In each sub-section, I will start by describing the way in which public 
journalism ideas have reached the newsroom and then discuss how journal-
ists interpret this: do they consider public journalism as a change to the news 
practices and the prevailing newsroom cultures? After that I will discuss the 
central practices and routines that have been created in each paper in their 
public journalism projects. I will do this by analyzing the journalists’ ac-
counts on the successes and challenges they see in the practices. I wish to 
appreciate the journalists’ own reflexive descriptions and evaluations, and 
therefore, the practices I analyze are the ones that are most discussed by jour-
nalists in the interviews. My analytical approach is thus grounded in the re-
search material. Finally – and as part of discussing the practices in the local 
paper, IH – I will make a more detailed excursion into the work of the civic 
reporter. I will give more room for the civic reporters’ own thoughts on her 
work routines and practices as well as for my own reflections as a participant 
and partner in the process.
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5.1. Short overview of the newspapers
I look at three different newspapers and their public journalism inspired ap-
proaches that have taken place in 2002–2006. In Table 3, some basic informa-
tion about the studied papers is provided. 

Helsingin Sanomat (HS) is a nation-wide newspaper, with a regional em-
phasis on the metropolitan area. The paper has a dominant position in the 
Finnish media field. It is estimated that every fifth Finn reads HS (970 000 
readers), so it can be said to be the most influential quality daily in Finland. 
The structure of the Finnish national press market is unique, since there is 
virtually no competition among the subscription-based national dailies. The 
electronic media and the evening tabloids are seen as the closest competitors 
for HS. Therefore, Wiio (2006, 22) emphasizes the role of HS as a significant 
national agenda-setter. HS is part of the biggest media corporation in Fin-
land, The Sanoma Group, which operates internationally in the publishing 
business.

Due to the secure position of HS as the leading national daily, its news-
room culture can be characterized as rather stable. It is affected by the trend 
of lowered subscriptions and advertisement income, but it is perhaps less 

Table 3: The studied newspapers.

National newspaper Regional newspaper Local newspaper

Name
Helsingin Sanomat 
(HS)

Aamulehti (AL) Itä-Häme (IH)

Location and 
circulation 
area

City of Helsinki 
(pop. 560 000) and 
the metropolitan 
area; leading nation-
al daily in Finland

City of Tampere 
(pop. 200 000) and 
the surrounding 
province of Pirkan-
maa

Small town of Heino-
la (pop. 21 000) and 
four neighbouring 
towns

Circulation
(2005)

420 000 (largest daily 
in Finland)

139 000 (third largest 
daily in Finland)

12 000

Publication 
pace

7 days a week 7 days a week
6 days a week (5 
days a week until 
2005)

Form of public 
journalism

Election coverage 
project based on 
citizens’ agenda and 
joint election project 
with TV company

Wide citizen-orient-
ed trend, e.g. elec-
tion series, discus-
sion events, news 
van

Permanent and spe-
cialized civic report-
er, ”civic stories”

Examined time 
frame

2003–2004 2002–2004 2004–2006
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pressured by the economic situation than other newspapers in this study. But 
the socio-cultural trends, such as increasing multiculturalism, are reflected 
more clearly in its newsroom culture: the Helsinki area inhabits the most 
immigrants compared to other areas of the country. HS is the most impor-
tant arena for domestic political debate, and the newsroom has a separate 
team of political journalists (10 journalists) to cover parliamentary politics, 
a resource in its own league compared to the rest of Finnish print media 
newsrooms. HS is party-politically independent. Historically, the paper was 
linked to the progressive and pro-Finnish politicians and later the Liberal 
Party, but the ties to the party started to loosen already in the 1930s. The 
newsroom is divided into several teams or departments, so that there are in 
fact several small newsrooms within HS. The HS building is located in the 
centre of Helsinki. Technologically the newsroom culture is defined by in-
creasing importance of online journalism. However, at the time of gathering 
the empirical material for this research (in 2003−2004) the impact of social 
media on mainstream journalism was not yet explicit.

In this research, I will examine two HS’s public journalism inspired elec-
tion projects in 2003 and 2004. The projects were carried out by the politics 
team. During the Finnish parliamentary elections of 2003, HS based its pre-
election reporting on a ”citizens’ agenda” rather than on the agenda of the 
political elite. Coverage was based on the 10 most important issues inferred 
from a reader survey. In 2004, the politics department carried out another 
public journalism inspired but differently organized election project connect-
ed to the European Parliament election. The EU election project included co-
operation with a national commercial television network from the Sanoma 
Group. Pre-election coverage of the election included four large discussion 
events organized in the indoor agora of the newspaper’s building.

Aamulehti (AL) is the regional leader in the area of Pirkanmaa, the prov-
ince around the city of Tampere. It is part of the Alma-Media Group, which 
is the other big Finnish media corporation along with the Sanoma Group. 
Based on estimated circulation figures, AL is the third biggest newspaper in 
Finland. So, even if its profile is regional, it can be said to have aspirations at 
the national level. As mentioned, the regional newspapers have a historically 
strong role in the Finnish media field and they are still considered influential 
in their own regions. The biggest regional papers can also act as a nationally 
recognized force in their own right, since their actions define which national 
issues become widely relevant (Wiio 2006, 23).

Politically, AL was linked to the main right-wing conservative party in 
Finland, the National Coalition Party, until 1992. Currently, however, the pa-
per is independent, and the newsroom culture is now defined by AL’s region-
al role as the leading political arena of the area around the city of Tampere. 
The newspaper also has a separate team located in Helsinki and several small 
teams around the province. Economically, AL has been able to maintain its 
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circulation levels due to active marketing and a growth of population in the 
Tampere region. Socio-political elements that define its newsroom culture 
are similar to other newspapers in the Finnish media field. For example, AL 
has taken a proactive approach in the form of various pro-voting campaigns 
and election projects for reinvigorating the electoral activity in the region – 
and the prestige and significance of the newspaper itself.

In this research, I will examine more closely three different projects car-
ried out in AL: the municipal election project of 2004 and the ”value series” 
of 2002 and 2004. In the election project, AL organized public discussions 
events – a tour − in the region’s municipalities and towns. The discussions 
gathered together candidates, representatives, other decision-makers and vot-
ers. The two value series were titled ”Challenging Power” (2004) and ”Turn-
ing Point of the Welfare” (2002). These series were based on the idea of fa-
cilitating discussions between citizens and acting ministers about broad and 
topical value questions in order to bring together the ideas and viewpoints of 
citizens and top-level decision-makers.

Itä-Häme (IH) is a local newspaper in the small town of Heinola in central 
Finland. The paper is part of ESA-konserni, a company that owns altogether 
eight local and regional newspapers and free sheets in the area. The news-
paper has its roots in four local municipalities’ interests to create a medium 
for information delivery for local municipal decision making. Historically, IH 
was identified with moderate right wing liberalism, but local coverage was 
considered more important than political orientation, and the paper has ad-
opted a non-aligned position (Turpeinen 2000, 232–236). Locally, the paper 
continues to have a strong role, especially in the towns of Heinola and Har-
tola. Nationally, the paper has received recognition by winning the Finnish 
Newspapers Association’s contests for local newspapers.

The newsroom culture of IH is influenced by the local surrounding where 
it operates. The Heinola region has a declining and aging population base, 
and due to this setting, the paper has been facing declining subscriber levels. 
However, culturally, IH represents a significant local public arena, and ac-
cording to a reader survey, the most important reasons to subscribe or read 
IH are to receive local news and local event information. The paper also has 
a long-standing reader base. (See Pajula 2004.) Compared with the other two 
newspapers in this research, the political influences are perhaps least ap-
parent in the local newsroom culture, due to the fact that the local papers in 
Finland have been less willing to align themselves with any political orien-
tations in order to serve the local community on the whole. Technologically, 
the pressure to keep up with the speed of online news delivery is not that 
pressing either in the local setting than in the national and regional. However, 
IH’s journalistic staff (about 15 people) has been affected by the digitalization 
development for example by being increasingly involved in the layout design 
process that used to be considered a purely technical skill.
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Instead of particular projects or series of stories (as with HS and AL), I will 
study the work of IH’s civic reporter, Chiméne ”Simppu” Bavard, from the 
early stages in 2004 until 2006, that is, from the start of the publication of her 
”civic stories” to a period in which her work had developed into more stable 
routines. The creation of the civic reporter’s post is connected to the aims of 
IH to stay relevant to its readers and underline the local and ”intimate” na-
ture of the paper. The civic reporter usually writes two stories a week, which 
are referred to as civic stories. They differ from the rest of the news stories 
in a way that the topics originate from citizens, or citizens are active partici-
pants in the process of making the stories, or the story is considered to serve 
the local citizens. None of the earlier Finnish public journalism projects have 
resulted in creating permanent posts, and in this sense, the approach of IH 
is significant.

Why these newspapers and projects?
In a multi-sited research, one needs to be transparent about the selection of 
the sites that are studied (Saukko 2003, 187). In my research, the first defining 
factor in choosing the sites was public journalism. I wanted to concentrate on 
newsrooms that have experience in public journalism or whose journalistic 
practices have been influenced by the movement’s ideals. Even if journalists 
and editors generally have a varying understanding of what public journal-
ism is, I still consider that these three cases represent the more conscious and 
methodical attempts to practice public journalism among Finnish newspa-
pers.27 Even if there has not been a banner of ”public journalism” attached 
to the projects, the influences of the ”original” public journalism movement 
are evident in each case. At HS, American public journalism election cover-
age inspired the newsroom. In the case of AL, the influence of public journal-
ism was rooted in early co-operation projects with university researchers. In 
IH, ”original” public journalism influenced the newsroom via the personal 
qualifications of the civic reporter, who had done her MA thesis on a public 
journalism experiment that she was personally involved in. The IH approach 
has also been affected by my own interventionist approach as a researcher 
and co-developer.

Another set of reasons for studying these particular newspapers is the vari-
ation that they provide in their history and tradition of public journalism. HS 

27 It is appropriate here to make the point that even if public journalism might have gained 
foot in Finland more than in some other European countries (cf. Haas 2007), it does not 
mean that all of the Finnish newsrooms would be practicing public journalism or even hav-
ing been influenced by its ideals. There has been an ongoing professional discussion about 
public journalism in Finland, but there is no agreement on a conceptual or practical level 
of what public journalism is. I have thus consciously chosen to study the more methodical 
public journalism routines and the journalists’ reflections upon them. Therefore, I cannot 
provide a general picture of what the position of public journalism is in Finland, but I aim 
at offering an analysis of these particular cases. 
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represents a newsroom that was introduced to public journalism relatively 
late, in 2002–2003. It is also noteworthy that the HS election initiative did 
not spring from the academic world; it was an internal editorial decision 
to begin with. AL in turn represents a paper with a long tradition of pub-
lic journalism, dating back to mid 1990s. Public journalism entered the AL 
newsroom initially through researcher-led initiatives (e.g. Kunelius 2001). 
However, the particular projects studied in this research were not done in 
university–newsroom co-operation as in earlier projects. In the local paper, 
IH, the spark for public journalism was an original mixture of academic re-
search results and clearly articulated business motives. The start dates back 
to 2003−2004. The initial study that sparked the public journalism approach 
was conducted by a researcher Heikki Heikkilä from University of Tampere, 
but the idea for the civic reporter came from the newsroom. Thereafter, how-
ever, development of the civic reporters’ work description and practices were 
formulated in co-operation with researchers from the University of Tampere 
(that is, mainly with me). Thus, IH represents a newsroom that started to de-
velop a public journalism approach from a human resources perspective (al-
locating a specific position for public journalism practice), but with the mo-
tives being partially economic and the practice being developed jointly with 
a researcher.

The third set of arguments that grounds my cases is the differing size and 
prestige of the news organizations. HS is the largest newspaper in Finland 
with over 250 employees in journalistic work. The newsroom has separate 
departments covering domestic issues, politics, foreign news, Helsinki area, 
opinion, culture, sports and different theme sections. There are also regional 
teams covering different parts of the country. AL is a regional paper, but it 
has a fairly large news organization. There are about 140 people among the 
journalistic staff. The newsroom of AL is also divided into teams, and there is 
a separate team located in Helsinki for covering the national political scene. 
On top of this, there are also small regional newsrooms (sometimes operated 
by a single reporter only) in distant parts of the region. IH is a local newspa-
per with less than 20 employees: general news reporters, specialized local 
municipal reporters, a sports team and a photojournalist. Size matters be-
cause the public journalism approach is at the same time more challenging 
and more applicable in a large newsroom. In terms of challenges, there are 
potentially more difficulties in engaging a large work community in public 
journalism. However, the advantage of a large news organization is the pos-
sibility to allocate resources to the approach and the opposite, of course, ap-
plies to smaller newsrooms. When studying journalism and professionalism 
it is important to take into consideration different kinds of contexts. The ten-
dency to focus on metropolitan and elite news media has been recognized by 
the research community, but the challenge still remains to take into consid-
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eration for example local or alternative newspapers (Wahl-Jorgensen & Ha-
nitzsch 2009, 12; Glasser 1992, 136).

The fourth reason for choosing these particular newspapers is the material 
they provide for studying the public sphere. Due to their different locations 
and profiles, the coverage in the three newspapers is also addressed to differ-
ent kinds of publics: a national, a regional and a local public. HS has a sub-
stantial impact on the national media agenda, since it can create wide public 
discussion with issues it reports. Public journalism at HS has been explic-
itly dedicated to the task of the politics team, which also indicates potential 
changes in the political public sphere. American public journalism has been 
criticized for being too local in nature (e.g. Zelizer 1999, Peters 1999); thus, 
it is interesting to examine the approach applied in the biggest newspaper in 
Finland. AL aims at addressing the people of the region by covering regional 
events and issues or searching for a distinct regional angle to national issues. 
The public that is addressed in IH, in turn, is local (or sub-regional) and the 
profile of the paper is connected to locality and closeness. With these cases, 
then, I can examine the ways in which the scope of the aimed public is pres-
ent in the journalistic practices and self-evaluations. 

The final set of reasons that grounds these cases is their varying practices. 
In fact, a central aim of my research is to identify and typify these practices. 
At this point, it is enough to say that there are grounding differences in the 
practices: HS has taken the path of election projects and cross-media co-op-
eration; whereas discussion and dialogue-orientation would be the words to 
depict the practices of AL; and IH has developed its practices by allocating 
public journalism practices to a given reporter and then developing routines 
from there. I will now discuss each newspaper and its practices in turn.

In this research, I wish to indicate that due to the different newsroom cul-
tures there are differences between the public journalism approaches and 
interpretations, but due to the shared professional culture, there are also sig-
nificant similarities in which journalists in a small, middle-sized and a large 
news organization consider and practice public journalism. 

5.2. Helsingin Sanomat:  
Election projects in the national daily

Public journalism ideas entered the HS newsroom when the politics depart-
ment started to plan the coverage of the 2003 parliamentary election in the 
end of 2002. When Atte Jääskeläinen, the chief of the politics department, 
had started his position a few years earlier, he was advised by his superiors 
to develop the practices of the politics team; i.e. to think of the possibilities of 
”doing things differently” in political reporting (Jääskeläinen 2003). Hence, 
there was a clear wish by management to refresh the practices of political re-
porting, but the guidelines were left open.
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Jääskeläinen considered that newspapers in general needed to be bolder 
in their election coverage: they should avoid the ”measuring tape syndrome” 
according to which the requirements of politically balanced reporting over-
run the requirements of journalistic relevance. Jääskeläinen framed the 2003 
election project as a way to take the public agenda into the hands of the 
newspaper and take a step away from the agenda defined by the influential 
political players. The paper wanted to spark voters’ interest in the election. 
The view of the newsroom was that the voters would be best served by ”go-
ing to the basics”, i.e. by covering issues instead of the game. Thus, the clas-
sical public journalism arguments figured clearly at HS. Another underlying 
idea at the planning stage of the project was the aspect of loyalty. Kovach and 
Rosenstiel’s Elements of Journalism (2001) was one of the inspiring books 
for Jääskeläinen at the time. The authors’ main argument is that journalists 
should not forget the core principles of professional journalism. In particu-
lar, given that journalism exists in a relationship with the public, it is always 
responsible and loyal to citizens. Moreover, journalism should gain back the 
public’s trust. (See Kovach & Rosenstiel 2001.) 

As the planning of the project developed, the newsroom searched for in-
spiration from the way in which election coverage was dealt with in other 
countries. Public journalism projects from the U.S. proved to be the most in-
spiring and promising. Tips for election reportage were sought from Poynter 
Institute’s28 website and publications as well as various American journal-
ism schools’ sites. Therefore, there was no definite idea to ”start practising” 
public journalism at HS. Instead, there was a general will to reform election 
reporting, and this reform was inspired by public journalism ideals, among 
other things.

The plan was thus to redefine the election agenda in a way that would em-
phasise HS’s loyalty to citizens – not to the political parties or the elite in gen-
eral. Jääskeläinen pointed out that the HS newsroom in general is well aware 
of the ”steering power” and the responsibility that originates from being the 
biggest daily in Finland. Consequently, the newsroom wanted to be as trans-
parent as possible in its aims. When the first story was published (3.2.2003), 
it started with a commentary column that explained the premises of the proj-
ect: to encourage voting, demand clarity from the parties, invite readers’ in-
puts and appreciate the voters’ agenda. The column underlined the new ways 
of doing election journalism.

The pre-election coverage was built around a survey of 1400 voters who 
were asked to consider the most important issues in the coming election. The 
voters thus acted as a backing on which the newsroom was able to lean on in 
its attempt to redirect election coverage. The idea was to bring forth the is-
sues that were considered important by voters and relate these topics to the 

28  www.poynter.org
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views of political parties and candidates. The practical design of the project 
included ten theme stories (on unemployment, health care, criminality etc.) 
and seven party leader interviews that featured questions that were sent in 
by readers. Both story types were full-page articles written in pairs of two 
journalists: one reporter was usually a political journalist and the other from 
another team (domestic issues, economy etc.).

The starting point for the public journalism approach at HS was thus 
closely connected to the logic of the election process and national politics. It 
seems as if election coverage is an appealing, justified and relatively clearly 
defined starting point for projects that aim at journalistic development. This 
is indicated by the fact that many of the early public journalism projects in 
the U.S. were election projects. The case of HS is thus an example of the 
broader trend in which election coverage has been the entry point for public 
journalism into newsrooms. Election, as the high point of political reporting, 
brings the relationship between the press and the public more visible than 
the everyday context – even if it also brings forth more clearly the representa-
tive citizen position than the broader participatory position.

The trend of renewal and ”doing something different” continued at HS in 
the context of the European Parliament election in May 2004. Again, there 
was a clear wish to try to increase voters’ interest, now towards the EU elec-
tion that had previously suffered from a low turnout percentage (about 40 
%). In addition, there was willingness to strengthen the element of discus-
sion at HS and experiment with open discussion events that would feature 
candidates and voters. At this stage, the cross-media possibility came up: the 
idea was to organize discussion events together with a TV broadcaster. TV 
Nelonen as part of the same corporation was a natural partner. According to a 
planning memo, co-operation with Nelonen was justified by the idea that two 
big organizations, Nelonen and HS together, could more easily get the politi-
cal parties as well as voters interested and active. HS and Nelonen wanted 
also to lift their profiles as actors that would organize election discussions 
a little differently than the ones featured on the ”traditional” TV channels. 
Another goal was to gain visibility for the newspaper through the medium of 
television. (See Nieminen 2006.)

The planning of the EU election project was started by Jääskeläinen, but 
soon he changed position and moved to another media company. Martta Ni-
eminen – the news editor of the HS politics department – reports in her study 
(Nieminen 2006) that it would have been possible to withdraw from the proj-
ect at that stage, but there was willingness to continue despite the fact that 
one of the project’s main architects had left the organization. The election 
project was the first proper cross-media project between HS and Nelonen, 
and it therefore acted as a kind of pilot case. Hence, Nieminen took the lead 
in the process. Nieminen (2006, 63) emphasizes that one of the factors that 
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led to the project with Nelonen was the enthusiasm by the HS management to 
develop and strengthen cross-media co-operation practices.

The EU project resulted in four discussion events in Sanomatalo, the big 
newspaper building in the centre of Helsinki. The indoor square of the build-
ing was turned into ”Euro-Agora” in which information about the EU and 
new EU countries was provided and the parties were able to promote them-
selves. During the events, there was also a large podium in which the broad-
casted interviews took place. Each event had a different theme (new EU coun-
tries, security etc.) and they featured candidates and current MEPs as guests. 
The journalists from Nelonen and HS acted as the hosts and interviewers in 
the events. HS published a full-page story package from each event: a news-
like main story that would feature the most interesting parts of the discus-
sion, a short reportage featuring the reactions of the public, and a list of inter-
esting quotes. The story package also always included a story that introduced 
fresh results from an opinion poll featuring the public’s opinion on various 
EU-related issues as well as support for the different parties.

Planning memos indicate that ”public journalism” – in citation marks – 
was part of the 2004 election project from the start. However, in the memo, 
the phrase ”public journalism” was used rather narrowly to refer to a part 
of the event where it would be possible for the public to prepare questions 
and pose them to candidates. Moreover, in the actual events this element re-
mained minimal: there was no time for proper questioning, and there were 
not many ”authentic” citizen questions because many of the active members 
of the public were actually from the campaign offices. In retrospect, it seems 
clear that the cross-media nature of the project with all of its practical chal-
lenges and novelties took up so much energy that the public journalism as-
pect of the project shifted into the background.

However, the parliamentary election project of 2003 and the EU election 
project of 2004 form an interesting pair of projects that have openly aimed 
at renewing the practices of election journalism. The first project was more 
explicitly inspired by public journalism than the following. However, the 
positive experiences from the 2003 project acted as the starting point for the 
second one. Therefore, the two projects together provide interesting research 
material for considering the impact and interpretation of public journalism in 
Finnish newspaper journalism.

At the moment, HS is still applying some of the public journalism meth-
ods. Even if the approach started in the politics department, the methods 
have later been applied in the other sections, mainly in the ”City” section that 
concentrates on the Helsinki area. The newsroom has for instance organized 
discussions on the themes of ethnic minorities, published a series of partici-
patory articles about recovering a park in the city centre and invited readers’ 
suggestions for how to best allocate the state’s supplement funding for public 
investments at the eve of the economic recession. The paper has also invested 
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much in the development of its web pages and encouraged the integration of 
UGC with journalistic content. The HS web pages feature the possibilities to 
send in photos and videos, send online comments about news stories and 
read or comment on the journalists’ and guest writers’ blogs. 

Public journalism introduced as a project
How did journalists interpret the arrival of public journalism at HS? In the 
interviews, the predominant explanation was connected to the earlier men-
tioned idea of ”doing something different”. In this interpretation, public jour-
nalism was framed as a moderate reform resource, a supplement to already 
existing practices. According to journalists, public journalism is not a label 
that was connected to the projects very actively but the projects were consid-
ered as conscious changes of direction in political journalism. The election 
projects were regarded with mixed feelings at first, but in retrospect, almost 
all journalists thought both projects deserved to be done. Public journalism 
was generally accepted as a good ideal but difficult to carry out in practice. 
(For an early account of the 2003 project, see Ahva 2004.)

On the one hand, HS’s public journalism constituted projects that had a 
clear start and finish. Journalists admitted that they were willing to take part 
in clearly defined projects, especially when they were connected to parlia-
mentary election coverage, the core task of political journalism. In this proj-
ect frame, public journalism was also seen as something extra that exists on 
top of the traditional way of reporting that is still needed. Thus, citizen-based 
election coverage was seen as a deviation from normal political reporting. 
One of the journalists summarized that ”this is not a typical practice at HS”.

On the other hand – and quite opposite to the project frame – the introduc-
tion of public journalism at HS was seen as part of a longer and broader trend 
in political reporting. Suggestions about a wider shift – a broad ”civic turn” 
(Ruusunoksa 2006) – in professional values were indicated by journalists. 
According to the interviews, there had been more talk at HS about the role of 
the citizens and ”ordinary people” after the turn of the millennium.

I think in general journalists as professionals have started to think 
more about the process of doing a story. For instance, questions 
about the public: Who are you writing for? This discussion is 
nowadays more active. (HS4)

This quotation suggests that public journalism was seen as part of the trend 
that underlines the understandable, readable and reader friendly nature of 
the stories. In this trend, the journalists are required to think of the readers 
more closely than previously. The ideas of public journalism have thus be-
come mixed with other visions as well as the already accepted traditions of 
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HS’s newsroom culture. These trends include reader friendliness and inter-
activity with the audience.

In the case of HS, public journalism was also very closely connected to 
Jääskeläinen’s leadership; the approach was personified. Journalists made 
frequent references to the fact that the approach was introduced and orches-
trated by Jääskeläinen, and public journalism was considered part of his 
”philosophy”. These references mostly had a positive undertone, but the 
journalists who were not enthusiastic about the projects made more nega-
tive remarks. For example, Jääskeläinen’s decision to leave HS before the EU 
project aroused mixed feelings. Friedland (2003, 123) notes that the centrality 
of leadership actually underscores the relative fragility of public journalism 
within a news organization; sustaining public journalism requires an embed-
ded leader who remains in the newsroom for a long time and is committed to 
the newsroom, the community and change. 

These interpretations suggest that at HS the arrival of public journalism 
was not considered a very radical shift. The predominant frame was to see 
it as a personified project mostly in line with the already existing newsroom 
traditions. Public journalism in the project frame seemed more acceptable 
and appealing to journalists than a larger change in the philosophy of politi-
cal journalism. Even if the two election projects were big investments – dis-
tinct moments of experimentation – the element of public journalism in them 
was not regarded as very deep. Hence, at HS, the arrival of public journalism 
ideas could be framed as a re-checking of the course.

Project planning, voters’ agenda, team work and events
In the following, I will discuss the HS journalists’ evaluations of the public 
journalism inspired practices. When I asked the journalists in the interviews 
to discuss their experiences, there always appeared both positive and nega-
tive features. The elements that were discussed most were (1) planning, (2) 
voters’ agenda, (3) teamwork and (4) organizing and reporting the discussion 
events.

Planning. The planning and structuring of the projects were among the 
most discussed features. First of all, the journalists regarded careful and de-
tailed planning as a positive element in the 2003 election project. The project 
was considered well organized and methodical, and therefore, it provided 
clarity for the pre-election coverage, which can at its worst ”shoot around at 
different directions”. According to journalists, the planning of the publica-
tion timetable, coherent visual layout and page templates helped their work 
(see Coleman 2007, for the role of design as content in public journalism). 
Journalists used phrases such as ”building blocks” or ”formats” when they 
referred to the structure of the project.
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Here we had a grounding idea and this was a bit more structured 
approach. Everyone knew that we are going to have a terribly busy 
March ahead of us, but at least for me this plan brought calmness. 
It was like: ok, when we are through with this, at least we know we 
have done something proper. (HS1)

On the other hand, journalists thought that planning provided clarity for only 
the ”technical” aspect of writing the stories, i.e. the lengths of the stories or 
the nature of the required story elements, such as fact boxes. The planning 
did not extend to the contents of the stories further than the assigned themes. 
This was partly regarded as a good thing because it provided a possibility for 
independent work, but partly, it was considered difficult to start writing a sto-
ry about for example the problems of the health care system. Journalists were 
struggling to figure out what they were expected to write regarding the actual 
content of the stories. The only over-arching piece of advice that was given 
was to cover the themes from the perspective of ordinary people.

Another more negative point about the planning of the 2003 project was 
that the emphasis on pre-planning actually decreased the newspaper’s ability 
to take up unexpected issues or follow the flow of news.

HS8: When we were doing the first stories and absorbed in our por-
ject, I was thinking that perhaps we forgot the fact that something 
unusual might come up. But I don’t know, I am inclined to think 
that in spite of this the project was relevant.
HS9: Yeah, maybe the kind of reportage approach and sensing fee-
lings on the field [of campaigning] suffered a bit.

Moreover, in the EU election project, the planning stage was considered 
stressful because during the process there was confusion about the role of the 
HS journalists (vs. Nelonen’s TV reporters) in the events. Nieminen’s (2006) 
findings also reveal that many journalists thought that the EU project was 
planned in secrecy; that there was not enough information available for those 
who were not directly involved in the project. Two possible explanations 
here could have been the rapid change in project leadership during the mid-
dle of the process or the kind of suspicion that is often expressed in terms of 
co-operation plans. The EU project also lacked a similarly transparent and 
representatively legitimate starting point that the survey provided in the 2003 
project. All in all, journalists seemed to appreciate planning and consider the 
orderly nature of the 2003 project as successful. Consequently, they might 
have also inflated the shortcomings in planning and openness as the negative 
experiences in the 2004 project.

Voters’ agenda. The 2003 election project was formed around the voters’ 
agenda that was created by a telephone survey. Surveying public opinion is a 
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rather typical part of the American public journalism approach (Firedland & 
Nichols 2002, 46–47) especially in the context of an election. In the HS sur-
vey, voters were first asked an open question about the most important issue 
in the coming election. After that, they were asked to evaluate the importance 
of a number of given issues. Typically, opinion polls at HS centre on more 
specific issues, and their results are covered in one or two news stories. This 
time, the survey was used as a structure for the whole coverage. Journalists 
considered this as a positive starting point because it provided a firm basis 
and the possibility for issue-oriented coverage rather than person- or event-
oriented coverage.

HS4: [In the previous parliament election coverage] we handled 
the situation very differently.
Q: How?
HS4: Went to the events organized by the parties and followed their 
comments. It was basically that. We repeated the themes they gave.
Q: And this time it was quite a bit different? 
HS4: Yes, very much. And I think this is definitely a better method. 
I don’t say that it all was bad then, from the viewpoint of the rea-
der, but it  felt better to do it like this, so that we actually tried to 
do it for the voters or like citizen-oriented.

The voters’ agenda thus provided ”posture” for the whole approach and made 
HS’s coverage distinguishable from other media. The positive point was that 
the survey results were well utilized and made transparent.

However, even if the survey provided a set of representative results, some 
journalists pointed out that there are always challenges in interpreting the re-
sults. Depending on the interpretation, the results can be used as a means to 
either strengthen or undermine the existing power structures. The survey was 
also regarded as a rather limited way of finding out opinions because with the 
help of a survey, it is impossible to discover the experiences that people have 
about different issues. The HS journalists thus pointed in the same direction 
as Glasser and Craft (1997) who have criticized public journalism’s depen-
dence on opinion polls. They argue that polling may turn public opinion into 
an aggregation of individual opinions and produce impressions of opinions 
without the possibility to evaluate the roots of those opinions (Glasser & Craft 
1997, 29). However, combined with discussions or some other techniques 
that can provide depth to the meaning of the results, a survey may act as a 
relevant starting point for coverage.

The binding nature of the survey was also challenged. Discussion among 
the journalists was aroused by the theme of migration, for example. The theme 
did not reach the top ten most important issues according to the voters, but 
the newsroom made a decision to include the topic in the series anyway. The 
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results of the election revealed that the decision was right in a sense that the 
right wing party with an immigration critical profile received a surprisingly 
large amount of votes. This result provoked journalists to question the abil-
ity of a survey to truly reveal important societal trends. Another downside of 
using the voters’ agenda was connected to the previously discussed problem 
of inflexibility or inability to react to the quickly changing election agenda or 
the ”flow of news”. Moreover, a few journalists even questioned the whole 
idea of the survey because they thought that journalists could have come up 
with a similar list on their own, and therefore, they regarded the survey only 
as an addition that made the project look like it was citizen-based. Thus, the 
agenda was seen as a relevant and useful starting point for the pre-election 
coverage, but the journalists also saw its restrictions.

Teamwork. Both projects involved teamwork at the planning and writing 
stages and brought together journalists from different departments. The EU 
election project also featured teamwork that crossed the borders of two dif-
ferent newsrooms, HS and Nelonen. The teams at HS usually operate very 
independently and are thus regarded as ”states within sates”, as one of the 
journalists put it. The journalists explained that both of the projects were 
labour-intensive, they tied many people, because the story packages were 
large, full-page stories. However, many journalists considered that in terms 
of teamwork the resources of the news organization were utilized well, espe-
cially in the first project. 

We had a lot more joint discussions and we did things together. We 
talked more about the issues in politics and what to do with them. 
If we use organizational language, I think we used the resources of 
the newsroom a lot more efficient than we did last time, because 
now we had co-operation. (HS1)

Journalists considered it as a positive element that the theme stories were 
written in pairs of two: the political reporter usually covered parts of the 
story that dealt with the views of the parties, and the other reporter wrote 
about the subject matter. The idea was to utilize the expertise and experience 
that already existed in the organization: a crime reporter covered the theme 
of criminality and insecurity; a foreign reporter wrote about migration and so 
forth. One of the journalists mentioned that she liked this kind of pair work 
because it was flexible and there was the possibility for fruitful interaction 
with colleagues without formal and tiring meetings.

However, teamwork with the TV station Nelonen in the EU election proj-
ect was considered more problematic. Most intensive co-operation took place 
at the planning stage and was mainly the task of the project leaders. Among 
journalists, there were prejudices about the co-operation and its nature. Nelo-
nen is a newcomer to the Finnish national television market, and hence, it is 
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not necessarily regarded as a traditional or credible news media. The profes-
sional skills of the Nelonen crew were not directly questioned, but from the 
start, there was a sense of uneasiness. However, during the project, most of 
the critical attitudes faded away. This observation indicates that the journal-
ists at HS did not sense a shared corporate culture within Sanoma Corpora-
tion that would have acted as the basis for teamwork. However, during the 
project, common points of reference were found from the shared professional 
culture of journalists. Eventually the cross media project was regarded as an 
exciting experience and a way to acquire new competences with the guidance 
of ”TV professionals”, as a journalist put it.

Public discussion events. In connection to the EU project, the evaluative 
discourse of the journalists was centred on the discussion events. The jour-
nalists were mainly content with the events: they were considered lively and 
having a nice, relaxed atmosphere. Journalists were pleased that the events 
brought together political actors and voters; they were also pleasantly sur-
prised by the amount of people that attended the events. Another positive 
factor was that the events brought people to the newspaper building. This 
theme was not deeply reflected upon, but journalists seemed to consider that 
it is beneficial for HS to act as an approachable and active organization.

The events were considered to serve their purpose in getting people inter-
ested in the EU election. According to HS journalists, the events served those 
people best who really came to the venue. The edited broadcasts, in turn, 
were criticized for being too short and slightly amateur-like. From newspaper 
readers’ point of view, the events were considered somewhat problematic. 
This was caused by the fact that the events compelled the reporters to write 
news about what had taken place even if nothing especially newsworthy hap-
pened. One journalist regarded that the news stories cannot be considered ”a 
journalistic triumph” for HS.

I didn’t actually get any good pieces of news from there, because 
the issues were already dealt there that evening. So it felt more like 
delayed reporting, not real news work. - - For me it was somehow 
difficult to make the stories, I was never pleased with my own sto-
ries. (HS13)

Some journalists were not happy that the election coverage in the EU proj-
ect was event-based, especially in comparison with the issue-based approach 
of the 2003 project. Most of the criticism was targeted at the fact that due to 
the broadcasts, the events were designed on TV’s terms: getting the newspa-
per stories was regarded as a secondary purpose. Some journalists even felt 
that they were forced to report positively about the events (if not about the 
attending politicians), and they felt that perhaps their reporting was lacking 
a critical stance.
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Summary

At HS, public journalism took the form of election projects. Even if the wider 
”civic turn” in newspaper journalism was spotted and discussed by HS jour-
nalists, the main frame of the organization’s public journalism was that of 
a project. Both of the election projects were thus considered as special cas-
es, deviations from traditional political reporting, but the deviation was not 
considered to be a very dramatic one. The public journalism projects were 
considered as attempts to handle election coverage a little differently. Most 
emphasis was placed on the practices of planning, forming the voters’ agen-
da with the survey, teamwork and the organizing of the public events. For 
HS journalists, these practices represented the ”difference” that the projects 
brought to the newsroom.

Journalists appeared as conservative regarding the cross-media nature of 
the EU election project. Moreover, in comparison to Nelonen, HS journalists 
had a certain typical pride in their work and their organization: they under-
lined the nature and tradition of HS as a quality daily (Nieminen 2006). Con-
sidering this kind of newsroom culture, it is unlikely that reform movement 
rhetoric and the framing of the public journalism approach as a dramatic 
change would have thrived at HS. On the contrary, HS’s newsroom culture 
seemed to have enhanced the journalists’ way of regarding public journalism 
as an additional element to the already existing styles of reporting.

All in all, participatory practices were discussed in a rather reasonable 
manner. There was no hype; journalists noticed the positive as well as nega-
tive features in all of the practices. As separate projects, the issue-based par-
liament election project seemed to have suited the HS journalists’ profes-
sional values and the existing newsroom culture better than the EU election 
project that required cross-media elements and event-orientation. However, 
the use of the voters’ agenda as a single practice created the most interesting 
– and contradictory – professional reflections. This indicates that using par-
ticipatory methods in the agenda setting of a national daily remains a contra-
dictory element.

5.3. Aamulehti:  
Discussion-based formats in the regional newspaper

The history of public journalism at AL is longer than at HS and IH. First 
project-like initiatives were organized and led jointly by the paper and Tam-
pere University researchers in the 1990s. The first project began in 1996 and 
focused on suburb reporting. Suburbs can easily become neglected areas of 
newspaper coverage due to the lack of official representative organs and rou-
tine-like institutional sources or the reporters’ prejudices about the suburb 
(see also Beckman 2003). The project aimed at revitalizing the relationship 
between the newspaper and a large local suburb in Tampere, called Hervanta. 
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In the 1996 project, a reporter was temporarily located in the suburb to enable 
access to and interaction with the residents. Efforts to change routine cover-
age were also made by experimenting with new story types and organizing 
meetings with local residents. The project was widened in 1997 by experi-
menting with deliberative focus groups that were gathered together to discuss 
the city budget. An unofficial ”budget jury” was created and the group met 
six times. Due to the lack of existing participatory routines, the experiments 
were regarded as demanding by the reporters and the results were temporary. 
However, the first projects confirmed that citizens are willing to participate 
in the news making process and express their views when an opportunity 
opens. (See Heikkilä & Kunelius 1999; Kunelius 1999.)

The paper later discontinued the suburb focus as well as the use of delib-
erative focus groups, but other types of participatory practices were assumed. 
AL moved its main newsroom from a distant industrial area to the city centre 
in 2001 and started to organize open discussion events in the new newspa-
per building’s auditorium on a more regular basis. The paper also named a 
special ”reader reporter” to answer readers’ questions about the paper and its 
practices in order to improve the transparency of the news making process. 
The use of the ”news van” also started and became systematic. The paper in-
troduced practices such as the election tours and school tours. In the latter 
concept, the paper organizes discussions together with different schools in 
the area. In these events, students get to choose the topics, and a story based 
on the event is published. The topics have varied from alcohol use to nuclear 
energy.

Despite the early projects in the 1990s, it is difficult to clarify the roots of 
the public journalism approach at AL, as the paper has actively developed 
its routines and sought inspiration from abroad.29 In the course of time, the 
ideals of public journalism have become mixed with the broad idea of reader 
orientation or user-driven journalism (Fallows 1996, 266). For example, AL 
has been among the first Finnish newspapers to utilize the RISC Media Moni-
toring concept in its journalistic planning and evaluation. The criteria for 
good journalism are renegotiated according to the perceived wants and needs 
of the RISC-surveyed target groups (Hujanen 2008).

In the RISC framework, readers are mostly seen as consumers, but the ideas 
and practices that emerge from the use of RISC as a journalistic tool – and not 
merely an advertising tool – can also aim to serve people as active citizens. 
Hujanen (2008, 195–196) notes that customer oriented RISC-practices do not 
necessarily conflict with the views of public journalism and political partici-
pation. According to her study on the use of RISC in Finnish newspapers, AL 
stands out as an example of a newspaper in which the RISC method is used 

29 For example, Ed Miller form USA has visited the paper as part of a leadership program. 
Miller was involved in the 1992 Charlotte Observer election coverage reform project with 
the Poynter Institute.
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to address the readers in multiple roles: as consumers, consumer-citizens and 
politically active citizens. Hujanen argues that public journalism and RISC-
based methods as development tools are not mutually exclusive or even nec-
essarily conflicting. The RISC method can also fuel fresh political journalism 
given that it is being developed and utilized for this purpose. The newsroom 
culture therefore plays a decisive role in the way that such methods are used.

The newsroom leaders at AL directly pointed out that public journalism 
and the use of RISC go ”hand in hand”. The approaches are linked in a way 
that they both aim at getting to know the paper’s public better. The impact of 
RISC on public journalism at AL is evident in the way that public journalism 
inspired practises were wished to be developed into formats or ”concepts” 
with fixed target groups and clear profiles.

These concepts do work, but our own thinking has evolved, too, so 
that we might not carry out this type of series [the first value series] 
any more. I would like to better address readers who are in this 
RISC quadrant - - who emphasize pleasure and trends. The heavy-
users, tradition and opinion oriented people, they would read the 
stories anyway. (AL8)

Turning public journalism practices into concepts – as pointed out by the 
above quotation − is about routinizing practices and helping them take root in 
the newsroom culture. Public journalism requires a lot of work, and commit-
ment by journalists is important. Familiar and repeatable formats might make 
it easier to engage the journalists in the practices due to the shared vocabu-
lary that is created. Furthermore, with known labels it may be easier to rec-
ognize and address the kind of people that are regarded as the target groups. 

The public journalism formats that have been examined in this research in 
more detail are the so-called value series – ”Turning Point of Welfare”  (2002), 
”Challenging Power”  (2004) – and the local election project of 2004. These se-
ries featured a group of public journalism practises: the use of small group in-
terviews, face-to-face encounters, news van visits and public discussion events. 
The ideals of discussion and dialogue were common to all of the practices.

However, dialogue and public journalism were not the only starting points 
when the value series concept was created in 2002. With the series, the news-
paper wanted to develop practices that would bring together the Helsinki of-
fice and the main newsroom in Tampere.30 There was thus a wish to shape the 

30 At the time of the projects, the Helsinki newsroom included journalists from AL as well as 
from another regional newspaper Turun Sanomat that has its main newsroom in the city of 
Turku in western Finland. Thus, the logic of the value series was also to combine the forces 
of the two newspapers. The projects involved four journalists from the home newsrooms in 
Tampere and Turku and two journalists from the joint Helsinki office. By now the co-opera-
tion between AL and Turun Sanomat has been dissolved. 
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organizational culture of the newspaper towards more effective co-operation. 
The public journalism aspect of the project, in turn, was less defined.

It was not so much about public journalism. I quickly realized that 
what was wanted was a project - - that would bring the Helsin-
ki, Turku and Tampere newsrooms together. - - The thought about 
doing public journalism, it came along a little later. I don’t think 
we even used such a word. We were concerned about how to get 
the voice of the provinces heard by the decision-makers in Helsin-
ki. (AL9)

In the second value series public journalism as a notion was more explicit. 
In a 2004 planning memo, it states, ”it is again time for direct public jour-
nalism”. The project was justified by the idea that the paper needs to scru-
tinize the policy programs of the government in a way that would open up 
their meaning from the citizens’ point of view. The aim of the series was thus 
combined with the need to challenge the ”new form of political liturgy”, the 
policy programs. The key idea in the value series was to write story pairs: the 
first story was based on an interview with a citizen and the second story on a 
meeting between the citizen and a minister in Helsinki.

The first election tour was carried out in 2000. According to an editor, the 
first tour was a pilot case and a learning experience that gave the newsroom 
a possibility to test the concept. The idea of the tour was developed further 
and carried out again in the local election of 2004 (as well as in 2008). The 
refined format underlined the importance of proper background work and 
the creation of enthusiasm, even ”hype” about the discussions and the elec-
tion itself.

According to the planning documents, the main goals of the election proj-
ect in 2004 were based on the fact that AL as the biggest newspaper in the Pir-
kanmaa region needs to promote the mental and economic prosperity of the 
area. The starting point was thus closely connected to the paper’s status and 
legacy as the ”voice” of the province. The aim was to widen the traditional 
agenda of the newspaper and make the paper an active agent in order to raise 
themes and issues that were relevant for local residents. The election project 
stories were also published in pairs of two: the first story introduced the cen-
tral issues that were discovered by the news van visits, and the second story 
reported the discussions featuring politicians and voters.

At the moment, AL is still utilizing some of the public journalism concepts 
discussed here. Different kinds of tours and discussion events on various 
topics, such as the quality of school lunches or the state of elderly care, have 
remained part of the newspaper’s repertoire. The newsroom has also devel-
oped its website to include more interactive possibilities and devoted one of 
its Sunday supplements to small-scale events and local people. 
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Public journalism as slow evolution

According to journalists, the reader-oriented approach as an accepted way of 
doing journalism has been broadly adopted by the AL newsroom. Since AL, 
in contrast to the two other newspapers in this study, has the longest history 
of public journalism, there has been more time for the journalists to socialize 
to the particular newsroom culture and its values, routines and rituals (see 
Shcudson 1991). The paper’s own idea of reader orientation has become such 
an integral part of news work that journalists have difficulties in identifying 
the early stages and arrival of the trend in their paper.

The seeds [of public journalism] have been around for a long time, 
whatever name you give to them. In another context, I was going 
through old papers and I went through Aamulehti and Helsingin 
Sanomat. I got the picture from there that we in Aamulehti have 
quite early chosen the path of going close to people, asking them 
different questions. Now, in these [value] series for example, the 
idea just crystallized. (AL3)

Journalists’ repeatedly indicated that the roots of participatory practices run 
deep in the organization. However, the journalists’ interpretations also var-
ied with each other significantly. Thus, within the newsroom, there was no 
dominant narrative according to which public journalism was seen to have 
arrived at the paper. Journalists referred to various different starting points 
or sources: some saw public journalism as an idea of Hannu Olkinuora (the 
editor-in-chief 1995–2000); some connected it to Matti Apunen (the editor-in-
chief at that time); some remembered the university led projects of the 1990s 
as the starting point; and some connected the arrival of public journalism to 
the start of the school tours or the unemployed section developed during the 
1990s recession.

The introduction of public journalism was further explained by an eco-
nomic imperative. At the same time as the practices have evolved, public 
journalism ideals have blended in with more business-like ideas of reader 
orientation and service journalism. So, the RISC discourse was recognized 
but not profoundly discussed by reporters. The editors were the ones who 
brought forth most clearly the importance of RISC and the idea that RISC and 
public journalism were not contradictory with each other. These measures 
were seen as ways to revive the audiences of political journalism. Audience 
strategies are in fact closely connected to whether public journalism is likely 
to be tried: the traditional wide readership strategy is to appeal to the pub-
lic broadly, and thus, it holds the widest possible democratic effect of pub-
lic journalism, but the narrower demographic or segmented strategies do not 
preclude the public journalism approach either, but they reach out to those 
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(usually more affluent readers) who are more likely to be active in the first 
place (Friedland 2003, 122). 

In the business-oriented interpretation, one of the driving forces behind 
public journalism of the 2000s was media competition that pushes AL to 
compete with other media outlets over readers and advertisers. Therefore, 
the paper was seen to be in need of addressing its readers in a more appealing 
manner and design its content and profile according to the (assumed) needs 
of its readers in order to be able to survive increasing media competition.

I think that the whole field of communication will evolve so that 
television will strongly grow as an entertainment medium utilizing 
international formats, the web will evolve into the meeting place of 
small tribes, and the newspaper, a little surprisingly perhaps, will 
struggle but will become the central medium to foster the sense of 
community. In this province, there is no other medium that would 
keep people together and promote the sense of community than 
the regional paper. (AL6)

In the above quotation, the market-oriented competition interpretation goes 
interestingly hand in hand with the more historical and normative one. The 
Finnish regional press has a strong tradition of carrying forward the ”voice of 
the province” into the national public sphere. This traditional task has pre-
sumably made it easier for journalists in the regional paper to frame public 
journalism as a suitable effort to maintain the joint regional forum and con-
nect it to the national public sphere. Public journalism has been seen as part 
of this long historical continuum.

In sum, the entry of public journalism into AL was interpreted by journal-
ists in three ways: it was connected to the slow development of reader orien-
tation, to the logic of media competition, and to the status of the paper as a 
regional forum. So, at AL, public journalism was not seen as a single project 
of a single chief. This is an indication of the fact that the ideas and practices 
of public journalism have arrived to the organization slowly and from various 
sources. This reminds us that public journalism never appeared in Finnish 
newsrooms as a movement-like phenomenon. The kind of ”applied” public 
journalism that is currently practiced in the papers is indeed a result of many 
factors and a blend of practices. 

Events, news van, encounters and topic selection
When public journalism formats at AL are considered in more detail, the 
most discussed practices turn out to be (1) the events, (2) the news van, (3) 
encounters and (4) topic selection. These practices thus formed the essence 
of how public journalism was seen as news work.

Events. AL journalists generally regarded the election project events as 
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successful. Deliberative events have become a typical feature in the public 
journalism approach in the U.S. where, for example, about half of the stud-
ied 600 cases included community conversations or supported some form 
of public deliberation (Friedland & Nichols 2002, 48–49). At AL, discussion 
events were recognized as an integral part of the paper’s public journalism 
approach. The AL journalists were content with the overall rate of participa-
tion and at their best, the events were regarded as lively, even fun. The idea 
that the discussion events provided the public an opportunity to question the 
candidates was valued; thus, the events appeared as a kind of service to the 
voters. They were also thought to invigorate the political culture of the re-
gion’s towns. Many journalists explained that without the paper’s effort some 
of the smallest communities would have lacked such a forum.

However, when the events were discussed in detail critical experiences 
surfaced. Firstly, reporters who were involved in practical work as organiz-
ers, reporters or hosts of the events indicated that the events required a lot 
of work. The election project involved scheduling and planning, co-ordina-
tion and other non-journalistic organizing, such as taking care of the ven-
ue or ”props”, as one of the journalists put it. Some even thought that the 
events primarily served the marketing needs of the paper and a lot of energy 
was therefore put into the appearance of the events. Because some journal-
ists considered the events as circulation promotion manoeuvres, they also 
considered the stories as merely by-products and thus not always very high 
in quality. Here we can see commonalities between HS and AL; perhaps an 
indication of the shared professional culture that acts as a reference point for 
journalists to distance themselves from promotional aspects of the practices.

I think they [stories] were a bit scattered. I mean when you write in 
a hurry, it won’t be Pulizer journalism. There are many other fac-
tors affecting, too - - all of the invited panellists need to be noted in 
the story - - . So if you think about journalistic quality, I don’t think 
these are the best examples of that. (AL2) 

The journalists considered – quite similarly to the journalists at HS – that the 
writing had to be done on the events’ terms. Stories were referred to as ”quick 
reviews”, and due to having only a maximum of two hours’ time to finish the 
story, reporters had to rely on their internalized routines. Journalists thus ad-
dressed the dilemma arising from combining the public service of organizing 
a possibility to meet the candidates; reporting the event quickly for the next 
morning’s paper; and the journalistic quality of the stories.

The biggest problem, however, was considered to be the lack of ”ordinary 
citizens” (see Chapter 7). Journalists’ accounts of the discussion events often 
underlined the fact that the majority of the participants in the events were 
current representatives, candidates for the city council or local ”activists” 
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from political parties or other groups. The passiveness of the ”regular” vot-
ers positioned the whole event concept into a dubious light, as the following 
example shows:

It turned out that there [in the events] were mainly candidates. And 
therefore, there was a contradiction because the aim was to listen 
to ordinary citizens. But how do you do that when you cannot find 
them? You had to find the citizens with a magnifying glass: it was 
good if you could find one or two regular citizens among the fifty 
participants. How do you build your story then? (AL14)

News van. On the positive side, the news van visits were framed as oppor-
tunities to tap into authentic experiences of citizens and non-institutional 
sources. The news van practice was seen as an opportunity to build up con-
nections with local residents and have more time to discuss with them the 
issues than a normal vox pop interview situation on the street. The practice 
was also considered as a means of getting direct feedback from the audience. 
Some considered the news van practice as an integral part of the election tour 
concept because it provided journalists with necessary information to pre-
pare the discussion events.

Another positive side was the element of surprise: in news van meetings, 
journalists may discover issues that do not arise in institutional contexts. The 
citizens’ views and experiences may even challenge a reporter’s preconcep-
tions. One of the journalists gave an example of this and described a news 
van visit that was organized prior to an election discussion. Based on her own 
preconception and the coverage of the competing (local) newspapers, she was 
sure that people would emphasize the issue of building a new swimming hall 
as the central election theme. However, people who visited the news van did 
not discuss the swimming hall. Instead, they brought up a wider and more ab-
stract question of the dispirited atmosphere of the town; people were worried 
about empty business premises and the fact that people were moving out of 
the town. This experience suggests that the news van practice may help jour-
nalists better map the mental climate of the communities they visit.

The news van, however, was perhaps the single most criticized practice 
at AL. Journalists considered it to be problematic in many accounts. Firstly, 
practical question such as time of the day or the venue of the van visit were 
considered to affect the outcome. The van usually visited the sites during 
daytime when a majority of people were working; therefore, this method did 
not reach the working age voters. The most critical voices maintained that the 
news van only attracted pensioners, housewives or ”the regular local activ-
ists” who are already in contact with the newspaper. Some journalists were 
frustrated with having to persuade or even pressure people to discuss their 
opinions and experiences with them. 
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I’ve done a few of these news van gigs, and in practice, I have had 
to drag people there and persuade them to say something. - - If the-
re is one active participant that is usually the half-witted persona-
lity of the town that everyone knows already. (AL1)

The main reason for such reactions is unpredictability. The news van situa-
tion is not controllable by journalists themselves: there might be many visi-
tors, or none at all; it is hard to predict. In order to avoid a situation in which 
the journalist would have had to return to the newsroom with empty hands, 
journalists started to invite people they already know to visit the van or even 
interview them beforehand and only ask them over to the van for the pho-
to. These kinds of measures helped the journalists to tackle the unpredict-
able nature of the practice, but they also worked against the principles of the 
whole concept.

Encounters. The practice of bringing together citizens with decision-mak-
ers in face-to-face dialogue is referred to as an encounter. Both or the value 
series were based on this idea: the journalist first interviewed an individual 
or a group of people in order to write a story that depicts their everyday ex-
periences and views. After that, one of the interviewed citizens travelled to 
meet a minister in Helsinki.31 This practice was evaluated as being a labour 
intensive but most often rewarding way of doing public journalism. The posi-
tive experiences were connected to the fact that the encounters enabled the 
opportunity to get concrete answers from ministers and to engage them in 
dialogue with citizens. 

Another positive element was the fact that at their best the encounter sto-
ries represented the citizens as able partners in discussion, as questioners 
who have knowledge based on their own experiences − as farmers, students 
or nurses. Journalists also had mostly positive experiences from working 
with citizen groups. Moreover, some of the journalists considered this way of 
making a story as a learning experience for themselves because this method 
offered a way for citizens to share their knowledge with the reporter. 

In terms of difficulties, the biggest problems were connected to schedul-
ing: being able to organize a meeting that fits the timetables of a minister, 
two to four journalists, a photographer and two citizens is a hard task. The 
amount of practical work was ”terrible”, as one journalist put it. Another 
problematic issue was the question of news value in the encounter stories. 
According to an evaluation by a journalist, the series did not prove to be as 
news-like or as intense as was hoped. Sometimes, the meetings were dictated 

31 In fact, there were always two citizens at a time discussing with the minister. This was 
because both series were carried out as joint projects with the Helsinki newsroom that pro-
duces stories for AL and another regional paper, Turun Sanomat. There was, however, only 
one person featured in the actual story. Only a few of the stories mentioned the presence of 
another participant.
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by the ministers and a possibility for true dialogue was lost. The face-to-face 
situations also ”civilized” the nature of the discussion, and therefore, the sto-
ries may have lost an element of tension valued by journalists. A news editor 
commented that if the concept of the value series is applied in the future, it 
needs sharpening: ”It is more than difficult to produce an extravagant story 
with this concept.”

Topic selection. Topic selection was considered a central journalistic task 
connected to all of AL’s public journalism concepts. The journalists recog-
nized that one of the premises in public journalism is to provide the possibil-
ity for the public to affect the news agenda; offer them an opportunity to sug-
gest topics and issues for coverage. However, in practice, it was very seldom 
possible to start with a totally ”clean slate”, as one of the journalists put it. 
Consequently, there was a contradiction between the idea of truly citizen de-
fined topics and getting a newsworthy story.

Current journalistic trends underline the importance of pre-planning (e.g. 
Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008): the contents of the next day’s paper are al-
ready roughly decided in the morning meeting. This kind of planning runs 
counter to the ideal that journalists would go to the field to find out topics 
without any pre-decided frames. This creates a dilemma: should journalists 
appreciate the public journalism ideal and give room for citizens in the news 
van visit or group interviews to determine the actual topic of the coming 
story, or should they play it safe and think of possible themes beforehand in 
order to get an interesting story?

Due to this contradiction, some journalists were even hesitant to name 
AL’s practises as public journalism. Is it public journalism if the events or 
visits are pre-planned, even ”forced” in nature? If journalists decide which 
topics are covered, and if they filter and select the themes that the public sug-
gest, is it public journalism, or is it just journalism? These kinds of thoughts 
were usually connected to an overall critical stance towards public journal-
ism, and therefore, they did not imply that the journalists would have nec-
essarily wanted the practices to become more citizen-driven. Indeed, not all 
journalists were willing to hand over the task of agenda setting to citizens. 
This discussion suggests, however, that participatory news practices at AL 
have made the power of agenda setting visible.

Summary
The dominant interpretation suggests that public journalism arrived at AL 
slowly; it was only in the 2000s that the ideas took a more clear form and be-
came regular practices. The practices, thereafter, were developed into repeat-
able formats and fixed concepts. The way in which public journalism practic-
es were discussed at AL reveals an important aspect: by regularly facilitating 
practices such as the discussion events, news van visits and encounters the 
journalists framed public journalism practices mainly as concrete events. 
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Moreover, the implementation of these events requires activity and concept 
development by the newsroom.

Given the long tradition of public journalism practices at AL, journalists 
have plenty of experience and material in order to evaluate its positive and 
negative sides. The paper’s approach was evidently considered to have its 
problems. Serious reflections about topic selection and agenda setting sug-
gest that due to the long tradition, journalists have been able to reflect upon 
conceptual questions of public journalism, such as the line between public 
journalism and ”just” journalism.

One of the biggest questions concerning the practices at AL was centred on 
the idea that thorough organizing and planning do not automatically guaran-
tee a successful outcome. The journalists were troubled by the idea of having 
to organize the events and yet being unable to control them, since with pub-
lic journalism practices the newsrooms needs to partly rely on the input of 
citizens. This might be another reason why format development has become 
so central at AL: to provide a sense of control. All in all, even if the practices 
were (self-)critically evaluated by journalists, it seems that public journalism 
in its ”applied” form has reached a rather firm position in the newsroom cul-
ture of AL.

5.4. Itä-Häme:  
Citizen-oriented reporting in the local paper

In 2001 Itä-Häme, the local newspaper in the town of Heinola, started a short 
project that aimed at improving the content and practices of the newspa-
per and enabling journalists to evaluate their work better. Researcher Heikki 
Heikkilä from the Journalism Research and Development Centre at University 
of Tampere was asked to co-ordinate the project. During the project, a content 
analysis that indicated heavy reliance on official sources, acted as an initiator 
for further development. It was a concrete result that provoked the newsroom 
to recheck its sourcing practices. According to the editor-in-chief at the time, 
Ari Helminen, the broad ideas of citizen-orientation and its everyday aspect 
had already been part of the paper’s aims at that stage. After the development 
project of 2001, however, some of the shortcomings and problems in the prac-
tices became verbalized. The idea of public journalism was discussed in the 
newsroom for the first time when the idea was introduced by the researcher.

The project was continued independently by the newspaper’s own editors 
in 2002–2003. During this second project, the problems of everyday work 
were mapped. These included being stuck in old routines, shortage of time 
and resources, lack of motivation and team spirit, lack of reader feedback and 
problems with the internal communication and feedback. Some of the prob-
lems were addressed in internal discussion sessions and a few training days 
were organized (e.g. creativity in news work). After these discussions, the 
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new aims and means were collected into a folder and delivered to all. In addi-
tion, the strategy of the newspaper was renewed during the process. ”Regular 
people and their everyday lives” were considered to be an important focus of 
the paper in a way that they should be featured in the paper as ”users or cus-
tomers of services and also as active actors and experts”, as was documented 
in a project paper. A focus group study in which readers evaluated the paper 
was also organized. The readers suggested that the paper should rethink the 
ways in which it utilizes the expertise of regular people or local organiza-
tions and clubs.

These development projects were shaped and affected by the need to im-
prove the economic success of the paper. For instance, the internal project re-
port starts by referring to the ”circulation problem”. Thus, the idea of citizen 
orientation at IH has been clearly connected to the idea that the profitability 
of the paper can be affected by measures such as public journalism.

After the projects, the editor-in-chief and the area manager developed fur-
ther the idea of citizen orientation and decided to recruit a specialized ”civic 
reporter” that would be ”close to the readers, so that the readers would find 
it easier to approach the paper”, as was formulated by the newsroom leaders. 
The idea in the beginning was that the civic reporter would ”write about the 
everyday life of people in the region, about their joys and sorrows”. The area 
manager explained the roots of the idea as follows:

I accidentally opened the TV and started to follow a story that 
featured an Austrian editor-in-chief telling about his newspaper. 
The program highlighted the role of an individual journalist as a 
trustee, helper, problem-solver, listener and active participant. Du-
ring the program, it appeared to me that a newspaper can lift up 
problems of the so-called regular citizens and try to find answers 
from the authorities, for example. In the program, a local politici-
an regarded the papers’ approach positively because often a prob-
lem that an individual is facing actually affects a larger group, too. 
This seemed like a good idea, and based on this, I made a proposi-
tion that was developed further in the newsroom. 

The position was thereafter created and announced internally. News reporter 
Chiméne Bavard was recruited for the position, which at first was a tempo-
rary one. The idea was to test the concept first. The job description of the 
civic reporter was rather open to start with, and Bavard was given room to 
develop her work methods individually.

In May 2004, the newspaper contacted the Journalism Research and De-
velopment Centre again with a proposal. The paper asked if the Centre or any 
of its researchers would be willing to take part in the process of developing 
the work of the civic reporter. At this stage, I got involved in the process due 
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to my research interests in public journalism. From then on, I agreed to be of 
assistance to the civic reporter by giving her feedback about the stories and 
discussing and developing the practices together with her. In return, I was 
allowed to use the experiences from this co-operation as my research data.

As we can see, the story of the arrival of public journalism at IH is some-
what different from the other two papers. Even if there are some similarities 
to AL – the research community as the initial introducer of public journalism 
– the practices at IH did not start to evolve after a specified public journalism 
project. The news organization decided to take an approach that would rede-
fine the profile of a single, specialized reporter, to match the ideas of public 
journalism as well as the paper’s own economically informed needs. Thus, 
the paper created a model of its own. To my knowledge, IH has been the first 
newspaper in Finland to introduce a civic reporter. A slightly modified ap-
proach was introduced in 2006 at Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, another newspa-
per from the same chain, Esa-konserni.

The arrival of public journalism at IH can be seen as a chain of develop-
ment projects that evolved into an organizational, long-term approach: into a 
decision to change the structure of the journalistic staff in a way that would 
more clearly channel public journalism practices as the task of a single jour-
nalist. The aim was to make the citizen-oriented coverage more premeditated 
and appealing to subscribers. The economic justification of the approach also 
underlined the fact that the civic reporter was considered as a kind of com-
modity. ”I see this [post of the civic reporter] almost as a product; and public 
journalism is the line that we follow”, mentioned the area manager. Interest-
ingly, at IH, it is the journalist that has become commodified, whereas at AL, 
the RISC-analyzed audience is seen as an article of trade.

The position of the civic reporter was made permanent in 2005, and the 
reporter is still (while writing this) working at IH. In 2005, the paper went 
through a transition by moving from a broadsheet to a tabloid format and 
changing the publication pace from five to six issues per week. As a broad-
sheet, the civic reporter was required to produce at least one civic story per 
week, but as a tabloid, this requirement increased to two stories.

The civic reporter’s stories are commonly referred to as ”civic stories” 
(kansalaisjutut). They differ from the rest of the paper’s news in a way that 
the topics usually originate from citizens. Citizens are also active participants 
in the process of making the stories. The stories feature a logo that includes 
the following text:

The topic of this article came from the readers. Do you have in 
mind a theme that would concern the readers of Itä-Häme? The 
theme can be critical or positive and somehow connected to your 
everyday life. We can for instance go and meet the decision-maker 
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or a politician who is in charge of these issues. The ideas and tips 
can also be delivered without a name.

The civic reporters’ stories do not follow a strict pattern, but they can be cat-
egorized into six different story types: (1) everyday life stories, (2) current 
topics stories, (3) presentation of local areas and people, (4) encounter stories, 
(5) ”mobilizing stories” and (6) readers’ questions. In 2005, the civic reporter 
also started her own blog on the papers’ website. 

By now, the civic reporter has established her position among the staff as 
well as the local public. She has been able to build up a civic network and 
has become such a visible actor in the local public sphere that she receives 
more story ideas than she can deal with. Consequently, some of the ideas are 
passed on to the rest of the newsroom, thus making the contents of the paper 
even more broadly citizen-based: some methods used by the civic reporter 
have spread to the rest of the newsroom. IH has also been moderately devel-
oping its website during the past years. Readers are encouraged to contact 
the civic reporter online or comment on her blog. At the moment, however, 
the new newsroom leadership seems to have adopted a looser definition of 
public journalism resulting also in a looser definition of the civic reporter’s 
profile and tasks. 

Public journalism as specialization of an individual journalist
Among IH journalists, there was a twofold way to make sense of the arrival of 
public journalism. On the one hand, it was seen as an organizational reform 
initiated by the management of the paper. Hence, public journalism was in-
terpreted to be a part of the series of organizational development projects of 
the early 2000s. It was therefore seen as a strategic choice that touched every-
one on the staff. The idea of citizen orientation has been presented ”countless 
times” in the morning meetings, and therefore, it was considered as an ideal 
that applies to the whole newsroom, not just to the civic reporter.

We have tried to bring the citizen angle into the paper in various 
ways. We have had so many development projects that it’s star-
ting to get tiresome, really. But now finally there are some signs of 
change as well. You can see the difference if you compare what it 
was six years ago and what we have now. (IH1)

According to this organizational interpretation, the development project of 
2001 first increased the awareness of all of the reporters to take the civic angle 
into account in their stories. However, the awareness was turned into effec-
tive practice only after the creation of the civic reporter’s position. 

On the other hand, the arrival of public journalism was connected to the 
start of the civic reporter’s work. In this frame, public journalism was primar-
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ily seen an approach that belonged to the civic reporter − not necessarily to 
the whole news organization.32 The journalists had a positive attitude towards 
public journalism, but their willingness to apply it in practice varied. Thus, 
even if the reform projects at IH have prepared the ground for reflexive pro-
fessional discussion, the practices do not penetrate the whole organization.

The journalists pointed out that in the beginning there was a state of con-
fusion about what the whole concept meant and why there had to be a new 
title for a single reporter. For many, the title ”civic reporter” sounded for-
eign. However, because the idea was seen as an individual’s project, it did 
not create much resistance in the newsroom. Gradually the concept became 
accepted and the term ”public journalism” gained concrete meaning through 
the work of the reporter.

Because the civic reporter was entrusted with the development of the 
practices of public journalism, the approach was considered to be ”on her 
shoulders”, as someone put it. However, not all saw this differentiation as a 
positive phenomenon and they thought, for example, that it would be more 
beneficial for the whole organization to have joint brainstorming sessions in 
which the concept and the themes of the civic stories would become pro-
cessed further.

An additional articulated frame for the introduction of public journal-
ism was economic pressure; declining circulation was a well-known fact. A 
small newsroom with a small staff is affected by tightening budgets. This 
profitability framework has spread throughout the staff. All in all, the gene-
ral newsroom development work and specialization of the civic reporter were 
seen as means by which the paper tries to stay economically profitable.

Division of work, use of time and civic stories
I have grouped together three central issues that were evaluated by journal-
ists at IH regarding their public journalism practices. These themes include 
(1) the formation of the civic reporter’s job description and division of work 
within the newsroom, (2) the use of time in public journalism and (3) the 
civic stories. I have excluded the civic reporter’s own remarks from the first 
part of the analysis. In this section, I will thus give space to Chiméne Bavard’s 
colleagues to evaluate the paper’s approach altogether. However, since public 
journalism practices at IH are so clearly personified, I will then discuss sepa-
rately Bavard’s personal experiences and make an excursion into the work 
practices of the civic reporter.

32 Heikkilä (2001) reports about an early public journalism project in a regional newspaper 
called Savon Sanomat, in which a university-led public journalism project resulted in a 
creation of ”civic pages” that were in practice assigned to a single journalist. There were 
interesting similarities with IH: on the one hand, the periodical publication of the pages 
made public journalism an approved approach among the staff, but on the other hand, pub-
lic journalism was also seen as an individual project of the individual journalist (Heikkilä 
2001, 275−280).
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Job description and division of work. In the beginning, the job description 
of the civic reporter was vague; the civic reporter started ”from point zero”, as 
someone put it. However, journalists considered that the job description and 
the issues related to the distribution of work became clearer over time. The 
early confusion turned into a professional pride of creating a new method of 
doing local citizen-based journalism.

According to newsroom management, the civic reporter was able to ”vali-
date” her position in the eyes of her colleagues through her work. Colleagues 
viewed the civic reporter’s work as useful for the whole organization. Indeed, 
even if the divide between ”regular reporters” and the ”civic reporter” cre-
ated some confusion at the start, many journalists came to the conclusion 
that it is beneficial to have a separate civic reporter who can concentrate on 
public journalism. Her example provoked others in the newsroom to think of 
their own work practices, even in the sport section. On top of that, the overall 
amount of reader contacts has increased, and consequently, the civic reporter 
has acted as a resource for the whole paper.

I have understood that now she gets more ideas and tips than she 
can use on her own. So, Simppu has also passed on the ideas to 
others - - so that she actually is a very good source of information 
for us. We have the problem that not many of us reporters come 
from this region originally, and therefore, we don’t have our own 
networks yet. But Simppu has been able to create a network with 
her work, and therefore, she can forward information to others, 
too. (IH2)

”Validation” of the civic reporter’s position and the solidifying of the job de-
scription can further be seen as a result of the fact that participatory work 
practices had become a visible part of the everyday routines of the paper. New 
ideas slowly turned into practices thereby becoming routinized and accept-
ed. Another reason for this recognition is that the civic reporter was awarded 
for her work in 2006 by the Union of Journalists in Finland, i.e. by her pro-
fessional peers outside the newsroom. The reporter was given the ”Sword for 
Freedom of Speech”, an award that is presented to a distinguished journalist 
every four years.33 The award acted as an approval of the whole newsroom for 
being on the right track.

33 Quotation from the award nomination: ”Chiméne Bavard is a civic reporter at Itä-Häme. 
She has made close connections with the public. She finds answers to questions that rea-
ders consider problematic and let readers comment on the officials’ and other experts’ 
answers. As a journalist, Bavard has shed light on the experiences of people who do not 
usually appear in public: immigrants, residents of the outback as well as people dependent 
on public food support. She has made it easier for people to come and visit the newsroom. 
In addition, Chiméne Bavard has openly talked about the approach of public journalism to 
her audience as well as colleagues.”
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In terms of the distribution of work, everyone was considered to be ”al-
lowed to do public journalism” at IH. However, it depended on journalists’ 
personal interests and eagerness whether participatory practices were adopt-
ed. Some saw the adoption of participatory practices as a question of genera-
tion: the younger generation was thought to have adopted the practices more 
willingly than older generations. The basic idea of citizen-based journalism 
was thus widely accepted as an attitude in the organization, but the degree to 
which the attitude was turned into practice varied.

Use of time. Time-related experiences played a central role in the inter-
pretation of public journalism at IH. Phrases such as ”hurry”, ”use of time” 
or ”lack of time” were mentioned often as the most important obstacles to 
practicing public journalism more widely at the newspaper. Hurry was thus 
regarded as one of the fundamentals of being a journalist in a small newsroom 
and immediacy emerged as a central professional value. In the beginning, 
the use of time was seen as more problematic: not everyone in the newsroom 
was ready to accept that one of the journalists could spend a whole week on 
a single story, whereas the rest were suppose to write one, two or more sto-
ries per day.

However, the interviews indicated that journalists understand the time-
consuming nature of public journalism practices. The reason why these prac-
tices did not penetrate the whole newsroom was connected to the feeling 
that the pace of normal news work did not leave room for doing public jour-
nalism. Even if journalists considered that citizen-based reporting lies at the 
heart of local journalism, there was not necessarily enough time for actually 
practising it. 

It’s the same old reason: hurry. It is the number one obstacle and 
the only real obstacle, the lack of time. If we are in a situation whe-
re you have to get a story for tomorrow’s paper - - there’s nothing 
more to add. In that stage, it is the ordinary people’s viewpoint that 
falls off the easiest. Especially if you have received the assignment 
on a short notice. (IH1)

After the publication pace of IH increased from five issues per week to six in 
2005, the civic reporter’s stories started to be published twice a week. Some 
journalists mentioned that the quality of the civic stories decreased after the 
change because the new pace sometimes resulted in ”compromise” situations 
where there were no possibilities to write ambitious stories. The time limit 
led to situations where a suggested theme did not necessarily ”fit into” the 
civic story framework, but because two stories every week were required, 
there was a need to use the gathered material anyway.

Civic stories. In the IH interviews, there was a joint way to discuss the civ-
ic reporter’s stories as an entity: the stories were referred to as ”civic stories” 
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and they were discussed slightly differently than regular news stories. This 
indicates that the public journalism approach of the paper was able to cre-
ate a new notion and a way to evaluate stories, which in itself is a significant 
development.

The general sentiment was that the civic stories proved to be good. The 
stories were regarded to be successful if there was a news-like element in 
them. The journalists felt that there were enough ”soft” stories with citizen 
perspectives and the actual need for a clearer citizen angle was in the ”hard” 
news. Therefore, civic stories that were labelled as hard news seemed to be 
esteemed somewhat higher than other civic stories.

The ”hardness” of the news, was not, however, the only way to assess the 
civic stories. The IH journalists highlighted the encounter stories as espe-
cially successful, because the encounter as a story type was recognizable and 
citizen participation in it was explicit. In other civic stories, the citizen input 
was more subtle. Encounter stories with their dialogic aim seemed to repre-
sent the core of public journalism for some, as exemplified in the following 
quotation.

I have liked the civic stories that feature regular citizens vs. decisi-
on-makers. I mean, like the series about immigrants: it is definitely 
a right direction, and as a series, it’s really good one but for me it 
is hard to consider that series as public journalism. I don’t really 
know why, but I seem to want the kinds of stories that position the 
officials into a tough spot, like one of the early [encounter] stories 
about the playgrounds. (IH6)

The notion of the ”civic story” provoked journalists at IH to think about the 
meaning and boundaries of public journalism. For many, the essence seemed 
to be the active participation of citizens in the news process and their appear-
ance in the actual news story. As a story type, the encounter story fulfilled 
these premises and was thus considered as a successful public journalism 
practice.

An excursion into the work of the civic reporter
All the themes that were phrased by the journalists at IH were also discussed 
by the civic reporter herself. Nevertheless, from her perspective, the slow 
formation of her profile, the time-consuming nature of public journalism and 
the process of making the civic stories – among other themes – appeared to 
be more nuanced than from the perspective of the rest of the newsroom. In 
order to appreciate this nuance and the personal experience, I will now dis-
cuss Chiméne Bavard’s reflections on her work.

I will do this by analyzing the interviews with her as well as the material 
that I have gathered during the years that I acted in co-operation with her. 
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Thus, in this section, I will also discuss my own reflections. During the early 
stage in autumn 2004 and spring 2005, I followed the civic reporter’s work 
very closely, and via email contact, I provided weekly or monthly feedback. 
Together we discussed her work and tried to develop routines and brainstorm 
new ideas. My role was to act as a co-worker or a kind of advisor who pro-
vided insight for the work of the civic reporter from outside the newsroom. 
After the adjustment period, I visited the newsroom and followed her work as 
the civic reporter for two days in 2005. We have also met several times face-
to-face. Due to my active role and co-operation, I wish to stress that the fol-
lowing analysis is affected by the reciprocal relationship between me and the 
civic reporter. Some of the issues discussed in this section are therefore ini-
tiated by me and some have arisen from Bavard’s experiences. I will discuss 
four themes: (1) the formation of the profile, (2) participatory news practices, 
(3) civic stories and (4) the position within the newsroom.

The launching stage and formation of the profile. Bavard started as a tem-
porary news reporter at IH in the start of 2004. At the initial recruitment 
stage, there was no explicit discussion about a special post, but the idea obvi-
ously already existed, since the job interview questions focused on her mas-
ters’ thesis that she had written on public journalism at the University of 
Jyväskylä (Bavard 2003).34 After working for a while as a news reporter, Ba-
vard was appointed as civic reporter through an internal application process.

In our first face-to-face meetings and in the first interview, the civic re-
porter brought forward her concerns of getting the work started and having to 
start without a definite job description. Themes such as the paper’s circula-
tion problems and the idea of appealing to the readers were also explicit; the 
civic reporter had internalized the idea that her position was connected to the 
need to appeal to the audience as subscribing customers. Another worry in 
the beginning was the question of time: the reporter was concerned whether 
there would be enough time for planning and writing the civic stories, as she 
already had some experience of the demanding nature of public journalism 
practices in her dissertation project.

The first concrete task in the launching stage was to let the public know 
about the civic reporter. First, Bavard was introduced to the readers in an in-
terview and in a few of the paper’s own advertisements. The civic stories also 
started to feature her photo and a logo that advised people to contact her. In 
addition, the newspaper management wanted to have visibility for the civic 
reporter by organizing visits to the local market square. However, the market 
square tactic did not turn out to be very useful in building up a contact net-
work and was therefore renounced.

34 The thesis was based on a public journalism experiment in which Bavard gathered a group 
of immigrants to discuss questions that were important to them. She wrote stories based on 
the ideas triggered in the group and published a story series in the regional newspaper, Kes-
kisuomalainen. 
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The profile of the civic reporter was not clear to the public at first: local ac-
tivists and organizations contacted the reporter when they wanted to promote 
themselves. However, the idea became more familiar to the public with time 
and through the stories that were published. The first stories featured local 
residents in an active role and addressed their problems, such as the impor-
tance of the local police, traffic questions, leisure time possibilities etc. The 
fact that the stories featured Bavard’s photo and contact information encour-
aged people to approach the paper.

In our first e-mails and discussions, the civic reporter mentioned that one 
of her most important tasks was to lower the threshold for regular people to 
contact the newspaper. The following quotation indicates that the slow start 
later developed into a successful practice. By now, the readers have become 
so used to contacting the civic reporter that she receives so many tips that she 
cannot handle them on her own.

Today for example, I have received two text messages and three 
calls. I have had this mobile phone for a half a year now and it has 
increased the number of messages I get. - - Sometimes I feel irrita-
ted if I have to pass on the ideas to the others [in the newsroom] 
(laughs). I mean, it’s frustrating sometimes not to have anything 
and then sometimes you have so many stories that they are getting 
old if you don’t handle them right away, like now. (2006)

In 2005 when the publication pace was increased to six days a week, the re-
quirement to write two stories per week was introduced. This created pres-
sures for the reporter because she was also assigned to do a layout shift once 
a week. In practice, this resulted in a situation where the civic reporter had 
to sometimes knowingly make the other story a little lighter or to resort to 
”quick fixes”, as she put it. Another development after the transition into tab-
loid form was the introduction of the civic reporter’s own blog. At that stage, 
the civic reporter went through similar thoughts as in the beginning of her 
job; she would have wanted to plan the idea a little better before starting it.

And now they [the newsroom leaders] are really enthusiastic about 
the blog. I said to them that I won’t start it unless I am given time 
to even internalize what a blog is. But they just told me to start 
writing. - - I would like at least a day to go through this blog thing 
a bit. (2005)

The civic reporter concluded that the enthusiasm of starting the blog was a 
reaction to the changes in the media environment and the general growth of 
the blogosphere. Thus, the blog was a result of the need to adapt to the chang-
ing reading habits of the public.
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On the whole, the newsroom culture of IH seemed to emphasize the kind 
of model of operation in which new practices were formulated during the 
process and through action. This experiential nature allowed for the prac-
tices to take their form and gave time for the journalists as well as the public 
to adjust to them. In terms of the civic reporter concept, this approach can be 
regarded to have been successful because enough time was given for the prac-
tices to take shape. However, the problematic side of this kind of newsroom 
culture is the fact that some practices – like starting the blog or the increase 
from one to two stories a week – were perhaps launched with insufficient 
preparation. This creates stress for the reporters who are assigned for certain 
tasks without clear knowledge of the requirements. 

Participatory news making process. As mentioned, Bavard had some prior 
experience in public journalism from her MA thesis project. Even if – and 
perhaps also because – she had some experience with the use of discussion 
groups as a journalistic tool, she wanted to develop other practices. She was 
hesitant in utilizing groups, which she considered rather laborious in relation 
to the time frame and work pace of the newsroom. This became clear from 
my e-mail feedback where I suggest the idea of forming discussion groups, 
reader panels or group interviews as alternative reporting methods. The civic 
reporter was sympathetic towards my suggestions but in practice these meth-
ods were used only occasionally.

Nevertheless, the civic reporter utilized various other methods of making 
the journalistic process more participatory. She maintained reader contacts 
with e-mail, telephone, text messages and her blog. She either used the ini-
tial contact persons as sources for the stories or searched for other relevant 
interviewees and information sources. Even if most of the story ideas typi-
cally originated from readers’ contacts, she also looked for tips for stori  es 
from the paper’s text message column or the letters section. She also utilized 
online discussion groups organized by the local web-based community col-
lege35. From these discussions, she was able to find story ideas, relevant in-
terviewees and participants.

The civic reporter’s experiences with citizen collaboration varied. One 
positive example was a story suggested by a local resident who was worried 
about a dangerous crossing in her neighbourhood (see also Chapter 6.2., Ex-
ample 2).36 The reason why the civic reporter considered this co-operation 
successful was the fact that the resident was well prepared and had con-
tacted the reporter, the city administration and the police at the same time. 
Her e-mail included digital photos of the crossing and an explanation of an 
appeal that had been sent to the city administration already two years ago. 

35  www.sytty.net 

36 I was able to follow the development of this story because it took place during my visit at 
the newspaper.
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From this background information, the reporter was able to see that the citi-
zen was being earnest and the suggested issue was worth a story. Even in this 
case, the reporter was hesitant to write about the issue at first because the 
problem seemed minor. However, as the resident was active, Bavard decided 
to cover the issue. She invited the resident – who invited other people from 
the neighbourhood, altogether 10 people – a local politician, a city official 
and a policeman to the particular crossing to discuss the situation and pos-
sible measures for improving the security of the crossing. The meeting ended 
up in a specific suggestion to move the location of the zebra crossing, which 
was later done.

Sometimes the experiences from working with citizens were not as re-
warding. Most often problems were connected to the fact that even if people 
were eager to suggest a story and state their case very critically, they were not 
ready to participate in the news process themselves. Another set of problems 
with citizen involvement was connected to the citizens’ assumption that the 
civic reporter would automatically take their side.

Then I have had these setbacks when people get annoyed if the 
story doesn’t come out like they had imagined, even if I think I’ve 
been really gentle (laughs). I think that they get angrier at me than 
they would get at any other regular reporter, you know. (2005)

In these situations, the civic reporter was required to have professional as 
well as social skills in order to balance between the roles of the reporter and 
helper or supporter (see Chapter 8.3.). She thought that people sometimes 
identify themselves with her, even consider her as a kind of therapist: ”I feel 
as if people don’t always realize that I am a journalist who is making stories 
about them.”

In my responses, I emphasized the need to be open and clear about being 
a journalist in sensitive interview situations. However, it seems important to 
understand that the position of the civic reporter had created certain expec-
tations from citizens – whether they were justified or not. The civic reporter 
clearly needed to balance between the wishes of the citizens who contacted 
her and the requirements of the newsroom.

Evaluation of the civic stories. During our collaboration period, I evalu-
ated about 60–70 stories and wrote short comments and development sugges-
tions about them. Bavard usually reacted to my feedback and thus reflected 
upon her own work that way. As mentioned, there was no pattern or story 
types that the reporter was suppose to follow; thus, she was able to develop 
her own style in the process. Moreover, we did not start our co-operation by 
choosing to concentrate on certain kinds of stories or themes; we discussed 
all the ”civic stories” that the reporter produced.

The first time I heard Bavard talking about her work at a public lecture in 
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October 2004, she had divided her stories into three categories: encounters, 
everyday life stories and mobilizing stories. This was her first attempt at eval-
uating or summarizing the story types. I encouraged her to develop the sto-
ries towards encounters and mobilizing stories, i.e. forms that would either 
feature citizens in an active and participatory role or encourage them to take 
part in local activities.

The encounter stories were part of the repertoire from the start. One of 
Bavard’s first civic stories dealt with the state of public dental care in Heino-
la: in the story a local resident met the chief dentist and a local politician 
and they discussed the situation. Another early story brought together a con-
cerned mother, the city gardener and a local politician to clarify the situation 
of the town’s neglected and dangerous play grounds. From our e-mail corre-
spondence, it becomes clear that I as a feedback giver was enthusiastic about 
the encounter stories, and the civic reporter herself considered the stories 
quite successful, as well.

Co-ordinating timetables took up a lot of time, but I was happy 
when I eventually got all of the participants on the spot at the same 
time. I didn’t get any reader feedback from the story, maybe a few 
comments in the text message column about playgrounds in gene-
ral. I don’t think that the bosses said anything. (2004)

As mentioned in the quotation above, the reactions of the newsroom and the 
readers were quite tamed. It seemed that the practices of giving and receiv-
ing feedback within the newsroom were not very effective, a point that was 
referred to often by the civic reporter and her colleagues. Perhaps a more me-
thodical way of evaluating the civic stories would have enabled the civic re-
porter to further refine the story types.

In light of our e-mail correspondence, the most typical feedback that I as a 
researcher gave to the civic reporter dealt with the question of ”what then?” 
In many of my e-mails, I suggested that the stories would benefit from a fol-
low-up story, a concrete timeline, an account of how the issue will be han-
dled in the future or how citizens could get involved in the process. Another 
idea that was apparent in our e-mail discussions was the newsworthiness of 
the civic stories. My point was not to push her work towards ”hard news” 
as such, but to remind her that it was important to regard citizens as active 
agents also in ”serious” issues that are traditionally considered to be in the 
field of the city administration or party politics. I was sensing that the profile 
of the civic reporter was becoming softer; i.e. she was concentrating on life-
style issues and feature stories. However, whereas I – and to a degree the col-
leagues in the newsroom – expressed the wish for news-like stories, the civic 
reporter herself seemed to be more concerned with the effects of the stories 
on public discussion.
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It is a good idea to try to combine news-like elements to the stories. 
However, personally, I would like to see that the stories would cre-
ate more public discussion. (2005)

The idea of writing stories that would have an effect on local public discus-
sion was a consistent personal aim of the civic reporter. However, the idea of 
newsworthiness also started to become more central after the first year. This 
indicates that after the story types had been established, the requirements 
of the stories started to get more demanding and the personal goals were set 
higher. However, this process of developing the civic stories was not smooth. 
Some of the e-mails point out that the process was stressful.

The most anxious I get is when I have to come up with a story idea 
in a hurry. Sometimes I go and suggest my [reader-based] issues to 
the editors and they question whether it is a suitable civic story at 
all, and then I get panicked. - - I have to say that recently I have 
received very few potential ideas from the readers. (2005)

I replied to the e-mail above by stating that I did not see why there should 
be separate civic story issues and regular issues, since every topic can be 
handled from a citizen perspective. The problem, however, in the everyday 
newsroom practice was that there existed a separation between the two. For 
example, lifestyle issues, local disputes or citizens’ complaints were often re-
garded as appropriate issues for civic stories. It seemed challenging to try to 
break away from the tendency to evaluate ”civic story potential” according 
to issues only.

All told, the invention of totally new story types and forms remained a 
challenge, both from my and the civic reporter’s perspective. Bavard men-
tioned for example that she would have been interested in developing story 
types that would utilize a more literary or narrative approach and the per-
sonal experiences of citizens. She thought that new story types would act as 
”tools” that would make her work easier. It is easy to agree with this thought 
because the case of the encounter story points in the same direction: if a 
certain story type becomes recognized as a civic story type, the coverage of 
a broader spectrum of issues becomes easier. So, sometimes the story type 
– and not the content – can validate the story as a civic story. Therefore, in-
novations in story types are important for the future development of public 
journalism. 

Position in the newsroom. One of the central themes in our discussions 
was the position and role of the civic reporter in the newsroom, as I wanted 
to know about the organizational context. Bavard had sensed the confusion 
of the early stage: she regarded that some of the journalists who were already 
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doing their work in a citizen-oriented manner thought that their work was 
undermined by the introduction of a specialized public journalism reporter.

Moreover, she considered her position as a ”special case” in a dual man-
ner. On the one hand, she enjoyed the independence that came with it; she 
was able to decide independently which topics she was going to cover, plan 
her weekly schedule and dig deeper into the stories. But on the other hand, 
she sometimes thought that her autonomy has turned into isolation or separa-
tion from the rest of the newsroom. According to Bavard, some journalists at 
the start thought that her work came close to ”clowning” because she became 
a public figure and was featured in advertisements. The civic journalist be-
lieved that some of her colleagues thought that she was pulling the rug from 
under their feet by agreeing to the suggestions of the marketing department.

A theme that became denser in the final interviews and discussions was 
the question of personal (and professional) ”territories” within the news-
room. The civic reporter tried to guard her own territory by avoiding any 
extra assignments in order to be able to carry out the task of producing two 
proper civic stories per week. In a small newsroom, this kind of securing of 
one’s own working time can be easily interpreted as disloyalty.

No-one has said it [the critique of not doing more than a few sto-
ries a week] directly to me, but sometimes I sense it when everyone 
is terribly busy. In the beginning, it was amusing; I couldn’t just sit 
at the meeting when they all were looking at me when the assign-
ments were delivered (laughs). But now I can do it already. (2005)

The theme of territories became apparent in the civic reporter’s comments 
often in a self-ironical manner. She had an ambivalent feeling about her col-
leagues’ use of public journalism methods. On the one hand, she was eager to 
guard her own territory and expertise as the only civic reporter of the news-
room, but on the other hand, she was happy about the spread of participatory 
practices among other journalists.

Summary
IH first developed participatory practices through reform projects but then 
decided to continue its public journalism approach more systematically by 
establishing the position of the civic reporter. This move was interpreted by 
the journalists as a continuation of the preceding projects, and as such, it was 
considered to affect the whole newsroom. Quite naturally however, public 
journalism practice was also clearly considered to be the specified territory of 
the civic reporter. Therefore, the most discussed practices dealt with the civic 
reporter and her stories. The wider understanding of public journalism as 
an approach that concerns everyone in the newsroom was mainly discussed 
from the perspective of time-related questions and the difficulty in actually 
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practicing public journalism. The evaluations of the journalists as well as 
the civic reporter herself also pointed out that a defining factor in IH’s news-
room culture was experimentation with practices. When new ideas were in-
troduced, practices were refined by doing rather than intensive planning.

The formation of the civic reporter’s profile and work practices form an 
interesting case of public journalism. A specialized reporter as the respon-
sible public journalism journalist is a two-edged question. In comparison to 
the projects of HS or the formats of AL, the civic reporter approach appears 
as a practice that is flexible and can be developed in the process. However, 
for the single journalist it appears as a demanding job. In this approach, a lot 
of responsibility is given to the civic reporter to cultivate public journalism 
practices in her everyday work. The everyday demands of the news work do 
not, however, bypass the civic reporter. In the case of IH, the tensions that 
build around high expectations and everyday routines and needs of a small 
newsroom are apparent.

In the IH approach, public journalism practices were not isolated as spe-
cial methods or concepts that are used merely during a certain period of time; 
the practices were allowed to evolve and take shape over time. However, the 
challenge remains to avoid isolating the civic reporter from the work that the 
rest of the newsroom does; to find a balance between the civic stories and 
the over-arching idea of the organization’s citizen-based approach. On the 
organizational level, this approach would require attempts to bridge the gaps 
between the public journalist and everyone else, for example in the form of 
continued teaching and learning (Friedland 2003, 127).

5.5. Public journalism practices and newsrooms

In this chapter, I have given room for journalists to evaluate the advent of 
public journalism in their newsrooms as well as the practices that followed. 
In comparison with practices of public journalism worldwide, the Finnish 
approach comes out as newsroom-centred: the newspapers have not joined 
forces with any community organizations, and thus, retaining control over 
the projects is in the newsrooms (cf. Romano 2010; Friedland & Nichols 2002, 
30–31). In addition, Finnish participatory practices seem to emphasize the 
activity of the citizens: citizens are invited to contact the newsroom, visit the 
news van and attend the events. Public journalism practices in other cultural 
contexts have underlined more the activity of journalists themselves in find-
ing the relevant stories by methods such as community or civic mapping (e.g. 
Davidson 2010; Haas 2008); ethnographic or investigative research by follow-
ing the life of certain communities over a longer period of time; or practicing 
the art of listening (Romano 2010d; Miralles 2010, 243–144).

There are, of course, striking similarities, too, between public journalism 
practices in countries as far from each other as Finland and New Zealand, for 
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example. Both countries’ journalistic cultures have assumed the ideas of pub-
lic journalism and developed similar election coverage practices with tele-
phone opinion polls, public meetings and top ten issue coverage (see Com-
rie & Venables 2010). These similarities are explained by the fact that news 
organizations have modelled after U.S. projects. However, the Finnish ap-
proach also bears an interesting resemblance to practices in Japan, in which 
the American examples have not been as directly applied. For example, the 
typical Finnish method of encounter is similar to a practise in a large Japa-
nese newspaper in which students were invited to meet with high-ranking 
officials and experts (Hamada 2010, 92; 96).

The discussion in this chapter points out that public journalism inspired 
practices in the three Finnish newsrooms can be grouped into four general 
themes. Public journalism practices were evaluated in terms of organizatio-
nal questions such as planning and division of work; the nature of the work 
as teamwork or time-consuming practices; the practices as concrete events 
such as discussion events, news van visits and encounters; and the participa-
tory role of citizens, as in the case of voters’ agenda, topic selection or the ac-
tive role of citizens in the civic stories (see Table 4). The practices have thus 
invited journalists to evaluate their work from many aspects. These aspects 
form the most discussed themes among the 40 journalists who have evaluated 
public journalism as practice in their newsrooms.

But what can these evaluations tell us about the newsroom cultures at HS, 
AL and IH? Was the adoption of public journalism practices considered as 
a change for the existing newsroom cultures? In the case of HS, public jour-
nalism was seen as a project-oriented approach that required planning and 
reorientation, but the changes were temporary since the approach was con-
nected to specified short-term projects. The first election project was more 
tightly modelled after American public journalism experiments, and the sec-
ond project was influenced by the cross-media trend. The evaluative talk of 
journalists revealed the existence of inherent struggle between the corporate 
culture that emphasizes cross-media co-operation and the professional cul-
ture that underlines news victories and originality of coverage. It seems that 
the newsroom culture at HS was more willing to accept influences from the 

Newsroom
management

Style of
journalistic work

Concrete
events

Participation
of citizens

• Planning
• Division of work
• Civic reporter’s 

job description

• Teamwork
• Time consuming 

nature of prac-
tices

• Discussion events
• News van
• Encounters

• Voters’ agenda
• Topic selection
• Civic stories

Table 4: The aspects of public journalism practice as evaluated by journalists.
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broad and international professional culture of journalism than from what 
was seen as the corporate realm.

At AL, public journalism was adopted gradually. The evaluations indicate 
that public journalism was considered as a bundle of practices that requires 
joint effort and commitment from the staff to clearly modelled formats. It is 
interesting to note that the long tradition of public journalism in the organi-
zation was manifested in the form of critical reflections about practices. The 
experiences from the participatory news making process had provided mate-
rial for the journalists to critically evaluate the successes and shortcomings 
of the approach. Despite the atmosphere of criticism, the interviews draw a 
picture of a newsroom culture that has clear boundaries: there was a joint 
commitment to the principal of citizen orientation, and therefore, it was also 
easy to evaluate the work that was done. Thus, within the boundaries of the 
newsroom culture, there was room for internal variation of attitudes and pref-
erences.

At IH, the introduction of public journalism was seen as a change that was 
brought about by the series of organizational reform projects and the special-
ization of the civic reporter. The change was thus considered to affect the 
whole newsroom and its traditions via the practice of an individual. Thus, at 
IH, it was typical to discuss the practices in relation to organizational ques-
tions and the nature of the work rather than concrete events. The adoption of 
the practices also revealed another aspect of the IH newsroom culture: an ori-
entation that can be labelled ”practice first”. The small size of the newsroom 
and the tradition of reform projects seemed to make it possible for a flexible 
introduction and adoption of news practices. The refinement to the practises 
was made during the process.

It is also possible to condense newsroom specific narratives for legitimat-
ing public journalism. In other words, there were different ways in which 
the arrival and adoption of public journalism were justified in each news-
room and how it was interpreted in the context of the changing professional 
culture in Finland. At HS, public journalism became justified as a practical 
moment of experimentation connected to democratic elections. The election 
functioned as an acceptable entry point for public journalism as it manifest-
ed the crisis of electoral democracy. In this context, citizen participation and 
activation became to be seen as acceptable both in terms of supporting the 
well-being of competitive democracy and the legitimacy of political journal-
ism. At AL, the legitimating narrative was connected to regional well-being: 
public journalism was seen as a means to contribute to the prosperity of the 
Pirkanmaa region and thereafter the prosperity of the newspaper itself. This 
narrative drew from the historical legacy of regional papers but it was also 
informed by the realization that the professional culture of journalism needs 
to change and to take into account the viewpoint of the inhabitants of the re-
gion, not just the institutions. The narrative for public journalism at IH was 
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connected to the economic survival of the paper via strengthening the ”close-
ness” of the paper to its readers. The local paper was regarded to need some-
thing extra, locality alone was not enough. The closeness was thus brought 
about by the work of the civic reporter, but the rest of the organization needed 
to change, too, in order to make the idea of closeness more visible. 

What can be said about the elements of newsroom cultures that either 
strengthen or weaken the adoption and use of public journalism practices? 
A clear common element in the material was the realization that public jour-
nalism as practical news work is demanding and time-consuming; a point 
that has been made by various international studies (Romano 2010d, Comrie 
& Venables 2010). In every newsroom, there were voices that questioned the 
relationship between the demanding nature and the quality of the stories; the 
input–output ratio. This issue might surface, especially if there is no joint 
understanding of how to assess the output, i.e. shared and clearly articulated 
understanding of the aims. Therefore, it seems that newsroom cultures that 
are willing to invest in the extra work and getting the whole staff committed 
to the practices are more likely to utilize participatory news practices.

In all of the newsrooms, the adoption of the participatory practices pro-
duced critical reflection: the journalists discussed the practices openly and 
(self-)critically. It seems important, therefore, that space is given for this kind 
of critical evaluation. Romano (2010d, 76; 73) points to the same idea with 
her concept of the ”learning organization”: she underlines the importance of 
an environment that allows mentorship and the building of capacities and 
competencies, as public journalism requires substantive change of mindset 
and practices. Therefore, newsroom cultures that allow reporters to openly 
bring forward their questions and doubts are in a good position to develop 
such practices that are inspiring and relevant for practicing journalists and 
function better in actual work situations.

In addition, the discussed public journalism inspired practices were not 
necessarily labelled as ”public journalism”. There was a trend to underli-
ne that the chosen approaches were original to the newspapers in question 
and arose from authentic needs – not from ready formulated movements or 
traditions. In general, it seems that any kind of movement ethos has fitted 
poorly with the professional culture of Finnish journalists (see also Rosen 
1999, 163). However, all of the newsrooms discussed here were open to new 
ideas and influences from various directions: American election projects, re-
search results, guide books, international examples and co-operation with re-
searchers. The adoption of participatory practices thus requires open-minded 
ground work.

The role of newsroom leadership is another issue connected to the adop-
tion of new practices into newsrooms (Friedland 2003, 121–124). In terms 
of public journalism in particular, it seems important that someone in the 
news organization has thorough knowledge of the idea. Comrie and Venables 
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(2010, 88) point out that personal commitment is significant in public jour-
nalism, but its flipside is the fact that the zest may wane and practices die if 
the key figures move on to other newsrooms or positions. However, if there 
is wider personal commitment in the newsrooms, the adopted practices are 
bound to be more rooted in the conceptual basis of public journalism and the 
newsrooms may draw from the accumulated knowledge of past experiments. 
If the connection to the underlying idea of public journalism is weak or lost 
over time, the practices may evolve into routine behaviour that is repeated 
without insight. 

All in all, as Haas (Haas 2007, 139) has noted, many newsrooms have ad-
opted a ”half-step” version of public journalism; they have applied the idea 
and developed the practices without the commitment to the original demo-
cratic and public motivation of public journalism. The practices discussed in 
this study may be thin in some respects, but as such, they provide interesting 
insight into the dynamics of the ideal and the practical in participatory jour-
nalistic practices.
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6.  
Typology of  
public journalism stories

In this chapter, I will analyze the news stories from the Finnish public jour-
nalism projects of Helsingin Sanomat (HS), Aamulehti (AL) and Itä-Häme 
(IH). The participatory newsroom practices discussed in the previous chapter 
are now linked to textual representations. We will be able to see what kinds 
of stories these practices have produced. 

Public journalism has inspired a good deal of evaluative research in the 
U.S. and to a lesser degree abroad. The content analysis discussed here falls 
in line with empirical studies that examine news coverage from public jour-
nalism projects (Haas 2007, 49; 53–54). Departing from this line of inquiry, 
though, I do not focus on providing evidence of differences or similarities 
between public journalism and traditional coverage (cf. Forster 2010; Com-
rie & Venables 2010). I will make comparisons to conventional news cover-
age when relevant but will focus on public journalism stories in particular, 
in order to find out the elements that characterize Finnish public journalism 
coverage. My aim is thus to deconstruct the public journalism stories into 
smaller storytelling elements (see Friedland & Nichols 2002, 41–46). The idea 
is to find the meta-elements of public journalism that are manifested in the 
texts, and the research question of this chapter is: What is a typology of the 
textual presentations in public journalism stories?  With this analysis, I wish 
to provide a clearer picture of the three newspapers’ public journalism ap-
proaches, their textual grammar, and provide a more detailed context for the 
journalists’ interpretations.

Methodologically, this chapter is based on a combination of an inventory 
quantitative content analysis and a qualitative reading and classification of 
the stories. The quantitative content analysis acted as a tool that helped guide 
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the qualitative analysis. The sample consisted of 165 stories. Regarding the 
coding scheme, I coded all of the agents and their activities in the stories. 
The aim was to find out which actors’ voices were heard and what kind of 
positions in terms of activity were they portrayed in. From this angle, we can 
consider which groups get to define and determine the guidelines of pub-
lic discussion in the stories and with what weight they are given to do this 
(Juppi 2004, 167–168). The emphasis on citizen agents enables us to consider 
whether the public journalism approach actually contributes to producing 
active, citizen-based discourse.

With this straightforward quantitative analysis, I first attained an overview 
of the kinds of positions that the participatory practices in the news work 
were opening up for citizens in the stories. In the qualitative analysis, there-
after, I identified any common features in the stories and then compared and 
contrasted these in order to evaluate whether they were typical enough to 
form (or be a manifestation of) a so-called meta-element. After finding these 
broad structures, I returned back to the stories. In this closer analysis, I con-
centrated on a sample of 20 stories, which represented each story type from 
the different projects of each paper. I then analyzed in more detail the way in 
which the meta-elements of public journalism were manifested textually in 
the sample stories.

In the following, I will provide first a short overview of the data and make 
observations about the groups whose voices were heard in the stories. I will 
then move on to discuss the common elements in the public journalism sto-
ries, and end by presenting a typology of the meta-elements of public journal-
ism that were characteristic of the stories in question. 

6.1. Who is who in the public journalism stories?

From HS, I analyzed two election series published in 2003 and 2004 (see 
Table 5). The textual material from HS consisted of 23 full-page story pack-
ages that were combinations of four or more stories. A larger body of material 
came from the parliamentary election series in 2003, which covered the vot-
ers’ agenda and invited reader input. A smaller number of stories were linked 

Parliamentary election se-
ries (3.2.–13.3.2003)

19 stories
- opening story introducing the voters’ agenda
- 10 theme stories (e.g. unemployment, health care, crime)
- 7 party leader interviews with biggest political parties
- ending story evaluating the readers’ letters

European Parliamentary 
election series
(2.6.–9.6.2004)

4 stories
- based on discussion events that featured candidates, 
supporters and voters

Table 5: Stories from HS.
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to the European Parliamentary election series based on discussion events in 
2004.

From AL, I collected 51 stories published in 2002–2004 (Table 6). This 
material came from three different projects: two ”value series” (2002; 2004) 
featuring encounters of citizens with top-level decision-makers, and the local 
election series (2004) that combined ”news van” stories and discussion event 
stories. In fact, all of AL’s stories functioned as story pairs. There was always 
a background story with citizen interviews and then a follow-up story that 
featured a minister meeting or a discussion event.

The material from IH consisted of all of the civic stories written by the civ-

Table 6: Stories from AL.

”Turning Point of Wel-
fare”  (24.10.–17.11.2002)

9 stories
- 4 citizen interviews (e.g. a farmer)
- 4 citizen–minister encounters (the farmer meets the 
minister of forestry and agriculture)
- ending story (concluding interview with the Minister of 
Finance)

”Challenging Power”  
(31.1.–29.2.2004)

10 stories
- 5 group interviews with citizens (e.g. young ”activist” 
adults)
- 5 citizen–minister encounters (a ”spokesman” of the 
group meets the Minister of Justice)

Local election tour
(20.9.–23.10.2004)

32 stories
- 16 ”news van” stories (reports from different areas of 
the region, citizens’ views on election themes)
- 16 discussion event stories (candidate panels, general 
discussion, citizens evaluating the discussion)

Civic stories 
(24.7.2004–30.12.2005)

Everyday life stories 23 stories (e.g. life with allergic children)

Current topics 
23 stories (e.g. debate on the impact of a water treatment 
station on air quality)

Introducing local areas 
and people

17 stories  (e.g. local villages)

Encounters
12 stories (e.g. police meets with local residents to dis-
cuss traffic problems)

Mobilizing stories
9 stories (e.g. encouragement to use internet discussion 
sites)

Readers’ questions 8 stories (e.g. questions about city gardening)

Table 7: Stories from IH.
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ic reporter from the start of her work in July 2004 until the end of the follow-
ing year, altogether 90 stories. IH differs from AL and HS given that the stories 
are not part of any projects and thus do not have unified story designs. How-
ever, in Table 7, I have categorised the stories into six different story types.

Agents in the stories
With the term agent, I refer to a certain societal position or reference group 
that people are affiliated with in news stories (Juppi 2004, 139). The agent 
categories in my analysis were: politicians, officials, companies, representa-
tives of NGOs/associations, experts, citizens and journalists. People naturally 
have multiple roles in their real lives, but in the context of news stories, they 
are usually placed in only one agent position; their presence in the news text 
is motivated by that particular position. I coded all of the agents that pre-
sented views in the articles either directly or indirectly. Thus, the agents that 
I am referring to are so-called ”active agents”; they have been given an active 
position in the text. In other words, only being mentioned in the text does 
not qualify as being an active agent; an agent needs to be quoted directly or 
indirectly.

The total amount of agents in all of the stories was 1210. Table 8 indicates 
the amount of agents that the three newspapers featured in their stories. Note 
that there were fewer stories from HS than from the other two papers but the 
story packages at HS were so big (full-page entities consisting of small sto-
ries) that the total number of agents was nearly equal to IH’s total, where the 
stories were shorter.

The average number of agents in the public journalism stories (story pack-
ages) was seven. I consider this as an indication of the commitment to the 
idea of diversity.37 However, if we consider the average number of agents in 
each paper, we can identify differences. The average number of active agents 

37 According to a similar content analysis of regular news coverage that I conducted for three 
regional papers (Lapin Kansa, Pohjolan Sanomat and Kainuun Sanomat) in 2003, the aver-
age number of agents per story was two. All the stories produced by the papers’ news staff 
from a one-week period were analyzed. The sample consisted of 375 stories, and the total 
number of agents was 650. However, note that this analysis also included small single-col-
umn stories, which affects the average.

Paper Stories Agents

HS 23 326

AL 51 489

IH 90 395

Total 165 1210

Table 8: The number of stories and agents in the data.
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per story was 14 in HS, 10 in AL and 4 in IH. HS and AL preferred large en-
tities or story packages and event stories that brought together many agents, 
whereas IH’s public journalism approach was characterized by smaller sto-
ries that were typically based on individual or group interviews.

It becomes very clear that public journalism gives space to citizens: of all the 
agents in the stories, over 60% (748) were citizens (see Chart 1). The second 
largest group presented in the articles was comprised of political parties and 
their representatives, 25% (302). Far behind citizens and politicians were of-
ficials (5%, 65), journalists (3%, 41), associations or NGOs (3%, 36) and ex-
pert sources (1%, 15). Finally, there were hardly any companies present in 
the material (only three). These results provide clear evidence that the public 
journalism approach was strongly citizen oriented.38 I did not conduct further 
classification on the types of citizen agents that were present in the mate-
rial, but based on the qualitative reading, it can be stated that typical citizen 
sources included ”regular” voters, residents of certain areas, parents, profes-
sionals from different fields, hobbyists, immigrants, youth and so on.39 A no-
table feature in the material was that some of the citizen agents were anony-

38 For a rough reference, note that according to a recent media content analysis of Finnish 
morning newspapers, individual citizens made up 11% of the sample when the main active 
agents in the stories were analyzed. The study also indicated a trend according to which 
companies and other agents of economic life had increased as active agents in two years at 
the expense of agents related to state administration (Suikkanen et al 2008, 25–38; 128).

39 In future research, it would be interesting to conduct a further analysis on the citizen agents 
that were featured in the stories. I am aware that this study does not shed light on the gen-
dered nature of public journalism, for example. This kind of further analysis, however, 
would be a suitable focus for another study.

Chart 1: All agents in the public journalism stories (n=1210).
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mous, for example, if direct quotes from surveys or internet discussions were 
published.

Political parties were well represented in the public journalism stories. 
This is explained by the fact that the material included three election proj-
ects. The total number of agents after combining citizens and politicians is 
noteworthy: together they make up 88% of all agents. Thus, public journal-
ism stories clearly concentrated on the viewpoints of citizens and politicians. 
This result, however, does not tell us whether these agent groups were con-
nected in the stories.

There were surprisingly few administrative agents represented in the ma-
terial, as well as NGOs. In terms of using official sources, these results go 
hand in hand with the public journalism ideal of aiming to look at topical 
issues from alternative angles, and not only those proposed by the adminis-
trative apparatus. However, even if the administrative agents were not active 
in the stories, it does not necessarily mean that the administration as a more 
general news source was as scarce. The influence of official sources can be 
more subtle. The small proportion of NGOs is also noteworthy. Even if asso-
ciations typically act as the semi-official voice of civil society in journalism – 
they act as routes for journalists that try to find relevant sources for their sto-
ries − their numerical appearance as active agents in newspaper journalism 
is rather modest (Suikkanen et al 2008, 25–30). The findings indicate that the 
public journalism stories tended to represent civic life via individual citizen 
voices rather than via organized civic associations. In other words, the politi-
cal nature of civil society was handled via individuals. 

The amount of expert and business agents was remarkably small in the 
public journalism stories. Again, the election stories play a role here, but 
these results also point to the idea that public journalism can be seen as an 
antidote to expert-driven or business-driven journalism in terms of sourcing. 
However, one might also raise a question about the absence of the business 
world in these stories: is it an improvement or not? What does it tell us about 
public journalism as a journalistic practice if the business world is missing 
from the stories given that society has become more and more affected and 
influenced by financial power? In light of this analysis, it seems that there is 
a risk that in public journalism business and administration powers become 
separated from civic life. This can hardly be considered a favourable out-
come; public journalism should not mean substituting elite sources with citi-
zen sources. Rather, the gap between the two ought to be bridged.

If we consider the results paper by paper, we can see some interesting dif-
ferences (see Chart 2). Citizens were clearly the most prominent agents in all 
three papers. Citizens made up 70% of the agents in HS stories, 55% in AL 
and 77% in IH. The clearest difference is that in the IH stories political par-
ties were rarely agents (22; 6%) and officials (44; 11%) were quoted more 
often. In HS and AL stories, political parties were clearly the second largest 
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agent group. These figures are of course explained by the fact that AL and HS 
approaches were more clearly connected to election coverage than that of IH. 
It is interesting, however, that there were such differences between adminis-
trative agents in the papers. Officials as an active agent group were practically 
non-existent in HS stories, there were only two administrative agents among 
326 agents, whereas in IH and AL stories the number of administrative agents 
was 44 (out of 395) and 19 (out of 489) respectively. These figures suggest that 
the approaches chosen by the national and regional papers underlined more 
clearly the idea of distancing reporting practices from official sources than 
in the local paper. The bigger newspapers emphasized the role of political 
power more explicitly.

Chart 2: All agents in the stories according to newspapers (HS: n=326; AL: n=489; IH: n=395).

I coded journalists as active agents in stories if their personal views were 
clearly presented. Journalists were active agents – typically in commentaries 
attached to the news stories – most clearly in the AL stories, where five per-
cent of all agents were journalists. This is not by any means a high percent-
age, but it nevertheless is more significant than in HS and IH stories, where 
journalists represented a smaller portion (two percent) of all active agents.

Agents’ activities in the stories
When I analyzed the frequency of different agent groups, I also considered 
the nature of their activities. In other words, I wanted to see what all these ac-
tors were doing in the stories and how they were positioned as a result. In my 
coding scheme, I considered whether the agents in the stories (1) expressed 
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feelings, (2) brought forth experience, (3) expressed viewpoints or opinions, 
(4) posed questions, (5) gave advice or guidance, (6) criticized or called some-
thing into question or (7) proposed or argued for something.40 I coded only 
one type of activity per agent in the story. This decision was made in order 
to be able to conduct a reasonable content analysis on all of the 1210 agents.

In my analysis, I considered the classes as a gradual scale or a hierarchy, 
in which each of the following activity was ”stronger” than the previous ac-
tivity. This means that if I coded an agent as giving advice (class 5), it did 
not mean that the agent would not have necessarily also express an opinion 
elsewhere in the story (class 3), but I only coded the strongest activity that an 
agent expressed. This gradual classification was chosen for this analysis in 
order to find out the degree or ”strength” of activity that was portrayed in the 
stories. With this approach, I wanted to move beyond considering whether 
the agents were active or not – or ”mute” as Juppi (2004) puts it. I positioned 
expressing an emotion as the lowest type of activity, while making a reasoned 
proposal was considered the highest. This scale is based on the viewpoint of 
public discussion: the ability to affect the direction or the content of public 
discussion. With a proposal, I argue, an agent has more power over public 
discussion than with expressing an emotion. Therefore, posing a question, 
for example, is placed higher on the scale than stating a viewpoint: making a 
question can be considered as an intervention, a way of (re)directing public 
discussion.

I was especially interested in the activities and positions of citizens. Pre-
vious studies have indicated that while citizens – in television news for ex-
ample – are allowed to express emotions there seldom is room for expressing 
a political opinion or offering a solution to a problem (Lewis et al 2004, 154). 
With this coding scheme, I was able to study whether public journalism sto-
ries open up positions for citizens beyond expressing sentiments.

The results suggest that citizens were given many different positions in 
the stories and they got to act in varying ways; there was no single most ob-
vious type of activity provided for citizens in the public journalism stories 
altogether. The most common type of activity was expressing a viewpoint or 
an opinion (22%). In other words, in the public journalism stories, citizens 
got to express their views on various issues, but almost equally frequent were 
situations in which citizens posed questions (18%), criticized (17%) or made 
reasoned proposals (16%) (see Chart 3). In sum, citizens were granted active 
and fairly versatile positions in the public journalism stories.

If we consider the coding scheme and its classes as a scale, we can see that 
the ”top three” activities (argumentation, criticism, advising) together made 
up 47%, and the ”bottom three” activities (expressing feelings, experiences 

40 My classification was inspired and partly based on previous coding schemes that analyzed 
Finnish newspaper stories and the roles of agents or agent groups in them (see e.g. Reuna-Reuna-
nen 2003, 242; Raittila 2001, 143; Juppi 2004).
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or opinions) made up 35% of all activities. This result modestly indicates 
that citizens were given an influential position in the stories, as they were al-
lowed to affect the discussion as experts of everyday life: they proposed, criti-
cized or advised. Interestingly, expressing a feeling or a sentiment was almost 
totally excluded as a citizens’ role.41 The typical ”man on the street” position 
of more populist genres of citizen-based journalism or disaster journalism 
(Pantti & Wahl-Jorgensen 2009) was thus rare in these stories. These genres 
usually employ more of a confrontational positioning between regular people 
and the power elite. However, excluding emotions from public discussion 
can also be regarded as a defect. As noted in Chapter 4, some theorists (e.g. 
Mouffe 2005; Dahlgren 2006; also Pantti & van Zoonen 2006) argue that emo-
tions need to be included as part of public discussion, especially since emo-
tions often act as the driving force behind public participation. The question 
then is: why should such emotional motivations be hidden? For example, 
Pantti and Husslage’s (2009, 88) research on the role of emotions in television 
news point out that in typical vox pops interviews emotional responses and 
political opinions or rational discussions are not mutually exclusive.

Another critical observation can be made about the most frequent activ-
ity, expressing a viewpoint. Admittedly, this does not reveal a very radical 
image of the public journalism stories and their architecture in terms of the 
positions they open up for citizens. This result therefore indicates that even 
if the Finnish public journalism projects may have widened the range of po-

41 However, it needs to be noted that the actual number of emotive expressions may be higher 
than these results indicate, since I employed a gradual scale in the coding; i.e. ”stronger” 
activity types may hide the ”weaker” ones, since I only took into account the strongest ac-
tivity type for each agent.   

Chart 3: Activities of civic agents in all the stories, n=748.
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Chart 4: Civic agents in HS (n=179).

Chart 5: Civic agents in AL (n=267).

Chart 6: Civic agents in IH (n= 302).
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sitions offered to citizens, they still frequently relied on traditional position-
ing, which – at least partly – is a result of using traditional reporting methods 
and textual representations, such as ”on the street” vox pops. However, the 
relevance for expressing opinion is also linked to the issues and the contexts 
in which citizens are asked for their views. In these public journalism stories, 
citizens were typically asked for their views on topical election themes or lo-
cal problems.

Together, the citizen agents’ positions appear as an evenly divided pie 
(with the exception of emotional expressions). However, there are differenc-
es when the results are considered paper by paper. These differences should 
not be taken as a comparison between the papers, but as a manifestation of 
the different decisions that the newsrooms have made in their textual ap-
proaches to public journalism. Interestingly, in HS stories (Chart 4), the clear-
est role for citizens was to pose questions. The percentage was so significant 
that the questioning role of citizens can be considered as the main feature of 
the whole HS approach.

The HS approach thus clearly built on the active questioning role of the 
citizen, whereas the role of the citizen in AL’s approach (Chart 5) was more 
clearly to advise, criticize or make propositions, and in IH, it was (Chart 6) to 
express experiences or opinions on certain issues. From these proportional 
figures, we can conclude that at a textual level the approach of AL seemed 
to offer the most demanding roles for citizens, whereas the other two papers 
were less willing to position citizens as active shapers of public discussion. 
However, the division between the different activity types was most even in 
IH. This indicates that a public journalism approach that is not tied to any 
specific projects seems to be flexible in opening up versatile roles for citizens.

Due to the limited number of administrative, association and journalistic 
agents in the material, I have thus far only concentrated on citizens’ posi-
tions. However, some comparisons can be done. If we compare the roles of 
citizens and political actors, we see that politicians and parties got to act as 
advisers more often than citizens when we consider proportional differenc-
es. Political agents hardly ever brought forth experience or posed questions; 
their role in the stories was to act as advice or opinion givers. The fact that 
so many of the politicians’ activities were coded as giving advice or guidance 
is linked to the tone in which political actors were often quoted; they got to 
formulate their views in a manner that stressed the ”ought to” aspect instead 
of more subtle phrases or tones.

The role of officials in the stories was even more clearly steering. The ac-
tual number of administrative agents in the stories was rather small, but in 
over 50% of the times when they did appear as agents, their role was to give 
advice (e.g. suggest guidelines). Even if the number of agents in the different 
agent groups were not fully comparable, we can see a trend: the proportion of 
the ”top three” activities gets larger as we move from citizen agents to politi-
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cal and administrative agents. This conforms to the ”traditional” idea that po-
litical and official sources hold more power in terms of their ability to shape 
and steer public discussion. Thus, despite the substantial role given to citi-
zens in terms of numbers, the analysis of the agents’ activities points out that 
certain trends of political journalism and political public discussion remain.

Altogether, the results of the quantitative analysis indicate that the pub-
lic journalism stories were committed to the ideal of citizen orientation; the 
stories featured a relatively high number of active agents. The typical agents 
were citizens, politicians and officials. The scarcity of associations and the 
absence of businesses as active agents was another typical feature: the stories 
seemed to emphasize the individual citizen aspect rather than collective civ-
ic participation in associations, and the significance of political rather than 
economic power. Citizens were clearly the focus: they were positioned as 
proactive agents who influenced the public discussion with their inputs: by 
asking, proposing and criticizing. However, to avoid oversimplification and 
to improve our understanding, we need to consider the contexts and story 
structures in which these positions became possible.

6.2. Storytelling elements of public journalism 

In the following section, I will elaborate on the common storytelling elements 
that the three newspapers have employed. This analysis stems from the idea 
that considering news as information is not enough; news can be seen as 
storytelling that utilizes various frames, narrative structures and storytelling 
elements (see Bird & Dardenne 2009). The discussed meta-elements of pub-
lic journalism were identified through a close reading of the material; they 
emerged from textual representation, agent positions and story designs. By 
identifying and analyzing these structures, we can formulate a typology of 
the public journalism stories. The common meta-elements that shaped the 
Finnish public journalism stories were textual structures that (1) made ev-
eryday life relevant and political, (2) connected citizens and politicians, (3) 
positioned citizens as questioners, (4) generated dialogue, (5) provided space 
for citizens’ criticisms and proposals and (6) enabled journalists to comment 
on different issues. The typology offers a way of understanding how Finnish 
public journalism stories as texts promoted civic engagement, and what kind 
of textual strategies journalists utilized.

Relevance of everyday life
The clearest common component of the public journalism stories was ma-
king citizens’ everyday experiences relevant in terms of public discussion. In 
other words, all the newspapers employed storytelling elements that framed 
citizens’ experiences as politically significant. This was done by a simple act 
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of giving space for citizens’ experiences and bringing forth their voices in 
various ways.

This meta-element was evident, for example, in the typical ”marching or-
der” of the story packages: a main story presented the citizen’s point of view 
and a sidebar provided a more general angle to the issue. Therefore, the struc-
tures of the story packages supported the idea of highlighting the citizens’ ex-
periences. This approach represents a reversed version of a typical storytell-
ing structure in Finnish newspapers in which a main story addresses a more 
general issue, say a law reform, and a sidebar features the citizen aspect, i.e. 
exemplifies what the reform means to regular people. In this sense, the ev-
eryday orientation of the public journalism stories as such was not the key 
issue; it was the direction of the stories. The stories started with (individual) 
citizen perspectives and were developed towards a more general resonance 
and relevance.

The everyday life orientation in the stories was supported further by vi-
sual elements: despite few exceptions, the stories generally featured citizens 
in their ”own” surroundings. The photographs provided authenticity and an 
entry point to the stories that drew attention to the citizens’ reality (see Cole-
man 2007, who problematizes the visual aspect of public journalism). The 
story packages also featured small visual elements that for instance summa-
rized a typical timetable of a farmer, revealing in a concise form what it is in 
practice to run a dairy farm.

Bringing citizens’ voices and experiences to the forefront was a typical 
ingredient especially in the local paper IH, in which ”everyday life stories” 
were common. This was due to the nature of the civic reporter’s work, as she 
built her stories on ideas and tips from readers. Thus, the story ideas usu-
ally stemmed from the everyday experiences of readers as mothers, students, 
pensioners and so forth. There was, of course, a risk that these stories would 
remain on the individual level and turn into isolated curiosities or survival 
stories. In fact, not all of IH’s ”everyday life stories” succeeded in connect-
ing the citizens’ experiences to broader societal frames or generally interest-
ing angles. However, there were often occasions when this was done. For 
instance, stories about the lives of the unemployed, young housewives or 
the elderly living in old-age homes, connected the persons’ experiences and 
thoughts to a wider public discussion quite successfully.

One of these examples was an article on ordinary people who worked as 
caretakers of their relatives at home (”family carers”). In this story package 
(”You need to rest even if you care for the other” / ”Pakko levätä, vaikka toi-”Pakko levätä, vaikka toi-
sesta tykkää”, IH 2.10.2004), the main story was dedicated to four women 
who worked as family carers for their husbands or relatives. The women talk-
ed about their lives, stated views regarding the expenses of home care, cri-
tiqued the local social sector for not giving proper information, and proposed 
concrete improvements by suggesting the creation of a reserve of stand-in 
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carers. The sidebar featured an official from the city’s social services and a 
project leader, who provided background information about the local situa-
tion concerning family carers and their home care allowance. In the sidebar, 
the issue was also linked to current law reform and to the general increase of 
home care in the area: the theme became politicized. Thus, a story that began 
with descriptions of daily routines of the home carers developed into an ar-
ticle that provided new information for the public and addressed the issue as 
a broad social question. Altogether, this information was rooted in the every-
day experiences of ordinary people, which made these experiences a relevant 
part of the current public discussion on home care, its expenses and the law 
reform. The described experiences may even have promoted and increased 
the approachability of the home care case.

In HS, everyday life experiences were made relevant in the parliamentary 
election stories. A series of ten theme stories handled issues that voters re-
garded as most important in the upcoming election. In the theme stories, so-
cio-political issues, such as health care, unemployment, criminality or aging 
of the population were handled from the viewpoint of regular people.42 For 
example, a story about the dilemma of combining family life with working 
life (”Lack of time is wearing out adults and children” / ”Ajan puute väsyt-
tää vanhemmat ja lapset”, HS 10.2.3003, see Example 1) was written from the 
viewpoint of a father who was also a special education teacher. In the story, 
the course of his ordinary day was reported and he got to state his views as an 
expert on special education. From this position, he proposed that politicians 
should seriously consider a possibility for parents of schoolchildren to work 
shortened hours. In the HS story, the teacher’s experience was made relevant 
by linking it to the survey results that stated that schools and the well-being 
of families were among the most important election themes. This connection 
entailed added significance to the views of the interviewee. In fact, the whole 
concept of the HS series represented the lives and experiences of regular peo-
ple as politically significant due to the fact that the story themes were derived 
from the survey. However, the connection between the everyday story and the 
survey was not always made explicit.

In AL, everyday life orientation was evident in the so-called value series, 
and especially in the linkage that was made between a background story 
and an encounter story. In the background story, a group of ordinary people 
or a single person spoke about their life experiences related to the issue in 
question. For example, in the story about farming, a dairy farmer and his 
wife talked about their everyday timetables, past hardships and future plans 

42 In this context, it is relevant to note that even if HS had the highest percentage of citizen 
agents in its stories, they were mostly anonymous and their views were expressed in sepa-
rate sidebars. This practice may be reader friendly, but it does not facilitate the idea of con-
nectedness if no references to the comments are made in the main story.
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� ”Syksyllä pitäisi vaimon läh-
teä töihin. Haluttaisiin kyllä
hoitaa poikaa vielä itse, joko
minä tai vaimo, mutta ei ole
oikein varaa. Yhden palkalla ja
kotihoidon tuella ei maksella
asuntoa”, sanoo Petri Lind-
roos, 38, pyyhkäistessään lu-
met auton katolta kotipihallaan
Vantaan Tikkurilassa.

Vaimo Maija-Leena Tuovi-
nen, 41, vilkuttaa ikkunassa
vuoden ja seitsemän kuukau-
den ikäisen Timin kanssa.
Lindroos vilkuttaa takaisin ja
käynnistää auton.

Auto kaartaa Tuusulanväy-
lälle. Erityisopettajan ensim-
mäinen oppitunti alkaa kym-
meneltä, mutta sitä ennen on
ehdittävä tehdä paperitöitä.

Lindroosin–Tuovisen perhe
ei ole huolineen yksin. Kun
Helsingin Sanomat pyysi gal-
lupissa äänestysikäisiä suoma-
laisia omin sanoin valitsemaan
vaalien tärkeimmän asian, kär-
keen nousivat – heti työttö-
myyden jälkeen – lapsiperhei-
den asema ja perhepolitiikka.

Moni toivoi Petri Lindroosin
tavoin suurempia kotihoidon
tukia, jotta olisi varaa hoitaa
lapsiaan pidempään itse. Koro-
tuksia toivottiin myös lapsili-
siin sekä äitiys- ja vanhem-
painrahoihin.

Kyselyssä nousivat vahvasti
esiin myös päivähoitopalvelui-
den turvaaminen ja perheiden
tukeminen sekä vero- että
asuntopolitiikalla.

Myös lasten kasvatus ja kou-
lujen työrauha huolettavat ää-
nestäjiä, vaikka niistä eduskun-
ta päättääkin vain välillisesti.

Lindroos parkkeeraa autonsa
Pakilan ala-asteen pihaan Poh-
jois-Helsingissä. Lapset peu-
haavat ja kiljuvat jäämäessä.

”Tämä koulu on tosi rauhal-
linen, mutta osasta oppilaita
näkee, miten hirveästi työelä-
mä vaatii perheiltä.”

Ajan puute tuo turvatto-

muutta ja levottomuutta. Väsy-
mys syö vanhemmuutta, vaik-
ka välittämistä riittäisi.

Lindroosin mielestä poliiti-
kot voisivat tehdä perheiden
hyvinvoinnille paljonkin. Yk-
kösasia olisi mahdollistaa myös
kouluikäisten vanhemmille ly-
hennetty työpäivä – muuten-
kin kuin teoriassa.

”Nyt asiat on työpaikoilla
järjestetty niin, ettei joustoja
käytännössä uskalleta pyytää.
Pelätään, että se on samalla
goodbye koko pestille.”

Toisessa ääripäässä työkii-
reisten perheistä on yhä enem-
män lapsia, joiden niskaan kaa-
tuvat vanhempien päihde- ja
mielenterveysongelmat ja
työttömyys. Helsingin opetta-
jien ammattiyhdistyksen pu-
heenjohtajana Lindroos kuulee
hurjia tarinoita näiden ongel-
mien välittymisestä edelleen
kouluihin.

”Oppilashuoltoa ja tukiope-

tusta pitäisi saada enemmän
sinne, missä on paljon syrjäy-
tymisvaarassa olevia oppilaita.
Näille lapsille koulun pitäisi ol-
la se paikka, joka tasoittaa tietä
elämässä. Nykyresursseilla ta-
sa-arvon toteuttaminen on tosi
vaikeaa.”

Ensimmäinen oppitunti al-

kaa: Lindroos pitää matematii-
kan pienryhmäopetusta viides-
luokkalaisille.

”Moni isossa luokassa kes-
kittymis- tai oppimisvaikeuk-
sista kärsinyt lapsi on päässyt
matikassa ihan uuteen alkuun,
kun on pieni porukka.”

”Suuressa ryhmässä men-

nään aina keskivertotahtia.
Heikommat jäävät jälkeen ja
toisaalta nopeimmat oppijat
voivat turhautua.”

Kaikissa kouluissa ei ole
mahdollisuutta pienryhmäo-
petukseen. 

Myös varsinaisia erityisoppi-
laita sijoitetaan yhä enemmän

tavalliseen yleisopetukseen.
”Ajatus on ihan kaunis,

mutta paikoin tämä erityisope-
tuksen integraatio on kyllä
riistäytynyt käsistä. Erityisop-
pilas ei saa riittävää tukea, ta-
valliset oppilaat eivät saa tar-
peeksi huomiota ja opettajat
uupuvat.”

Seuraavalla tunnilla Lind-
roosin oppilas Riku Saarinen
vilauttaa matikankirjaansa:

”Ärsyttää kun tätäkin kirjaa
on sutattu. Vaikea tehdä näitä
tehtäviä”, Saarista harmittaa.

Samat kirjat kiertävät kolme
vuotta. Tehtävät tehdään erilli-
sille vihkoille.

”Raha ikävä kyllä ratkaisee
paljon”, Lindroos puuskahtaa
ja pamauttaa mapin opettajain-
huoneen pöytään.

”Helsinkiä lyödään lujaa ny-
kyisellä valtionosuussystee-
millä. Vanhemmat eivät vielä
edes tajua, miten tiukoille kou-
lut aiotaan panna. Jokainen ky-

nä, kumi, kirja, tukiopetustun-
ti ja kerho joudutaan tappele-
maan erikseen”, hän sanoo.

Lindroosin mielestä ei myös-
kään ole itsestään selvää, että
kouluihin saadaan pätevää vä-
keä lapsia opettamaan. Helsin-
gissä on jo pula pätevistä opet-
tajista. ”Moni opettaja ei ole
tehnyt päivääkään alan töitä,
sillä monesta vähemmän ran-
kasta työstä maksetaan paljon
enemmän.”

Tänään Lindroosilla on taval-
lista vähemmän opetusta: hän
pääsee lähtemään koululta jo
puoli kahdelta. 

Kolmelta alkaa vielä iso ko-
kous, mutta välissä ehtii kat-
sastaa kotijoukot ja vaihtaa
vaatteet.

Isän tullessa kotiin äiti on
juuri ehtinyt vaihtaa Timille
kuivan vaipan. Viime syksynä
Filippiineiltä adoptoitu poika
haluaa isän syliin heti ovella ja
maiskuttaa jugurttista suutaan.

Riikka Talli
helsingin sanomat

Ajan puute väsyttää vanhemmat ja lapset
� Isä ja opettaja
Petri Lindroos:
”Raha ikävä kyllä
ratkaisee paljon”

� Lasten asema ja
perhepolitiikka
äänestäjien
kärkiteemojen
joukossa

sirpa räihä / hs

Erityisopettaja Petri Lindroos käy läpi tehtäviä kuudesluokkalaisen Juho Rannilan kanssa Pakilan ala-asteella Helsingissä. 
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POLITIIKKA

� Melkein kaikki puolueet
vaativat peruskoulun ryhmä-
kokojen pienentämistä sekä
erityis- ja tukiopetuksen lisää-
mistä. Perusopetuksen val-
tionosuuksia pitää kasvattaa,
tulee kuin yhdestä suusta.

Vasemmis-
toliitosta ko-
koomukseen
ollaan sitä
mieltä, että
koulujen eri-
arvoistumi-
nen pitää py-
säyttää lisä-
tuella, ellei
muita keinoja
ole.

Jos puoluei-
den näkemykset ovat näin yh-
tenäisiä, miten on mahdollis-
ta, että esimerkiksi pääkau-
punkiseudun kouluja uhkail-
laan uusilla leikkauksilla?
Maaseudulla taas suljetaan
säästöjen takia kyläkouluja,
vaikka oppilaita riittäisikin.

”Koulu- ja perhepolitiikka
eivät ole seksikkäitä politiikan
aloja, koska vaikutuksia ei
nähdä tässä ja nyt, vaan tulok-
set näkyvät vasta vuosien
päästä”, muotoilee keskustan

Tanja Karpela.
Kouluasioista pitävät edus-

kunnassa meteliä pääasiassa
sivistysvaliokunnan jäsenet,
joihin Karpelakin kuuluu.
Tarve korottaa ääntä on viime
aikoina voimistunut. 

”Peruskoulun oppimistu-
loksia katsellessa saa olla yl-
peä, mutta kun katsotaan tu-
levaisuuteen, tilanne on jossa-
kin määrin huolestuttava”, ki-
teyttää Jyrki Katainen (kok).

Kun suuret ikäluokat siirty-
vät eläkkeelle, pula pätevistä
opettajista kasvaa. Nuoret
opettajat eivät välttämättä ha-
keudu rauhattomien luokkien
kaitsijoiksi tai perheterapeu-
teiksi. Miten opettajan työn
arvostus kasvaisi? 

Kunnon
palkka ras-
kaasta työstä
tietysti on yk-
si keino, mut-
ta tärkeää olisi
saada myös
työympäristö
kuntoon, po-
liitikot sano-
vat.

Puolueiden
keinolistan
kärjessä on pieni opetusryh-
mä; siihen mahtuu monenta-
soista oppijaa.

Kouluille tuovat entistä

suurempia haasteita eri kult-
tuurit, erilaiset perheet ja tie-
toyhteiskun-
ta. Katainen
tähdentää, et-
tä tästä syystä
nyt pitäisi
karsia turhat
rönsyt mini-
miin.

Rönsyihin
hän laskee
kokopäivä-
kouluidean.
Sitä kokeil-
laan nyt kuudessa eri koulus-
sa. Ideana on, että koulutyön
lisäksi koulupäivään kuuluu
harrastustoimintaa.

Vaikka peruskoulun puoles-
ta puhuvat kaikki, vivahde-
eroja kehittämishaluissa on.

Demarit korostavat ehkä
muita vahvemmin lähikoulu-
periaatetta. Sdp:ssä ei tulisi
kuuloonkaan väläyttää koulu-
tuksen maksullisuutta.

”Minulle oli yllätys, että
jotkut kokoomuslaiset vaa-
liehdokkaat ovat kannattaneet
lukukausimaksua”, sanoo Pia
Viitanen (sd).

Kokoomuksessa ja vihreissä
haluttaisiin kiinnittää huo-
miota taiteissa, liikunnassa tai
vaikkapa matematiikassa lah-
jakkaisiin lapsiin.

”Nykyään ajatellaan, että
kyllä lahjakkaat pärjäävät
omillaan. Onhan se tietysti
niinkin, mutta kyllä perus-
kouluun voisi kehittää yksilöl-
lisempiä opetusmetodeja”, sa-
noo Irina Krohn (vihr). 

Kokoomuksessa halutaan
antaa mahdollisuus myös yk-
sityisille kouluille, mutta puo-
lueen painopiste on selkeästi
peruskoulussa. 

Vasemmistoliittolaiset nä-
kevät kokoomuslaiset yksi-
tyiskouluintoisempina kuin
kokoomus itse ilmoittaa.

”Mitä oikeammalle men-

nään, sitä enemmän ja hel-
pommin suositaan kaikkea
sellaista, joka toisi jonkunnä-
köistä yksityistä toimintaa”,
väittää Katja Syvärinen (vas).

� Kirjoitus ja taulukko perus-
tuvat eduskuntapuolueiden
vaaliohjelmiin, kannanottoihin
ja puolueiden edustajien haas-
tatteluihin.

Martta Nieminen
helsingin sanomat

Kaikki puolueet painottavat
pieniä opetusryhmiä

Olisiko kokopäiväkoulu ratkaisu pienten koululaisten iltapäivähoitoon?
¬Vasemmistoliitto

Aamu- ja iltapäivähoidon järjestäminen nykyistä vakinaisemmaksi olisi as-
kel kokopäiväkouluun. Lasten hoidon lisäksi hankkeen etu olisi se, että har-
rastukset niveltyisivät koulupäivään. 

¬Rkp
Ei ainakaan sitä vaihtoehtoa, että kokopäiväkoulu olisi tarkoitettu kaikille. 
Aamu- ja iltapäivätoimintaa toki kannatetaan. Tärkeintä olisi järjestää il-
tapäiväkerhoja lapsille ja nuorille. Kokopäiväkoulua voi kokeilla. 

¬Vihreät

Kokopäiväkoulua voidaan kokeilla. Iltapäivätoiminnan pitäisi kuitenkin 
vastedes olla vapaaehtoista. Tärkeää olisi saada alle 10-vuotiaiden lasten 
vanhemmille mahdollisuus lyhentää työpäivää.

¬Kristillisdemokraatit

Ei suurta innostusta. Koulupäivä pitenisi liikaa. Mieluummin pitäisi 
kehittää koulujen kerhotoimintaa.

¬Sdp
Ei tässä vaiheessa. Tärkeintä on saada pienten koululaisten aamu- ja il-
tapäivähoito hoidettua nykyistä vakinaisemmin. Sdp haluaa iltapäivähoi-
don lakisääteiselle pohjalle. Näin kunta velvoitettaisiin huolehtimaan 
siitä, että iltapäivähoito varmasti järjestyy.

¬Kokoomus
Mieluummin halutaan kehittää lasten iltapäivätoimintaa järjestöjen 
kanssa, koska silloin on mahdollista saada kansalaistoimintaan tarkoitet-
tua rahoitusta. Kokopäiväkoulua voi kokeilla.

¬Perussuomalaiset

Ihanneratkaisu olisi, että esimerkiksi seurakunnat ja urheiluseurat järjestäi-
sivät koululaisille iltapäivätoimintaa.

CES / HS

Jos kokopäiväkoulua kaavailtaisiin kaikille, silloin jyrkkä ei, yhtenä vaihto-
ehtona toki mahdollinen. Odotettava millaisia kokemuksia muutamassa 
koulussa toteutettavasta kokeilusta saadaan. 

¬Keskusta

Pia Viitanen

Tanja Karpela

Jyrki Katainen

Puolueet laidasta laitaan tuntuvat olevan yksimielisiä siitä,
että yhteisin verovaroin kustannettava peruskoulu on kai-
ken A ja O. Yhteinen tahto on myös siitä, että koulujen
jakautuminen hyviin ja huonoihin pitää estää. 

sanottua

� Suomen Gallup kysyi
Helsingin Sanomien toimek-
siannosta: ”Mikä on tärkein
kysymys, johon haluaisitte
näissä vaaleissa vaikuttaa?”

” Perheet, koti, lapset
sekä tukitoimet, että
perheet pysyisivät
koossa.”

” Lapsiperheen toisella
vanhemmalla oltava
mahdollisuus lyhyem-
pään työviikkoon
myös vaikka lapsi on
täyttänyt seitsemän.”

” Paremmat edellytyk-
set lasten kotihoi-
toon.”

” Minä en ole erityisesti
kiinnostunut muusta
kuin lapsiperheiden
kohtelusta.”

” Koululaisten iltapäivä-
toiminnan järjestämi-
nen.”

� Helsingin
Sanomat esittelee
puolueiden kantoja
äänestäjille tärkeisiin
teemoihin. Ehdota
aihetta tai kerro mielipi-
teesi: hs.vaalit@sano-
ma.fi tai HS/vaalit PL
65, 00089 SANOMAT

vaalit 16.  3 .
Ennakkoäänestys 5.–11. 3.

tietokulma Perheiltä paljon toiveita

Seuraava eduskunta joutuu
ottamaan kantaa mm. näihin
kysymyksiin:
� Pitäisikö lasten hoitamista
kotona tukea nykyistä enem-
män?
� Pitäisikö vanhempain-
vapaita pidentää ja vanhem-
painrahoja korottaa?
� Pitäisikö lapsilisiä korot-
taa? Tasaisesti kaikille vai
tulojen, lapsiluvun tai lasten
iän mukaan?

� Pitäisikö lisätä tukea
lapsiperheiden asumiseen?
� Pitäisikö työaikaa lyhen-
tää, jotta perheet voisivat
viettää enemmän aikaa
yhdessä?
� Miten järjestetään pienten
koululaisten iltapäivähoito?
� Pitäisikö ryhmä- ja luokka-
kokoja pienentää?
� Miten puututaan koulujen
työrauhaongelmiin ja koulu-
kiusaamiseen?

Example 1: HS 10.2.2003.
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(”Computer is keeping track on the milk quota in the cowshed” / ”Tietokone 
vahtii navetassa, ettei maitokiintiö ylity”, AL, 7.11.2002). They also stated 
their views on the effects of new EU farming regulation in Finland. From this 
angle, the story unpacked the complicated system of milk production quotas, 
national regulation and international rules provided by the EU. Thus, the ex-
periences of the farmers were framed as part of the broad political discussion 
on agriculture. In the follow-up story (”Finland’s position in the negotiations 
made better due to new EU policy on agriculture” / ”EU:n maatalouslinjaus 
paransi Suomen neuvottelutilannetta”, AL, 8.11.2002), the farmer travelled 
to Helsinki to meet the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry. In this story, the 
everyday life that was covered the day before became even more political-
ly oriented, as the participants discussed the current EU negotiations about 
farming subsidies and Finland’s position in these negotiations.

Critics of public journalism might ask: is there something new to this? Is it 
not just good journalism? The answer is: yes, at the textual level of news jour-
nalism, the stories represented examples of good traditional journalistic writ-
ing: they gave space for citizens and let them speak about their experiences. 
This everyday element alone cannot be considered very radical, and without 
the combined use of the other meta-elements, its effects would remain rather 
minor. Nevertheless, the element is significant as it reflects the fundamental 
orientation of the newspapers’ public journalism approach: to mark citizens’ 
experiences as relevant input for general public discussion. 

In sum, the meta-element of representing everyday life as politically rel-
evant seemed to be especially apparent in the story structures and designs 
– more so than in the styles of writing. The story designs provided room for 
citizens to take a lead in defining the discussed issues from their perspec-
tives. In HS, relevance was produced by the size and style of the story pack-
ages: a full broadsheet page was dedicated to a single issue and the whole 
concept of the election series provided relevance for everyday experiences 
by referring to the survey results. In AL’s story pairs the follow-up story al-
ways widened the context of the everyday story, and in IH relevance for ev-
eryday experiences was made explicit through a combination of a main story 
that featured citizens and a side-bar that provided broader background in-
formation. However, making the connection between citizens’ experiences 
and the broader societal frames was somewhat problematic: one might ques-
tion whether the logic actually worked if the stories were not read as pairs 
or interpreted as parts of the same entity by the readers. Therefore, the logic 
behind these structures could have been made more transparent by openly 
expressing them in the stories.

Connections between citizens and politicians
Another common element in the public journalism stories was the linking of 
civic life to political decision making. This was a significant aspect because 
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politicians were the second largest agent group in this material. This element 
is closely connected with what was discussed above about relevance, but it 
is more closely related to the representative system of political decision mak-
ing, i.e. to ”politics” and to the way in which politicians were positioned in 
the stories as counter pairs for citizens. Quite often, this element was charac-
terized by actual face-to-face meetings between citizens and politicians in the 
context of discussion events or a one-on-one setting.

In the two bigger papers, the election context affected the way in which 
civic life was connected to political decision making. There was a clearly ex-
pressed will in the election projects to encourage citizens to use their right to 
vote. The stories also aimed at presenting the political system as accessible 
and understandable to citizens. The connection between citizens and politi-
cal decision making was produced in HS’s parliamentary election series by 
posing readers’ questions to party leaders. However, the fact that these ques-
tions were posed by the reporter – and not directly by the voters themselves 
– left the citizens’ questions un-contextualized and the citizen–politician 
connection rather thin. In the EU election project, the newsroom employed 
another approach and aimed at more concrete connectedness by covering the 
discussion events that featured citizens and politicians. However, even if the 
events brought citizens and politicians to the same room, their perspectives 
did not often meet in the stories. Citizens who participated in the events were 
featured most often in the sidebar stories: they evaluated the discussion and 
the event. The citizen agents were positioned as the audience: as followers of 
the debate, they seldom interacted with politicians. This is partly explained 
by the TV-dominated production situation and the scarcity of the audience 
questions discussed in the previous chapter.

However, the events’ basic idea could have opened up possibilities for 
connecting citizens with politicians, but at the textual level, this connection 
remained weak. The main stories in the story packages concentrated on poll 
results and politicians’ comments and debate. They framed the election as 
a game in which the main questions dealt with winning and losing. In this 
frame, the citizen was easily positioned as a percentage among others, de-
spite the initial participatory aim. Moreover, the tendency of HS to concen-
trate on high-level political actors affected the stories by turning the texts into 
consecutive expressions of opinions from different prestigious politicians. 
The journalistic tradition of balance affected the presentation: all the political 
parties were given some space in the discussion event stories, and therefore, 
the texts became dominated by the politicians’ opinions. From the perspec-
tive of voters, this kind of listing offers possibilities for comparison, but from 
the perspective of citizens as agents in the stories, the practice is marginal-
izing. Thus, there seemed to be an inner contradiction in the logic of the HS 
stories in terms of whether they should serve citizens as the reading public or 
include them in the stories as active counter-parts for politicians.
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There were similar contradictions in the regional paper’s election stories, 
the key being whether the stories should serve the readers – to inform the 
voters as broadly as possible about the candidates’ differences – or whether 
they should report and even aid connectedness between politicians and citi-
zens in the discussion events. AL’s election series was a long process: the tour 
visited 16 cities and involved about 20 journalists as writers or hosts of the 
events. Consequently, the texts varied and reporters approached the events 
with different kinds of ideas and personal writing styles. So, even if the series 
as a story format was tightly regulated in terms of its structures (the main sto-
ry featured panellists’ views and the general discussion, the sidebars featured 
citizens’ evaluations of the event43, and a short list of interesting quotations 
from the event was always included and results from mock votes were pre-
sented), the texts varied in terms of how much room was given to the linkage 
between candidates and citizens. Some stories succeeded in promoting con-
nectedness better than others, for instance by structuring the discussion sto-
ries with audience questions or the themes that were presented in the news 
van stories by local residents and associations. However, the AL stories, too, 
were affected by the ideal of balanced reporting and the need to quote all of 
the panellists fairly, which sometimes resulted in stories that listed political 
statements and were dominated by political jargon. This indicates that the 
ideal of connectedness was difficult to translate into the textual presentation.

In AL’s value series the act of combining citizens and politicians worked 
better. By covering the one-on-one meetings, the stories were able to produce 
connections between the participants. The first value series ”Turning Point 
of Welfare” introduced four broad ”welfare” themes: health care, working 
life, farming and entrepreneurship. The second series ”Challenging Power” 
was connected to policy programs that dealt with employment, entrepreneur-
ship, health care, civic activity and the information society. Both series were 
based on encounters that enabled combining ”the political” aspect of every-
day life with ”politics”. In one of the encounters, for example, a waiter talked 
about the difficulties that he had faced with temporary work contracts, and 
the Minister of Labour explained the ways in which the government aimed 
at monitoring the operations of employment agents (”Filatov wants to broad-
en the right to intervene” /” Filatov haluaa laventaa puuttumisoikeutta”, AL 
1.11.2002). The story pointed out that political decisions are connected to as-
pects of the everyday working life, but in the case of labour market questions 
in particular, the political decision-makers, too, are somewhat constrained. 
This story was thus an example of an article that would have benefitted from 
including the aspects of the employers and businesses.

Even if the encounter stories connected the citizens and politicians more 

43 At times, the sidebar was not used for presenting citizens’ comments; sometimes a news-
worthy issue or a particularly interesting part of the discussion was published in the side-
bar.
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fluently than the discussion event stories, there were some problems with 
this approach, as well. For example, the stories ran the risk of accentuating 
the role of the minister at the expense of the citizen. The coding results indi-
cated that the most common activity of the political agents in the stories was 
to give advice or guidance, and this applies to the encounter stories, too. The 
expert position of the citizen that was created in the first story may have been 
overshadowed by the minister’s political prestige. In other words, the power 
balance easily shifted to the side of the minister who took the lead in the dis-
cussion situation and was thus able to have more effect on the way the even-
tual story was framed. In spite of these problems, in one-on-one encounter 
stories, there was more space for interaction and possibilities for connected-
ness than in the often rather sporadic discussion event stories.

The proportion of political agents in the local paper was considerably 
smaller than in the other two papers. In the IH stories, only six percent of 
the agents represented political parties. The IH approach positioned the city 
administration as a more decisive public actor than politicians, as the ad-
ministrative sector as an agent group was proportionally larger (11%) than 
the political agents. Indeed, IH’s encounter stories more often connected citi-
zens with city officials than with local politicians. As mentioned, this was of 
course a natural result of the fact that in the IH sample, there were no election 
projects, but that is hardly the only explanation. The local context in which 
the newspaper operates may play a role here. Local papers in Finland have 
traditionally been positioned as the ”official papers” of their area and munici-
palities; they have acted as the information transmitters of official notices and 
local decisions. Reliance on local administration as a news source has there-
fore been a characteristic of local papers. This tradition is still reflected in the 
work of the civic reporter at IH in the sample stories. Moreover, any openly 
political implications of the civic reporters’ stories were rare.

When connections with citizens and politicians emerged in the IH sto-
ries, the relationship was the kind that aimed at encouraging people to fol-
low the local decision making process or take part in local public discus-
sion. The two story types in the repertoire of the civic reporter, which mostly 
dealt with politics, were ”mobilizing stories” and ”current topics” stories. 
The mobilizing stories were more explicitly about connections to politics, 
but they remained on the general level and did not rely on one-on-one meet-
ings. There was usually a dual aim to the stories: citizens were encouraged at 
the same time to take part in both the journalistic process and general pub-
lic discussion. Two examples illustrate this approach. In the first example 
story, three different people were invited to Heinola Town Hall to follow a 
regular meeting of the local city council (”More discussion than anticipated 
in the city council meeting” / ”Valtuustossa puhuttiin odotettua enemmän”, 
IH 26.2.2005). The story featured three local citizens: a chief from a planning 
department, a student and a home aid worker. They followed and evaluated 
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the meeting and talked about their relationship to local decision making. The 
meeting was represented as understandable and interesting as a means of 
encouraging local people to take part in these meetings. Political life was fa-
miliarized through the experiences of the citizens who expressed their views 
about the meeting and proposed improvements.

In the second example, two local citizens were asked to take electronic 
candidate comparison quizzes (”Local candidates have been lazy with the 
candidate comparison quiz” / ”Heinolan ehdokkaat käyneet laiskasti vaa-
likoneella”, IH 16.10.2004). An educator and an environmental secretary an-
swered the electronic quiz and talked about their experiences, they also ex-
pressed criticism towards the candidates that did not fill out their answers 
so that the quiz and its results would fully serve the voters. In a sidebar, lo-
cal party leaders explained why so many candidates neglected to fill in their 
answers. There was an interesting tension between the citizens who thought 
the electoral quizzes were a ”fun and relaxed way to get interested in poli-
tics” and the politicians who considered the applications rather sceptically 
as ”merely a game, though an interesting one”. The story thus used participa-
tory and activating methods and encouraged people to demand answers from 
candidates. These examples shed light on the way in which IH linked citi-
zens and politicians by activation and familiarization.

To sum up, due to the nature of their projects, HS and AL aimed to connect 
citizens and politicians from the perspective of the electoral system, even 
competition. At the textual level, the encounters provided a more fruitful 
way to build up the connections than the discussion event stories. IH’s ap-
proach, which was not directly linked to elections (and not a distinct project 
with recurring story structures), appeared softer in its ways of challenging 
politics: it connected citizens with the administration rather than with politi-
cal decision-makers and concentrated on activating citizens and familiarizing 
them with politics. The analysis indicates that the practices and story designs 
aimed at overcoming the gap between citizens and politics, but at the level of 
storytelling, the aim of connectedness proved more problematic.

Citizens’ questions
Citizens’ questions were another common element in the public journalism 
stories. The simple act of asking was used as a tool for involving and activat-
ing citizens as well as making their views part of the public discussion. Read-
ers’ suggestions and questions were asked for in different ways. HS asked its 
readers to contact the paper via e-mail or mail; every IH story featured a logo 
with the civic reporter’s photo, phone number and e-mail address and AL 
invited readers to the news van or discussion events by advertising them be-
forehand. The requested citizen input often took the form of questions when 
the stories were published. Asking a question was the second most common 
act (18%) for citizens in the stories after expressing an opinion or a viewpoint 
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(22%).44 Questions and questioning thus form an important cross sectional 
element in the stories even if there were differences as to how the questions 
were used or presented in the stories.

The element of questioning was particularly strong in the HS stories, in 
which over half of the citizens’ acts were coded as questions. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the party leader interviews were based on a format 
in which readers’ questions played a key role. A full-page story package in-
cluded a traditional interview, a comment by a journalist and a Q&A sidebar 
with ten reader questions. These questions varied from broad value questions 
to very concrete ones, or they contained a personal touch. For instance, the 
chairwoman of the Left Alliance Party was asked about whether she had ever 
dealt with great financial strains in her personal life (”Siimes: I turned the 
direction of the tax policy discussion” / ”Siimes: Käänsin verokeskustelun 
suunnan”, HS 10.3.2003), and the leader of the Green Party was asked: ”I am 
single 25-year old without children living in a big city. I have a master’s de-
gree with good grades, I speak five languages, I know my way with comput-
ers. But I can’t find a job. What is wrong?” (”Soininvaara: Pelkkä kannatus ei 
riitä” / ”Soininvaara: ”It is not enough to have support”, HS 7.2.3003). The 
readers were given a possibility to influence the direction and the content of 
the interview, but it was done in an anonymous manner, and in fact, it was 
impossible to evaluate whether the questions truly originated from (different) 
readers.45 However, the questions brought nuances and practicality to the sto-
ries that would not have been present without the readers’ activity.

Questions were a part of AL’s concept as well, even if the percentage of 
questioning citizens was small at only three percent. The small percentage 
can be explained by the fact that the questions did not form an integral part 
of the textual story design. Nevertheless, questioning had an important role 
in the value series’ encounter stories. The questions that worked best in the 
stories were the ones that were based on the participant’s own experience 
or expertise: they provided concreteness to the discussion and hence to the 
whole story. In fact, this approach gave more authority to the citizens than 
HS’s approach because the citizens acted as questioners themselves. In these 
stories, citizens prepared questions individually or with a peer group (or with 
the help of the journalist, a fact that was not explicit in the texts) before the 
meeting. Questions were considered as a means with which the citizens pre-
pared themselves for the minister meetings, an empowering element. There-

44 Due to the gradual scale that I used in the coding, the actual number of question asking citi-
zens (or other agents) may have been higher in reality. For example, if an agent was coded 
as criticizing (an act that was higher on the scale than asking), she/he may also have posed 
a question in another part of the story.

45 I coded all the questions as different citizen agents even if the questions were anonymous. 
This is somewhat problematic, but as my aim was to identify which agent groups get their 
voices heard in the texts, I took into account the anonymous questions as well, since they 
are labelled as ”readers’ questions”.
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fore, questions were not always reported as such in the stories: they were 
often hidden in the narrative. But in encounter stories where the questions 
were apparent, the role of the citizen as an active participant became clearer. 
In a story that covered a meeting between an ”active youth” and the Minister 
of Justice (”There are no prospects for decreasing the voting right age limit” / 
”Nuorten on turha odottaa äänioikeusikärajan laskua”, AL 22.2.2004), the be-
ginning of the story was framed from the point of view of the minister, which 
was also indicated by the headline. However, in the second half of the story 
− in which the questions were published − the voice and aspects of the youth 
group were more clearly articulated. The questions dealt with the reluctance 
of the government to utilize referenda in Finland, or with the justifications for 
why established political organizations received more public funding than 
other civic associations. The Q&A format represented the youth as challeng-
ers of the existing political culture and the minister as the defender of tradi-
tional representative structures. When the questions were not reported, the 
story became dominated by the minister’s voice and view.

In the IH stories, readers’ questions were also used as a journalistic tool 
and they acted as a means of inviting citizens’ participation to the journalis-
tic process. The logo that was always attached to the civic reporters’ stories 
asked for citizens’ questions. One fifth of the IH stories were either ”reader’s 
questions” or ”encounter stories”, and 12% of citizens’ acts in the stories 
were coded as questions. Questions were thus used as a way of formulating 
readers’ problems or suggestions into concise stories that served the reading 
audience or developed into encounters in which citizens were able to pose 
their questions in person. ”Reader’s questions” stories utilized a traditional 
question and answer format. In some cases, the questioners were also given 
the possibility to comment on the answer they received. This kind of practice 
combined the questioning and evaluative roles of the citizens. An important 
aspect in these stories was transparency: they offered the possibility to ex-
plain where the questions originated, who posed them and why.

On top of Q&A stories, there were IH encounter stories that resembled 
those of AL, but they were not published in pairs. An example of a story that 
utilized questions in an interesting manner was a meeting between members 
of a local discussion club and two new city councillors representing different 
political parties (”There is lot of what I don’t understand” / ”Paljon on, mitä 
en ymmärrä”, IH 2.11.2005). In this meeting, the club members were able to 
ask questions that they formulated together. An important fact here was that 
the club members also explained their views and gave reasons for their ques-
tions. This, in turn, invited the representatives to explain their answers in 
more detail. Moreover, a sidebar was dedicated to a list of questions that were 
asked and a short evaluation of the whole meeting by a few of the club mem-
bers. This kind of listing of questions without reporting all of the answers 
might seem pointless, but I interpret this as a way of increasing transparency 
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and activation. With the list of questions, the story drew an outline of the 
club members’ agenda and provided an example of the kind of input that is 
wished for from citizens in the future.

As we can see, all of the three newspapers employed citizens’ questions 
journalistically but in a varying manner and degree. HS used citizens’ ques-
tions in the most apparent and straightforward manner. HS’s approach re-
sembled that of IH by way of turning questions into Q&A stories, but due 
to the anonymity of the HS questions, the element of transparency was left 
out. HS’s method thus left out interesting information that was connected to 
questioners’ background and motivations. In IH’s and AL’s encounter stories, 
citizens’ questions played a decisive role. However, there were difficulties 
in making questions a part of the journalistic narrative that would have been 
both journalistically stylish and valued the citizen input. As a work method, 
the discussion events were promising, but as a textual story type, discussions 
would have required more development in turning the questioning nature of 
the events into a smooth and newsworthy journalistic narrative. All things 
considered, in the public journalism stories, some of the journalistic author-
ity and control that comes with questioning or interviewing − traditionally 
regarded as central tools for journalists − was given to citizens.

Possibilities for dialogue
Dialogue was another distinctive feature in the public journalism stories and 
it was closely linked with questioning. On top of questions, though, dialogue 
requires reciprocity. From the coding scheme, we can identify three activities 
that potentially invite reciprocal exchange: questioning, criticizing and pro-
posing. Approximately 45% of all the activities in the stories were coded as 
one of these activities. This result is promising in terms of dialogue. However, 
advising – an act that is not very interactive to begin with – was the single 
most common category of action among all the agents (23%). This, in turn, 
explains why the aim of dialogue was a difficult one. It seems that public 
journalism’s storytelling structures did not radically challenge the position 
of politicians and officials as advising experts and did not invite them into 
a more dialogic relationship with citizens. All of the newspapers, however, 
have elements in their public journalism stories that provided possibilities 
for dialogue, and therefore, it can be considered as one of the meta-elements 
of public journalism stories.

In the IH stories, dialogue was generated in group interviews or encoun-
ters. These formats enabled the exchange of views and provided a possibility 
to react to other participants’ ideas. For example, in a story about a danger-
ous crossing (”Stop speeding on Kaakontie Road” / ”Kaahaus kuriin Kaakon-
tiellä”, IH, 18.5.2005, see Example 2), a group of local residents, two city of-
ficials from city planning, and a policeman met and discussed the dangerous 
crossing at the location in question. This kind of meeting connected together 
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the experiences and worries of residents with the ideas of the planning of-
ficials, enabling the emergence of dialogue. The idea of problem-solving that 
some theorists consider as a central element in public journalism (e.g. Haas 
2007) was most apparent in the local encounter stories. It seemed that the lo-
cal context and the fact that participants met in the actual surroundings (be 
it a dangerous crossing or a neglected playground) added to the possibility 
of finding a solution. It was not the newspaper or the reporter that advocated 
a specific solution; the situation generated dialogue and deliberation, and 
therefore also problem-solving.

A group interview was another method of generating dialogue in the IH 
stories. It lacked the element of juxtaposition that was often apparent in en-
counters, and therefore, it worked in cases where the experiences from a wide 
range of people were reported: others’ experiences encouraged people to talk 
about their lives and compare their experiences with each other. Dialogue 
was sometimes also produced without real-life meetings. For example, a sto-
ry about a local waste water treatment station that produced a strong odour in 
the area (”Residents in Tommola are demanding repayments for bad odour” 
/ ”Tommolalaiset vaatimassa korvauksia pahasta hajusta”, IH 27.4.2005) po-
sitioned residents, a water service engineer and a local politician into a dia-
logic relationship by letting them address the same question from their own 
perspectives and then comparing and contrasting their views. This way reci-
procity was produced textually without real-life meetings.

AL also employed encounters and group interviews in its approach. A 
good example of an encounter story in which dialogue was produced was a 
story about a meeting between a young computer enthusiast and the Minister 
of Communication. The example shows that reciprocity was possible even 
between a minister and a 17-year old high school student (”Digital-TV and 
broadband are possible at the same time” / ”Digi-tv ja laajakaista voidaan to-
teuttaa yhtä aikaa”, AL 29.2.2004, see Example 3). The student’s questions 
were published in bold text type and the ministers’ answers were reported 
accordingly. However, half-way through the interview the roles were turned 
and the minister started asking questions to the student. She asked about 
open source software platforms, about how the student acquired her comput-
er skills and about how computer teaching took place in schools. As a result 
of this reciprocal exchange, the student was able to act as an expert in her 
own area and was positioned in the story as an equal participant. It seemed 
that dialogue emerged as a result of the individual’s qualities and expertise as 
well as the minister’s willingness to get involved in the conversation.

In addition to encounters, discussion events and news van stories pro-
vided possibilities for dialogic interaction. However, dialogue proved more 
difficult in these story types than in the encounters. News van stories were 
effective in presenting and condensing the pressing issues as experienced 
by local people, but participants seemed to be more willing to get their is-
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Example 2: IH 18.5.2005.

10 ITÄ-HÄME keskiviikkona 18. toukokuuta 2005

PAIKALLISET
Toimituksen yhteystiedot:
Uutisvinkit: 883 7542, 883 7543, 883 7551
iha.toimitus@itahame.fi 
Toimittajien sähköposti: etunimi.sukunimi@itahame.fi

Heinola
Chiméne Bavard

Sarkolantien ja Kaakontien 
risteys on puhuttanut alu-
een asukkaita jo pitkään. 
Kaakontiellä ajetaan vii-
denkympin nopeusrajoituk-
sesta huolimatta huomatta-
van kovaa ja näkyvyys ris-
teysalueella on mutkan ja 
suuren sähkökaapin takia 
Sarkolantien suunnasta lä-
hes olematon.

– Oikealta tulevia auto-
ja ei näe eikä paljon kuu-
lekaan. Alueella asuu pal-
jon lapsia ja Sarkolantiellä 
on kolme perhepäivähoita-
jaa. Tähän mennessä tässä 
ei ole sattunut yhtään on-
nettomuutta, koska lapsil-
le on muistutettu vaaroista 
pienestä pitäen joka päivä, 
perhepäivähoitaja Sinikka 
Jukakoski tietää.

Erityisen huolissaan 
asukkaat ovat Sarkolantien 
lasten koulumatkasta. Suo-
jatietä pitkin kulkee päivit-
täin lapsia, joiden takia au-
tot eivät tunnu useinkaan 
hiljentävän.

– Meillä saatetaan eka-
luokkalainen aina tien yli, 
koska yksin häntä ei täs-
tä uskalla päästää autojen 
vauhtien takia. Eihän edes 
aikuinen näe, onko tuol-

ta tulossa autoa, Mari Ma-
ra kertoo.

Maran ja Jukakosken li-
säksi vaarallinen risteys 
keräsi maanantaina paikal-
le ison joukon muita asuk-
kaita, jotka kertoivat kom-
menttinsa paikan päälle 
kutsutuille kaupungin ka-
tumestari Ari Matteiselle, 
rakentamispäällikkö Ant-
ti Kailiolle ja ylikomisario 
Reijo Federleylle.

Vaarallinen risteys oli etu-
käteen tuttu niin kaupun-
gin virkamiehille kuin po-
liisille. Haastatteluhetkellä-

kin Kaakontiellä ajettiin yli-
nopeutta, mutta Federleyn 
virka-asu sai monen jarrut-
tamaan.

– Kävin täällä käänty-
mässä jo viime viikolla ja 
silloinkin sattui muutaman 
minuutin aikana yksi lä-
heltä piti -tilanne. Mielestä-
ni hyvä parannus voisi ol-
la nopeusrajoituksen alen-
taminen, korotettu suojatie 
ja näkemäesteiden poista-
minen, Federley visioi.

Asukkaat ovat toivoneet 
risteykseen nopeusrajoitus-
ten lisäksi hidastetöyssyjä 
tai vähintään peiliä, jonka 

avulla voisi nähdä parem-
min toisesta suunnasta tule-
vat autot. Ilmassa on katke-
ruutta, koska asian puolesta 
on aikaisemminkin kerätty 
addressia, mutta turhaan.

– Olemme kuulleet, et-
tä tätä ei pidetä vielä vaa-
rallisena risteyksenä. Pitäi-
sikö tässä sattua kolari en-
nen kuin tähän reagoidaan, 
Marita Venäläinen kysyy.

Tällä kertaa kaupungin 
edustajilla oli kuitenkin 
esittää konkreettinen eh-
dotus. Töyssyjen ja peilien 
sijaan Matteinen ja Kailio 
esittelivät asukkaille suun-
nittelija Jari Rautiaisen vii-
me viikolla tekemän kehit-
telemän idean.

– Helppo ja toimiva rat-
kaisu olisi jatkaa kevytväy-
lää sähkökaapin taakse ja 
siirtää sen taakse Kaakon-
tien ylittävä suojatie. Tämä 
kaventaisi ajoväylää, mi-
kä yleensä tiputtaa ajono-
peuksia. Samoin tekisi ka-
dun reunaan perustettava 
korkeampi reunakivi, Kai-
lio selitti.

Esitelty muutos tekisi 
pienen mutkan koululais-
ten matkaan, mutta samal-
la ylitettävän ajotien pituus 
lyhenisi. Asukkaat suhtau-
tuivat kaupungin suunnitel-

miin positiivisesti.
– Olisihan se hyvä paran-

nus erityisesti lasten kan-
nalta. Täältä tulevien autoi-
lijoiden tilanteeseen se ei 
paljon vaikuttaisi, mutta se 
ei ole pääasia.

Kailion mukaan esitet-
ty ratkaisu ei rasittaisi kau-

pungin kukkaroa raskaasti 
ja työt voitaisiin aloittaa hy-
vinkin pian.

– Tällaiset pienet paran-
nustyöt eivät paljon maksa 
ja ne saadaan valmiiksi aika 
pian. Matteinen lupaili, että 
työt voitaisiin aloittaa jo en-
si viikolla, Kailio sanoo.

Kaahaus kuriin Kaakontiellä
Sarkolantien asukkaat saivat lupauksen lapsille turvallisemmasta risteyksestä

Lappu ja sähköposti 
tehosivat
Kaakontien ja Sarkolantien 
risteyksestä huolestuneet 
asukkaat eivät osuneet paikan 
päälle sattumalta. Kokoontu-
misen takana on risteyksen 
kupeessa asuva Marita Venä-
läinen, joka muutamaa viik-
koa aikaisemmin lähetti ai-
heesta sähköpostia kaikille, 
joille hän ajatteli asian kuu-
luvan. Yllättäen kukaan vies-
tin saaneista valtuutetuista 
ei vastannut, kuten ei tehnyt 
kaupunginjohtajakaan.

– Ensimmäisenä minul-
le vastasi liikenne- ja viestin-
täministeriön yli-insinööri Ju-
ha Valtonen. Hänestä risteys 
vaikutti lähettämieni kuvien ja 
tietojen perusteella vaaralli-
selta, Venäläinen kertoo.

Myös Reijo Federley vasta-
si Venäläiselle pian. Kaupun-

gin virkamiehet saatiin paikan 
päälle toimittajan kutsumina.

– Naapurit ja muut asukkaat 
tulivat paikalle pylvääseen 
laittamani lapun perusteella. 
Olin yllättynyt, miten paljon 
tähän kerääntyi ihmisiä. Tämä 
on selvästi tärkeä asia.

Keskusteluhetken jälkeen 
Venäläinen vaikutti tyytyväi-
seltä kaupungin lupauksiin.

Erityisen positiivisena hän 
koki sen, että työt luvattiin 
aloittaa jo ensi viikolla.

– Koko prosessiin meni mi-
nulta aikaa yhteensä alle tun-
ti. Sähköposti on aika teho-
kas väline, mutta silti ihmisillä 
tuntuu olevan iso kynnys ot-
taa tällaisesta asiasta vastuu-
ta. Siihen petyin, etteivät val-
tuutetut vastanneet minulle, 
Venäläinen summaa.

Mistä kaduilla 
puhutaan?
Kansalaistoimittaja etsii 
edelleen keskustelua herät-
täviä aiheita lukijoiden ar-
jesta. Jos sinulla on esi-
merkiksi kysyttävää tai 
kommentoitavaa virkamie-
hille tai päättäjille, niin ota 
yhteyttä ja lähdetään yh-
dessä jutun tekoon. Kan-
salaistoimittajan jutut uu-
distuneessa Itä-Hämeessä 
kahdesti viikossa, keski-
viikkoisin ja perjantaisin.

Ota yhteyttä kansalais-
toimittaja Simppu Bavar-
diin. Puh. 03 8837 550, 
sähköposti: chimene.
bavard@itahame.fi

Monet Sarkolantien asuk-
kaat eivät päästä lapsiaan 
Kaakontien yli omin päin. 
Maanantaina Reijo Federley 
oli paikalla varmistamassa 
turvallisen ylityksen. 
(Kuvat: Jari Kautto)

Marita Venäläinen ja muut asukkaat kuuntelivat Antti Kai-
lion ja Ari Matteisen ehdotusta risteysalueen parantami-
sesta. Ylikomisario Federley tiputtaisi Kaakontien nopeus-
rajoitusta.
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Example 3: AL 29.2.2004.

A Anja Mulari-Ikonen

K
un nykyiset analogiset tv-lä-
hetykset napsautetaan kiin-
ni, on kansalaisten oma asia,
jos heillä ei ole vastaanotin-
ta. Valtiolta ja kunnilta ei

näillä näkymin ole luvassa avustuksia.
Tampereen Hervannan lukiota käy-

vä, lempääläläinen Sanja Häyrinen,17,
kysyi liikenne- ja viestintäministeri Lee-
na Luhtaselta tietoyhteiskunnasta Aa-
mulehden Valtaa haastamassa -sarjassa.
Oman koulun atk-harrastajat Toni
Kolkka ja Jarkko Honkanen evästivät.

Suomi siirtyy kokonaan digi-tv-ai-
kaan 31. elokuuta 2007.

Päivämäärä kannattaa panna mie-
leen. Ministeri Leena Luhtanen on sen
päättänyt omalta osaltaan ja aikoo esit-
tää sitä valtioneuvostossa. Parlamentaa-
rinen työryhmä on päivämäärän hyväk-

synyt ja kaikki lausunnot tukevat sitä;
vain laitevalmistajat ovat olleet no-
peamman aikataulun kannalla. Ministe-
rin mielestä valmistautumisaika on ai-
van riittävä.

Leena Luhtasen vastuulla on liiken-
ne- ja viestintäministeriö. Hallituksen
tietoyhteiskuntaohjelmaa johtaa päämi-
nisteri Matti Vanhanen, Luhtanen on
ministerityöryhmän varapuheenjohtaja.

– Minulla on vahva käsitys siitä, mi-
ten tämä kaikki alkoi, sanoo Luhtanen
tullessaan tapaamaan kahta nuorta lu-
kiolaista. Sanja Häyrisen lisäksi kysy-
myksiään oli esittämässä turkulainen
Rasmus Päivärinta.

Luhtanen istuutuu pöydän päähän ja
alkaa muistella aikoja, jolloin hänen
oma poikansa kävi koulua Espoon Ta-
piolassa.

Juuri niihin aikoihin tietokoneet tuli-
vat kouluihin. Poika on nyt 35-vuotias,
mutta jo silloin puhuttiin opettajien tie-
totekniikkataidoista.

Luhtanen menisi tänä päivänä niin
pitkälle, että opettajakoulutukseen va-
littavilta tulisi edellyttää vähintäänkin
ennakkoluulottomuutta.

Ministerin ja Sanja Häyrisen välille
syntyi pitkä keskustelu muun muassa
nykyisen kouluopetuksen yksipuolisuu-
desta. Luhtanen kiinnostui asiasta siinä
määrin, ja lupasi viedä asian keskustel-
tavaksi tietoyhteiskuntaohjelman työ-
ryhmiin.

Häyrisen kysymykset ja kommentit
puolilihavoituina.

Eikö tämä kaikki
maksa liikaa?
Suomalaista tietoyhteiskuntaa ja digi-
televisiota luodaan samaan aikaan. Et-
tekö pelkää, että tässä painostetaan
kansalaisia liikaa. Ne maksavat aivan
tuhottomasti. Oletteko ajatellut, että
kaadatte kansalaisten niskaan kaiken
kerralla?

– Olemme ajatelleet. Nämä menevät
limittäin. Tietokoneita ihmisillä jo on
hyvin paljon ja aina tulee uusia laitteita.
Niiden hankinnat menevät itse kunkin
kukkaron ja kiinnostuksen mukaan.Tä-
mä etenee ajan kanssa.

– Digi-television osalta on pakko teh-
dä ratkaisu: jonain päivänä analogiset

lähetykset loppuvat ja sillä siisti. On
mietitty paljon, kuinka turvataan se, että
kukaan ei jää ilman lähetyksiä. Minun
mielestäni siirtymäkausi on riittävä. Ih-
misillä on aikaa sopeutua. Monet jou-
tuisivat muutenkin uusimaan vastaan-
otintaan.

Ruotsissa on vedetty laajakaistat lähes
jokaiseen talouteen. Valtio maksaa.
Suomessa päätettiin, että kansa kustan-
taa itse. Pienet haja-asutusalueet eivät
kuitenkaan kiinnosta laajakaistayhtiöi-
tä. Eikö valtion tai kuntien pitäisi tukea
hanketta, jotta tämä tulisi koko kansan
jutuksi? Kuinka tärkeitä laajakaistayh-
teydet ovat tietoyhteiskunnan kannal-
ta?

– Valtioneuvosto on tehnyt periaate-
päätöksen, jonka mukaan laajakaista pi-
täisi olla joka puolella Suomea vuoden
2005 loppuun mennessä. Valtio tukee
käyttäjävalmiuksia, yrityskulttuuria ja
huolehtii ylipäätään toimintaedellytyk-
sistä ja lainsäädännöstä. Uskon, että
meillä on toimiva malli.

– Laajakaistayhteyksiä ei ole pakko
olla joka nurkassa. Harvaan asutuilla
alueilla mahdollistetaan monenlaista to-
teutustapaa.Valtio ei suosi minkäänlais-
ta tekniikkaa. Ensin edetään markkina-
ehtoisesti ja valtio joutuu ehkä jossain
vaiheessa myöhemmin katsomaan, to-
teutuuko tavoite.

– Meillä rahoituspohja on monipuoli-
nen: kunnat, yritykset ja maakunnat
hyödyntävät EU-rahoja. Laajakaistan
rakentaminen on meillä lähtenyt liik-
keelle omaehtoisesti.Yrityksillä ja kun-
nilla oli halukkuutta.

Onko syytä panostaa koko yhteiskun-
nassa vain Microsoftin käyttöjärjestel-
miin ja ohjelmiin, joihin myös opetus
perustuu nykyään yksisilmäisesti? Se
maksaa kamalia summia. Toisaalta on
olemassa maksuttomia järjestelmiä.
Onko luvassa monipuolisempaa opetus-
ta kouluihin?

– Koulun pitäisi antaa yleisluonteiset
atk-valmiudet. Mitä tulee siihen, että
koulussa opetetaan vain Microsoftin
järjestelmiä, kyllä pitäisi muitakin opet-
taa. Tähän pitää kiinnittää huomiota.
Opetuspuoli on ihan ratkaiseva kaiken
kaikkiaan siinä, miten tietoyhteiskunta-
ohjelma lähtee liikkeelle. Sanopas, mitä

ovat nämä maksuttomat ja kenenkä jär-
jestelmiä ne ovat?

Esimerkiksi Linuxia ei käytetä kouluis-
sa. On nimenomaan niin, että opettajat
eivät osaa sitä.

– Minusta pitäisi ehdottomasti olla
vaihtoehtoja sitä mukaa kuin voimava-
roja ja resursseja on. Tässäkin pätee se,
että oppilaillakin on erilaisia taitoja, ha-
luja ja kykyjä. Onko sitten näin, että op-
pilaat opettavat keskenään? Mistä sinä
olet oppinut atk-taidot?

Alun perin isältä ja veljeltä. Sitten kou-
lun myötä on tullut lisää tietoa ja kave-
rit ovat opettaneet. Tavallaan vaihtoeh-
tojen lisääminen vaatisi sitä, että tieto-
koneita olisi pareittain. Lähtökohtana
pitäisi olla monipuolisuus. Minä en tie-
dä yhtään koulua, missä opetettaisiin
muuta kuin Microsoftin tuotteita.

– Tähän pitää kiinnittää huomiota
politiikkaohjelmassa. Luulisi asian kiin-
nostavan laitevalmistajiakin. Käyttäjä-
valmiudet pitäisi olla. Ennakkoluulot
pois ja kaikki perustaidot atk-opetuk-
sessa. Microsoftin ohjelmat ovat yleisiä
ja varmasti niihin on hyvä perehtyä.

Miten aiotte tukea kansalaisten perus-
valmiuksia tietoyhteiskuntaan?

– Näen asian niin, että tämän päivän
lapsille ja nuorille koulun pitää antaa
valmiudet tietoyhteiskuntaan. Työpai-
kat ovat vuosikausia kouluttaneet ihmi-
siä. Sitten on aina se joukko, joka ei
kouluttaudu missään. Se porukka on
ongelma.

– Toinen pää on se, että miten kansa-
laiset pystyvät näitä valmiuksiaan käyt-
tämään. Onko heillä päätteitä. Julkisia
päätteitä on Suomen kuntaliiton arvion
mukaan noin 5 000 ja lisäksi on päättei-
tä erilaisissa kahvioissa ynnä muissa
paikoissa, jotka eivät ole valtion ja kun-
tien ylläpitämiä. Meillä on joissain vai-
heessa pidetty tavoitteena yhtä päätettä
tuhatta asukasta kohden ja se on jo saa-
vutettu.

– Näen tärkeänä, että niissä paikoissa,
joissa ihmisillä on tilaisuus käyttää jul-
kisia päätteitä, muun muassa kirjastois-
sa, aukioloajoilla on ratkaiseva merki-
tys sille, miten kansalaiset voivat käyt-
tää palveluja. Aina on väkeä, joka ei
hanki tai ei pysty hankkiman päätettä.

B 27Aamulehti Sunnuntai 29. helmikuuta 2004

Sunnuntai

Hallitus sitoutuu tietoyhteiskuntaohjel-
massaan siihen, että nopeat tietoliiken-
neyhteydet, siis laajakaistat, ovat kaik-
kien kansalaisten saatavilla ensi vuoden
loppuun mennessä.

Se patistaa myös virastoja laatimaan
vaalikauden aikana toimeenpanosuun-
nitelman verkkopalveluista.

Jälkimmäinen tavoite on hyvä, ensim-
mäinen jo kyseenalainen.

Kysymys kuuluu, miksi valtion pitää
taata laajakaistapalvelut, vieläpä koh-
tuuhintaiset, koko maahan. Onko tämä
jokin uusi subjektiivinen oikeus, jolla li-

hotetaan hyvinvointivaltion sisältöä.Ai-
van niin kuin sairaista, vanhuksista ja
lapsista huolehtimiseen kuluisi liian vä-
hän rahaa. Olen ymmärtänyt, että hy-
vinvointivaltiossa, aivan kuten päästö-
kaupassa, on jaettavana vain niukkuut-
ta. Niukkuusoletus perustuu siihen, että
nykyhallitus pyrkii alentamaan maail-
man kireimpiin kuuluvaa 44 prosentin
kokonaisveroastetta.

Laajakaistan takaamista voi toki pe-
rustella sillä, että Nokian ansiosta tek-
nologiamaan imagon saaneen Suomen
pitää kulkea tietoliikenneyhteyksissä

eturintamassa. Tavoitetta voi puolustel-
la myös tehokkuusnäkökulmalla: no-
peat yhteydet vähentävät hallintokulu-
ja.

Toisin sanoen hallintohenkilökunnan
tarve ilmeisesti vähenee julkisella sek-
torilla. Hallitukselta ei ole kuitenkaan
näkynyt ohjelmaa hallinnon laihdutta-
misesta, vaikka eläköityminen antaisi
mahdollisuuden pehmeisiin toimiin.
Esimerkiksi Helsingin kaupungin hen-
kilökunnasta kolmannes jää eläkkeelle
vuosikymmenen loppuun mennessä.

Missä on siis hallituksen linjanveto

tietoyhteiskunnan tuoman tehokkuu-
den ja eläköitymisen mahdollistamista
pehmeistä säästöistä? 

Säästöistä puheen ollen laajakaistalla
ei kotikäytössä vielä säästä. Sain tar-
jouksen, jossa myytiin laajakaistaa il-
man avausmaksua. Kuukausimaksu
keskinopealle yhteydelle oli 45 euroa
kuussa eli 540 euroa vuodessa.

Suurin piirtein sama summa saadaan,
kun kiristetään keskituloisen perheen
kunnallisveroa prosentilla.

Alberto Claramunt

Valtion ei pidä tehdä kaikkea
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■ Aamulehti vie pirkanmaalaisia ministe-
rien luo puntaroimaan, miten hallitus on
onnistunut tai epäonnistunut työllisyyden,
yrittäjyyden, terveydenhuollon, kansalais-
vaikuttamisen tai tietoyhteiskunnan edis-
tämisessä.

31.1. Mitä yrittämisestä tuumaavat muun
muassa eläinhomeopaatti ja majatalon
pitäjä?
1.2. Ministeri Mauri Pekkarinen vastaa
yrittäjille.
5.2. Mitä mielenterveyspotilaiden omai-
set haluavat?
8.2. Peruspalveluministeri Liisa Hyssälä
vastaa.
12.2. Opiskelijoiden ja työllistäjien tervei-
set työministerille.
15.2. Työministeri Tarja Filatov vastaa.
19.2. Nuorten aloitteet katoavat virka-
miesten pöydille.
22.2. Oikeusministeri Johannes Koski-
nen vastaa nuorille.
26.2. Linux-nuoret haluavat halpoja laaja-
kaistayhteyksiä.
29.2. Liikenneministeri Leena Luhtanen
tapaa nettinuoret.
1.3. Pääministeri Matti Vanhanen saa ke-
vättodistuksen.

Valtaa haastamassa

Digi-tv ja laajakaista
voidaan toteuttaa yhtä aikaa
Ministeri Leena Luhtanen lupasi viedä koulujen yksipuolisen atk-opetuksen
työryhmään mietittäväksi, koulun pitää antaa valmiudet tietoyhteiskuntaan.

Valtaa haastamassa. Sanja Häyrinen matemaattis-teknisesti painottuneesta Hervannan lukiosta keskusteli liikenne- ja viestintäministeri Leena Luhtasen kanssa ja te-
ki tiukkoja kysymyksiä tietoyhteiskunnan rakentamisesta.

A Markus Pirttijoki
CANNES

Ensi syksynä radion kuunteluun voi
käyttää myös silmiä. Kiss-FM alkaa tar-
jota kuulijoilleen palvelua, jossa ohjel-
mien oheen tupataan tekstiä ja kuvaa.
Tämä on mahdollista ensimmäisenä
maailmassa Suomessa ja Nokian 7700
medialaitteella. Palvelu alkaa kesäkuun
loppuun mennessä.

Hankkeen taustalla on Nokialla työs-
kentelevä Reidar Wasenius, jonka käyn-
tikortissa lukee "Senior project mana-
ger".

Reidar on mielenkiintoinen ja innos-
tunut tyyppi, jonka sielunelämään saa
parhaan kosketuksen harrastusten
kautta:Amnesty International, Rotaryt,
antiikkisten tietokoneiden keräily ja
neurosport.

Waseniuksella on yli 120 tietokonet-
ta.

– Ne olivat kotonani kunnes tapasin
vaimoni Helenan. Nyt koneet ovat va-
rastossa. Olen miettinyt, että jossain
vaiheessa voisi perustaa kotitietokonei-
den museon. Erikoisin laitteistani on
ehkä Commodore 64 -tietokoneeseen
kehitelty cd-soitin, Wasenius kertoo.

Reidar oli nuoruudessaan aktivisti.
Hän osallistui erilaisiin kampanjoihin
lähettäen ”kaikille pahoille ihmisille”
kortteja siitä, että vapauttakaa se ja se.
Hän on edelleen Amnestyn jäsen ja jär-
jestänyt Helsingissä tapahtumia, jos-
kaan perheenisän aika ei enää riitä ak-
tiiviseen toimintaan.

Tuttu ääni
tiedotteista
Ennen Nokialle tuloaan Wasenius on
työskennellyt media-alalla kaupallisissa
radioissa ja Yleisradiossa toimittajana
sekä mainosten tuottajana. Hänen ää-
nensä on tuttu myös mainoksista ja
muun muassa Telia-Soneran äänitiedot-
teista, jotka hän lukee jota kuinkin kai-
killa Euroopan kielillä.

Wasenius aloitti radiouran vuonna
1989 ja toimi yrittäjänä vuoteen 1995
asti. Silloin hän alkoi johtaa pääkau-
punkiseudulla ruotsinkielistä ammatti-
korkeakoulupohjaista medianomikou-
lutusta. Kolme ja puoli vuotta sitten hän
siirtyi Nokian palvelukseen.

– Tuntuu, että ympyrä sulkeutuu, kun
pääsi tekemään vanhaa mediatyötä,

mutta toki uudesta näkökulmasta,
Wasenius sanoo.

Vuosi sitten Wa-
senius johti No-

kian pelipuhe-
limen n-Ga-

gen online-
pelejä ja 
-palvelui-
ta. Sitten

hän anoi
siirtoa yhtiön

mediapuolelle.
– Noteerasin, että

visual radio oli lähdössä liik-
keelle.

Idea tähän on tullut normaaliin ta-
paan Sen jälkeen Wasenius on toiminut
evankelistana näköradion puolesta. Esi-
merkiksi kuukausi sitten hän esiintyi
Cannesissa isossa musiikkiyhtiöiden ta-
pahtumassa, ja palaute hänen mukaansa
oli hyvä.

– Viestimme heille on, että tämä tar-
joaa uuden kanavan paitsi kappaleiden
esittelyyn, myös musiikin jälleenmyyn-
tiin.

Kiss-FM:n kautta
maailmalle
Nokia valitsi näköradionsa ensimmäi-
seksi kumppaniksi suomalaisen kaupal-
lisen radioaseman Kiss-FM:n. Sen osaa-
minen ja kansainväliset kontaktit rat-
kaisivat asian.

– Kissiä pyydettiin mukaan, eivätkä
he kauaa miettineet. Kiss kuuluu kan-
sainväliseen SBS Broadcasting -yhti-
öön, ja jos tämä lähtee hyvin liikkeelle,
heillä on matala kynnys levittää sitä
muille asemille, Wasenius sanoo.

Vaakakupissa painoi myös Kissin in-
novatiivisuus.

– SBS Finland on progressiivinen ta-
lo, joka kokeilee paljon uusia asioita.
He käyttävät nettiä ja mobiilia. Kuulijat
voivat äänestää päivittäisen top-listan
kappaleita sekä internetin kautta että
tekstiviesteillä. Tämäntyyppinen val-
mius on tärkeää, hän jatkaa.

Myös Kiss-FM:n kuulijakunta, nuoret
aikuiset, on edullinen näköradion kan-
nalta.

– Toki kohderyhmä on oleellinen,
kun se käyttää tekstiviestejä ja nettiä,
Wasenius sanoo.

Toisena kumppanina hankkeessa on
Telia-Sonera.Waseniuksen mielestä en-
si vaiheen kehittelyssä on hyötyä siitä,
että molemmat partnerit sijaitsevat fyy-
sisesti lähellä.

Partituurit
ruudulle
Wasenius muistuttaa, että näköradiossa
ei ole kyse vain nuorten popviihteestä,
vaan tekniikkaa voi käyttää hyödyksi
esimerkiksi klassisilla asemilla ja puhe-
ohjelmissa. Molemmista näistä Nokia
on rakentanut esimerkkejä internetiin
osoitteeseen www.visualradio.com.

– Esimerkiksi kesken kaiken tupsah-
taminen pitkään keskusteluohjelmaan
voi olla vaikeaa. Sinä et tiedä, mistä he
ovat aiemmin puhuneet ja mitä seuraa-

vaksi on odotettavissa. Visual radio -
konseptissa voi hakea yhteenvedon tä-
hänastisesta keskustelusta ja toisella na-
pinpainalluksella tiedon siitä, mitä seu-
raavaksi on tulossa, Wasenius kertoo.

Näköradio auttaa myös kysymys–vas-
taus-tyyppisissä ohjelmissa, kuten
Luontoillassa. Vastaukset ovat erittäin
asiantuntevia, mutta kesken lähetyksen
mukaan tullut kuulija saattaa miettiä,
mitä varsinaisesti kysyttiin.

Klassisen musiikin konserteista näkö-
radio pystyy jakamaan paljon taustatie-
toa: missä ja milloin nauhoitus on tehty,
mikä on orkesterin kokoonpano ja ku-
ka toimi kapellimestarina, kenen sävel-
lys kappale on ja niin edelleen.

– Olemme saaneet klassisen musiikin
kanavilta erinomaista palautetta tyyliin
”vau, tämähän on juuri meille eikä niin-
kään pop-ihmisille”. Joku saattaa jopa
kyseenalaistaa, että onko siinä mitään
lisäarvoa, kun näkee Madonnan tai
Robbie Williamsin kasvot ruudulla, fa-
nihan on nähnyt ne muutenkin.

Kilpailut
helpottuvat
Telia-Sonera ja Kiss-FM ovat sitoutu-
neet näköradiohankkeeseen vuodeksi.

Kiss-FM tulee tarjoamaan vuorokau-
den ympäri Visual radio -lähetystä.

– Alusta lähtien tietyissä ohjelmissa
on äänestyksiä ja kilpailuja, joihin voi
osallistua saman laitteen kautta. Silloin
ei enää tarvitse lähettää tekstiviestiä tai
soittaa numeroon, jota ei välttämättä
edes muista. Tämä on selkeä etu alusta
asti, kun radioasema pääsee palvele-
maan kuulijoita.

Näköradio on mahdollisuus myös
mainostajille. Kuulija pystyy näkemään
mainokset ruudulta ja pyytämään tuot-
teista lisätietoa, mahdollisesti myös os-
tamaan niitä.Wasenius ei näe ongelmaa
siinä, että tällainen mainonta sotisi jol-
lakin tapaa sitä vastaan, että suora-
markkinointia on kiellettyä tekstivies-
tien kautta. Näköradion voi kytkeä pois
päältä koska tahansa.

Palvelun hinnoittelu on vielä auki, ja
siitä päättää operaattori eli tässä ta-
pauksessa Telia-Sonera.

– Visual radio -laite vaatii parisataa
kilotavua tunnissa, ja operaattoreiden
hinnasta riippuu, paljonko se maksaa.
Ehkä se on 10–20 euroa kuussa, jos pal-
velua käytetään vajaa tunti päivässä. Se
on tavoitteena, että tähän tulee kiinteä
kuukausimaksu, Wasenius sanoo.

Radiokananvan ja mainostajan kan-
nalta mielenkiintoista on myös se, että
näköradion kautta ne pystyvät aiempaa
paremmin tarkkailemaan kuulijoiden
määrää ja aktiivisuutta.

Nokialle näköradiossa on kyse isoista
rahoista, jos muut operaattorit, radio-
kanavat ja kännykkävalmistajat lisen-
sioivat tämän teknologian.

Syksyn kuluessa voidaan nähdä, on-
ko tässä yksi niistä killer-applikaatiois-
ta, tappajasovelluksista, joita telealalla
on odoteltu sen jälkeen, kun tekstiviesti
keksittiin.

Radio-ohjelmaa
korville ja silmille
Nokian Reidar Wasenius kehittää palvelua, jossa
radioon liittyy myös kuvia ja tekstiä.

Ympyrä kiinni. Reidar Vasenius on
tutkinut elämään useasta näkökulmis-
ta. Hän on mukana Amnesty Interna-
tionalin toiminnassa, kerää tietokonei-
ta ja kehittää Nokialle uutta näköradio-
ta.

■ 37-vuotias tekniikan ylioppilas

■ Auto: Citroen Xsara Picasso, lem-
pinimeltään "Pablo", vuosimalli 2001.

■ Kännykkä: useita, muiden muassa
kommunikaattori 9210.

■ Asuu: Tapiolassa kerrostalossa.

■ Viimeksi luettu kirja: Harmonograph 
– The mathematics of music.

■ Perhe: Vaimo ja poika.

■ Harrastukset: Amnesty-toiminta ja par-
tio aiemmin, Rotaryt, antiikkiset tietoko-
neet ja neurosport.

Reidar Wasenius
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sues through to the reporter than discussing their views with other people. 
However, sometimes the participants were placed in a dialogic relationship 
with each other in the text. The same applied to discussion event stories. 
An example from such an occasion was from the discussion event in the 
city of Lempäälä. In the sidebar, two young voters from the audience were 
positioned in dialogue with the panellists because this interaction – as the 
journalist noted – was lacking in the actual discussion (”Health care centre 
predictably seen as the most important investment target” / ”Terveyskeskus 
nousi odotetusti tärkeimmäksi investointikohteeksi”, AL 22.10.2004). This 
was done by letting the two voters compare their own views with the panel-
lists’ and to talk about their hopes as young residents of the town.

In HS’s stories, dialogue was rarer than in the other two papers. As men-
tioned, the design or the script of the EU election events did not support 
voter–candidate connectedness. Thus, citizens were not brought into a dia-
logic interaction with the candidates or other participants either. So, even if 
HS’s EU stories were based on discussions, the opportunity for dialogue was 
missed. However, in some of the HS’s parliamentary election stories, dia-
logue was produced textually. An example of this was a story about regional 
politics and the inequality between different parts of the country (”Helsinki 
is saving, but also supporting poor cities” / ”Helsinki säästää, mutta tukee 
köyhiä kuntia”, HS 17.2.2003.). In the story, a family from Helsinki was posi-
tioned in dialogue with a Regional Secretary from Kainuu, a region in North-
East Finland. Dialogue was generated by storytelling techniques with phrases 
like ”a resident from Helsinki insists...” or ”a regular wage-earner from Hel-
sinki is terrified by...” In other words, the journalist took a step further from 
merely presenting the citizens’ opinions and invited dialogue through textual 
means.

Dialogue is a demanding aim in public journalism, but by participatory 
journalistic work methods and styles of writing it is possible to produce a 
dialogic dimension in the texts. Therefore, dialogue is not merely a product 
of face-to-face meetings. IH’s approach, which was not linked to pre-decided 
story designs or events, produced most variance and hence flexible opportu-
nities for dialogue. In addition, the local setting seemed to enhance dialogue 
– and problem-solving – but locality alone did not automatically result in 
dialogic texts.

Citizens as public evaluators
In the material, the most common activity for citizens was to express a view-
point or an opinion (21%), but the public journalism stories opened up other 
positions for citizens, too: the division between activities was rather evenly 
spread. If we consider the ”depth” of the activities of citizens, AL seemed to 
offer the strongest public position for citizens; i.e. 72% of citizens’ actions 
were coded as the three ”strongest” classes of activity: proposing, criticising 
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and advising. This is compared to 44% in IH and 16% in the HS stories. This 
indicates that AL’s approach was successful in representing citizens as agents 
who were proactive and capable of public discussion in terms of argumenta-
tion, critiquing or giving guidance or advice. This element thus placed citi-
zens as public evaluators.

AL’s news van stories placed citizens in a proactive role by letting the 
citizens propose themes for the upcoming discussion event. In the main sto-
ry, citizens and representatives of local civic organizations – or anyone who 
wished to visit the van – were able to state their views or criticize the cur-
rent situation. Criticism was usually targeted at past decisions or local poli-
tics. The sidebar featured a traditional vox pop interview with mug shots and 
short answers, but the questions were often posed in a way that invited a 
proactive answer. Citizens answered questions such as ”What kind of advice 
would you give to future decision-makers?” or ”What areas need improve-
ment in the coming years?” (”Rapid growth of Ylöjärvi puts pressure on en-
largement of schools” / ”Ylöjärven raju kasvu tuo painetta koululaajennuk-
siin”, AL 15.10.2004). Another feature in the AL stories that placed citizens 
in a proactive position was the sidebar of the discussion event stories: it posi-
tioned citizens as peer evaluators to whom the reading audience could relate. 
In these stories, citizens often evaluated the course of the evening: panellists’ 
performance and the relevance of the discussed themes. Therefore, also the 
event in itself was placed under public scrutiny: a measure that increased 
transparency of the practice.

In the IH stories, citizens were often asked for their evaluation on different 
issues or events, like in the story about the citizens following the local city 
council meeting. Indeed, the whole civic reporter concept invited citizens to 
take a critical stand: a proactive public position was often produced by the 
simple fact that citizens contacted the civic reporter with an issue. This start-
ing point often placed citizens as critics of local administration. This dimen-
sion was exemplified by various encounter stories that featured citizens with 
public officials, such as the police or employment authorities. In these en-
counters, citizens discussed their critical observations and possible improve-
ment proposals. The encounter as a social face-to-face situation, however, 
lessened the sharpest of disagreements. Only one of IH’s encounter stories in 
this sample reported a truly confrontational meeting: a discussion about ski-
ing from which the other party angrily dashed away (”Skiers and walkers end 
up in arguments on a daily basis in Tähtihovi trail” / ”Hiihtäjät ja kävelijät 
kärhämöivät päivittäin Tähtihovin reitillä”, IH 29.1.2005). However, it needs 
to be noted that the rest of IH’s story types did not promote critical public 
evaluation as successfully. Especially stories that presented local people or 
local areas – e.g. immigrants or small villages of the area – were quite the op-
posite in their sympathetic tone.

In the HS stories, the idea of citizens as critical evaluators was not as ap-
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parent as in the other two papers. The EU project with its story design of-
fered an element in which this kind of position emerged. Much like in AL, 
the sidebars of the discussion event stories featured voters who evaluated the 
event, the performance of the candidates or the usefulness of the discussion 
from their own perspective. However, this element easily turned into a text 
that described the atmosphere of the event rather than allowing the public 
to assess the discussed issues. In the parliamentary election stories, the pub-
lic’s responses or questions were wished for (”propose a theme or tell us your 
opinion”), but citizens were rarely allowed to evaluate the election themes. 
Only in the final story of the election series were the citizens’ letters and e-
mails discussed in a broader manner (”Readers’ letters highlighted a wide 
spectrum of voters’ problems” / ”Lukijakirjeet nostivat esiin laajan kirjon 
äänestäjien pulmia”, HS 15.3.2003), but an opportunity for interesting evalu-
ation was missed, since the letters were more or less discussed as a bulk and 
their contents were not handled in more detail. Consequently, the actual use 
of citizens as public evaluators remained rather modest in the HS stories, es-
pecially since the ending story spoke about the enormous response that HS’s 
approach created: the newsroom received altogether 600 letters or e-mails.

To sum up, the position of a critical public evaluator was a common con-
stituent in the public journalism stories even if the weighting of the evalua-
tive role of citizens varied between the newspapers. The HS stories invited 
participation, but did not use citizens’ input as a means of bringing forth the 
evaluative aspect of citizen participation. The IH stories in turn, placed citi-
zens in an evaluative role with the civic reporter approach, in which critical 
citizen observations were a typical starting point for the stories. AL’s stories 
were designed to allow a proactive and critical citizen position to emerge, for 
instance citizens were often placed as advisers.

Journalists as commentators
The final common meta-element in the public journalism texts was the jour-
nalists’ role as commentators. Short commentaries have recently become a 
typical part of the storytelling structures in Finnish newspaper journalism 
in general. This trend is indicated by story packages that typically include a 
main story introducing the facts or the state of affairs, a sidebar that features 
an interview (e.g. with regular people), a fact box, some graphs or statistics, 
and a short commentary piece by the journalist. The short comments contin-
ue the tradition of neutrality: the main story becomes presented as value free, 
because the comments and evaluation are situated in a separate story element 
altogether. The public journalism stories were no exception to this trend: all 
of the papers featured this kind of story structure, even if commentary was 
not the single most significant of the meta-elements. The style of the journal-
ist as an active commentator in the stories varied. The content analysis indi-
cated that AL’s stories provided the most opportunities for journalists’ com-
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ments: five percent of all the agents in the AL stories were journalists. The 
corresponding figure in HS and IH stories was two percent.

In AL’s second value series, ”Challenging Power”, commentaries concen-
trated mostly on politics or the discussion that took place between the citizen 
and the minister, whereas in the news van stories’ commentaries, journalists 
often provided background information about local issues. In other words, 
the commentaries in the election series made it possible for journalists to 
act as specialists on local matters that they had followed. AL’s commentar-
ies were characterized by a critical or advising tone, as the manner in which 
journalists in AL tended to express themselves was either to pose (rhetorical) 
questions or to give advice or guidance in the columns, as indicated by the 
results of the content analysis.

There is an interesting difference in the way commentaries were used for 
journalistic expression in the other papers. In the HS stories, journalists did 
not give advice or pose questions, they used the opportunity to state their 
opinions about certain issues or politicians, and this was most often done in a 
critical manner. There was thus a traditional confrontational setting between 
journalists and the political elite in HS’s commentaries, which was under-
standable given the context of the elections and the position of the newspaper 
as the national discussion leader in political journalism.

In IH, commentaries were not routine-like elements, even if they were part 
of the civic reporter’s repertoire. When commentaries were published, the 
civic reporter most often spoke about the process of making the story or used 
her own experiences as examples or points of comparison for the viewpoints 
expressed in the main story. These commentaries thus produced transparen-
cy or increased the credibility of the stories. This approach can be exempli-
fied by a commentary that was published in the water treatment station story. 
In the text, the civic reporter told about her own scepticism concerning the 
seriousness of the odour problem. But she also wrote about her visit to the 
water station and how her own senses made her aware of the problem. These 
observations supported the local residents’ complaints. However, there were 
virtually no politically oriented opinions in the commentaries of IH, which 
was an interesting difference with the other two papers.

Even if the proportion of journalists as active agents in the stories was not 
very high, short commentary columns made up a recognizable storytelling 
element. The public journalism approaches were appropriated to the current 
trend of producing story packages that typically include commentaries. They 
provided the stories with credibility and depth, but each paper had its own 
way of doing this. In AL, the publishing of commentaries was most continual: 
AL’s commentaries enabled journalist to act as specialists on local matters. 
HS’s commentaries, in turn, represented journalists as evaluators of political 
figures; journalists in the nation-wide paper were more openly opinionated 
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than the journalists from the other papers. IH’s civic reporter mostly wrote 
about her own experiences and avoided stating political comments.

6.3. A typology of public journalism stories

In Table 9, I have summarized the use of meta-elements in the three newspa-
pers’ public journalism stories. Even if there were differences in the papers’ 
approaches, the typology represents the elements that were common in all 
the papers and hence shaped the textual forms of public journalism.

In sum, all of the newsrooms in the material made journalistic decisions 
that were apparent as storytelling elements that produced relevance for cit-
izens’ experiences, connected citizens with political decision making, uti-
lized citizens’ questions, generated dialogue, positioned citizens as public 
evaluators and presented journalists as commentators. My analysis has made 
explicit the logic with which the newspapers approached public journalism 
in their texts, but the existence of these elements alone does not equate with 
successful public journalism stories. Indeed, the effective and imaginative 
use of the elements varied between the newspapers and some of the elements 
themselves could have benefitted from refinement. The typology thus also 
opens up the possibility for evaluation and development.

Relevance of citizens’ everyday experiences was brought about by the large 
number of citizen agents in the stories. The viewpoints and experiences of 
citizens were given space in the newspapers: citizens were allowed to start 
the discussion on certain topics and frame the issue first from their own an-
gle. Room was given for the experiences of the unemployed, immigrants, or-
dinary families, various occupational groups and so on. By letting these peo-
ple appear on the pages, the newspapers opened up the possibility for public 
discussion that was citizen-oriented. Friedland & Nichols (2002) discuss this 
element by referring to a human-interest frame that aims to present the hu-
man face of civic and social problems. This frame was used in the U.S. stories 
to increase issue relevance by telling the story through the perspectives of 
those individuals with personal experiences and potential solutions (Fried-
land & Nichols 2002, 42–43). In light of my analysis, this meta-element, how-
ever, would benefit from more clearly exposing and expressing the political 
dimension in citizens’ experiences. Space was given for citizens and margin-
alized groups, but the political nature of their experiences were not always 
underlined in the texts. This indicates that the meta-element did not offer 
enough latitude and/or means for journalists to combine the narrative of per-
sonal troubles or experiences with the narrative of political significance (see 
Bird & Dardenne 2009, 213–214). 

Table 9: Typology of public journalism stories in HS, AL and IH.
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Another common feature in the stories was the will to bring together citizens 
and decision-makers. This was most clearly manifested in the election series 
that connected these agents together either by means of textual positioning 
or by reporting occasions in which citizens and politicians met face-to-face. 
This meta-element was characterized by the ethos of democracy and voting, 
which became evident in the stories through activation of the voters and fa-
miliarizing the structures and practices of representative democracy to citi-
zens. Accordingly, a key aspect of this element seemed to be the idea that 
representative democracy can be enhanced by better connecting citizens with 
politicians. The use of this element in the stories was somewhat problematic; 
i.e. even though the connections that were created in the real meetings and 
face-to-face situations may have functioned as true points of connection, the 
stories easily turned into the representations of politicians’ talk that bypassed 
the idea of connectedness. Another interesting aspect was brought forward 
by the local paper’s propensity to bring together citizens and local officials 
rather than politicians. Haas (2007, 117) notes that the promoting of direct 
interaction between citizens and officials is a key feature in which non-U.S. 
projects have differed from their American counterparts. My findings suggest 

Meta-element Manifestation in the texts

Relevance of the 
everyday

Space for citizens’ voices and experiences. Layout structures 
and story designs (e.g. story pairs, survey) let citizens frame 
the issues before others: bottom-up direction of the stories. Ap-
proaching people in their own environment.

Links between 
citizens and politics

Story types that bring together citizens and politicians: events 
and encounters. Political decision making framed as accessible 
and understandable: activation and familiarization. Elections 
and voting emphasized as the high points of representative de-
mocracy. 

Citizens’ questions

Various ways of utilizing and presenting citizens’ questions: 
anonymous questions posed by the reporter, one-on-one meet-
ings and discussion events. Transparency created by revealing 
the origins of the questions.

Possibility for 
dialogue

Story structures that provide possibilities for dialogue: events, 
news van stories, encounters and group interviews. Textual 
representation of dialogue remains challenging, but dialogic 
relationships between agents sometimes produced by textual 
means.

Citizens as 
evaluators

Proactive position of citizens emphasized by providing pos-
sibilities for criticism, proposing and advising. Evaluation of 
issues, events and candidates.

Journalists as 
commentators

In the commentaries, journalists express their specialization on 
certain issues or political figures. Commentaries as sites for pro-
ducing transparency by unpacking the news making process.
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that this feature is also linked to the decided organizational approach and the 
local setting.

Citizens’ questions made up a meta-element that was more concrete and 
easily detectible than the two previous ones. All of the newspapers had story 
types in their repertoire that relied on the activity of citizens as questioners. 
Interestingly, a similar use of citizens’ questions can be found for example 
in the Japanese public journalism approach in which questions are solicited 
from readers, and reporters invite the persons with the most intriguing ques-
tions to help them interview public officials. This ”reader-tag-along” model 
has been the basis of public journalism coverage in the Japanese newspa-
per Asahi Shimbun (Hamada 2010, 93–94). In the Finnish case, questions 
seemed to appear as a distinctive feature because of the first two elements: 
questions acted as a concrete means with which the everyday experiences 
were linked to the general public discussion and citizens’ views related to 
those of politicians. Moreover, publishing readers’ questions made explicit 
the fact that the stories were citizen-based.

The public journalism practices and story structures provided possibilities 
for dialogue, but the texts did not always succeed in mediating the dialogue 
that took place. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dialogic element re-
mains challenging: it requires reciprocity from the participants, a factor that 
cannot necessarily be affected by journalists. However, dialogue can be fur-
thered in the texts by placing different agents into reciprocal connection by 
the means of journalistic storytelling, i.e. by posing different agents’ ques-
tions to one another or inviting mutual assessment. A method that seemed 
to reinforce dialogue was the encounter. The face-to-face meeting between a 
citizen and a decision-maker created a certain amount of tension to the story 
without concentrating on the conflict between the participants but rather on 
the points of contact, even solutions. Dialogue was thus an element that led 
to problem-solving; an aspect of public journalism that played a rather small 
role in these Finnish public journalism stories compared to U.S. coverage. 
Friedland and Nichols (2002, 45–46) point out that 78% of the 600 public 
journalism cases they studied offered some form of possible solutions to the 
introduced problems.

Citizens’ role as critical evaluators was another element in the typology. 
Its use in public journalism was significant because it helped the newspapers 
avoid the personalization of problems and individual experiences; a difficul-
ty that is often connected with stories that report on everyday experiences. 
Haas (2007, 87–88) has noted that the personalization of citizen testimony 
(vs. generalization of the testimony of elite actors) is a feature of even some 
of the most widely celebrated initiatives, such as the Wichita Eagle’s ”People 
Project”. However, public journalism’s central tenet is to allow citizens op-
portunities to address and open up broader problems. My analysis points out 
that citizens’ evaluations were presented in the texts. For example, the news 
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van stories appeared to open up a proactive public role for citizens by let-
ting them criticize, propose and advise. However, the evaluative role did not 
emerge from the participatory practices effortlessly. This was indicated, for 
example, by the difficulties that journalists’ had with the news van practice 
(see Chapter 5.3.). However, when citizens evaluated the events and discus-
sions that they personally took part in, their evaluative position functioned 
more naturally. By taking part in the discussion events, citizens assumed a 
position of an involved participant from which they could more naturally 
asses the events, other participants and the addressed issues.

Journalists were not very apparent in the public journalist texts: their pres-
ence in the encounter situations, for example, was not underlined, nor were 
the stories written in first person. The stories thus followed neutral and news-
like styles of expression, in which the journalist played the role of an observ-
er and interpreter. These findings mirror the results of the U.S. approach in 
which the use of opinion pieces was noted but overall rather modest; in 20% 
of the 600 cases, there was some evidence of the editorial staff supplement-
ing the newsroom staff (Friedland & Nichols 2002, 44). A joint element in 
all of the studied Finnish newspapers’ textual approaches was, however, the 
use of short commentaries by journalists. This story type was an element that 
created a space in the story packages in which the reporters were able to use 
their expertise and make personal evaluations of political figures and issues. 
Moreover, commentaries also may have produced transparency by unwind-
ing the story making process.

The six identified meta-elements represent the most prominent storytell-
ing structures in the Finnish public journalism stories. These elements are 
not unique to the Finnish approach: similar characteristics can be found 
in international public journalism projects, but the emphasis that is given 
to the elements varies. Therefore, international research that would take a 
step away from the organizational aspects of the projects and analyze the 
use of typical storytelling elements in different cultural context would be 
welcomed. Moreover, I would find it more interesting to study the evolution 
of public journalism’s storytelling elements rather than concentrating on the 
differences between conventional and public journalism coverage.

The discussed elements tell us something about the relationship between 
classical professionalism and public journalism. It is clear that the logic of 
classical professionalism has shaped the typology to some degree: the ide-
als of public service, democracy, even objectivity or neutrality were evident 
in the texts. For example, the meta-element of citizen–politician connected-
ness underlined the classical democratic role of journalism as an informa-
tion delivery conduit and a public debate forum. In fact, the dual approach 
of the election discussion stories manifested this dimension rather well: on 
the one hand, the stories were designed to deliver relevant information to 
voters, but on the other hand, the stories functioned as debate platforms. In a 
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sense then, there was a tension between serving the voters through balanced 
reporting and serving the situation in which the debates took place through 
encouragement and activation. Furthermore, the classical watchdog role that 
was apparent in the commentaries of the two bigger newspapers can be seen 
as a manifestation of traditional professional values. The watchdog attitude 
came apparent in the commentaries more clearly than in the other story com-
ponents. However, the role of commentaries pointed to another dimension 
of professionalism, too. The idea of objectivity shaped the textual practices 
so that the main stories contained accounts of what took place, and the com-
mentary was the site for the journalist’s own evaluation. The tradition of bal-
anced reporting was clearly evident in the pre-election coverage, and in some 
cases, the tradition affected the stories by making their structures rather stiff 
and list-like. The journalist’s own position as an active participant in the 
story making process was not underlined: the storytelling structures adapted 
to the tradition of distant observing. In a way, then, the applied participatory 
methods that require activity from journalists were not often manifested in 
the texts. So, even if public journalism and its citizen-based starting point of-
fered a possibility to break away from the familiar storytelling structures, for 
example seeing elections as a game, the standard narratives that have become 
dominant in classical professional conduct were not radically challenged (cf. 
Bird & Dardenne 2009, 213).

The typology can also be related to the definition of public journalism I 
introduced in Chapter 2. The typology indicates that the aim of diversity can 
be identified in the meta-element of everyday relevance. This element gave 
space for diverse voices and highlighted the fact that many seemingly minor 
issues may be covered from an angle that renders the everyday issues rel-
evant, even political (Mouffe 2005). Citizens’ active role as participants in 
the journalistic process was indicated by meta-elements such as questioning, 
evaluation and dialogue: these elements always require citizen participation 
and are connected to the general idea of the more proactive role of citizens 
in journalism and in the public sphere. Public journalism’s value of con-
nectedness was also clearly apparent in the typology: the Finnish approach 
underlined connections between citizens and politicians as well as officials. 
However, a critical remark could be made about the scarcity of NGO’s and 
businesses as sources. From a critical standpoint, it could be argued that by 
lifting up citizens, the stories run the risk of isolating citizens, creating their 
own sphere, and connecting the individual citizens’ perspectives mainly 
with those of politicians and the administration but not with economic life or 
the various collective forms of civic activity.

The definition of public journalism also includes the aim of deliberation. 
The typology indicates, however, that even if dialogue was encouraged, the 
texts did not necessarily succeed in representing a complex reasoning pro-
cess in a deliberative manner. The analysis also showed that participation 
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that was wished for in these stories mostly meant participation in the formal 
political system by voting, not necessarily participation by engaging in civic 
associations, for example. The ethos of democracy was thus apparent in the 
public journalism stories but was predominantly framed as a representative 
and competitive system.

In sum, the meta-elements of the public journalism stories reflected the 
professional as well as the public journalism ethos. The storytelling elements 
can be seen as a result of negotiation between the two traditions and this ty-
pology underlines one point in particular: public journalism entails the idea 
of transferring part of journalistic authority from journalists to citizens. Pub-
lic journalism as a textual practice works in favor of making citizens more 
active in the journalistic process and creates a more dialogical relationship 
between them and public authorities. Even if the current public journalism 
practices were diversified and the dialogical successes were often modest, 
the existence of such elements as questioning, evaluation and dialogue act as 
evidence that public journalism has offered Finnish newspaper journalists a 
means to regard readers as capable public actors.
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7.  
Citizens and public journalism

As indicated by the textual analysis in the previous chapter, citizens formed 
the most common group of agents in the public journalism stories. Therefore, 
it is important to take a closer look at the role of citizens in public journalism 
from the perspective of journalists. The Finnish translation of public journal-
ism is ”kansalaisjournalismi”, which literally translates into civic or citizen 
journalism. Thus, the title of public journalism already invited journalists to 
consider the role of citizens in journalism, but the citizen position was not 
the only point of reference. The typical way journalists referred to their pub-
lic was as ”readers”. This finding deserves a closer look: How did journalists 
consider the role of citizens in public journalism? 

Methodologically, this chapter is based on a qualitative content analysis 
of interviews with journalists. The interviews were analyzed with the help 
of Atlas.ti software. The data was first organized according to four themes: 
public journalism definitions and evaluations, talk about readers, news work 
talk and notes about the role of the journalist. The findings in this chapter are 
based on the first two themes. First, journalists’ definitions of public journal-
ism were analyzed in order to identify common schemes of interpretation 
and newspaper specific particularities regarding public journalism and its 
limits. Second, readership talk was scrutinized. At the coding stage, it be-
came evident that a typical way for journalists to refer to their public was to 
talk about ”readers” but that in relation to public journalism the idea of read-
ership included various other aspects, too. Readership talk was regrouped in 
to four clusters: (1) readers as subscribers, (2) readers as receivers, (3) readers 
as participants in journalism and (4) readers as citizens. The analysis of these 
clusters forms the basis of this chapter.

I will approach the relationship between journalism and citizens by first 
examining the way in which journalists described and discussed public jour-
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nalism as an idea; what kinds of interpretations and definitions did journal-
ists offer for public journalism and what kind of problems did they identify? 
This discussion is placed here – after the chapters on practices and texts – 
in order to emphasize the context from which the definitions emerged, in 
other words, to better understand how the practical work shaped journalists’ 
way of making sense of the idea of public journalism. Second, I will ana-
lyze how journalists discussed their readers in relation to newspaper journal-
ism in general. I have identified two main frames: the audience and the pub-
lic frame. These frames help us to understand that public journalism draws 
upon both domains. Lastly, I will focus specifically on the participatory role 
of readers in public journalism and finally point out some interesting differ-
ences between the three newspapers.

7.1. Journalists defining ”public journalism”

In the interviews, I asked journalists to talk about how they became familiar 
with the term public journalism, its aims and how they understood it. Jour-
nalists had become familiar with the term in different contexts: newsroom 
discussions, seminars, articles in the trade magazine or in their own studies. 
This variance of sources indicates that the concept of ”public journalism” be-
longs to the vocabulary of the Finnish professional culture, but it also points 
out why the understanding of the term is incoherent. The term in itself was 
familiar to all of the journalists but uncertainty was expressed about the ”cor-
rect” definition or understanding of the idea. Moreover, each newspaper had 
underlined different aspects of public journalism in their coverage or named 
their approach differently. For example, the prevalent term at AL was ”reader 
orientation”, and at HS, the projects were said to include ”elements of public 
journalism”, but they were not explicitly named as public journalism proj-
ects. The journalists in the local paper, IH, were most at ease using the term 
”public journalism” but definitions of the concept varied within the local or-
ganization, as well.

Despite the diversity, four concurring dimensions were identified regard-
ing journalists’ conceptions on public journalism. In the following, I will dis-
cuss these dimensions and organize them in a way that points out the vari-
ance in the depth in which public journalism was conceived.

What constitutes public journalism?
The first dimension in defining public journalism dealt with the informa-
tion that newspapers provide readers. Journalists maintained that in public 
journalism information should be relevant to people as citizens; it needs to 
be useful, understandable and easy to digest. This dimension was linked to 
the idea that traditional journalism often covers issues from the perspective 
of the decision-makers and provides information that is relevant for them – 
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not necessarily to the general public. This aspect of understanding public 
journalism underlined the importance of covering topics in a way that trans-
lates political jargon into everyday language and explains how decisions af-
fect the lives of ordinary citizens. This dimension was also linked to the idea 
that the public needs to be well served as consumers in order to keep them 
as subscribers. The journalists who understood public journalism as such 
often noted that public journalism, as a separate term is not necessary. Ac-
cording to this view, journalism has been and should always be about issues 
that are relevant and understandable for citizens, and therefore, the epithet 
”public” could be omitted from the title (for similar findings, see e.g. Rosen 
1999b, 163–164).

The second dimension of understanding public journalism dealt with the 
representation of citizens in the stories. Journalists here suggested that pub-
lic journalism is essentially about giving space to the voice of citizens, taking 
care that ”genuine” civic voices, opinions and experiences are covered. This 
logic involves the use of regular people as sources, which in turn requires 
shifting the ”radar of journalism” from traditional elite sources to sources 
with experience from everyday life. There was a slight variance within this 
dimension. For some journalists, it was enough to simply have citizens’ voic-
es in the paper, but some emphasized that the reason to concentrate on citi-
zens was done because citizens and politicians need to be reconnected; i.e. 
everyday experiences of citizens should inform decision-makers.

The third dimension of public journalism was more challenging in terms 
of citizen participation than the previous two. According to journalists here, 
journalism was regarded to become public journalism if the topics that are 
covered in the paper originate from readers. In public journalism, the public 
has more power over what the newspaper covers than in conventional jour-
nalism. For many journalists, providing space for citizens’ views was enough, 
but some indicated that public journalism is not genuinely ”public” if jour-
nalists decide the topics themselves and then only incorporate ”the citizen 
angle” in the story. 

The fourth dimension of public journalism discussed by journalists was 
the most profound in terms of citizen participation. According to this idea, 
public journalism should always include an element of interaction with the 
public. In public journalism, the journalists cannot isolate themselves; they 
need to enable citizen participation and activity. In itself, the idea of journal-
ist–reader interaction is not very radical as it can take many indirect forms 
(e.g. reader feedback via e-mail), but if this interaction takes the form of direct 
citizen participation, the dimension becomes more demanding for journal-
ists. According to this view, the citizen acts as a co-worker of the journalist 
and hence public journalism is something that journalists do together with 
citizens. It is the task of the newspaper to activate and encourage people 
to take part in the journalistic process and afterwards in public discussion. 
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Some journalists also pointed out that public journalism should be the kind 
of journalism that makes a difference: leads to solutions or improvements 
suggested by citizen participants.

As mentioned, there was variation among the interviewees in relation to 
these four dimensions; i.e. there was a lighter and a deeper understanding of 
public journalism among journalists. The light version of public journalism 
typically included the first two dimensions: providing relevant information 
for the public and making sure that the voices of ”regular people” were pre-
sented. This understanding was linked to the traditional role of journalism 
as a site where governments can appear to the people and equally where the 
people appear to governments (Couldry 2009, 445). The following excerpt 
summarizes the light version of public journalism. 

Well, it [public journalism] is journalism that serves the needs of 
citizens. It does not concentrate on the issues of any particular 
group, organization or business, but it addresses the public at lar-
ge, the regular people. And their voices get to be heard. (AL5)

Some journalists emphasised the latter two dimensions of public journalism; 
i.e. newspaper coverage should be based on topics that originate from citi-
zens and the news making process should feature interaction with readers. 
The following quotation by a journalist at IH indicates that defining public 
journalism and drawing its boundaries was not an easy task. The quotation, 
however, also points to the deeper meaning of public journalism.

Well, I am thinking of its [public journalism’s] limits. I mean, is it 
public journalism if we make stories about regular people. Or does 
it start only when we are activating the citizens? Or when the sto-
ries originate from them? - - I am inclined to think that there has to 
be some kind of activism from the citizens’ part, be it spontaneous 
or encouraged by the newsroom, in order for journalism to be pub-
lic journalism. (IH3)

Problems and risks
Journalists were also asked about the problems or risks that are related to 
public journalism. All of the journalists mentioned some risks, which indi-
cates that even if public journalism was accepted, journalists did not con-
sider it as an unambiguously positive trend. When journalists discussed the 
problems of public journalism, they referred to their practical experiences 
and stepped away from defining the approach and its problems on a concep-
tual level.

According to the interviewees, public journalism was sometimes consid-
ered to undermine the independence of journalists as professionals by giving 
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in to the public’s opinion. This was clearly expressed when journalists dis-
cussed citizens’ possibilities to affect the content of newspapers. If journal-
ism reports merely the issues that interest the public and not the issues that 
are important for them (Hujanen 2009), there is a risk of covering the ”wrong” 
issues. There was also the fear of being used by certain groups of people if 
only ”the ones who shout the loudest, get their voices heard”, as an AL jour-
nalist put it.

The problem in this case was that the stories might end up representing 
the voice of the citizens in a biased manner. The interviewees pointed out 
that this, in turn, could lead to populism and superficiality. If journalists – in 
the name of public journalism – start to position themselves on the side of 
regular people without any source criticism, the whole idea could lead to the 
kind of journalism that merely panders to readers in a populist manner. Some 
also criticized public journalism for emphasizing individual experiences and 
focusing on emotional stories at the cost of more serious issues that would 
be meaningful to the public at large. The risk of losing journalistic autonomy 
was thus also related to the business pressures and the need to ”sell” the pub-
lic journalism stories (for similar findings regarding participatory journalism 
online, see Singer & Ashman 2009, 15).

Another set of problems dealt with news values. The journalists felt that 
sometimes the values of public journalism ran counter to news values. Some 
journalists suggested that the public journalism approach hardly ever pro-
duces a piece of hard news, which is seen as the ideal goal of newspaper 
journalism. This indicates that the internalized division between ”hard” and 
”soft” news affected journalists’ interpretation of public journalism. The no-
tion of hard news was connected to the ”official viewpoint” and soft news 
with ”the everyday” aspect. Thus, some journalists considered that news can 
be spiced with citizens’ comments but they are not necessary. There was a 
contradiction therefore between the requirements that arise from the notion 
of news as ideally being ”hard” and citizen-based news practices connected 
to the importance of everyday experiences (see Paulussen & Ugille 2008, 35 
for similar findings regarding online user participation).

This contradiction became explicit if the newspaper, for example, invited 
people to participate but their participation did not produce material that 
was considered newsworthy or ”sexy” enough. Journalists indicated that 
there was a risk of participation being asked for but not being really put to 
use. Therefore, public journalism was considered to run the risk of becoming 
a gimmick that would only make the paper look interactive.

The third problematic issue dealt with the uncontrollable nature of citi-
zen participation in public journalism. Journalists indicated that public jour-
nalism was problematic from the viewpoint of the journalistic production 
process. Public journalism by definition is dependent on the public and its 
willingness to contribute to journalism. As journalists revealed, this aspect 
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brought with it the problem of control. When a paper organizes a news van 
visit, for example, there is always uncertainty about the amount of people 
that will show up and the kind of topics they will discuss. Therefore, there is 
also an element of uncertainty about the end product, the story.

In order to create some sense of control, newspapers planned their public 
journalism projects beforehand in terms of themes and page templates (see 
Chapter 5.2.). However, this, in turn, was regarded to bring with it the ele-
ment of inflexibility, and it threatened to turn public journalism into an ap-
proach that was stilted. On top of this, there was a problem of scale. In public 
journalism, issues might get out of proportion if a small, but interesting issue 
gets a lot of publicity in the paper, if for example only a few people partici-
pate in the events.

Drawing the boundaries of public journalism
As indicated by the discussion above, journalists’ ideas and definitions of 
public journalism were not definite. At a conceptual level, public journal-
ism had many layers. Some journalists had a deeper understanding of the 
idea than others did, and there were voices in each paper that pointed to the 
risks of public journalism. Even if there were some differences between pub-
lic journalism definitions in each newspaper (see Chapter 7.4.), the depth in 
which public journalism was conceived was not directly determined by the 
news organizations in which journalists worked. The conceptions of public 
journalism were also linked to the journalists’ own professional self-images 
(see Chapter 8) and personal histories with public journalism. For example, 
journalists who had assisted in planning the projects – not merely executing 
them – tended to embrace a deeper understanding of public journalism.

Journalists did not offer concise definitions of the idea; instead, the inter-
views suggested that there had been little joint discussion in the newsrooms 
about the term itself, almost as if the theoretical side of public journalism was 
avoided. This finding points to the frail role that theory has in relation to jour-
nalism practice more generally; journalists tend to emphasize the importance 
of tacit knowledge or intuition (”news sense”) over formalized knowledge 
systems (Zelizer 2004, 29–30). For the interviewed journalists, it seemed eas-
ier to discuss public journalism as a set of work methods rather than as a set 
of ideas, and therefore, the task of defining public journalism was difficult: it 
requires distancing oneself from the practice. Thus, public journalism evoked 
a professional discourse that tried simultaneously to make sense of the idea 
at the practical as well as conceptual level.

It is clear, however, that the notion of citizenship played a significant role 
in interpreting the dimensions of public journalism. Citizens were apparent 
in all of the four dimensions of understanding public journalism, and the 
risks journalists discussed were related to the fact that taking citizens along 
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in the making of journalism is problematic: it may render journalism too de-
pendent, non-newsworthy or uncontrollable.

In sum, the boundaries of conceiving public journalism seemed to focus 
on the participatory role of citizens. Nonetheless, the interpretation was not 
as straight forward as might be inferred by the discussion above. If we take a 
closer look at the journalists’ talk about readers, we can see that citizenship 
was not the only reference point for readers in public journalism.

7.2. Discussing the readers: Audience and public frames

Two main registers of discussing readership can be identified: the audience 
frame and the public frame. In the audience frame, readers were seen as re-
ceivers of stories or as media consumers that needed to be served, while in 
the public frame, readers were seen as members of society or a local commu-
nity. It is within the public frame that the notion of citizenship was located. 
Thus, despite the fact that citizenship was a central reference point when 
public journalism was discussed as an ideal, it was not the only way in which 
readers were viewed by journalists. Moreover, the two frames overlapped and 
co-existed. 

The audience frame
In terms of public journalism, readers were seen in relation to the news me-
dia itself; this is what I refer to as the audience frame. This frame became 
apparent, for example, when readers were discussed by journalists as the 
imagined counterparts to the texts. According to this view, readers were con-
sidered as receivers to whom the stories were directed. The stories needed 
to be understandable; and therefore ideas such as intelligibility or simplicity 
were central in this frame. Journalists noted that writing clearly and under-
standably was an aim that had always been part of journalists’ professional 
requirements and public journalism was part of this long tradition. Phrases 
that came up in this context for example were ”reader friendliness” or ”the 
language of the people”.

Moreover, when the ideas of intelligibility and media competition met, 
the key term became ”interesting” or ”engaging” (”kiinnostava”). In the cur-
rent competitive media environment, it is not enough to write stories that are 
clear and understandable; the stories also need to create interest and engage 
people. Therefore, the aim to produce engaging stories has become a profes-
sionally accepted way to develop the idea of intelligibility (Heikkilä et al 
2010; Hujanen 2009). Journalists considered writing an engaging story mostly 
in terms of technique.

There needs to be something in the text that makes the reader ac-
tually read the story: a captivating headline, a good illustration or 
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some other element that encourages the reader to read the whole 
story. Many readers start reading but they stop because they don’t 
think the story affects them or is interesting to them. So, there 
needs to be an element that will keep the reader interested; there 
can be a little reward for the reader at the end of the story. (HS16)

In this regard, the visual elements of the stories also became important: read-
ers’ attention is engaged by turning stories into entities or packages that are 
composed of various elements: headlines, text, photos, graphics, fact boxes 
and so on. Packaging thus appeared as a journalist’s solution – although a 
contested one, especially if the package includes too many pieces (Coleman 
2007, 35) − to the need of combining intelligible and engaging journalism. 
Another solution was to tell stories ”through ordinary people”, which was a 
concurring metaphor in the interviews. According to journalists, readers’ at-
tention can be captured by addressing the audience in an individually orient-
ed manner, through personification. These reader-related trends – intelligibil-
ity, engagement and personification – are important in terms of considering 
how public journalism has become understood by Finnish journalists. Public 
journalism has been interpreted in the same audience frame in which these 
trends have become accepted as professional norms.

Within the audience frame, readers were also referred to as consumers. 
The consumer discourse was not very dominating, but nevertheless an appar-
ent one. Journalists considered public journalism (and its practices) as part of 
the idea that the paper needs to build tighter links to its readers as a means of 
keeping their subscriptions. In this discourse, the reader was often referred to 
either as a loyal subscriber who needed to be kept content, or as a potential 
customer who needed to be invited to pick up the paper and read the story. 
The latter way of understanding newspaper readership is relatively new in 
the Finnish context, where newspaper business models have been tradition-
ally based on lifelong subscriptions. Given that this steady business is now 
under threat, journalists are required to understand that newspapers need to 
compete with other media products for readers’ time and money. All in all, 
journalists have assumed an understanding that journalism is part of a larger 
media business, a field that is highly competitive. Therefore this economi-
cally informed discourse was apparent in the journalists’ accounts: marketing 
language was part of journalists’ manner of speaking. There were concurring 
references to ”circulation figures”, ”target audiences” or the need to ”sell the 
paper”. In this frame, public journalism was portrayed as another way to at-
tract customers. All in all, there was an understanding that today’s newspa-
per reader is demanding; the reader was portrayed as a demanding consumer 
to whom the news needed to be tailored.

For some professionals, public journalism appeared as a continuation of 
audience-oriented trends, whereas others regarded public journalism as a 
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challenger in relation to the customer orientation. Altogether, it is important 
to understand that the audience frame – readers as receivers and consumers 
– has been an integral part of the way in which public journalism has been 
understood and practiced in the Finnish newsrooms. 

The public frame
In the context of public journalism, readers were also discussed in relation 
to the public sphere, i.e. the public frame. This entailed a way of conceiv-
ing readers not through their relationship to the newspaper as members of 
the reading audience, but as public agents who exist in interaction with sur-
rounding society. Journalists employed the public frame when they point-
ed out the various roles that people have in their lives due to the different 
networks that they belong. In the journalists’ answers, readers were seen as 
members of different organizations, as local residents, employees, parents of 
schoolchildren, dog owners and so forth. By recognizing the different social 
roles that people occupy in their lives, the journalists took a step away from 
seeing readers as individual receivers and towards understanding the social 
dimension in which readers live and act.

However, the single most typical way in which the public frame became 
apparent was when journalists referred to their readers as voters. In the re-
search data, this reference was very frequent due to the fact that many of the 
projects were connected to elections. Framing readers as voters is not a very 
radical or active conception, but it nevertheless is a way to understand that 
readers have a certain societal position from which they read the newspaper. 
In their role as voters, readers were seen as members of organized society and 
the representative democratic system. The voter position was thus institu-
tionalized but rather individualistic: journalists referred to the voters’ needs 
to get information in order to make their personal voting decisions, but refer-
ences to more collective political activities were rarer.

Another typical way to discuss the public was to refer to the need to write 
news about the effects of political decisions rather than the political process 
or the game that leads to the decisions; an idea that is familiar to early pub-
lic journalism experiments (e.g. Charity 1995, 1−2). This was a frequently 
discussed theme, especially at HS. This type of discourse was close to the 
audience frame in which the aim to write clearly and understandably was 
emphasized. This discourse, however, was not quite the same as the receiver 
discourse. Central to this ”effects” discourse was the idea that the decisions 
of parliament or the local city council need to be dealt with in a way that 
their consequences become clear to the public as citizens (see also Hujanen 
2009, 121). So, even if readers were positioned in a passive role – as objects of 
decisions – they were not merely conceived as receivers of texts. They were 
conceived as citizens who are part of organized society and therefore the de-
cisions that are handled in the texts have effects on their lives. 
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Journalists frequently used the phrase ”the ordinary citizen” (”tavallinen 
kansalainen”). In this context, the citizen was positioned in relation to the 
representative democracy framework in which elected representatives are ac-
countable to all citizens. From this position, the citizen was seen as the coun-
ter-part to the decision maker. Consequently, journalists indicated that it was 
important to bring forth the perspective of ordinary citizens in order to bal-
ance out elite-oriented coverage. However, sometimes the emphasis was on 
the word ”ordinary” rather than on ”citizen”. In this case, ordinary citizens 
meant such citizens that would lack political affiliations, strong interests or 
causes; they would be ”normal” To be able to address ordinary citizens as 
their readers, the papers were regarded to need ordinary citizens through 
whom the stories would be told. As we can see, if there is more emphasis on 
ordinariness than citizenship, this position starts to resemble the personifica-
tion trend of the audience frame.

The voter position and the ordinary citizen position cannot be considered 
very dynamic ways of conceiving the public. There were, however, indica-
tions that journalists saw – much due to the influence of public journalism – 
their readers also as active members of the public, and thus took a step away 
from the perspective that was provided by the frame of representative and 
expert-driven democracy. This aspect was linked to the deeper understand-
ing of public journalism.

The way in which journalists discussed citizens’ activity was thus two-
fold. On the one hand, they expressed the need to activate the public and 
revitalize the public sphere: newspapers were seen to have a central role 
in feeding the public discussion and keeping it transparent and open for as 
many participants as possible. The newspaper needs to serve the public by 
taking measures that activate people to take part in public life. On the other 
hand, the idea of activation was seen unnecessary. Journalists noticed that in 
relation to certain issues or areas of life, citizens really are active: they want 
to express their opinions or influence certain issues. Journalists recognized 
that publics that are formed around issues are more active than the more ab-
stractly conceived publics. As pointed out in the following quotation by the 
civic reporter, public journalism wishes to activate citizens and is dependent 
on their activity.

I think that it [public journalism] activates people in some sense. 
There was one person who contacted me with her case and she 
had already contacted other people too. I think this kind of activity 
can awaken others too to become active in their own cases. So that 
people wouldn’t just swallow it all, but would do something. (IH)

The two frames discussed above indicate that readers were not only regarded 
in relation to the newspaper but also in relation to the public sphere. The 
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concept of citizenship that was central in defining public journalism was 
only one of the reader positions situated in the public frame and the concept 
of citizenship remained rather thinly elaborated by journalists. However, the 
public frame portrayed a picture of citizenship that was a combination of in-
terests and responsibilities. Therefore, citizens may be active at times, but 
they also need to be activated.

7.3. Readers as participants in public journalism

When journalists discussed their readers as participants in public journalism, 
they acknowledged that participation could be sought after for various rea-
sons and that these different reasons provide different roles for participants. 
Therefore, readers’ participatory roles featured elements from both the audi-
ence and public frames. Public journalism was not built on either of the read-
er frames alone. In this section, I will analyze the way in which journalists’ 
discussed the participatory roles of readers in the public journalism projects 
and I will move from audience frame towards the public frame.

Sample citizen
The first role attached to reader participation by journalists was the ”sample 
citizen”. This refers to the need to have individual citizens on the pages of 
newspapers as examples of regular people so that readers may find an entry 
point to the story. In this manner, reader participation was justified from the 
viewpoint of the text and the reading audience. Citizens were seen as ex-
ample-like devices that were needed for writing stories; they were used in a 
”dramaturgical way”, as one of the interviewees put it. 

A concurring metaphor in the interviews was that stories needed to be told 
”through people”. As noted in the following quotation, this way of position-
ing the citizen was not considered a new approach, thus it was not tied to 
public journalism alone but to the more general trends of audience concep-
tions in newspaper journalism. 

For a couple of years already, our team [on domestic issues] has fo-
cused on the regular people, always the regular people. Therefore, 
this [public journalism project] didn’t seem that new. You always 
need to find a person from somewhere to say something. And then 
slip the issue into the story through that person’s life. (HS4)

Considering readers as sample citizens here did not position them in an ac-
tive role. In fact, the actual participation in this role was limited to quite 
traditional forms of interaction, like interviewing or polling. The role of the 
sample citizen was to personify or depict the story, provide a quick comment 
or pose for a photograph. In this way, journalists viewed the citizens rather 
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instrumentally, even symbolically. This might result in the situation where 
civic action is lifted out of its larger context rather than being integrated into 
the journalistic practices. For example, in situations where people are asked 
to act as informants in a survey, the relationship between journalists and citi-
zens is not very interactive. In this way, the ideas of appearance and visibility 
become more important than activity and participation.

This role – despite referring to citizenship – drew on the audience frame. 
According to the joint understanding of the profession, the audience needs 
to be addressed in a manner that is ”personified”. The stories need to be 
told through frames that readers recognize, through themselves or people like 
themselves. A similar argument has been made by journalists on the use of 
vox pops in broadcast news: the need to make news from which ordinary 
viewers can recognize themselves (Pantti & Husslage 2009, 86).

Providing authentic opinions
Another common way to justify reader participation was to point to the need 
of getting ”citizens’ voices” in the stories. Whereas citizens were seen as sym-
bolic elements and raw material for the stories in the sample citizen role, this 
role placed emphasis on opinions as the central raw material. This role was 
particularly typical among AL’s journalists in which the need to ”bring out 
the citizen’s voice” was a slogan-like phrase. The central idea behind this 
slogan seemed to be that reader participation was needed because it provides 
authenticity and diversity.

So that voices of the readers or the people of the region could be 
heard better and in a diverse manner and also, like, genuinely. 
(AL3) 

This idea reflects a trend in newspaper journalism that underlines the im-
portance of presenting different kinds of opinions. For example, Olkinuora 
(2006, 57–58) has noticed an increase in Finnish newspapers’ use of com-
mentaries and column-like pieces. This trend is also exemplified by the in-
creased number of pages dedicated to audience letters (e.g. HS went from one 
page to a full spread), by the introduction of text message columns, as well as 
blogs authored by journalists in the web versions of the newspapers. Opin-
ions in general have become increasingly important raw material for journal-
ism. This trend has evolved hand in hand with the growing importance of so-
cial media and indicates a shift from the importance of information delivery 
to that of opinions.

So, in order to portray ”authentic voices” and opinions, the newspapers 
have mobilized themselves, organized news van tours and discussion events 
and encouraged people to contact the reporters. This mobilization was con-
sidered to help journalists get interesting and briskly expressed opinions 
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from citizens. Public journalism was thus connected to the idea that it is ben-
eficial for the newspaper to have citizens’ opinions widely apparent, not only 
on the letters pages.

This role was situated in between the audience frame and the citizen 
frame. Naturally, readers have opinions only if they have some kind of re-
lationship to the issues that are discussed; i.e. they have interests and mo-
tivations due to their social positions and networks. In this sense, opinions 
were linked to the public frame. But the motivation of publishing citizens’ 
opinions was also linked to the needs of the newspaper as a product: it was 
considered appealing and readable to publish opinion material. Journalists 
were aware that newspapers are increasingly competing with the web, and 
therefore, the pressure to increase opinion material was articulated with ref-
erences to the web. 

Ideas for stories
The third role dealt with agenda setting. According to journalists, an impor-
tant role for readers in public journalism was to provide ideas for stories. This 
was the most widely recognized role, as indicated by the public journalism 
definitions as well as the risk talk. According to journalists, a central idea in 
public journalism was to open up the newspaper to questions and issues that 
readers have. In its narrow form, this meant that readers could phone or send 
in their story tips. In a broader sense, the role of the reader as an idea provider 
was connected to all of the participatory methods that may enhance a tighter 
connection between the paper and its audience, so that the coverage could be 
based on the citizens’ agenda, not merely that of the institutions. 

Even if journalists agreed that this role was important, they were not unan-
imous about how direct this type of participation should affect newspaper 
content. Some journalists (a minority) believed that public journalism should 
start with a clean slate: journalists should approach citizens with open minds 
in order to find the issues that need to be covered. In other words, there 
should not be too much filtering or pre-planning from the journalists’ side. 
However, others thought that the paper could very well decide the topic first 
and then invite people to discuss or comment later – and if other relevant is-
sues would come up in the process, then journalists should pick them up.

The role of the citizen as a source for story topics was thus agreed upon, 
but conceptions differed about the extent to which the topics should be pure-
ly citizen-based and also how noticeable this should be in the stories. For 
instance, at IH, the visible role of the reader as the initiator of the stories was 
emphasized in the logo that was attached to every civic story. At HS, howev-
er, ”ordinary citizens” were seen as starting points of the stories, but citizen 
participation did not have to be visible in the texts.
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If we think about the story making process, an ordinary person can 
be a source of a story idea. Then we check the tip and confirm it, 
we process it into a story, search for additional information from 
statistics and wherever. So that the ordinary citizen may affect the 
process in a way that a certain issue is raised and becomes a story 
even if that [participation] is not visible in the story, it is hidden. 
(HS11)

The role of the reader as an idea provider transfers more power to the audi-
ence than the two previous roles. This role means – even if it does not direct-
ly imply – that readers do not merely react to the newsroom’s impulse, but 
that the newsroom may also react to the public’s impulse. Therefore, this role 
entails more weight for readers as the shapers of public discussion than the 
previous roles. Even if the link was not always explicit, this role drew on the 
public frame: readers were considered as appropriate agenda setters due their 
position as citizens and voters, for example. However, the audience frame 
shaped this role too, especially regarding the need to come up with ”interest-
ing” stories. Therefore, the role of the reader as an initiator was also justified 
from the premise that readers’ ideas are needed in order to capture the atten-
tion of the audience, as a means of better addressing them.

Representative 
A further role identified by journalists was based on the idea of readers as 
representatives of larger groups, for example, their occupational group or 
their neighbourhood. There was a slight contradiction between the roles that 
dealt with opinions and representation, since the former usually emphasized 
individual experiences and the latter collective. However, both roles were ap-
parent in journalists’ responses. In fact, journalists seemed to struggle with 
finding relevant links between opinions and their representativeness, i.e. be-
tween readers’ individual input and issues that could be generalized.

One [problem] is that usually issues that touch citizens have to be 
handled on such a general level, so that not all the details match 
to everyone. About every story I’ve done on pensions, for example, 
has received the kind of feedback that says that ”this is not how it 
goes in my case”. Another problem is that a citizens’ viewpoint is 
usually so damn narrow, I mean subjective. They can’t see the big 
picture. (HS12)

This contradiction was typically solved by emphasizing the representative 
role of citizens, a position that makes it possible to generalize the experiences 
to apply to a larger group of people (see also Hujanen 2009, 123). As represen-
tatives of larger groups, people are positioned in a more powerful role than 
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as individuals; they gain authority from the collective. The kind of represen-
tation that I am referring to does not always require a formal membership in 
an organization. A mother, for example, can here be regarded as a representa-
tive of a group of parents who are concerned about the closing down of their 
children’s school. It is easier for journalists to justify citizen participation in 
journalism if they can position individual citizens in a collective role.

This position fits the public frame. Reader participation becomes relevant 
through the representative role that people assume from belonging to infor-
mal social networks or to organized civic groups. They have something rel-
evant to offer for public discussion if they are positioned as members of a 
collective. The role of a representative is affected by the tradition of dem-
ocratic-corporatism in Finland, since that tradition favoured the use of for-
mally organized sources to provide representative political pluralism. In the 
current situation, however, representation is no longer connected with insti-
tutions only. 

Everyday expert
Another role attached to citizens by journalists was a combination of the two 
previous roles (representative and opinion provider). That is, an individual 
with particular concerns and a member of a larger collective can be described 
as being an expert on everyday life, be it working life, living in a neighbour-
hood or being an immigrant. According to journalists, newspapers need to 
be active in finding everyday experts – people who have experiences and 
something to say – since this information does not automatically reach the 
newsrooms. The difference between this expert role and the role of the repre-
sentative lies in the fact that the expert position gives room for individual ex-
periences and knowledge; it is not justified only from the viewpoint of collec-
tive representation. The everyday expertise does not necessarily have to be 
generalizable. This role also differs from the sample citizen: if the citizen par-
ticipants are considered to be experts of their situations, they are positioned 
in a more demanding and active position than mere examples. The sample 
citizen role can, in fact, at its best turn into an expert role if the experiential 
knowledge of the citizens is recognized and utilized.

Public journalism was considered by the journalists as useful in creating 
routine-like ways of reaching these everyday experts. Journalists repeatedly 
pointed out that finding relevant and appropriate citizen sources for inter-
viewing was a difficult task. When the point is to find expertise – special 
knowledge that arises from the everyday experiences − journalists cannot 
rely on randomly interviewing people on the street. At IH, the idea of readers 
as experts was explained in a way that, with its public journalism approach, 
the paper wished to ”appreciate” ordinary people’s knowledge and experi-
ence. The following quotation exemplifies how citizens were considered as 
experts in regard to municipal services.
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Such stories have been really good when Simppu has been able to 
find a person who has something important to say about a certain 
problem, for example, a defect in the service provided by the mu-
nicipality, and then they have gone to discuss the problem with the 
person who is in charge of this service. (IH5)

This role links to the public rather than to the audience frame. In the ex-
pert role, readers are not merely used as elements in the stories, but rather, 
they are used as social beings that have experience-based information and the 
willingness to bring this information to the public. As everyday experts, read-
ers are considered as agents who have connections to the discussed issues.

Posing questions
Another role indicated by journalists, which was clearly situated in the pub-
lic frame, was readers as questioners. As discussed in Chapter 6.2., readers’ 
questions formed a central textual element in the Finnish public journalism 
stories. Journalists articulated this role quite clearly and for them it appeared 
as a distinct change that was reflected in their professional conduct. In this 
role, they viewed readers as active citizens – as agents or subjects, and not as 
objects or receivers. Thus, the role of the questioner represents a position that 
brings authority to the citizen participants in terms of allowing them to word 
the issues that are considered problematic or worthy of public handling.

Nevertheless, positioning citizens as questioners does not automatically 
imply a high degree of public participation. Citizens can for instance send 
their questions to journalists via e-mail and remain anonymous. But in a situ-
ation where questioning takes place in face-to-face setting, the presence of 
the citizen as a questioner becomes journalistically interesting. According to 
journalists, the participants – due to their positions as citizens and voters – 
had a special role to play in situations where they met elected representatives 
or ministers. Their citizen position brought along with it tension or a ”twist” 
that made the questions journalistically interesting.

Now we are doing it the way that the questioner in this case is 
not… The professional journalist doesn’t have the leading role, 
but there is the citizen, who usually is positioned as an object of 
decision-making. Now we take the citizen along into that role so 
that we get a new twist to this practice. (AL3) 

As questioners citizens are positioned as a kind of a counter-force to the ones 
in power, given that the decision-makers cannot overlook the questions that 
are posed to them by their potential voters. In this sense, the citizen partici-
pant assists the journalist in the classical watchdog role. Thus, the role of the 
questioner can be a very powerful one, a role in which the citizen participant 
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is actually seen as an ally or as a useful co-worker for the professional jour-
nalist. In this position, participants were seen by journalists as valuable in-
formation sources that were sometimes able to ask more concrete questions 
than journalists. 

Civic actor
The final role attached to readers by journalists was connected to public agen-
cy and hence to active citizenship. The civic actor role was considered con-
troversial but it was nevertheless recognized and discussed by journalists 
in all of the three papers. Journalists noted that people who take part in the 
journalistic process often (but not always) have a willingness to influence the 
direction of public discussion, get publicity for their cause or contribute to 
certain local issues. In this role, the citizens’ capacities as active public ac-
tors were fully recognized and their motivations and interest were accepted.

[The aim is] to take them as active and speaking human beings, 
not only as decorations on the pages - - as equal subjects in this 
system, not only subservient to the governance. (IH1)

As indicated above, the key is to understand that people are not just decora-
tions on the pages of the paper, but they have a right to participate in jour-
nalism and in public sphere due to their position as citizens and members of 
the community. However, we need to remember that journalists continuously 
discussed citizens and their activity in a dual manner: on the one hand, the 
public was seen as an active formation, but on the other had as an object of 
activation. The logic, however, works in a way that if the paper wants to take 
citizens as participants in making journalism, it cannot only rely on those 
who are already active. Instead, the paper needs to encourage and activate the 
public at large, because this brings benefits for all: to the paper, the citizens 
and their communities.

But the problem is that civic activism did not always fit into the journal-
ists’ understanding of the role of the reader in relation to the newspaper, i.e. 
to the audience frame. Journalists were not willing to act as the mouthpiec-
es for active citizens even if they realized that citizens almost always have 
their own interests when they act publicly. In general, there was thus a slight 
contradiction in seeing readers as participants in relation to the needs of the 
newspaper and in relation to public life more broadly (see also Heinonen 
2008, 122−123). In the cases when there is a possibility to find a way to com-
bine these two ”directions” of participation, the results may be fruitful.

An example of this kind of possibility is when citizens’ are taken as dis-
cussion participants. In discussion, citizens get to share their experience and 
knowledge and find potential solutions to recognized problems. The newspa-
per, in turn, gets rich material and ideas for stories. The idea of citizens as dis-
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cussion participants was recognized in each paper, but not very profoundly 
articulated. This is an interesting finding, since deliberation is such a central 
part of the public journalism philosophy. The importance of citizens as par-
ticipants in discussion was considered most thoroughly at AL, and this was 
related to the central role that the discussion events played in its approach. In 
this context, readers were considered as public actors who possessed a will-
ingness and interest to take part in discussions that were organized by the pa-
per. Journalists understood that participants did not come to the events mere-
ly to act as ”material” for the paper; they came to the events as citizens with 
their own interests and opinions to discuss publicly. At the same time, how-
ever, the participants’ interests posed a challenge for journalists because the 
ideal of finding ”regular citizens’” opinions functioned in the background, 
and because regularity was often equated with impartiality.

In sum, the seven participatory roles point out to a more general finding: 
the emphasis on the demanding nature of participation. Journalists acknowl-
edged that participating in the journalistic process requires much from read-
ers. The public journalism approach made journalists to bypass the typical 
references to readers as irrational or insane (Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 135–151) 
because the practices so heavily relied on the public’s input. The journal-
ists had high expectations of readers who took part in public journalism. In 
particular, journalists thought that participants of public journalism projects 
should be committed, well prepared and understand the context in which 
they are acting. In other words, readers who take part in public journalism 
should be able to understand the nature of the public sphere in which they 
act – be it local, national or regional – and the questions and issues that are 
relevant in that sphere. Moreover, if the participants have some understand-
ing of journalism and its norms, disappointments or excesses can be avoided. 
This general finding indicates that when journalists considered readers as 
participants in public journalism, they considered them perhaps more seri-
ously than usual.

7.4. Differences between the newspapers

In all three newspapers, the seven participatory roles discussed above were 
identified by journalists. However, there were some differences in emphasis 
between the three newsroom cultures. The strongest differences emerged in 
the way that journalists viewed readers as civic actors and their attempts to 
have an effect on public issues via the paper, i.e. the last role discussed above. 
In this section, I will discuss the differences between the newspapers in order 
to provide examples of the flexible and contextual interpretations of public 
journalism and reader participation.
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Helsingin Sanomat

Among journalists at HS, there was the most hesitation about the definition 
of public journalism. Interestingly, public journalism as an idea was most 
clearly connected to the marketing needs of the paper. Even if the marketing 
dimension was apparent in all of the newsrooms, in the other two newspa-
pers, it was more common to bring in the economic justifications or market-
ing needs when the practical experiences from the projects were discussed. 
But when journalists at HS were asked to describe their way of understanding 
public journalism, on top of the four dimensions discussed, there was an em-
phasis on the aim to make the paper more interesting to its readers, to make 
an appealing product. Public journalism was also referred to as a fashionable 
expression, a new ”product branch” of journalism that was being imported to 
newsrooms by media managers. At HS, public journalism seemed to be situ-
ated in between the idea of serving the public as well as appealing to it, and 
thus clearly both frames – the audience and the public – played a role in the 
way that public journalism was understood.

In the reader conceptions, however, the audience frame was emphasized. 
A typical way at HS to discuss readers was to underline the importance of 
writing news ”through regular citizens” or in a way that the meanings and 
consequences of political decisions would become clear for readers. This 
way of seeing the reader does not open up a genuinely participatory role; 
the offered position is rather passive. The HS journalists were also hesitant 
about connecting civic activism and newspaper journalism. Hence, they were 
somewhat troubled by the idea that citizens as active agents could act upon 
public issues through the medium of the newspaper. This idea seemed to be 
in contradiction with the conception that journalists had about themselves 
as professionals (more about this in Chapter 8), as indicated by the following 
quotation.

Mostly, our job is to tell the citizens about the decisions of the eli-
te. And as long as public journalism means that we try to clarify 
what those decisions mean, then it fits into this picture. But if we 
think that there would be political journalism that is citizen-based, 
then it would mean that we would start telling the decision-makers 
what they should do. That is the next stage. And I am not sure if 
that is our role, even if citizens might want us to do that. I am little 
doubtful of this. (HS3)

Aamulehti
At AL, a typical way to conceive public journalism was to frame it as an ac-
tivity that positions the newspaper as a link between citizens and decision 
makers. The point in public journalism thus was to bring forth the everyday 
experiences to the decision makers; public journalism was seen as a connec-
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tive bottom-up approach. At AL, there was more positive discussion about 
civic activism than at HS: the idea of citizens as active participants in public 
life was appreciated. The following quotation is nearly the complete oppo-
site from the previous one. Here, the respondent summarizes the bottom-up 
direction of public journalism and the idea that citizens’ influence on public 
discussion and decision making should be stronger.

I don’t see that the media’s task is just to pour down the wisdom to 
the public, to let them see how things have been decided for them, 
like telling about the tax rates, but also to mediate the message 
from the bottom-up: this is how it is wanted, this is what citizens 
want and this is how they want you to decide. (AL8)

However, in practice citizens’ activism was considered problematic also at 
AL. The paper did not want to align itself with any politically oriented actors 
or single cause activists. Consequently, political identification was avoided 
by positioning the paper as a platform for public debate. The paper can be a 
part of the processes that may lead to solutions suggested by civic actors, but 
the journalists did not want to promote or speak for any particular solutions. 
The journalists seemed to think that the role of the newspaper was to serve as 
a channel through which active citizens can get their ideas noticed.

Itä-Häme
At IH, public journalism was most clearly connected to the idea of finding so-
lutions. Journalists in the local paper underlined the idea that public journal-
ism should have an effect on public life. At the very least, the stories should 
increase public discussion and draw attention to citizens’ issues. In addition, 
the ideals of dialogue and discussion were most often connected to the defi-
nition of public journalism at IH.

The way in which citizens as active agents were discussed at IH points out 
that the journalists were more willing to conceive the paper as a part of civic 
activism. At its mildest form, this became apparent at IH similar to AL: citi-
zens may approach the paper with their problems and questions and the pa-
per channels the messages to the decision-makers. But there was also a more 
concrete way to discuss the idea of citizen-based problem-solving at IH. The 
journalists seemed to be proud if the paper played a part in getting improve-
ments or solutions to local questions. The civic reporter, especially, was will-
ing to accept that citizens are active agents who wish to make a difference or 
influence certain issues with the help of the paper.

When I had to give a lot of interviews due to this award [given by 
the Union of Journalists], everyone was always asking if there is a 
lot of it, or do you sense that you are being... or that people wish 
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to… I mean again about the fact that citizens are advocating their 
own causes. - - I said that maybe at first I was feeling a little like 
that, too, but that I haven’t really come across anything like that 
at all. Or then I just haven’t realized it. (laughing) But I also said 
that I am not sure if there is anything wrong about it. I mean all 
the officials are similarly advocating their causes, too, so why not 
[citizens]. (IH)

These examples from different newsroom cultures position readers as par-
ticipants in journalism slightly differently. Readers’ participation was con-
sidered meaningful in all of the newsrooms, but it was justified from varying 
angles. These differences also indicate that even if the audience and public 
frames coexist in all of the newsrooms, the newsroom culture may empha-
size them differently. At HS, the audience frame seemed to be a more typi-
cal structure of interpretation while at IH it was the public frame. At AL, the 
frames were most clearly in contradiction: at the level of ideas, the public 
frame dominated, but experiences from the practical news work brought in 
the audience frame. The context in which the newspapers act, play a role 
here, as well; the local setting, for example, seemed to allow the most latitude 
for reader participants. It also made it possible to concentrate on problem-
solving.

7.5. Citizens and journalism

As discussed, journalists identified four dimensions of public journalism: of-
fering readers relevant information; publishing the voice of the citizens; writ-
ing about topics that come from readers; and organizing possibilities for citi-
zens’ participation in the process of making news and in public life. On top 
of these common dimensions, the newsroom cultures and differences in prac-
tices affected the way in which public journalism was understood as a term. 
The term ”public journalism” did not have an agreed upon definition in the 
professional culture. This underlines further the fact discussed in Chapter 5, 
i.e. the lack of movement ethos. For the three studied newsrooms, the start-
ing point for the projects and approaches was not ”rhetorical” in a sense that 
the label or the strictly defined idea of ”public journalism” would have been 
underlined. This is an indication of the fact that public journalism as an ideal 
is under negotiation, and this negotiation process takes place through prac-
tices that reshape public journalism rather than discussions that set a fixed 
meaning to the idea.

The four dimensions of public journalism and the identified risks point 
to the same direction: public journalism is considered a practically oriented 
approach and it is essentially about the relationship between the public and 
the journalists. The risks of public journalism almost exclusively deal with 
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the need to come to terms with this relationship: to be able to enhance citi-
zen participation in a manner that fits to the norms of professional journalism 
(see Singer & Ashman 2009, for similar argument regarding UGC). Journalists’ 
reflections pointed out that within the current professional culture in Finland 
there is a tension that arises from the previously dominant way of seeing the 
public collectively, as the Finnish citizenry. In this position, the public was 
considered to have ”the right to be informed” (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008, 
675). This older professional ethos of public service journalism is currently 
being contested by the more individually oriented discourse in which the 
public can be considered to have ”the right to identify themselves” in jour-
nalism. Public journalism is thus situated in this professional culture, which 
features a symbolic struggle between different registers of legitimating jour-
nalism and its relation to the public. In addition, public journalism brings 
into this struggle the idea that the public has ”the right to participate”.

If the journalists’ interpretations of public journalism are compared to the 
ones offered at the beginning of this dissertation, one can see that the dimen-
sions of deliberation and democracy were not extensively discussed by jour-
nalists. The lack of discussion about deliberation is interesting in light of 
the public journalism literature, which particularly emphasizes this element 
(e.g. Romano 2010). This finding is, however, in line with the story element 
typology (Chapter 6): they both indicate that deliberation is an element that 
does not easily fit into the practices of newspaper journalism and therefore 
also in the mindsets of professional journalists. It seems difficult to incorpo-
rate deliberation as a practice and an ideal into the professional culture. The 
lack of references to democracy can be explained by the fact that journalists 
may consider the democratic role of journalism so given that it is not espe-
cially underlined. This explanation seems plausible because the ethos of de-
mocracy was nevertheless apparent in the definitions: in the idea of public 
journalism as the provider of relevant information to citizens, and in the idea 
of enabling citizen activity. Moreover, references to civic agency pointed out 
that the idea of participatory democracy was not foreign to journalists, even 
if the frame of representative democracy remained dominant.

In this chapter, I have shown that journalists use the audience frame and 
the public frame simultaneously when referring to the role of readers in pub-
lic journalism. The repertoire of participatory roles that journalists identified 
for readers in public journalism can be placed on a continuum: at one end, 
the audience frame is more dominant while at the other it is the public frame 
(see Figure 4). The roles are therefore justified from these two perspectives; 
some roles emphasize the needs of the newspaper and its audience; and some 
the idea of helping citizens to cope with the public dimension of their lives 
(Rosen 1999, 160). The roles that readers were given within the audience 
frame – acting as the sample citizen, providing opinions and story ideas – in-
dicate that journalists connected public journalism’s reader participation to 
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the discussions about what journalism could do in order to serve the audi-
ence better on the level of texts and in the context of media competition. In 
turn, the roles that drew from the public frame – representative, everyday ex-
pert, questioner and civic actor – point out that in public journalism readers 
were also granted positions that take into account the different roles that they 
have in society, for example as voters, citizens and public actors in various 
networks. This continuum thus represents the space that journalists regard 
appropriate for reader participation in the context of public journalism. 

The two frames together affect the way in which journalists conceived 
public journalism. Public journalism is not a separate movement, but a trend 
that is attached to the pressures that arise from the need to conceive readers 
simultaneously from both the audience and public perspective. Quite often 
in public journalism literature, only the public frame and the normative jus-
tifications of public journalism are discussed. My material, however, points 
out that the audience frame cannot be ruled out of the way in which public 
journalism is understood; it is a valid scheme of interpretation and cannot be 
merely seen as an obstacle. It is not fruitful to think that there are two sepa-
rate lines of development in journalism: one that is business oriented and 
another that is normatively oriented. The key is to understand that these two 
trends are intertwined and in interaction with each other in the ways that 
journalists make sense of their profession (Hujanen 2009).

Figure 4: Reader roles in public journalism according to journalists’ interpretations. 

Thus, public journalism is embedded in the normative-economic discourse 
that defines professional journalism and its relation to the audience. From 
this perspective, public journalism provides conditions for civic activity and 
a means to secure customer service (Wahl-Jorgensen 2002). These tasks are 
thus not always in contradiction with each other – or this contradiction it-
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self has become accepted and taken as the prevailing norm of public journal-
ism (cf. Bantz 1997). Thus, the broader trends in the professional culture and 
the general evolution of journalists’ audience conceptions have paved the 
way for public journalism. It is natural that these trends affect professionals’ 
views of public journalism and the role of readers. In order to understand 
the state of public journalism in Finland, one needs to be careful not to over 
emphasize the public frame and the normative-democratic implications of 
public journalism.

Massey & Haas (2002) have concluded that public journalism in the U.S. 
context has had only a modest influence on journalists’ routines and atti-
tudes. According to the authors, the most important contribution of public 
journalism does not lie in the enhancement of citizen participation, but in 
the fact that it ignited the discussion on the role of journalism in democracy 
and its commitment to the public. Indeed, it is not the case in this study ei-
ther to evaluate whether there have been significant changes in the attitudes 
of journalists, but to indicate the repertoire with which reader participation 
in public journalism has been considered meaningful or problematic by pro-
fessional journalists.

The continuum also points to the question of control and power: the stron-
ger the public frame – and the weaker the audience frame – the more demand-
ing the roles become for journalists to manage. The public frame lends more 
authority to amateur participants in journalism. Readers who are organized 
into a collective, pose questions and are motivated by their own causes are 
more difficult to manage than readers who are considered as individual story 
elements. In public journalism, there is thus a contradiction in terms of de-
gree of activity: journalists hope for active reader participation, but that par-
ticipation should not be too active, interest-oriented or politically coloured. 
This is further exemplified by the fact that the clearest differences between 
the newsrooms were centred on the ways in which journalists considered 
readers as civic actors; not all newsroom cultures were comfortable with the 
activist role of the citizen. Therefore, they either emphasized the importance 
of the less active roles or provided different degrees of latitude for reader par-
ticipants within the active roles; for example, the citizens’ questioning role 
was used either symbolically or concretely.

But what were the circumstances in which journalists accepted the more 
demanding and active roles for readers? This was connected to the relevance 
of the topics and expertise of the participants: if the topic was considered 
interesting by the journalist and the citizen participant had knowledge and 
experiences not already known to the public, the journalists were willing to 
accept active participation. If reader participation was regarded to provide a 
”newsworthy” contribution to public discussion and provide the newspaper 
with credibility, then the more ”public” roles were also likely to become ac-
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cepted. In those circumstances, citizen participants were able to act as col-
laborators with journalists.

The idea of journalist–amateur collaboration in journalism has been re-
cently discussed actively in the context of online participation. Participatory 
journalism has provided challenges for news organizations in terms of en-
gagement with the audience: to the extent in which users are taken along in 
the processes of gathering, selecting, editing, producing and communicating 
news materials online (Deuze et al 2007, 323). However, empirical research 
on online audience participation shows that the participatory features in on-
line news have not radically challenged journalists’ conceptions of their au-
dience (Heinonen 2011, forthcoming). Journalist interviews (Heinonen 2008, 
97−98; Heinonen 2011, forthcoming) indicate that online participation has 
opened up participatory roles for users at the initial and final stages of the 
news process: users are regarded by journalists as sensors at the observation 
stage or as reflectors at the interpretation stage. But interactive online features 
have not actively encouraged journalists to consider users as co-workers in 
journalism, as partners in the core journalistic tasks of producing editorial 
content. There are thus clear similarities between journalists’ audience con-
ceptions invoked by public journalism and by participatory journalism. It is 
evident that they both can be situated within the same domain of the interac-
tive media model (see Chapter 2.3.).

However, as the premise of participatory journalism is indeed participa-
tion, it seems to bridge over the mere symbolic use of citizens. Therefore, 
the sample citizen role, which is typical in public journalism, is absent in 
participatory journalism. This suggests that the potential of the online en-
vironment for reader participation is the fact that it becomes possible to let 
go of the strictest audience frame. In the networked environment, in which 
horizontal peer communication is natural, newspapers may lose their central 
role. Therefore, in the net environment, the audience and public frames may 
become more naturally merged. In the network environment, there are vari-
ous ”directions” of participation: activities take place also in peer and civic 
communities (Heinonen 2011, forthcoming), i.e. also in the public frame.

Journalism is a form of social practice, and therefore, participatory and 
public journalism both appear as practices that touch upon the relationship 
between professionals and amateurs. As a result, they both struggle with same 
central questions: the appropriate role of citizen participation in professional 
journalism. This indicates that journalism and journalists draw from the joint 
professional culture for interpreting new trends, whether they involve online 
techniques or not. Therefore, despite the fact that the use of online features 
was limited in the studied public journalism projects, the discussion in this 
chapter points out that public journalism has invoked journalists to reflect 
upon the role of readers in ways that can be useful also in many ways for the 
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online environment, as the role of the reader/user as participant in journal-
ism is without doubt increasing.

The continuum and categorization of different participatory roles may aid 
professionals in planning and evaluating future projects and approaches by 
focusing on certain roles or developing new ones; analyzing which roles are 
considered valuable in their newsrooms, and developing new participatory 
practices from that perspective. In addition, the findings from the story el-
ement analysis and journalists’ interpretation of public journalism indicat-
ed that deliberation was not a central value, despite the fact that discussion 
events and group discussions were included in the repertoire of participatory 
news practices. This result thus points out that public journalism − as it has 
been practiced and interpreted by Finnish journalists – is closer to the idea of 
participatory journalism than suggested by its theoretical basis.

Moreover, research on Finnish newspapers suggests that the dominant 
way in which reader participation is handled in newspapers is a combina-
tion of offline and online interaction: reader contacts continue to take place 
in face-to-face meetings or via telephone as well as via various online forms 
(Heinonen 2008).Therefore, public journalism projects may help in building 
links between offline and online participatory practices so that the develop-
ment of online participatory journalism could better utilize the experiences 
that have been gathered from public journalism; and perhaps then, avoid 
overemphasizing the mere technical aspects of participatory journalism (Her-
mida 2011, forthcoming).

The public journalism projects have also clearly invited journalists to re-
flect upon articulations about their own profession and its relationship to the 
public. These articulations emerged from concrete and practical experiences, 
but they did not remain at the practical level. This finding supports the idea 
of seeing the profession from the viewpoint of discourse. The changing con-
text of journalism requires reflexivity from professionals. The boundaries of 
the profession are continuously reworked with reference to practice, and this 
sense making process is discursive. The interviewed journalists in this study 
clearly expressed themselves as capable of professional reflexivity. Heinonen 
(2011, forthcoming) suggests that journalists’ audience conceptions are af-
fected by a complex process of forming their self-perceptions. In other words, 
how journalists see their audience is shaped by how they see themselves. In 
the following chapter, I will turn more closely to the question of how public 
journalism has invoked journalists to reflect upon the professional role of the 
journalist.
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8.  
Professional context  
and self-image 

The professional core of journalism can be understood as a collection of 
shared but continuously contested values that define how proper journalists 
should act and what they should aim at. Journalistic professionalism is not a 
permanently fixed set of values. Journalism’s professional core is shaped by 
various external influences in society: economic, socio-cultural, technologi-
cal and political trends (Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008). Moreover, there are 
also internal influences within the professional culture that challenge the 
classical value dimensions. Public journalism can be understood as this kind 
of internal trend that has been nevertheless shaped by external influences. 
Hence, public journalism has resonated widely with journalists. In this chap-
ter, I will analyze the way in which journalists’ talked about their profes-
sionalism. The underlying research question is thus: How do journalists view 
their own professional self-image in relation to public journalism projects? I 
wish to shed light on the professional reflexivity produced by the public jour-
nalism experiments.

In terms of methods and data, this chapter is based on qualitative content 
analysis of journalists’ interviews. The discussion is based on the analysis of 
one of the four main clusters that were identified at the early coding stage: 
references to being a journalist. This ”profession-talk” was further coded in 
Atlas.ti into four smaller themes: (1) references to one’s newspaper; (2) notes 
about professionalism in general; (3) the effects of public journalism on pro-
fessionalism; and (4) notes about personal self-development. The findings in 
this chapter are based on the qualitative analysis of these sub-themes.

I will begin by discussing professionalism from the contextual aspects and 
then move towards personal reflexivity. In order to understand the surround-
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ings in which professionalism and public journalism are discussed, I will 
first map the ways in which journalists’ talked about their own newspapers. 
In the second section, I will discuss the most prevalent professional value di-
mensions evoked – critically as well as constructively − by public journalism 
in each paper. Together the newspaper discourses and the dominant values 
provide a description of the context in which journalists made sense of the 
public journalism projects. The third section, thereafter, discusses some of 
the signs in journalists’ way of thinking that pointed towards the idea of how 
the profession could become more ”public” in public journalism. Finally, I 
will discuss the significance of the professional reflexivity created by public 
journalism.

8.1. ”Our paper” as a professional context

When journalists referred to ”us” or their own newspaper in the interviews, 
they did not merely talk about the newspaper as a name or a title, but there 
were many aspects to the way in which it was discussed. It is important to 
study these different ways to talk about the newspapers because they indicate 
the space in which journalists saw themselves as professionals. 

Central maintainer of the public sphere
The clearest way in which journalists’ ideas of their ”own” paper defined 
professionalism was connected to the position that the newspaper was re-
garded to have in the public sphere. At the same time, journalists also spoke 
about the ways in which they understand the public sphere. In most of the 
interviews, the newspapers were regarded as significant actors that foster and 
maintain the public sphere. Thus, a common element in the interviews was 
the strong position of the newspaper in relation to its ”own” sphere of influ-
ence, be it the metropolitan area, the province of Pirkanmaa or the town of 
Heinola and its surroundings. There was a wide belief in the ”impact” the pa-
per had in its own circulation area, and consequently, the public sphere was 
often constructed as being journalism-centred. Of course, such discourse can 
partly be considered as part of routine PR-talk about the paper’s public role. 
Nevertheless, this discourse was widely accepted and assumed by journal-
ists; so even if the talk about the strength of the paper was just PR, it still was 
part of journalists’ repertoire of speaking about their paper.

This discourse was especially strong at HS, where the paper’s size and in-
fluence were often referred to. In the journalists’ answers, the position of HS 
was rather unquestioned; the only other recognized national players in the 
field were regarded to be tabloids and television. At HS, this influential posi-
tion brought along with it the element of responsibility. There was interesting 
”HS-talk”, which took the leading position of HS for granted: journalists were 
used to their position as employees of such an influential paper. This HS-talk, 
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however, also underlined the ”terribly big” responsibility and the need to be 
extra cautious to avoid mistakes or imbalance. The paper’s size and national 
significance created external pressures that seemed to foster a ”community 
spirit” in the newsroom.

At AL, the position of the paper was also considered strong. The responsi-
bility of the paper and its employees was to support and activate public life 
in the Pirkanmaa region. In fact, this was the most usual way of referring to 
their newspaper. Journalists even mentioned that there were no other actors 
in the region that could carry such a responsibility.

I guess the most central task for us is to be the chief organ for this 
province. And this dictates the baseline for our actions. (AL7)

At IH, the discourse about the paper as the maintainer of the local public 
sphere was also explicit. The paper was considered to have a strong posi-
tion in ”our region” in terms of influencing public discussion. However, this 
discourse was affected by a hint of uncertainty that had emerged due to the 
economic uncertainty and loss of subscriptions. Anyhow, one can say that 
even if such uncertainty was apparent, mentally the paper was considered by 
journalists to have a firm hold on the region.

Object of external evaluation
Another common element in the journalists’ talk was that they saw their 
newspapers as objects of external evaluation, pressure and criticism. This 
discourse became surprisingly apparent at the second coding phase, when I 
singled out the phrases in which the proper title of the paper was used. The 
proper name of the newspaper was often used when journalists were talking 
about their paper from the viewpoint of someone else. This points out that 
sometimes it seemed rhetorically easier for journalists to let the audience and 
different public actors do the evaluative work, be it criticism or appraisal. In 
a sense, the journalists outsourced the assessment of the paper and its prac-
tices to non-journalists. This is noteworthy because profession as a collective 
is usually the most important reference group when journalistic work is dis-
cussed by journalists (Heinonen 2011, forthcoming), but public journalism 
projects prompted journalists to recognize additional actors as public evalu-
ators of journalism. Nevertheless, in the interviews, when these additional 
and critical perspectives were articulated, the criticism was presented as be-
ing directed not at ”us” as journalists but at the ”paper” as an organization. 
This indicates that journalists do boundary work between the profession and 
the organization.

When journalists discussed their newspaper from the perspective of pub-
lic officials, for example, they recognized the officials’ role and influence on 
professional journalism. This discourse was most obvious at IH where it was, 
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in fact, the most typical way to refer to the newspaper. The way in which lo-
cal journalists at IH viewed their own paper and their own professionalism 
was therefore shaped by the evaluations of non-journalist agents. An evalua-
tive role was given to the local people, readers, city governance and local pol-
iticians. This indicates that the newsroom culture at IH is not that exclusive 
as in the other papers. It seems that the local setting has accustomed journal-
ists to take into account the viewpoints of other local actors. 

Politicians are very eager to give feedback, and it is actually quite 
interesting how they see IH; they see us like this nasty watchdog 
that reveals everything, even if we really are not a scandal seeking 
paper. There is always a big cry if we have some kind of feedback 
discussion with politicians. They usually blame us for writing too 
negative things about them, not finding anything good in them. 
And it is quite contradictory because the public seems to think 
that we should be better in uncovering all the mess that is going 
on. (IH7)

In AL’s newsroom culture, self-critical professional attitude was common. 
Therefore, especially positive evaluations were outsourced. The journalists 
explained, for example, that AL is considered by local communities to do a 
good job when it tours the region and organises election discussion events. 
The positive comments dealt with the public journalism approach and its ef-
fect on the reputation of the paper. 

At HS, the idea of seeing the paper as an object of external evaluation was 
the weakest; there was no consistent way of outsourcing evaluation (com-
pared to AL and IH), even if journalists occasionally explained how politi-
cians viewed the paper or tried to use it for their own purposes. These find-
ings imply that at HS professionalism was considered more autonomous than 
at AL and IH. The newsroom cultures in each newspaper provided room 
for external evaluation to a different degree. At HS, the journalists placed 
themselves closer to the imagined centre of professionalism’s classical ideal; 
therefore, the two smaller newsrooms appear as more reflexive in terms of the 
boundaries and context of their profession. 

Site for work
Journalists also referred to their papers as a site for work: as organizations 
or employers. These findings support the argument that has been made con-
cerning the importance of the organization in the construction of journalists’ 
professional self-image and values (Ettema et al 1997; Örnebring 2008). This 
reference was most common at HS: the paper was mentioned by its title when 
journalists discussed newsroom work, their own section or team, or referred 
to HS as an employer. The paper was seen as an organization that brings to-
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gether various journalists that have a kind of membership status in the orga-
nization, which was referred to with the nickname ”hesarilaiset”. There was 
also a distinct way to refer to ”the house” or ”our house”. This implies that 
the employees as members have their say in the conduct of the paper.46

HS is quite a journalist-driven system, and not manager-driven. 
This means that if us journalists would not do anything and just 
wait for orders, there would not, I think, be this much (laughs) dis-
cussion. (HS10) 

At AL and IH, it was not common to frame the newspaper as a work place 
from a membership point of view, but references took place at a concrete lev-
el: journalists discussed the working conditions or their relationships with 
colleagues. The work place discourse was strongly connected to experience. 
The idea of being an ”old hand” and having many years of experience and 
a sense of belonging to the current organization was a way of triggering this 
discourse. Thus, journalists recognized the value that a professional acquires 
from having extensive experience in the field. This, in turn, means that the 
profession was defined by practical experience – and not so much by theo-
ries and knowledge. Therefore, it is not surprising that journalists drew from 
experiences rather than the domain of theories also in the context of public 
journalism.

Younger journalists often referred to themselves as ”beginners” or ”temps”, 
but a sense of adaptation was strong: the kind of working life that offers only 
temporary contracts has (in its part) forced younger generations to be adap-
tive and flexible employees. The work place discourse can be interpreted 
as a sign of stability seeking in a situation where freelance-based work and 
temporary contracts have become increasingly typical in the media field (see 
Deuze 2007).

Joint guideline
An interesting feature at AL was the way in which interviewees used the 
phrase ”our paper” or referred to ”us”. These phrases were mostly used by 
journalists who were highly positioned in the organization, and therefore, 
there was also a strong feature of ”ought to” connected to the use of ”we”. 
Thus, being an employed journalist at AL brought with it the need to act in a 
certain way. In this discourse, the paper was seen as a common frame for jour-

46 My material points out to a journalist-driven newsroom culture at HS, but it can be noted 
that the manager-driven leadership style has intensified during the recent years in the Finn-
ish newsrooms, and this has most probably also happened at HS after these interviews 
(2003– 2004) were conducted. (For changes in journalists’ experiences, see e.g. Kehälinna & 
Melin 1988 and Jyrkiäinen 2008.)
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nalistic work, as a guideline or a joint way of doing things. In the following 
quotation, this is referred to as commonly recognized style, ”handwriting.”

We are now beginning to have a coherent understanding of what 
our handwriting is. It should not be unclear. I think pretty much 
the entire newsroom knows what we want. (AL7)

At AL, the guidelines were discussed in an accepting manner: they were con-
sidered part of the paper’s own culture. They were considered to make every-
day work easier because an organization needs a common understanding of 
what it is doing: expressions like ”goals”, ”strategy” and ”norms” were being 
used. In this respect, the guideline discourse resonates with seeing the paper 
as a brand with a reputation to be taken care of. However, in the guideline 
discourse, the focus was primarily on the journalists’ own work methods and 
journalistic style. Thus, it was a look inside the organization and not a ques-
tion of external reputation.

At IH, the paper was also referred to as a guideline, but not always as ac-
ceptingly as at AL. At IH, the guidelines and internal strategic documents 
were referred to by journalists in an ironical tone. For instance, journalists 
noted that they probably should have read the paper’s new strategy document 
a bit better, in order to be able to answer my interview questions in a ”right 
way”. The guidelines that the paper provided were thus partly seen as some-
thing that was brought from above. At HS, in turn, the guidelines were inter-
nalized via the membership that came from being an employee of the news 
organization, and therefore, the guideline discourse was not as strong. Over-
all, the guideline and the work place discourses suggest that professional re-
flexivity more naturally surfaces at the level of the ”house styles” rather than 
at abstract professional values.

Branded commodity
The final common way to discuss their newspaper by journalists was to frame 
it as a commodity. In this discourse, terms such as ”brand”, ”subscribers”, 
”competition” and ”marketing” were prevalent. The product nature of the 
newspaper framed professionalism by setting requirements for journalists to 
think of the visibility and reputation of the paper. There was a clear need to 
be visible in order to secure a position in a competitive market. Visibility was 
often discussed in relation to specific public journalism practices: the tours 
(AL), the position of the civic reporter (IH) or the broadcasted events (HS).

In these [planning] meetings when the bosses started to discuss the 
marketing and visibility of HS and how we can gain a good reputa-
tion, I tried to ignore that discussion, not to listen to it or pay atten-
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tion to it. Because I don’t really want to think about what this [elec-
tion project] can, like, give to HS’s brand. It is not my task. (HS14)

As the quotation above indicates, journalists frequently noted that it was not 
their task to think of the commercial aspect of the newspaper industry, but 
the business language still affected journalists’ way of expressing themselves 
as professionals. Even if journalists referred to their newspapers as ”brands” 
often in a distanced manner, for example emphasizing the quotation marks 
when using the words, they realized that as professionals they are part of 
their newspapers’ brand.  At AL and HS, the commodity discourse was more 
centred on the idea of branding than at IH, but in the local paper, the econom-
ic standing of the paper was elaborated most concretely and openly. The jour-
nalists were sincerely concerned with the economic wellbeing of the paper.

To sum up, the common ways in which journalists in all three papers re-
ferred to their own newspapers was as a public actor, object of evaluation, 
work place, guideline and commodity. At HS, professionalism was primarily 
defined in the way that journalists saw themselves as part of the ”house” and 
professionalism represented itself as a kind of membership, which pointed to 
a journalist-oriented newsroom culture. At AL, ”our paper” was considered 
as a guideline that affected everyone’s work and united the journalistic staff. 
Professionalism at AL was therefore defined by the particular AL-style of do-
ing journalism, the ”common handwriting”. At IH, the clearest way to see the 
newspaper was to consider it as an object that was open for external evalua-
tion. Professionalism in this case was partly shaped by the way in which non-
journalists talk about the paper. 

8.2. Public journalism and professional values

In the analysis, I singled out direct references to phrases such as ”profes-
sional” and ”journalistic”. This was done in order to see how journalists used 
these terms in their own professional reflections. The terms were not com-
mon, but journalists occasionally mentioned something being ”professional” 
or having made a ”journalistic” judgement, for example. A general feature in 
the interviews was that professionalism as a term was used as a flexible and 
rather undefined backing mechanism. Sometimes professionalism equated 
with ethical values, sometimes with work routines. It did not seem natural for 
journalists to explicate what they mean when someone acts ”professionally”. 
This can also be seen as a defence mechanism: by not defining too strictly the 
borders of professional conduct, the journalists retain more latitude (e.g. Ko-
vach & Rosenstiel 2001, 18–19).

When looking closer, it was possible to identify four aspects of journalistic 
professionalism that were being discussed by journalists: (1) work practices 
and routines, (2) specified skills, (3) norms or rules and (4) values (see Figure 
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5). The two outer layers represent the experienced aspect of what being a pro-
fessional journalist means, and the two inner layers represent the normative 
aspect of professionalism (see Chapter 3.2.). References to professionalism 
tended to be vague because with professionalism, journalists may refer to any 
of these layers. Despite this vagueness, however, it can be summarized that 
professionalism is an entity that separates skill from non-skill, brings order 
in the form of routines, is structured by rules and shared as an understanding 
of certain values.

On top of this vagueness, the interviews indicated that professionalism was 
very contextual in nature. Each newsroom culture with its particular context 
determined slightly differently which dimensions of professionalism were 
taken under discussion and which aspects of professionalism were being trig-
gered by the public journalism projects. So, even if professionalism can be 
seen as an ideology or as a joint way of understanding the duties and mean-
ingfulness of journalism, it becomes clear that active understanding of pro-
fessionalism is formed in the area where the underlying professional culture 
of journalism meets the organization’s culture (see Evetts 2003). This is indi-
cated, for example, by the fact that talking about professionalism as a set of 
values or abstract ideology was not equally easy for all journalists. Whereas 
journalists from the national paper discussed and mentioned abstract dimen-
sions such as objectivity or trustworthiness with ease, it was not that typical 
for the journalists in the local newspaper to articulate professionalism as an 
abstract construct. The discussion at IH took place primarily at the level of 
work routines and skills.

Figure 5: Layers of professionalism in the interviews.
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This points out that there are differences in the degrees to which news-
room cultures cultivate professional vocabularies and registers of speaking 
about journalism. For example, HS’s newsroom culture, which is embedded 
in the national context, more clearly held certain abstract professional values 
than the other two newsroom cultures. This suggests that professionalism as 
an abstract value collection seems to fit best with the ”highest” and most ab-
stract level of the public sphere, the national domain.

Professional values evoked by public journalism
Even if professional values were not explicitly specified by journalists, public 
journalism invited such reflexivity that points to the existence of certain core 
values. The contextual nature of professionalism is underlined by the fact 
that in each newspaper the most important aspect of professionalism evoked 
by public journalism was different for each paper. Thus, there was no unifor-
mity in journalists’ understanding of the relationship between professional 
values and public journalism.

The most clearly articulated professional dimension at HS was autonomy. 
This became evident in the way that journalists discussed their values and 
roles as journalists. Frequently used phrases were ”independent”, being ”free 
from” and ”separate from” political actors or other sources. In other words, 
the aspect of autonomy that was emphasized at HS was autonomy from non-
journalistic actors (see Schudson 2005), external autonomy. The most im-
portant contextual reason for this element is due to the fact that most of the 
interviewees from HS were journalists from the politics team. Their position 
as political reporters from the biggest and most influential newspaper in Fin-
land surely affected their way of seeing their own role and the essence of jour-
nalism. Journalists at HS considered professionalism as presuming a certain 
degree of separation from the surrounding society, but it should – and cannot 
– presume total isolation. Separation was justified by the fact that distance 
helps journalists see clearer, and therefore, it helps them find the most im-
portant issues for coverage. At HS, autonomy was highly regarded as a value, 
but its limitations in practice were also recognized. Autonomy was thus con-
sidered both as a normative ideal and as a practical question. The dilemma 
between separation and isolation in political reporting is summarized by a 
journalist in the following quotation.

You need to be close enough [to the sources] to get confidential in-
formation, but still you need to keep yourself separate enough in 
order to be able to publish that information in the paper. (HS14) 

On top of external autonomy, the idea of internal autonomy also emerged. 
In other words, journalists recognized the need to maintain a degree of inde-
pendence also within the organization, especially in relation to the marketing 
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department, but also in relation to the rest if of the newsroom. Some journal-
ists were doubtful of newsroom trends that emphasized pre-planning, ready-
made page templates or teamwork, and therefore, they wished to underline 
the idea that a journalist is always the best expert on her own story.

Even if the organizational contexts at HS and IH were different, there were 
some similarities in the most valued elements of professionalism. The most 
central professional value inspired by the public journalism approach at 
IH was the critical watchdog position. This discourse included the ideas of 
”courage” or ”challenging and questioning” the decisions and decision-mak-
ers. The critical watchdog stance can be considered as a sub-category of au-
tonomy in a sense that it entails a certain degree of independence. However, 
at IH, being a watchdog was more about the courage to provoke critical public 
discussion than about independent journalist–source relations.

But honestly, I hope that the paper, and us journalists, would be 
feistier. We need more courage to test the boundaries a bit. We are 
a little too nice. (IH5)

Moreover, the watchdog position was seen as an important professional vir-
tue at IH due to the history of the local paper. Local journalists and papers 
function in a difficult situation in terms of having to secure their advertise-
ment revenue, acting in co-operation with local authorities and addressing 
and serving their audience in a credible manner (e.g. Puranen et al 1999, 
55–56). At IH, this in-between position was highlighted by a common under-
standing that the paper used to be too close to local authorities, too ”soft” or 
”nice”. One of the journalists even claimed: ”It was not journalism at all”. IH 
has its roots as the local information delivery platform of four municipali-
ties in the region (Turpeinen 2000, 232–236). Therefore, now, the role of an 
adversarial watchdog has been raised to an important professional value at 
IH, because a more independent position has been assumed. The newsroom’s 
collective interpretation of the past thus clearly affected which professional 
values were regarded as important.

This is an interesting finding, since in Britain for example, the anti-polit-
ical and consensus-oriented nature of local journalism has been recognized; 
local papers’ watchdog role is mostly limited to issues on which there is 
consensus among readers (Wahl-Jorgensen 2005, 10). Interestingly, being a 
watchdog at IH did not seem to require the need to be afraid of being an ac-
tive player in local public life. The local context and the public journalism 
approach made it natural and even desirable for the paper (if not necessarily 
journalists) to be considered as an active agent. However, this activity was 
also justified from the viewpoint of boosting the community and not merely 
from the viewpoint of social change – a common feature with the local press 
in Britain (Wahl-Jorgensen 2005, 12).
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Journalists at AL framed their work from the perspective of the readers 
more strongly than their colleagues at HS and IH. Readers and readership 
were the keywords that defined professionalism in the regional paper, and 
public service emerged as the most important professional value dimension. 
As discussed, there was the tendency to see the paper as a provider of com-
mon guidelines, and public service in the form of ”reader orientation” was 
one of these common frames. At AL, the idea of public service was interest-
ingly connected to responsibility. A central task for the journalist then was to 
report about important issues and act as a gatekeeper, and the values of trust-
worthiness and credibility came up often at AL. The journalist was regarded 
to be responsible for choosing the issues that are published and also for clari-
fying complicated issues for the general public.

I am an old-fashioned journalist. (laughing) I think the newspaper 
has a kind of educational… well that is a bit difficult word, but… 
But I think that a newspaper needs to tell about things, even those 
that are not necessarily very easy for the media. (AL3)

As indicated by the quotation, elements of education and enlightenment 
were also apparent at AL. According to this thinking, a professional journal-
ist is someone who can serve the public with relevant material, and help her 
to navigate in society. This discourse included the belief that it is essentially 
journalism and journalists who can act as ”educators”. Moreover, the idea 
of public service was broadened to include ”encouragement” of the public.

Autonomy, public service and the watchdog position were thus the stron-
gest dimensions of professionalism that were evoked − and partially rede-
fined − by public journalism in the three newspapers. Consequently, these 
values emerged as the core of professionalism among journalists who had 
practised public journalism. But following the contextual differences, the 
way in which public journalism was considered to be affecting professional-
ism, was also framed slightly differently in each paper.

How does public journalism relate to professionalism?
At HS, public journalism was framed as a reminder of what good journalism 
can be.47 Via the public journalism projects, the journalists were reminded of 
worthy goals, interactive work methods or their own strengths and weakness-
es as journalists, especially about the importance of maintaining autonomy in 
journalistic decisions. HS journalists were therefore rather ambivalent about 

47 Even if in these interviews (2003–2004) indicate that public journalism appears as a re-
minder at HS, it is fair to say that the idea has slowly affected the organization and its work 
practices more broadly. For example, in the course of seven years, elements of public jour-
nalism have been apparent in projects dealing with local elections, city planning, ethnicity 
and the economic decline.
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the positive impact that public journalism as a participatory method could 
bring to professional journalism.

At AL, the relationship between public journalism and professionalism 
was more than a reminder: public journalism was seen as a slow mental chan-
ge that required stepping out of the comfort zone. In comparison to HS, jour-
nalists at AL were more positive towards public journalism’s impact on pro-
fessionalism. After all, public service – and not autonomy − was the most 
prevalent professional dimension referred to in the context of public journal-
ism at AL. The effect of public journalism could be summarized as the need 
to open up or dissolve the borders that have been drawn between journalists 
and their public. The doubtful effects of public journalism were connected to 
the incorporation of marketing goals with journalistic work. 

At IH, public journalism influenced professionalism through practice and 
experimentation rather than abstract value discussion. In the local news-
room, the practical changes in work routines seemed to precede changes in 
values. The impact of public journalism on professionalism was considered 
to be fairly positive. It seems that changes implied by public journalism were 
easier to accept and interpret when there was a colleague in the newsroom 
that routinely did her work according to the public journalism ideas than if 
public journalism took the form of a project. The fact that the classical watch-
dog position was the most prevalent professional dimension at the local pa-
per is interesting; this role was broadened by the public journalism approach. 
Local journalists thought that the role could be strengthened by citizen par-
ticipation: citizens can sometimes pose better questions than journalists and 
act as a starting point for critical public discussion. Citizens were thus seen 
as allies or co-workers for journalists in their attempts to scrutinize the con-
duct of local officials.

It is important to understand that all of the three papers offered a particu-
lar kind of setting for public journalism approaches. They therefore created a 
particular kind of professional reflexivity that should be understood in rela-
tion to the newsroom cultures. The above outlined discourses about newspa-
pers and professional values constitute the background against which we can 
now consider signs of more ”public” professionalism. In the following, I will 
step away from the frame that is offered by the three different newsroom cul-
tures and discuss journalists’ professional self-image at a more general level.

8.3. Signs of ”public professionalism”

The public journalism approach required journalists to rearticulate some 
of the professional dimensions as well as their own identity as professional 
journalists (cf. Carpentier 2005, 214). Even if there were signs of change at the 
identity level, these changes provoked journalists also to reflect upon their 
professional stability; how they are and have been and not how they have 
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developed or changed as journalists. In some cases then, public journalism 
initiatives invited journalists to underline the virtue of staying unchanged by 
new trends. This indicates that there is a core in professional journalism that 
is considered to be constant and stable – and worthy of defending (Kunelius 
& Ruusunoksa 2008). Indeed, narratives of permanence and stability might be 
necessary to all occupational ideologies.

However, the ideas of change and stability are not mutually exclusive 
(Helle 2009, 100) and in the interviews, the discourse of adaptation was gen-
erally stronger than that of stability. This discourse did not hold on to stabil-
ity as an important aspect of professionalism. On the contrary, journalists 
seemed to regard that they need to constantly adapt to external and internal 
trends and pressures and rearticulate their meaning to professionalism. Due 
to the project nature of some of the public journalism approaches, this pro-
cess of rearticulating was temporary for some. It can nevertheless be regarded 
important as it arose from practical news work. I will now discuss five themes 
that emerged from the interviews and dealt with the effect of public journal-
ism on professional self-image. These can be taken as signs of ”public profes-
sionalism”.

Extension of classical professionalism
Even if there were journalists in every newspaper who did not consider pub-
lic journalism as a significant professional challenge, there was a majority 
that saw public journalism as a natural part or an extension of traditional pro-
fessionalism. Previous studies (Gade et al 1998) show that in the context of 
public journalism journalists have accepted the idea that there is more than 
one legitimate approach to professional journalism. When journalists frame 
public journalism as part of traditional professionalism, they usually frame 
it as something that ”good journalism should be anyway” – a common argu-
ment among U.S. journalists (see e.g. Woodstock 2002, 46–47). However, this 
stance does not require much re-articulation. Instead, there is inclusion that 
is easier and more common.

In the interviews, this kind of argument was stated in order to criticize or 
support public journalism. In a critical sense, public journalism was seen as 
academic hype or as another buzzword. According to critics, there was no 
need to rename good quality journalism as public journalism, and therefore, 
public journalism and its effects on professionalism should be critically eval-
uated, even resisted. But when public journalism was seen to be part of the 
familiar professional ideology in a supporting sense, the argument contained 
an idea that public journalism is a natural part of journalism, and there is no 
contradiction between classical values of journalism and public journalism 
values. In the following quotation, the critical and positive stances are inter-
estingly combined in a sceptical attitude towards the civic reporter on the 
one hand, and an embracing attitude towards the ideal on the other.
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Q: How did the idea of a civic reporter sound like when you first 
heard it?
IH5: Well, I sniffed at it a little.
Q: Why?
IH5: Well, because I think it is a kind of work that should be done 
by all of us really. Or we should have a similar approach to our 
work.

Public journalism was seen as a natural part of professional journalism most 
commonly at the local paper IH. This attitude was affected by the presence of 
the civic reporter in everyday work. As mentioned, at IH, journalists viewed 
public journalism in very practical terms, and therefore, perhaps, the inclu-
sion of public journalism into professionalism seemed easier at IH than in 
the other papers.

Throughout the interviews, public journalism was easier to accept and see 
as being part of traditional journalism if it was considered as a kind of a tool-
kit, and not as a set of values. Therefore, this inclusive discourse – despite 
being a common one – did not necessarily require much reflexivity or profes-
sional rethinking in terms of journalists’ self-image. However, this discourse 
presents journalistic professionalism as a permeable construct that includes 
adaptation. Moreover, seeing public journalism as an extension to profession-
alism is important, since an adaptive attitude is a precondition for any new 
ideas to become accepted in the first place.

Helping and supporting citizens
A clearer case of re-articulation was apparent when professionals discussed 
their role in relation to the audience: the journalist was positioned as a colla-
borator or helper. Public journalism influenced the journalists’ professional 
self-image so that they positioned themselves on the same side as the public. 
Journalists did not consider themselves only as reporters that should perform 
their public service to a receiving public as a mass. Even if the idea of serving 
the public in the traditional manner remained, and the idea of the public as 
a reading audience existed, according to the re-articulation, journalists also 
”helped” and ”supported” the public as citizens, even ”defended” them and 
were ”loyal” to them.

The idea of helping took different specific forms. For example, in inter-
view situations where ordinary people met decision-makers, the role of the 
journalist was to help people formulate their questions and encourage them.

We can’t just throw a random citizen into the minister’s office and 
hope that she performs nicely. Because she won’t. Because it is not 
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her professional skill to be involved in a political debate like that. 
(AL3)

Here the citizen was portrayed as an amateur in political debate. Political de-
bate was seen as a professional skill of journalists, and therefore, they needed 
to be of assistance and lend some of their skills to the citizen. It is interesting 
that (political) journalism traditionally values juxtaposition and conflict, and 
therefore, citizens and decision makers are positioned as opponents. The ide-
als of public journalism, then, bring along the idea of helping. It is the jour-
nalist that first positions citizens in the tough spot and then comes to their aid 
by assisting and supporting them.

The idea of helping also took another – and much more usual – form ac-
cording to journalists. Helping may happen ”textually” in a sense that jour-
nalists write their stories from the viewpoint of regular people. In the text, 
the journalist can take the position of the citizen or frame issues from angles 
that are relevant for the public. This was considered as helping because sto-
ries with ”the citizen angle” were thought to be more relevant for the reading 
public than stories that cover the political process from the viewpoint of the 
ones in power.

The metaphor of helping refers to the fact that journalists as professionals 
are still needed: the amateur-citizens cannot make it on their own in public 
discussion. Thus, the idea of helping can be seen – a bit paradoxically per-
haps – as a way to retain some of the authority and competence that used to 
originate from remaining distant or autonomous. Thus, the professional jour-
nalist is still needed to perform public service, but serving the public now 
requires assistance rather than distance.

In the traditional professional discourse, the idea of public service was 
perhaps so self evident that there was no need to underline the ”added value” 
that journalism could offer to citizens. This newer discourse points out that 
the traditional journalistic value of delivering credible and trustworthy infor-
mation to citizens is not enough anymore (Heikkilä et al 2010). The public 
needs to be offered something additional, in this case, assistance. Hence, it 
has become acceptable to make stories in which this collaboration and help-
ing is noticeable. Whether this practice produces ”valuable” stories for citi-
zens remains unresolved in this context.

Opening up to the public
The second cluster of re-articulations was the need to interact with the pub-
lic. According to this discourse, journalism as a professional conduct needs 
to open up in order to make journalism more relevant, interesting and inclu-
sive for the public. This was justified by the previously experienced isolation 
of journalists. Usual terms linked to this discourse were ”meeting people”, 
”taking readers along” or ”being accessible”.
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The need to reconnect was first justified by the newspaper content: jour-
nalists ought to be more receptive in sensing the issues that are important for 
readers. By being more open to citizens’ comments and participation, jour-
nalists were regarded to get a ”reality check”. For instance, there was a dis-
tinct need to interact with voters before making a story about candidates in 
an election in order to know the questions that needed to be asked. An AL 
journalist thought: ”We cannot pretend that we know everything.”

Secondly, individual journalists need to be more accessible. From the in-
terviews, there emerged a shared understanding that there was something 
wrong with journalistic professionals. In the past, they positioned themselves 
too distant from everyday life and were too bound to the desk and telephone.

It’s weird that people would rather send a message to the paper’s 
text message column than contact us directly. There’s something… 
There has to be something wrong with us, but I really don’t know 
why. I have come across people saying or thinking that we know 
everything already, and therefore, there is no need to contact us. 
(IH5)

Public journalism projects have thus clearly encouraged the kind of re-artic-
ulation of professionalism that deals with removing the ”professional shell” 
and avoiding ”barricading oneself to the newsroom”. Thus, there was a phys-
ical dimension to this discourse, too. Especially at IH and AL, journalists dis-
cussed the importance of an easily accessible newsroom location. 

Whereas the previous re-articulation was motivated by the idea of offer-
ing added value to the readers as citizens as well as consumers, this re-artic-
ulation of ”opening up” was supported by the ideals of openness, access and 
collaboration. These ideals figure widely in various terrains of late modern 
societies; but they are especially strong in the new media field (e.g. Deuze 
2007, 39–40).

Journalist as a connector 
Seeing the newspaper as a site for public discussion is a classical professional 
dimension, which is extended in public journalism towards deliberation. In 
public journalism, the virtue of discussion is not merely seen in the forms 
that it may take after the publication of the news stories; in public journal-
ism, moderating and reporting discussions are also seen as part of the jour-
nalist’s professional capabilities. Provoking and fostering public deliberation 
prior to reporting is valued, and discussion becomes an important method of 
information gathering and a way of making a story. Consequently, a recurring 
metaphor that appeared in the interview material was the idea of getting dif-
ferent participants ”around the same table”. 
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Now these people, our readers, regular people and decision-ma-
kers are around the same table. The journalist used to − if she 
acted according to the classical tradition − phone these people se-
parately and then formed a synthesis of their views. Now all these 
people are present at the same time. (AL11)

Possibility for open discussion is thus created, but the journalist as a discus-
sion moderator still holds the strings and an element of control remains. It 
was pointed out, however, that discussion-based methods are more stressful 
for journalists than traditional reporting because the situation may change 
rapidly and unexpectedly. Journalists noted that it was a demanding task to 
try to find the connections and create true dialogue between participants. In 
this regard, the journalist is seen as a connector between different parties that 
would not otherwise connect.

However, even if this connectedness was underlined, deliberation – as a 
dialogical process for finding solutions – was almost absent from the journal-
ists’ accounts. Perhaps due to the difficulties in practice, the idea of finding 
solutions in a deliberative process was not emphasized, especially in the con-
text of journalists’ own professional roles, even if connecting different groups 
together was a favourable goal. The larger cultural trend behind this re-artic-
ulation could be the tendency to consider the – technologically as well as so-
cially – networked nature of our society and the assets that can be achieved 
by interconnecting the various agents in the networks.

Visibility and publicity
According to its title, public journalism affects professionalism in a way that 
the journalistic profession is considered as more public. According to jour-
nalists, there were two sides to the issue. On the one hand, profession was 
seen as public in terms of being there for the public. This way of interpreting 
what ”public professionalism” means was indeed a broad way of rearticulat-
ing the journalistic profession and it embodied all of the elements or signs 
that have already been discussed: helping, interacting and connecting. On 
the other hand, however, profession was considered as public in a narrow 
sense of the word: being public was equated with publicity and promotion. 
This narrow sense of viewing the profession as public was common in all the 
papers, and it was a feature that cannot be bypassed. There was a common 
discourse in journalists’ interviews that touched upon themes such as ”vis-
ibility”, ”performing” or ”productization”.

Carpentier (2005) points out that in journalism there has always been a 
link between being professional and being employed in a media organiza-
tion. According to my findings, the public journalism projects created in-
creased pressures for journalists to identify themselves as representatives of 
their organizations as businesses. The centrality of public events seemed to 
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bring along the ideas of identification and visibility. Because the paper was 
portrayed as a public agent, the journalists that represented the paper at the 
event also became more public. The journalists in the events – as hosts, inter-
viewers or reporters – were positioned as representatives of the news organi-
zation. Therefore, the journalist needed to align herself with the values that 
the paper represents. 

The interviewed journalists did not consider this change in a positive 
light. It was not regarded nice to be a ”walking Aamulehti” or ”sit beneath 
the huge newspaper logos”, to become equated with the newspaper’s brand. 
Some journalists thought that journalistic work had become mixed with mar-
keting and promotion or that it had become ”performing” due to the pub-
lic and broadcasted nature of the events. Journalists understood the logic of 
branding but felt annoyed that they were forced to think about it.

 I find myself to be thinking all of this through the brand. - - From 
the marketing point of view, it was probably beneficial, although it 
is not my job to think of that. (HS13) 

The publicity discourse at IH focused on the role of the civic reporter as ”the 
face of the paper” and the advertisements about her work. The journalists 
discussed with slight irony that the civic reporter had been ”productized” 
or ”commodified”. But even if this aspect was discussed in an ironical tone, 
publicity was considered as means to ”get the idea through to the public”. 
The civic reporter herself was also ambivalent about this aspect:

In the beginning, I was maybe even a bit too agreeable to appear in 
the advertisements. But on the other hand, I do understand it up to 
a point because of the readers. It really has an effect on how easy 
it is for them to contact me. (IH)

Publicity was sometimes seen as a means of achieving ”deeper” goals, but 
when publicity in itself was manifested as the end product, it created the 
critical remarks about the meaningfulness of public journalism and its effects 
on professionalism. Journalists clearly drew a line between being a journalist 
and being a publicist. It is evident, therefore, that public journalism projects 
created critical reflexivity, especially with regard to commerciality as an all-
encompassing trend.

All in all, the re-articulations discussed in this section point out that on 
top of drawing from the shared professional values, journalists’ conceptions 
were also shaped by more general societal trends connected to the idea of 
public journalism. It can be summarized that public journalism has invited 
the journalists to rearticulate certain shifts in journalistic culture: shifts from 
autonomy to assistance; from enclosed occupation to a collaborative environ-
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ment; from information delivery to network building; and from secured eco-
nomic standing to competitive branding. These shifts have been part of pub-
lic journalism from the beginning in one way or another. In this sense, public 
journalism has anticipated some of the trends and shifts that have now be-
come more explicit in the current technological environment and discussion 
about participatory journalism.

8.4. Public journalism and professional reflexivity 

In this chapter, I have discussed journalists’ reflections on professionalism 
from the viewpoint of public journalism. There was evidently a joint pool 
of discursive resources from which the Finnish journalists drew from, but 
each newsroom culture also created particular ways of referring to the news-
paper as a context of professional journalism. The newspapers were seen as 
membership organizations, as providers of guidelines and as items of exter-
nal evaluation. These differences in the newsroom cultures, in turn, created 
particular settings for journalists to see public journalism’s professional chal-
lenges. Therefore, public journalism invited journalists to reflect upon au-
tonomy, public service or the watchdog position as the most prevalent pro-
fessional values, and the approach was seen either as a reminder, as a mental 
change or as a practical change (see Table 10). Overall, public journalism 
brought to surface the underlying and esteemed professional values that the 
newsroom cultures found worthy of defending.

Despite the incoherence in understanding public journalism (Chapter 7) and 
the contextual nature of professionalism, there was unity that binds together 
the three papers and their journalists’ experiences of public journalism. For 
example, some collective signs on the impact of public journalism to journal-
ists’ self-image were found: in the context of public journalism, the reporter 

A typical way to
frame ”our paper”

Prevalent
professional value

The effects of public journalism
on professionalism

HS Membership, 
employer

Autonomy, 
independence

Ambiguous: public journalism as 
a reminder of what could be done 
better

AL Practical guideline Public service, 
educational ethos

Moderately positive: public jour-
nalism as mental change, requires 
stepping out of the comfort zone

IH Externally defined 
item

Watchdog position, 
need to be more ad-
versarial

Fairly positive: public journal-
ism influences professionalism 
through practice

Table 10: ”Our paper”, prevalent professional values and effects of public journalism on 
professionalism at HS, AL and IH.
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needs to act as the helper, discussion moderator and in interaction with the 
citizens and to be more public, in terms of both the public sphere and the 
market. This points out that even if there was not much room in the middle 
of everyday newsroom work for theoretical talk about public journalism and 
its boundaries, the practical experiments as concrete efforts invoked profes-
sional reflexivity that required discussing the boundaries and possibilities of 
”public professionalism”. Again, these signs point to the direction that − de-
spite its permanence and stability − journalists’ professional self-image is a 
construct that can be and is rearticulated.

It can be concluded that public journalism has invoked journalists to re-
flect on their professional identities in relation to the organizational culture 
(their work place, the newspaper business) and to the professional culture 
(the professional values, their newspapers’ relation to the public sphere). 
This is an indication that professionalism in journalism ought to be under-
stood as being embedded in both domains: the organizational and profes-
sional cultures (e.g. Örnebring 2008). Journalists’ most immediate frame of 
reference, after all, is the newsroom culture that they inhabit, and that cul-
ture is always affected by organizational as well as professional impulses (see 
Chapter 3.3.). 

In the case of public journalism, organizational culture and especially its 
surrounding domain, the corporate culture caused the most uneasiness. Even 
if journalists understood the economic realities and the requirements that 
arise from media competition – they did see the newspaper as a product – 
they were hesitant about the needs to identify themselves with the media 
corporation and its brand. Being an employed professional journalist thus re-
quires a certain degree of company identification, but the uneasiness that was 
apparent in the material points out that the idea of internal autonomy posi-
tions journalists in a contradictory situation. There was a legitimate discus-
sion among the journalists about how far they as professionals should adapt 
to the pressures arising from the business side of newspaper industry, and 
this discussion has undoubtedly intensified due to the industry’s increased 
economic hardships. Hardt (1999) has made a point about public journal-
ism’s failure to question the practices of those in charge of human and capital 
recourses in news organizations by addressing the rank-and-file journalists 
and appealing to their conscience and imagination. His criticism seems val-
id also in light of my findings: journalists expressed helplessness and irony 
when they faced blunt commercial interests suggested by the management 
level. This made them equate the idea of ”public” in public journalism with 
publicity (as attention and PR) rather than publicness (as the principle of 
people’s right to communicate).

However, the journalists’ relationship to their work communities, the 
newsroom culture, did not entail similar uneasiness. On the contrary, iden-
tification with the newsroom appeared to be strong among all of the inter-
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viewed journalists, i.e. the closer one got to ones newsroom culture and fur-
ther from the corporation culture, the more positive the identification was. 
This was indicated by the way in which the interviewees talked about the 
common guidelines of work, or the membership qualities that come along 
with being a part of the newsroom. There were some elements that pointed to 
an occasional willingness to separate oneself from the newsroom as a collec-
tive: sometimes journalists underlined their personal strengths and skills as 
individual journalists. These personal strengths and desires did not always 
appear as welcomed in the context of the projects that underlined planning, 
teamwork, citizen-orientation (as opposed to system orientation) or writing 
according to certain length requirements (see also Chapter 5). However, in 
relation to the newsroom culture, elements of frustration were rarer than ele-
ments of belonging.

As noted, journalists did identity work also in relation the professional 
culture. By being able to draw on the joint professional culture of journal-
ism that goes beyond the organizational and newsroom specific cultures, 
journalists were able to see themselves as members of a broader profession-
al collective. McDevitt (2003, 159) notes that individuals typically identify 
themselves as members of the profession long before they join a specific or-
ganization. In this way, professionalism acts as a stable resource for journal-
ists’ self-image. This study indicates that professionalism as a collective ref-
erence frame works more consistently when journalists draw from it with the 
intention of defending the professional core values than with the intention of 
rearticulating them due to the already existing and shared vocabulary. How-
ever, McDevitt (2003, 156−158) argues that proponents of public journalism 
have interpreted professional values, most notably autonomy, too narrowly: 
as hindrances to the movement’s ideals. He argues that reflective introspec-
tion is an attribute of autonomy – and that autonomy is a developmental and 
multidimensional process. Indeed, the traditional professional values can-
not be regarded as obstacles in the process of adopting public journalism; the 
adoption process requires reflexivity, and professionalism acts as a resource 
in this reflection. So, professionalism may invite journalists more easily to 
adopt a protective than proactive position, but the professional values also 
act as the basis for the whole discussion to take place. 

On top of relating oneself to the media organization, the newsroom and the 
profession, journalists reflected upon their relationship with the public sphe-
re and with members of the public. This became apparent in the ways that 
journalist discussed the role of their paper as a significant maintainer of the 
public sphere. This indicates that journalists tend to frame the public sphere 
as journalism-centred. However, in another discourse, the paper was also po-
sitioned under public evaluation. Even if the newspaper was still clearly in 
the centre of attention, in this discourse the journalists stepped away from 
journalism centrism; they identified other agents in the public sphere that 
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could affect the forms and content of public discussion. Journalists recog-
nized that the newspapers and their professionals are part of a public sphere 
that goes beyond the pages of the newspaper.

In fact, these two elements – public significance and public evaluation – 
were important elements in the professional self-image of journalists in rela-
tion to public journalism. There was a common understanding that the work 
that journalists do is publicly significant, but a degree of defensiveness in 
the professional discourse emerged from the public nature of the work. In 
the context of public journalism then, professionalism acts as resource that 
invites defensiveness but it also makes the explication of public significance 
possible. Thus, positive discourses around public journalism and profession-
alism – support and help for citizens; a more open and interactive stance; and 
the aim to act as a connector – can be seen as signs towards ”public profes-
sionalism”, not as unambiguous indications of such professionalism’s exis-
tence.  

It has been indicated that the public journalism approach has not revolu-
tionized journalistic practice or norms, but it has offered practical–theoretical 
input into the professional culture that has fuelled active discussion among 
practitioners and academics (e.g. Friedland 2003; Haas 2007, 139; Gade et al 
1998). My research shows that journalists are willing to experiment with new 
ideas and practices and reflect upon them in a way that provides input for the 
profession by making explicit how professionals regard their work context 
and their professional role in it.

The Finnish professional culture that is embedded in the democratic-cor-
poratist media model has offered an interesting setting for public journalism. 
In many respects, it may be argued that public journalism fits more easily 
with the Nordic professional culture than with the professional culture in the 
USA. For example, the historically strong and broadly accepted value of pub-
lic service among Finnish journalists has made it possible to consider public 
journalism as an extension of this value, even if public service now seems to 
require more than information delivery. Moreover, the tradition of corporat-
ism and the culture of consensus in top-level decision making (see Chapter 
1.2.) may have also prepared the way for public journalism ideals in Finland: 
professionals in the democratic-corporatist system have not been as critical 
towards the ideas of deliberation and solution orientation as in the liberal 
media systems (see also Haas 2003). In this light, however, it is interesting 
that deliberation and a solution orientation did not form an integral part of 
public journalism in the three studied Finnish newspapers. Thus, these ide-
als were not actively applied nor explicitly contested. 

This can be further explained by the fact that during the past 20 years or 
so, in democratic-corporatist countries, there has been a shift towards ”criti-
cal professionalism” with focus on critical investigation, analysis and dis-
semination, i.e. practices and ideals that have traditionally been stronger in 
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the sphere of the North Atlantic liberal media system (Hallin & Mancini 2004, 
170–178; Haas 2003, 96). Public journalism has been rooted in this frame-
work to begin with – despite being also a challenger of distanced critical pro-
fessionalism – and has therefore caught the attention of the media profession-
als. Moreover, global techno-economic trends have also shaped journalism 
in Finland towards practices that bracket out the structures of collective rep-
resentation (such as corporatism) and underline individual experiences and 
targeted journalism. Public journalism in Finland can thus be regarded as an 
approach that has been able to address the historically strong normative-dem-
ocratic tradition and its current shift towards the liberal model, as well as the 
current practical-economic trends that define Finnish professional culture.

The signs of ”public professionalism” I discussed in this chapter can be re-
garded as valuable for the future evolution of journalism and its participatory 
features. Results from studies of online participatory journalism (Domingo et 
al 2008; Hermida & Thurman 2008; Heinonen 2011, forthcoming) suggest that 
professional culture has remained surprisingly unchanged by participatory 
practices, as professionals have kept the decision-making power in their own 
hands. Journalists are retaining the traditional gatekeeping role in adopting 
UGC on their websites. This is a further indication of the fact that normative 
interventions, such as public journalism, are valuable in a sense that they en-
courage journalists and researchers to reconsider some of the basic assump-
tions in journalism, since there is very little room for this kind of reflexivity 
in fast pace of editorial work and technological development.

Moreover, I concur with Haas (2007) in his evaluation that the emergence 
of independent citizen journalism does not relieve mainstream news orga-
nizations of their responsibility for improving their relationships with citi-
zens and for trying to generate more politically involved publics. While it is 
certainly possible that citizens themselves become publicly active, there is 
only sparse evidence suggesting that more demanding deliberative discus-
sion would take place in practice and that the concerns of the marginalized 
groups would be articulated (Haas 2007, 159–160). The discussion in this re-
search indeed points out that these goals are also challenging for professional 
journalism. Hence, the idea of ”public professionalism” would best benefit 
from taking into account the independently produced citizen journalism ac-
tivities and combining this input with professional practices.
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9.  
Conclusion:  
Making news with citizens

This research has discussed the forms that public journalism has acquired in 
three Finnish newspapers and the interpretations that the participatory prac-
tices have elicited among journalists. In the past chapters I have addressed 
four research questions dealing with the reception and practices of public 
journalism (Chapter 5), the textual typology of the stories (Chapter 6), cit-
izens’ role in public journalism (Chapter 7) and journalists’ reflections on 
their professional self-image (Chapter 8). This study has been an attempt to 
understand participatory newsroom practices and shed light on the phenom-
enon of public journalism via three different research sites, the newsroom 
cultures of Helsingin Sanomat, Aamulehti and Itä-Häme. 

This research has opened up an opportunity to concentrate on (1) the 
meaning of socio-cultural context for public journalism. It has also provided 
an opportunity to discuss the intersection of (2) public journalism practices 
and theories of journalism, especially those of (3) professionalism and the (4) 
public sphere. In the following, I will summarize my findings and discuss the 
input of this research in relation to the four fields. I will devote special at-
tention to the implications regarding the public sphere theories. Altogether, 
these conclusions reflect on the role of journalism in democracy and how 
public journalism contributes to that.

9.1. Public journalism in the Finnish context

The broad context of this study is the professional culture of journalism in 
Finland. This context has provided an opportunity to see how public journal-
ism has been adapted to an environment that combines the political legacy 
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of democratic-corporatism with the rise of managerialism and requirements 
of efficiency in an increasingly technological environment and emerging cul-
tural diversification.

The U.S. based public journalism movement has had an important impact 
on the forms that public journalism has taken in Finland, but the movement, 
however, has not been the only source of inspiration. Citizen participation 
as a central notion in Finnish public journalism is part of a broader partici-
patory paradigm that influences many sectors in society. This research has 
indicated how participation has lately emerged as a central element of jour-
nalism practice overall. Public journalism is an initiative through which the 
emergence of participatory paradigm can be studied in journalism. Moreover, 
public journalism also reflects a broader legitimacy crisis that many modern 
institutions and professions are now facing as they are required to search for 
justification from widening the meaning of their expertise and professional-
ism as well as the customer/consumer roles that are embedded in their prac-
tices.

Thus, the adoption of public journalism has been justified from view-
points that are not immediately connected with journalistic practices. In the 
Finnish newsrooms the arrival of public journalism has provoked legitimat-
ing narratives that are connected with democratic elections (HS), regional 
prosperity (AL) or the profitability of the paper (IH). This points out that there 
has been a common feature to justify the practices especially from economic 
and political aspects.

The economic pressures of the surrounding societal context have been 
most clearly detected and articulated by journalists. Even if the financial sta-
tus of newspaper industry in Finland at the start of the 2000 was not critical, 
the sense of alarm about economic viability of newspapers clearly framed 
public journalism. Consequently, the approach has been mingled with target 
audience strategies and branding. The economic hardship of the newspaper 
industry has lately been intensified due to the global economic recession. 
Therefore, the economic motivations of participation in journalism presum-
ably play an increasingly important role in the future.

The political context, in turn, has been apparent in the studied forms of 
public journalism as a clearly expressed will to take partial responsibly of the 
well-being of the democratic system and electoral activity. The public jour-
nalism practices have adapted to the transformations of corporatism and wel-
fare state ideology. Public journalism has marked the need to bypass the old 
collective forms of decision-making and make democracy more participatory, 
and it has in its part offered more individually oriented means to address citi-
zens (cf. Heikkilä 2001, 290–291).

Technological and cultural trends have played minor roles in legitimat-
ing public journalism. The most intense technological development in online 
journalism in regard to web 2.0 technologies has mainly taken place after the 
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data for this research was collected. However, the studied public journalism 
experiments have prepared journalists to face the changing nature of citizen 
participation in online environment. This research therefore indicates how 
the idea of user participation was assumed in the field of news journalism be-
fore the technologically-driven participatory business models were intensi-
fied (for a critical review of ”peer production”, see van Dijck & Nieborg 2009). 
The research therefore also suggests that technology should not be seen as the 
one and only or most defining factor in journalism development in the future.

The cultural context, especially the sense of overall ”mediatization” of the 
society, has been reflected in public journalism as attempts to find such ways 
and styles of journalistic coverage that would be distinguishable from oth-
er media content. But in regard to the emerging cultural diversification, the 
studied public journalism projects have not fully utilized the potential of the 
approach to give voice to marginalized groups or cultural minorities as pub-
lics. Culturally, the approach has therefore largely addressed ”mainstream 
citizenship” rather than diverse cultural citizenship.

Journalism’s way of legitimating itself is thus always connected with 
broader social paradigms and the context that nurtures these paradigms. Now 
it is the individually-oriented context with its participatory paradigm that is 
affecting journalism’s legitimacy discourses, innovation and renewal. How-
ever, journalism is not merely being affected by its context: especially in the 
case of public journalism, one should ask how journalism could act as a cata-
lyst for meaningful participation. In other words, it remains a challenge for 
future projects to think of ways how public journalism could contribute to 
democratically-informed citizen participation so that it would become a gen-
uine part of various institutions’ practices, not just those of journalism. Fur-
ther discussion within the profession is needed in order to consider to what 
extent it is journalism’s role in particular to create public pressure for wider 
democratic participation.

In this overall socio-cultural context, public journalism has been applied 
in practice. The findings of this research point out that for practitioners, pub-
lic journalism is essentially about making news with citizens. It is news mak-
ing that requires professionals to act together with citizens, not just to write 
news for them or about them.

9.2. Public journalism practices

In terms of journalism practice, this research has offered a view into public 
journalism models that have been applied in three Finnish newspapers of 
different size. This study therefore demonstrates well how public journal-
ism is practiced in national, regional and local settings. Public journalism in 
Finland has evolved from researcher-lead projects into independent news-
paper practices that have been carried out in mainstream newsrooms. The 
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idea has been adjusted in each newsroom to their specific needs and exist-
ing practices.

Public journalism practices have been regarded as either distinct projects 
(HS), repeatable formats (AL) or as individual professional specialization 
(IH). Public journalism has invoked journalists in all the three newspapers 
to reflect on a variety of practices that range from newsroom management 
to concrete modes of journalistic work, and from organization and execu-
tion of public events to participation of citizens in the journalistic process. 
These reflections indicate that public journalism requires commitment from 
the management’s as well as practitioners’ part like any other attempt to de-
velop journalism, but on top of that, public journalism requires engagement 
from the public.

There has not been a coherent movement ethos or clearly defined borders 
for public journalism practice in Finland. Public journalism has been seen 
as a toolkit rather than as an ideal construct with theoretical roots. Therefore 
the practitioners’ definitions of public journalism have been shaped by their 
practical experiences and the pragmatic core of journalism. In these defini-
tions citizens have a central role: journalists see that the essence of public 
journalism is to provide citizens with information, to give space for the diver-
sity of voices, accept story tips from citizens and enable their participation to 
the making of news as well as to public life.

The content analysis pointed out a clear citizen orientation of the cover-
age. Citizens were positioned as active agents in the stories. However, in the 
future it would be fruitful to analyze citizens as agents more closely in order 
to identify possible competences and qualifications that are attached to ac-
tive citizenship and to deconstruct the idea of ”mainstream citizenship”. In 
other words, for future research it would be important to consider what kind 
of citizenship is constructed in the public journalism coverage, for example, 
to be able to consider the gendered nature of citizenship (Ruoho & Torkkola 
2010, 47–49).

In this research I have concentrated on textual storytelling elements, be-
cause none of the earlier Finnish studies on public journalism have focussed 
on this aspect. I therefore identified and analyzed storytelling structures that 
were typical in the newspapers’ public journalism coverage. There were six 
common structures: emphasizing the relevance of citizens’ experiences; con-
necting citizens with political decision making; utilizing citizens’ questions; 
generating dialogue; positioning citizens as public evaluators and presenting 
journalists as commentators. These meta-elements can be regarded as a nego-
tiation result between traditional professionalism and public journalism. The 
emerging textual grammar suggests that public journalism has transferred 
part of the journalistic power from journalists to citizens but that public jour-
nalism has not dramatically transformed journalistic storytelling. In fact, it 
still seems problematic for journalism to find concrete and feasible ways of 
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representing certain public journalism ideals textually: the ideals of dialogue 
and deliberation are especially demanding. However, the typology presented 
here may act as a tool or a starting point for developing and evaluating story-
telling techniques and ways to deal with public journalism in the future, also 
in the web environment.

In addition, the identification of readers’ roles in public journalism acts 
as a means to develop collaborative news making practices. The roles that 
readers have been given by journalists within the audience frame are: acting 
as a sample citizen, providing opinions and suggesting story ideas. The au-
dience frame draws from the combination of professionalism’s information 
delivery ideal and the logic of media competition. This frame is strongly ap-
parent and cannot therefore be ignored when professionals’ interpretations of 
public journalism are studied. The roles within the public frame are: acting 
as a representative, providing everyday expertise, questioning the decision-
makers and being a civic actor. Within the public frame readers are granted 
positions that take into account the different public (and potentially political) 
roles that they have in society, for example as voters, citizens and members in 
various associations and social networks. These roles arise more clearly from 
the ideals of public journalism. The two frames – commerce and democracy 
– are intertwined with each other and together they form the foundation from 
which journalists draw their ideas when they interpret their relationship to 
the public.

Recognizing the ways in which citizens are positioned in the context of 
public journalism may aid in thinking means to better utilize new informa-
tion technology in order to strengthen the public aspects of online partici-
pation and counter the many reservations with which newsrooms are fac-
ing online participation (Singer et al 2011, forthcoming). The lessons learned 
from the public journalism experiences should not be bypassed when online 
participation is developed. The ways in which citizens contribute their time 
and effort by voluntarily engaging in journalistic production is a significant 
question in newspaper-based public journalism as well as in web-based par-
ticipatory journalism. An aspect that would require further attention is the 
process how citizens analyze their own motives, consider experiences from 
collaboration with journalists and evaluate the resulting stories. It would be 
important to assess the collaborative reporting process from both viewpoints; 
the professionals’ as well as the amateurs’.

Another clear finding arising from this study in terms of public journal-
ism practice is that deliberation is a demanding ideal and only thinly ap-
parent in the texts and journalists’ interpretations. Public journalism theory 
emphasizes the notion of deliberation, and for the sake of conceptual clarity 
and depth of thought I consider it useful for the theory to adhere to the con-
cept. By holding on to the notion of deliberation, public journalism may be 
developed to a direction that does not only produce discussion for the sake of 
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getting ”colour” to the coverage or a mere feeling of participation to citizens. 
However, furthering the emergence of deliberative knowledge remains prob-
lematic in practice. Seeing readers as experts and questioners, and journal-
ists as helpers and moderators, could make deliberative practices possible, 
but journalists have not been eager to get deeply involved in deliberation 
processes. This finding suggests that public journalism lacks an intermedi-
ate articulation that would link the theoretical ideal of deliberation into the 
practice of journalism.

In this research, newspaper journalism has been studied from the partic-
ular normative viewpoint of public journalism. Therefore the analysis has 
brought forth such aspects of participatory practices that are connected with 
democracy. This normative view is significant in order to link the Finnish 
experiences with the discussion about the international forms of democracy 
supporting journalistic practices (e.g. Romano 2010) and to develop the the-
ory of public journalism in its own right. But I want to emphasize that the 
normative aspect provided by public journalism is not the only framework 
in which this type of journalistic practice and professional journalists can be 
studied. As pointed out, this research illustrates clearly that the normative 
and economic aspects are intertwined in public journalism even if scrutiniz-
ing commercially-driven customer orientation has not been the most funda-
mental aspect of this research. Journalists recognize and partly accept the 
interplay between the normative ideals and economic pressures related to 
public journalism. 

9.3. Professional reflexivity

Public journalism has provoked journalists to reflect on their professional-
ism. In the interviews, professionalism appeared as an entity that refers to 
skills, routines, rules and shared values. The newsroom culture forms the 
setting for professional reflection and development. It acts as a context that 
brings coherence to the interpretations and defines the borders of shared 
meanings within the organization. The newspapers in this research were seen 
by journalists as membership organizations (HS), as providers of guidelines 
(AL) and as items of external evaluation (IH). Consequently, public journal-
ism has been mirrored against varying collectively recognized strengths and 
weaknesses: HS journalists wanted to write more citizen-oriented and intel-
ligible stories, AL journalists emphasized the need to help and encourage 
citizens and IH journalists were willing to maintain distance from the local 
authorities with the help of citizens.

The differences in the newsroom cultures have led to particular ways of 
seeing public journalism as a professional challenge. Public journalism has 
invited journalists to reflect upon autonomy (HS), public service (AL) and the 
watchdog position (IH) as the most prevalent professional values in the news-
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rooms. The introduction of public journalism has made these professional 
values more visible by reaffirming their classical meaning on the one hand, 
and widening that meaning on the other. The widening means that ideas of 
citizen participation have been absorbed as part of the existing values. This 
has been especially clear in the case of public service: journalists see that 
serving the public does not only mean quick and reliable information deliv-
ery but that the public can also be served by taking them along to the news 
making process and encouraging them to take part in public life.

In the newsrooms, public journalism has been seen as a reminder (HS), as 
a mental change (AL) or as a practical change (IH) for professional journal-
ism. The impact of public journalism has been construed as broad shifts in 
professionalism: from autonomy to assistance; from enclosed occupation to 
collaborative environment; from information delivery to network building; 
and from secured economic standing to competitive branding. The findings 
point out that the practical experiments have invoked professional reflexiv-
ity in relation to the organizational culture and to the professional culture. 
Moreover, they indicate that the broad societal trends function as the basis 
for professional reflection.

Four emerging signs of more ”public professionalism” were traced. In pub-
lic journalism the reporter helps citizens; moderates discussions; works in 
interaction with citizens and generally is more public – both in terms of the 
public sphere (publicness) and the market (publicity), even if the bluntest 
economic imperatives regarding journalists’ own work were clearly resisted. 
These findings suggest that participatory news practices have had an impact 
on journalists: despite certain stability brought by classical professional val-
ues, journalists’ self-image is a construct that can be rearticulated. Thus, as 
a result of professional reflexivity, professionalism can evolve and change. 
Moreover, discussing journalists’ ”public” roles is significant, since it can 
help in building a bridge between public journalism and online participatory 
journalism: both initiatives need to develop meaningful ways to incorporate 
professional journalism with citizen participation.

”The public” appears to be a central category outside the newsroom that 
continues to represent professionally significant meanings: journalism’s legit-
imacy is still based on relevance to and communication with the public (see 
also Kunelius & Ruusunoksa 2008, 675). Professionals recognize that their 
newspapers are part of the public sphere that goes beyond the pages of the 
newspaper and that citizens can be considered as active participants in that 
sphere. Journalists thus consider their newspapers as influential agents in the 
public sphere but at the same time journalists understand that their papers 
are exposed to public’s evaluation and criticism. Journalism is thus framed 
from the perspectives of public significance as well as public assessment. In 
the current environment of media competition, journalism needs to empha-
size its significance for the functioning of democracy and the public sphere 
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more intensively than before. Moreover, increased accessibility and interac-
tivity have pushed journalism to justify its practices to the public in a more 
transparent manner.

This research has indicated journalists’ willingness to open and self-crit-
ical reflection that mostly stems from concrete work situations but does not 
merely remain on the practical level. This kind of professional reflexivity 
can be considered as a professional virtue as such: in order for professions to 
evolve and stay vibrant the practitioners need to be able to reflect upon the 
basic assumptions of their work and alter the course of their actions when 
needed. Self-criticism is a typical feature when journalists compare the cur-
rent situation with past practices or formerly dominant professional concep-
tions, but it is more difficult when reflexivity should take place between the 
current situation and ideal or theoretical conceptions. Thus, for journalists it 
is easier to be reflexive in relation to ”what used to be” than to ”what should 
be”, especially if no space is provided for such reflections in everyday work. 
This is why professionalism acts as a domain that allows re-articulation but 
also fosters stability.

Because past practices and conceptions form an important reference point 
for professional reflexivity, the critical reflections on public journalism are 
slightly different in different cultural settings. Thus, criticism against public 
journalism has differed in Finland from that in the USA. For example, profes-
sionals in the Finnish democratic-corporatist context have not been as criti-
cal of the ideas of deliberation and solution orientation as their colleagues in 
the liberal media system (see also Haas 2003). This can be due to the already 
mentioned fact that deliberation in all is rather thinly apparent and discussed 
in Finland. But it may also stem from the fact that consensus has been broad-
ly accepted as a political ideal in Finland and as such it has framed the con-
duct of professional journalism: journalism as an institution has been seen as 
part of the process of consensual opinion formation and solution finding. In 
fact, one can argue that classical adversarial watchdog journalism has never 
been as strong in Finland as it has been in professional cultures that are em-
bedded in the liberal media model. Finnish journalists’ are part of a media 
system that has traditionally emphasized an abstract ideal of public inter-
est. In this context the professional ideal of being a watchdog of power has 
emerged as a critical stance towards the functioning of the democratic system 
in all, and not so strongly towards (individual) political conduct. Therefore 
public journalism and election projects aiming to recover democratic partici-
pation have fitted well with Finnish professional culture.

In general, the democratic-corporatist orientation of the Finnish profes-
sional culture has made public journalism seem applicable. But the orien-
tation has not resulted in an unproblematic adoption of public journalism. 
Firstly, the orientation has been mingled with other trends and media mod-
els. For example, professionalism in Finnish journalism used to be more 
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clearly defined through its relationship to the administrative apparatus; i.e. 
seeing public service as information delivery from the state’s authorities to 
the public. This framework has now given way to the relationship between 
journalism and the market. People’s lives are considered to be defined in-
creasingly by the market, not merely by the state and its governance. Second-
ly, the idea of consensus that has framed the political system and hence also 
journalism has not meant a consensus that would be achieved by citizens’ 
deliberation, rather it has referred to a broad societal consensus among insti-
tutional elite actors such as formal political parties. Thirdly, Finnish journal-
ists’ professional orientation still includes such elements that do not easily fit 
together with public journalism, namely those of autonomy and objectivity. 
Hence there are also similarities between international and Finnish criticism 
of public journalism. There is thus a shared professional domain of journal-
ism that is used as a source of self-reflection, but this domain is being shaped 
in the course of time and emphasized differently in various cultural settings.

9.4. Public sphere theory for public journalism

In regard to public journalism theory, this research first offered a definition 
of public journalism. According to this formulation, public journalism is a 
form of professional journalism that aims to foster participation, public de-
liberation, diversity and connectedness; it considers readers as citizens and 
takes them into journalistic focus; it conceives citizens as actors in the public 
sphere; and it justifies these arguments from the perspective of democracy. 
This definition is needed in order to be able to discuss the tradition, forms 
and future significance of professionally conducted citizen-oriented journal-
ism. I argue that in spite of technological development and the rise of inde-
pendent citizen journalism this kind of journalism will not disappear. The 
legacy of public journalism can assist us to keep such aspects of journalism 
in view that may escape our attention when we concentrate on technological 
development. For example, the tension between democratic norms and com-
merciality remains as an aspect that technology has not settled.

I have argued that the conceptualization of ”public” in public journalism 
in scholarly literature has not been consistent. Drawing from Habermas and 
other public sphere theorists I have concluded that public journalism should 
recognize that the public sphere consists of multiple publics, which are ac-
tively formed by citizens, but in which finding closures and solutions is not 
always possible since the nature of the public sphere is political and conflict-
ing. An element of conflict is always present in public deliberation: certain 
amount of disagreement sparks the deliberative process. In addition, the pub-
lic sphere is best kept alive by providing possibilities for appearance, partici-
pation and deliberation. I have suggested that this conception of the public 
sphere could be taken as the deepened understanding of the ”public” in pub-
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lic journalism. This conception thus challenges professionalism’s classical 
and journalism-centred notions about the public sphere. However, the con-
ception also challenges public journalism itself. To conclude, I wish to look 
at how the empirical findings in this research relate to the suggested deep-
ened understanding of the public sphere. I will discuss five central themes of 
the public sphere theory: (1) the structure of the public sphere, (2) the role of 
citizens, (3) the goal of deliberation, (4) the function of the public sphere and 
(5) democratic orientation.

Structure of the public sphere. The studied public journalism stories do 
not directly yield up a particular conception of the public sphere. Some of 
the textual practices, such as the story pairs that combine a group interview 
with an encounter with a decision-maker, suggest that there is willingness to 
shed light on the discussions and worries of certain groups, such as certain 
occupations or unemployed persons. However, the textual practices do not 
point out that the interviewed groups would necessarily be considered as 
sub-publics in a sense that their public nature would be improved beyond 
covering their issues in the stories. The stories aim at bringing the worries of 
various groups to general public discussion but they do not particularly aim 
at stimulating the groups’ internal publicness or assisting the identity work 
within them beyond public recognition. In the light of the stories, the issues 
that the groups bring forth appear as more important than the viability of the 
groups as potential publics. This is indicated, for example, by the scarcity of 
such story telling structures that would support continuity of the coverage.

In addition, journalists’ conceptions of both public journalism and readers 
point towards an understanding of the overarching public sphere that needs 
to be fed with issues that arise from smaller publics. The emphasis is on the 
importance of keeping general public discussion diverse and active. This aim 
appears to be more important than to support sub-publics or to encourage 
issue-publics to emerge. Journalists are prone to think that issue-based pub-
lics should emerge by themselves. It is the task of journalism then to find the 
publics and cover their issues – not necessarily to facilitate their emergence.

The idea of seeing journalists as connectors also suggests that the public 
sphere is seen as a domain of several smaller issue-publics which could be 
connected with each other. Journalists’ reflections on their professional con-
texts add a journalism-centred view to their public sphere conception. In all 
of the newsrooms, journalists considered their newspapers to be important 
agents in shaping and maintaining the public sphere. It was less clear, how-
ever, how issues from the multiplicity of publics would best move ”upwards” 
and eventually reach the national political public sphere in order to make a 
difference to the policy making processes. Journalists referred to the idea of 
”having an impact” with public journalism stories, but they were not clear as 
to how this impact would be achieved.

The dominant conception of the structure of the public sphere in the con-
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text of Finnish public journalism can thus be described as journalism-cen-
tred public sphere in which several issue-publics appear. This conception is 
mostly in line with the discussed public sphere theory. The most challenging 
aspect is to conceive that publics are not merely sources of interesting issues. 
The vibrancy of publics could be encouraged in order to add up to the well-
being of the public sphere and to the possibility of local publics, for example, 
to gain such momentum that would make it possible for their issues to reach 
the national public sphere and the national decision-making structures. The 
increasingly networked nature of the public sphere and the emergence of so-
cial media that utilize the network logic can enhance such movement ”up-
wards”, but this movement is not automatic and could be assisted – even if 
not controlled – by journalism.

Citizens’ role in the public sphere. The interviews reveal that citizens are 
seen in two ways by journalists: sometimes as abstract representatives of citi-
zenry and sometimes as active agents. In relation to texts, the journalists refer 
to readers as symbolic citizens, almost as story elements that act as material 
for the stories: photos, opinions or ideas. But if readers are viewed in relation 
to their role in public discussion, the roles become more demanding: citi-
zens’ opinions and story ideas are connected with their roles as active social 
beings in various networks. Therefore citizens are also considered to posses 
such resources that make it worthwhile to share their experiential knowl-
edge in public. The duality in the citizens’ roles indicates that the elements 
of ”public” and ”journalism” in public journalism bring in influences that do 
not match seamlessly but that they can be negotiated. To put it crudely, the 
logic of journalism emphasizes the usability of citizens as elements in the sto-
ries, whereas the logic of publicness emphasizes citizens’ input on the public 
discussion and the usability of journalism to citizens. However, both of these 
logics seem to require citizen activation, mobilization and encouragement: 
citizens are not considered active as such even if their activity is a desired 
condition. This is an interesting contradiction to the point I made earlier: 
journalists think that individual citizens need activation, but at the same time 
they wish that issue-publics would emerge by themselves.

Journalists’ perceptions of their role in public journalism confirm the dual 
view on citizens. On the one hand, journalists realize the need to be more ac-
cessible and open in order to channel the already existing citizen activity into 
the newsrooms. But on the other hand, journalists see themselves as helpers 
who aid citizens to become more active and to take part in the public debates. 
This kind of mobilizing is important for journalism because civic agency cre-
ates the public to being with. Journalists can see themselves as ”mobilizers” 
of general civic activity but not as ”mobilizers” of specific issues. The aspect 
of civic agency is also emphasized by journalists since such activity is con-
sidered to attach the public better to the newspaper as a product: active citi-
zens are also active subscribers.
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According to the textual analysis, citizens are granted an active role in the 
stories: they ask questions and evaluate public affairs from their own perspec-
tives. This can be seen as an indication of the fact that the public journalism 
approach considers citizens as active agents in the public sphere altogether 
– not merely in the media sphere. The texts do indicate that citizens are pro-
vided with possibilities to affect the direction of the public discussion with 
their inputs. However, also the inactive and symbolic citizenship positions 
become evident, especially in the stories that focus on elections. Despite good 
intentions such stories become dominated by political players. Hence citi-
zens become easily positioned as abstract representatives of the electorate.

On the whole, even if the representative and symbolic aspects of citizen-
ship are apparent especially in the texts, the current forms of public journal-
ism in Finland emphasize the virtue of citizen activity. The kind of citizen 
activity that is emphasized is informal but publicly oriented and takes place 
in everyday life context; overtly political activity is considered more prob-
lematic. This implies that the ideal citizen is not passive and dispassionate; 
citizens are allowed to have interest in various issues. Journalism tries to 
monitor civil society and identify moments when interests accumulate and 
issue-publics come alive. However, if issue-publics start to symbolize some-
thing more permanent – to evolve into true counter-publics – journalism be-
comes more sceptical towards such publics’ intentions to use journalism to 
promote their own purposes. Furthermore, public journalism has not encour-
aged journalists to consider citizens in the role of deliberators in Haberma-
sian sense, since the element of deliberation is generally rare in the material.

Goal of deliberation. The idea of deliberation is scarcely manifested in the 
studied news practices and hence also thinly elaborated by the journalists. 
However, I have suggested that public journalism ought to adhere to the no-
tion of deliberation and consider the public sphere as a site for deliberation 
that would result in recognition and formulation of issues that require public 
handling – not necessarily in solutions. The findings in this research indicate 
that deliberation in the form of solution-oriented discussion that aims at clo-
sures is indeed problematic for news journalism.

However, issue recognition is characteristic of Finnish public journalism 
practice when textual representation is considered: the most common meta-
element in the stories deals with representation of everyday life as publicly 
and politically relevant. In other words, the stories aim at recognizing the 
issues that arise from grassroots. The bottom-up direction of the stories and 
giving space to citizens’ voices are indications of the fact that there is willing-
ness to try to find and discuss the concerns of citizens, but there is no empha-
sis on the fact that this process ought to be deliberative in nature. Neither is 
the aspect of problem-solving a significant element in the texts. The element 
of connecting citizens with politicians – best exemplified by the practice of 
encounters – implies that such connectedness can lead to solutions, but none 
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of the prominent story-telling elements explicitly deal with problem-solving. 
Therefore the emphasis is on connectedness rather than on problem-solving.

These findings are supported by the journalists’ interpretations of reader 
roles in public journalism. Citizen participation is justified by the need to rec-
ognize and cover issues that are relevant to the public. The reader roles such 
as the opinion or story idea provider fit in with this picture. Even if citizens’ 
questions have a central role in the coverage and being a questioner is a rec-
ognized citizen role, there is no emphasis on solutions. The Q&A stories are 
valued as end points: problem-solving is not seen as a deliberative process 
that would start from questions and answers and move forward from that on. 
Problem-solving is not explicitly apparent in the journalists’ role conceptions 
either. The idea that journalists can act as connectors between various groups 
hints to the idea of problem-solving, but here, too, the element of connected-
ness is more explicitly expressed.

Therefore, it may be concluded that the studied public journalism proj-
ects have not encouraged journalists to conceptualize their practice and pro-
fession in such a way that would emphasize the importance of seeing the 
public sphere as a site of deliberative problem-solving. This finding is con-
nected with the minor emphasis that is given on deliberation in the studied 
approaches altogether. Connectedness, in turn, appears as a more attainable 
ideal. From the viewpoint of deliberative theory this can be regarded as weak-
ness, but from the viewpoints of participation and accessibility this can be 
seen as an asset: journalism aims to present diversity of views and also con-
nect them with each other.

Function of the public sphere. I have suggested that public journalism 
would benefit from considering the public sphere as a broad domain that fa-
cilitates public appearance and representation of considered and conflicting 
opinions rather than full consensus. Because deliberation is not a distinc-
tive element in the studied approaches, the question of consensus as an end 
product of deliberative process is not central either. But in terms of style and 
tone, the stories come out as consensual: they very seldom portray issues as 
open conflicts. Citizens’ questions and proposals as well as encounter situa-
tions provide such elements to the stories that could lead to confrontations. 
This type of tension would even be welcomed by the interviewed journal-
ists. However, discussion events and one-to-one meetings tend to minimize 
confrontations and emphasize the aspect of mutual understanding, if not full 
consensus. The story structures studied here do not employ a populist ap-
proach of siding with citizens’ points of view in order to build up tension. 
The journalists’ own commentaries, in addition, are rather controlled. For 
these reasons the idea of appearance becomes more central than that of either 
consensus or conflict. 

Journalists’ interviews further illuminate why conflict is not a central ele-
ment in public journalism. The role of citizens as questioners is appreciated 
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because citizens’ questions bring a ”twist” to the stories; citizens give support 
to and legitimate journalists in their watchdog role. On this basis it would be 
possible to emphasize the conflicting nature of the public sphere, but jour-
nalists want to avoid combining public journalism with any extreme views, 
openly political content or strong advocacy. The stories may reveal the politi-
cal and conflicting nature of the covered issues but they seldom process this 
conflict further. Moreover, the role of citizens as participants in conflicts is 
considered with caution. If citizens were given more prominent roles as par-
ticipants in conflicts, it might also mean more unpredictability and handing 
over journalistic power to the public. This question is related to the sense of 
autonomy and is therefore considered problematic by the journalists.

I have suggested that public journalism should allow and assist citizens’ 
public appearance and expression of considered opinions. The analysis of 
journalists’ role perceptions supports this view: connectivity, accessibility 
and assistance have become to be seen as virtues for journalists in public 
journalism. This research points out that in the context of Finnish public 
journalism the public sphere is seen as a site of appearance of various views 
and opinions, but neither consensus nor conflict comes up as the most essen-
tial definer of the nature of public communication. Appearance is an impor-
tant and necessary element, but one can ask whether it is strong enough to 
bring about considered opinions?

Democratic orientation. Can the ideals of participatory and deliberative 
democracy be found in the approach, or is public journalism more clearly 
rooted in the prevailing representative-administrative system? Deliberative 
democracy does not occur in the interpretations of the journalists but a par-
ticipatory framework is more apparent. Citizen participation is considered a 
virtue, it is encouraged and presented in the public journalism stories. Pos-
sibilities for dialogue are organized and reported. However, even if encoun-
ters are organized and discussion is encouraged, the textual representation 
of the dialogue remains a challenge in this material. Dialogue is more clearly 
apparent in the methods of public journalism than as an element in the sto-
ries themselves: a lively and dialogical face-to-face discussion does not easily 
convert to dialogical journalistic narrative, not to mention that it would ef-
fectively challenge the existing democratic structures. The existing system of 
representative and competitive democracy thus remains the dominant frame 
in the stories, a feature that is strengthened by the election projects that form 
central part of the data. 

Even if democracy was not explicitly discussed by journalists when they 
defined public journalism, the ethos of democracy was strongly apparent in 
their conceptions. The traditional democratic duties of journalism − inform-
ing citizens and acting as a platform for debate − have affected the journal-
ists’ understanding of public journalism. Thus, public journalism is rooted in 
these traditional premises but has an additional tone of participatory ideals 
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in it. Reader participation is discussed by journalists predominantly in rela-
tion to the newspaper and to a lesser degree in relation to the public sphere or 
the functioning of democracy. Public journalism should therefore find ways 
in which citizen participation in journalism could actually be connected 
with the functioning of the existing democratic structures, for example by 
considering the practice of public journalism as a distinctive form of public 
monitoring (Keane 2009). In this regard, public journalism faces similar chal-
lenges as participatory and citizen journalism: how to direct the momentum 
of citizen participation outwards from the media field to the public sphere. 
From the democratic perspective, it is not enough to invite citizen participa-
tion for the sake of media participation but genuinely consider the impacts 
that this participation can have on public discussion, civic engagement and 
decision-making. The function of the public sphere is to produce public le-
gitimacy for decisions and, in addition, to see that public participation has an 
influence on the decisions that are made. 

In this research autonomy, public service and watchdog position became 
manifested as the core professional values evoked by public journalism ap-
proach. Even though these values were extended to include citizen participa-
tion, the main democratic frame was the existing system that relies on com-
petitive elections and representation. So, even if there were signs of more 
”public professionalism” based on the participatory–deliberative foundation, 
the new approach was still mostly evaluated from the viewpoint of classical 
professionalism that offers the framework of representative democracy as a 
dominant point of reference. Moreover, the increasingly market-driven con-
text has shaped the journalists’ understanding of the public sphere. There-
fore elements of commercial publicity such as branding and visibility were a 
part of journalists’ conceptions: democracy and the public sphere were seen 
as competitive domains. In sum, the studied public journalism approach has 
not radically challenged the logic of representative and expert-driven democ-
racy, especially as the ideal of deliberation has not been clearly manifested in 
the practices or interpretations of this approach.

All in all, the suggested normative framework − the deepened public 
sphere theory for public journalism − has revealed that journalists consid-
er the public sphere as a domain that needs to be kept vivid by feeding is-
sues from smaller publics into general public discussion, in which various 
issue-publics can be connected with each other. Civic agency is considered 
a virtue, but public journalism has strengthened a conception of the public 
sphere that emphasizes issue recognition over problem-solving. Connected-
ness emerges as an important intermediate concept, since deliberation re-
mains thinly addressed. The possibility for public appearance comes out as a 
significant function of the public sphere. The dominant democratic orienta-
tion associated with public journalism is the representative and competitive 
system with a participatory flavour.
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Thus, this research has also revealed a discrepancy between the more de-
manding public sphere conception and journalism practice. The role of nor-
mative theory is, however, to aid us to understand of what is done and pre-
pare the way for assessment and criticism of existing forms. Empirical work, 
in turn, is needed to show the conceptual limitations and possibilities of the 
suggested theoretical framework and to provide alternatives. If the suggested 
public journalism theory is taken seriously, public journalism practice needs 
to recognize that sub-publics require encouragement and space for identity 
work in order to act as a true resources for public discussion. In addition, 
civic participation should be more imaginatively turned into dialogic and 
deliberative textual narratives. Also, it would be worthwhile to consider how 
to enhance rigorous public discussion – the kind of discussion that accepts 
people’s passions and colliding positions as legitimate − without turning the 
approach into populism. From the point of view of democracy, it would be 
beneficial to innovate ways in which public journalism can combine media 
participation with the functioning of the existing democratic system and to 
have an impact on the political public sphere and thereafter the national de-
cision-making.

All of these challenges become increasingly acute in the current environ-
ment where professional journalism coexists and competes with the overall 
media abundance and social media. By turning to its theoretical roots, public 
journalism may acquire a clearer standing in itself and therefore also provide 
incentive to other participatory forms in journalism. The significance of this 
”public philosophy” lies in the fact that it may help in evaluating the variety 
of participatory practices – in print, broadcast or web – from the perspective 
of democracy. Therefore, it is not perhaps necessary to underline the need to 
name the practices as public journalism or as participatory journalism, but 
rather to underline the need to identify a theoretical basis on which to as-
sess these practices. In the current context, then, the concepts that the public 
sphere theory can offer may act as a more important source for development 
than the distinct concept of public journalism.

However, the role of theory for (public) journalism practice is not straight-
forward. There is no clear place for theory in the everyday practice of jour-
nalism. This became evident for me when I was writing Chapter 5 on the 
practices and arrival of public journalism. It was easier to find narratives 
than analytical theorizations about the practices. Therefore I argue that pub-
lic journalism theory (embedded in the public sphere theories) can shape the 
practice in the field if it can produce such ”intermediate” analytical tools that 
help in breaking down narratives into concepts. My co-operation with the 
civic reporter was a process in which we had to find intermediate concepts 
in order to make our interaction possible. Somehow we succeeded, because 
according to the civic reporter, receiving feedback was one of the assets in 
our co-operation. Journalists in general are hungry for feedback. This suggests 
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that if theory can be used as a structure for feedback, it may reach newsrooms 
and then also shape practices.

Moreover, even if empirical findings show that the suggested public sphere 
theory is partly too demanding for journalism practice, I still see that profes-
sional practices and self-conceptions can be evaluated with a challenging 
normative framework. It is apparent that in public journalism the relation-
ship between theoretical notions, journalists’ interpretations, work practices 
and news texts is not seamless. For example, when we look at practices from 
the viewpoint of theory, public journalism appears as ”adapted”. Or when 
the stories are evaluated, it becomes apparent that participatory news prac-
tices do not necessarily produce dialogic texts. Nevertheless, it is the task of 
research to help in specifying these disparities and encouraging such profes-
sional reflexivity that may allow journalists to assess theoretical as well as 
practical aspects of public journalism or challenge their existing viewpoints. 
In addition, it is important to continue study how theories of classical pro-
fessionalism and public sphere meet each other in the context of public jour-
nalism, since feasible forms of public journalism draw inspiration from both 
theoretical domains.

As far as the future of public journalism is concerned, this research sug-
gests that demanding and truly deliberative forms of journalism are quite un-
likely to be assumed in the middle of everyday news work and the pressures 
of competitive media environment. However, various participatory methods 
will quite probably be utilized and developed in the newsrooms. Public jour-
nalism has been appropriated to the mainstream newspapers in a way that 
addresses both the normative and the economic foundations of journalism. 
It does not radically challenge the professional self-understanding of jour-
nalists, but provides such an input to the newsroom cultures that makes it 
possible for journalists to consider their profession as an interactive and col-
laborative territory and see citizens as capable public actors. Journalists thus 
posses such professional reflexivity that allows them to consider and evalu-
ate the significance of normatively oriented and democracy-supporting jour-
nalism for the profession as well as the public sphere. The role of journal-
ism research is to produce and maintain the kind of vocabulary with which 
professional reflexivity becomes possible on a conceptual level and does not 
remain bound to the immediate work environment and existing practices.
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Abstract

The object of this study is public journalism and its applications in the Finnish 
press. Public journalism is an American-based journalistic reform movement 
and an idea which aims at connecting the media more closely with its readers, 
and readers with public life. This research examines the ways in which pub-
lic journalism ideas and practices are manifested in three Finnish newspapers 
– Itä-Häme (IH, local), Aamulehti (AL, regional) and Helsingin Sanomat (HS, 
national) – during the period of 2002–2006. The overall research task is: What 
is public journalism, how and why has it been applied and interpreted in three 
Finnish newspapers, and what kind of professional reflections by journalists 
have these approaches elicited? This question is addressed by analyzing jour-
nalists’ interviews (40) and news stories (174). The interview material acts as 
the primary research data. Qualitative content analysis of texts and interviews 
has been utilized as a method of analysis.

This research first offers a definition of public journalism. According to this 
formulation, public journalism is a form of professional journalism that aims to 
foster participation, public deliberation, diversity and connectedness. It consid-
ers readers as citizens and takes them into journalistic focus. Public journalism 
conceives citizens as actors in the public sphere, and it justifies its arguments 
from the perspective of democracy.

Public journalism is embedded in professional journalism. In this research 
professionalism is understood as a shared ideological value basis that is con-
structed and shaped discursively and that is manifested in practices and rou-
tines. The shared values of professional journalism are: autonomy, public ser-
vice, objectivity, immediacy, ethicality and democratic ethos. Public journalism 
has challenged journalists to consider the borders of these core values, because 
public journalism emphasizes the idea ”publicness” as a key dimension.

However, the conceptualization of what is ”public” in public journalism has 
not been consistent. Drawing from Habermas and other public sphere theorists 
it is concluded that public journalism should recognize that the public sphere 
is comprised of multiple publics, which are actively formed by citizens, but in 
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which finding solutions is not always possible to attain, since the nature of the 
public sphere is political and conflicting. In addition, the public sphere is kept 
alive by providing possibilities for appearance, participation and deliberation. 
This conception of the public sphere is offered as a deepened understanding of 
the ”public” in public journalism.

In the empirical parts of the research, the forms and interpretations of pub-
lic journalism are analyzed. The results indicate that public journalism has in-
voked journalists in all the three newspapers to reflect on a variety of practices 
that range from newsroom management to concrete modes of journalistic work 
and from organization and execution of public events to participation of citi-
zens in the journalistic process. In the newsrooms, public journalism has cre-
ated various legitimating narratives that are connected with political and eco-
nomic aspects.

The content analysis points out to a very clear citizen orientation of the sto-
ries. In addition, there were six common storytelling structures: emphasizing 
the relevance of citizens’ experiences; connecting citizens with political deci-
sion making; utilizing citizens’ questions; generating dialogue; positioning citi-
zens as public evaluators and presenting journalists as commentators. These 
storytelling structures have transferred part of the journalistic power from jour-
nalists to citizens but public journalism has not dramatically transformed jour-
nalistic storytelling. Dialogue and deliberation remain as especially demanding 
ideals.

The journalists’ interviews indicated that in the context of public journalism 
there is a twofold way to consider the newspapers’ readers, the ordinary people. 
On the one hand, the readers are seen from the audience frame that emphasizes 
the product nature of the newspaper, and on the other hand, from the public 
frame that considers readers in relation to the public life, and not merely in re-
lation to the media product. The readers’ roles within the audience frame are: 
acting as a sample citizen, providing opinions and suggesting story ideas. The 
roles within the public frame are: acting as a representative, providing everyday 
expertise, questioning the decision-makers and being a civic actor. These roles 
draw the borders within which the Finnish professional culture is willing to 
place reader participation in journalism.

The newsrooms were seen by journalists as membership organizations (HS), 
as providers of guidelines (AL) and as items of external evaluation (IH). These 
differences in the newsroom cultures, in turn, have created particular settings 
for journalists to see public journalism’s professional challenge. Public journal-
ism has invited journalists to reflect upon autonomy (HS), public service (AL) 
and the watchdog position (HS) as the most prevalent professional values and 
the approach has been seen either as a reminder of what is good journalism 
(HS), as a mental change (AL) and as a practical change (IH). Moreover, collec-
tive signs of the impact of public journalism to journalists’ self-image can be 
traced: in public journalism the reporter needs to act as the helper, discussion 
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moderator and in interaction with the citizens and to be more public; both in 
terms of the public sphere and the market. These findings indicate that despite 
certain stability, journalists’ professional self-image is a construct that has been 
re-articulated in the context of public journalism.

All in all, the suggested normative framework − the deepened public sphere 
theory for public journalism − has revealed that journalists consider the public 
sphere as a domain that needs to be kept vivid by feeding issues from smaller 
publics into general public discussion, in which various issue-publics can be 
connected with each other. Civic agency is considered a virtue, but public jour-
nalism has strengthened a conception of the public sphere that emphasizes is-
sue recognition over problem-solving. Connectedness emerges as an important 
intermediate concept, since deliberation remains thinly addressed. The possi-
bility for public appearance comes out as a significant function of the public 
sphere. The dominant democratic orientation associated with public journalism 
is the representative and competitive framework with a participatory flavour.

Thus, this research has also revealed a discrepancy between the more de-
manding public sphere conception and public journalism practice. Public jour-
nalism practice needs to recognize that sub-publics require encouragement and 
space for identity work in order to act as true resources for public discussion. In 
addition, civic participation should be more imaginatively turned into dialogic 
and deliberative textual narratives. Also, it would be worthwhile to consider 
how to enhance rigorous public discussion that accepts people’s colliding posi-
tions as legitimate and to innovate ways to combine media participation with 
the functioning of the existing democratic system. Moreover, all of these chal-
lenges become increasingly acute in the current environment of overall media 
abundance and the web 2.0. 

The studied public journalism experiments have prepared the journalist to 
face the changing nature of participation in journalism. But this research also 
suggests that demanding and truly deliberative forms of journalism are quite 
unlikely to be assumed in everyday news work embedded in competitive media 
environment. However, various participatory methods are and will be utilized 
and developed independently in the newsrooms. Public journalism has been 
appropriated to the mainstream newspapers in a way that addresses both the 
normative and the economic foundations of journalism. It does not radically 
challenge the professional self-understanding of journalists, but provides such 
an input to the newsroom cultures that makes it possible for journalists to con-
sider their profession as an interactive and collaborative territory and see citi-
zens as capable public actors and participants in making news. 
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